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1. INTRODUCTION
1. i GENERAL
This technical report encompasses the work that was performed
under Contract NAS8-21189, and entitled "Study to Establish Criteria
for a Solar Cell Array for Use as a Primary Power Source for a Lunar-
Based Water Electrolysis System". The work was essentially carried
out in accordance with the approved Technical Plan (Reference i) and
the revisions outlined in Reference 2. This report fulfills the contractual
requirement for preparation of a Phase I Final Technical Report and
covers the period from 1 July 1967 to 3 0 June 1968.
1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to establish the feasibility of using
large solar arrays on the lunar surface. Emphasis ivas placed on devel-
oping parametric data, assessing the compatibility of the solar array
with the lunar environment, determining its performance, and establish-
ing the design and implementation requirements for a candidate concep-
tual design configuration. A summary of these objectives is given in
Table t. t. Several baseline configurations were considered. They were
required to provide conditioned electrical power for a lunar-based electro-
lytic reactants production system (ERPS) and a manned Shelter Module.
The mission requirements and overall lunar energy depot power profiles
for the solar array were defined in a parallel study conducted by the
Chrysler Space Division which was entitled "Study and Design Optimiza-
tion of a Water Electrolysis System" (Reference 3). These are discussed
in Section 4 of tans report. The candidate solar array conceptual designs
were based upon the analyses and parametric data generated during this
study. The study was also to include the preparation of a Design Require-
ments Document which would establish the preliminary specifications for
the overall candidate solar array system and a Preliminary Development
Plan for implementation of this system.
1. 3 STUDY APPROACH
The approach taken during this study was to place primary empha-
sis on the development of solar array system narametrir nerfnrmancP
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1-2
and design data. This was essential due to the unique characteristics of
the lunar surface environment and its impact on solar array system
design. It also provided a broad base for future solar array system
selection, transcending the constraints of program and mission require-
ments as defined for this study. Furthermore, it permitted the mission
planner a wide spectrum for discretionary program and mission selec-
tion, while still adhering to the cardinal cost effective principles of
commonality and standardization.
Concurrent with the aforementioned task, supplementary activities
were undertaken to establish the various program and mission require-
ments as they related to the selection of the solar array configuration.
In addition, data concerning the lunar environment, solar array mater-
ials, power conditioning equipment, and competitive power systems was
compiled to aid in the evaluation and design of the candidate solar array
systems. In addition, techniques for the utilization and conservation of
energy for the lunar surface operations involved were analyzed. Finally,
a series of conceptual design layouts were prepared. These layouts,
'	 together with block diagrams for various candidate electric power systems,
formed the basis for the preparation of a "Design Requirements Document"
and a "Preliminary Program Development Plan',,,
2 . SU MMARY
2. 1 PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
In keeping with the main objectives of this study ( Table 1. 1),
parametric data has been gener :ted to define the performance char-
acteristics of solar arrays when operating on the lunar surface.	 It
was found that array configuration, i.e.; flat, leanto, and oriented-
skirted, and array equilibrium temperature were the two most important
factors in establishing these characteristics.
	 The array configuration
effected the output power profile in two ways. 	 The orientation and geo-
metry of the array determined the magnitude of the effective intensity of
the solar insolence as a function of lunar phase.
	
In addition, the
variations in view factor (both to outer space and the lunar surface)
obtained from the different array configurations, directly contributed
to the resulting array equilibrium temperatures.
Except in the area of the thermal effects of the shaded and unshaded
lunar surface temperatures, the impact of the lunar environment on
solar array performance did not differ appreciably from that experienced
in Earth orbit.	 The magnitude of the degradation caused by particulate
radiation, micrometeorites and ultra-violet radiation was found to be
very nearly -equivalent.
During this study consideration was given to the following array
design parameters:
o	 oriented versus non-oriented
o	 insulated versus non-insulated
o	 skirted (shaded lunar surface) versus non-skirted
(non- shaded lunar surface)
It was four 3;d, that for all three candidate array configurations, the
major performance improavement was achieved by shading, the lunar
surface beneath and directly adjacent to the array.	 This was accom-
plished by the use of "skirting". 	 Some increase in performance could
be achieved by insulating the back of the array, so the thermal impact
kk
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of the hot lunar surface could be minimized. However, the performance
gains achieved by this design technique were not nearly as great as that
resulting from skirting. Array orientation results in decreased per-
formance unless combined with skirting or insulation.
The array geometry had a pronounced effect on the array output
power profile. The flat array gave rise to a sinusoidal output power
profile with zero power available at lunar sunrise and sunset. The
oriented-skirted array resulted in a square-wave, constant output power
profile. The leanto array output power profile was continuously varying
from some nominal value at lunar sunrise to a maximum value at lunar
noon. By the use of misorientation or varying the array geometry (i. e.
changing the leanto angle or usin g a "hybrid', combined leanto and
flat array) various array output power profiles can be achieved.
The rapidly changing lunar surface temperatures during sunrise and
sunset could result in short term pert-arbations to the array power out-
put profiles arrived at in this study. These are discussed in detail in
Section 8. A detailed analysis of these transients was not considered
during this study phase. However., a conservative approach with
respect to this phenomenon was taken in arriving at the candidate solar
array configurations.
During this study, design and performance data were developed
for both single crystal silicon cells and cadmium sulfide thin films.
However, only silicon cell solar arrays were considered for the candi
elate configurations. This was based upon limiting their selection to
current state-of-the-art materials. Solar cell conversion efficiencies
were based upon the latest: obtainable vendor data. In addition, solar
array substrate structural configurations and specific weights were
arrived at only after a careful review of all concepts currently under
consideration by industry. In /general, the substrate specific weight
(lb/f`2) selected for the candidate configurations were somewhat
heavier than in Earth orbit and planetary spacecraft designs. This
resulted from trr,e necessity to make these arrays more rigid due to
the one sixth 'g'' lunar gravity and the utilization of manual deployment
and assembly techniques.
t
The candidate solar array configurations selected during this study
were
o	 flat- skirted
o	 leanto- skirted
0	 oriented- skirted
The unique performance characteristics of each configuration and the
reasons for their selection are discussed in detail in Sections 8 and 9.
The leanto and oriented- skirted output power profiles were found to
most closely match the load profiles for the baseline mission (Program
V of Section 4) used during this study. The determination of an optimum
solar array configuration was beyond the scope of this study. A more
detailed analysis of the mission requirements including the specific
operating procedures to be employed during the lunar base start-up
and shut-down periods is necessary. In addition, trade-off studies
between the Lunar Exploration Primary Electric Power System (LEPEPS)
and the Electrolytic Reactants Production System (ERPS) must also be
conducted to arrive at the most cost effective approach. These factors
are discussed in greater depth in Section 4. 6, Study Alternatives , of
this report.
2.2 MISSION CONSIDERATIONS
The baseline mission for this study was Program V of Table 4.3
(Section "). Briefly, this was a mission involving the setting up of a
lunar base for the support of lunar surface exploration activities. The
mission requirements were:
Duration	 - one year ( 3 months manned.; 6 months
unmanned; 3 months manned)
Crew Size
	 - 3 men
Total Mission Energy - 33, 000 'kw-hrs (approximately)
The major lunar base equipment was:
• Three-man Shelter Module (MIM.OSA 2322-01; uprated)
• Lunar Roving Vehicle-MOLAB (MIMOSA 2423-01)
• Lunar Construction Trailer (MIMOSA 2432-02)
•	 Portable Tools (Reference 4.2 )
o Electrolytic Reactants Production System - ER.PS
(References 4.2 and 4.3)
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• Lunar Equipment Prime Electrical Power System -
LEPEPS (Reference 4.1)
• Secondary- Electrical Power System - SEPS (Reference 4.1)
o Telemetry Station System - TELSTATS (Reference 4.1)
The main emphasis in this study was to identify one or more
candidate primary electric power systems (LEPEPS) to meet the
required load profile for the lunar bAr e equipment. Various load
profiles (Figure 4.11 of Section 4) were possible for meeting the
mission objectives. During this study, the output power profiles
of several solar array configurations were determined and these were
matched to the mission load profiles. Using this approach, the candi-
date solar array lunar surface power systems (LSPS) were selected.
The major elements of the LEPEPS as defined by references
1.1 and 4.1 for this study were:
o	 Solar Array
	
- to provide raw power to the Shelter
Module and ERPS during daytime
operations
o	 Power Conditioning - to regulate the solar array power to
meet the various load requirements
o	 Power Distribution - bus bars and cabling to distribute the
power to the various loads
o	 Controls
	 to provide for load matching, peak
power, and excess power dissipation
Additional equipments comprising the LEPEPS but not included during
this study phase are:
o	 Alkaline fuel cells - to furnish power during night operations
o	 Secondary (recharge-
able) batteries
	 - for emergency power and some regu-
lation requirements
A detailed analysis of these components and integration of these elements
into the LEPEPS was beyond the scope of this study. However, a
discussion of this equipment and its interrelationship with the lunar base
•
n
An additional electric power system required for this mission was
the SEPS. The major elements of this system as defined by Reference
1
1.1 and 4.1 were:
o	 Primary batteries
o	 Primary reserve
batteries
for launch through deployment oper-
ations
- for energy depot start -L,p and /or
reactivation after dormant or
standby periods.
o	 Radioisotope thermal
generators (RTG)
	
- two to four units for sustained power
during dormant and standby periods,
communications power, and iriiUation
energy for depot activation upon remote
command.
A state-of-the-art survey for the SEPS equipment was conducted and
this was included in Section 10.1 of this report. An in depth analysis,
.'
	 of the SEPS requ remeats was beyond the scope of this study and has
been deferred until a future study phase.
During the inception of this study several lunar mission programs
were specified (reference 4. 1). These programs were designated
numbers I, II, III, IV, and V. These programs, together with their
total mission energy requirements are summarized in Table 2.1.
`fable 2.1 Total Mission Energy Requirements
Program
No. Mission Duration
Crew
Size
No. of
LSV's
Total Mission
.Energy(kw-hrs)
I	 II One-14 day visit 4 1 3,96o
IIIa One-28 day visit. 6 1 10, Soo
IIIc Three-28 clay visit over 12 3 67,000
6 month period
IV Four-56 day visits over 12-24 6 295,000
12 month period.
V Two-90 day visits over 3 2 32,800
12 month period
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Using, nominal, state-of-the-art values, four basic power systems were
compared for each of these programs. They were as shown in Table 2. 2.
Table 2. 2 Candidate Lunar Surface Power Systems
No.T^.^ System Description
1 Solar Array and Secondary Batteries
2 Solar Array, Fuel Cells, ERPS, and Transported Initial
Reactant
3 Fuel Cells and Transported Reactants
4 Solar Array, Fuel Cells, and Transported Reactant
The results of these analyses are shown in Figures 4. 8 and 4. 9 of
Section 4. It was found that when total mission energy requirements
exceed approximate3y 25, 000 kw-hrs, twat system (2) h-id the lowest
:.eight. A summary of these weights for the ProgramV mission on]y
is shown on Figure 2. 1. Also included was a nuclear thermoelectric
system (Table 4.10 of Section 4). It can be seem. that as total mission
energy increases, System (2) is superior, from a weight standpoint,
to all the other candidate power systems considered.
During this study, several investigations were conducted to assess
the use of solar arrays (with and without secondary batteries) for
various lunar surface activities. These included:
o	 surface mining operations
o	 water extraction power requirements
o	 conservation, of LSV reactants
The results of these studies are described in Section 4. 5 and Appendix
A. The cross-over points where it becomes system effective to use
solar array power systems are depicted.
The requirements for the stowage of the candidate LEPEPS in the
Saturn V launch vehicle shroud are outlined in Section 4. 7. The data
is presented in parametric form so that it may be applied to various
array configurations. Detailed operations analyses were also con-
ducted to arrive at the deployment and assembly time required for the
various candidate solar array systems. This data was used in estab-
lishing stowage volume requirements and total power systems costs
i
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r(Table 4.9 of Section 4), Both total power system weight and cost are
depicted in Table 4. 9. From this table it can be seen that the lightest
candidate power system does not necessarily r^Psult in the lowest cost
system for the Program V mission.
In order to analyze the other elements of the LEPEPS (power
conditioning, power distributioa, controls) it was neces J­ try to syn-
thesize an overall lunar base arrangement. A schematic of this
lunar base is shown in Figure 10.28 of Section 10. The leanto solar
array was depicted, 'but the arrangement, with slight modifications,
would. be equally applic^lble to the flat and oriented-ski-,{ted array
configurations. Using Figure 10. 28 as a baseline arrangement,
parametric data was generated to arrive at the best solar array
unregulated bus voltage level to operate at. A value of 300 vdc was
selected as providing the highest powe): conditioning system e'ffficiency
and resulted in minimum total power system weight. This value is
unique for the power levels and load characteristics for the Program V
mission. Furthe-,, analysis would be required to determine the pre-`
ferred magnitude of this voltage for other mission requiran ents and
load characteristics. A comparison of total LEPEPS weights as a
function of array 'bus voltage for the various candidate array config-
urations is given in Figure 10.42 of Section 10. Due to the many
factors discussed in Sections 4, 8, 9, and 10 of this report, these do
not necessarily represent optimized systems. However, they do
indicate a realistic range of achievable system weights and confirm
the feasibility of the solar array power system as a candidate for the
Program V mission, A pictorial representation of the Figure 10.28
luna-• base arrangement is shown in Figure 2.2. This is typical of
one of the many possible arrangements that might 'be employed in
setting up the lunar base. However, because of the modular power
system concept approach used during this study, various candidate
solar arrays could be utilized for the lunar 'base. Typical examples
of these are shown in Figures 2. 3, 2. 4, 2. 5, and 2. 6. Figure G. 3
,Aepicts a flexible substrate leanto configuration. Figure 2.4 presents r
a rigid substrate leanto concept. Figures 2. 5 and L. 6 show two
different concepts for the oriented-skirted configuration. Standardized
3.3 ft x 8. 0 ft modules are used as the basic building block to make up
any of the rigid substrate sub-arrays.
Another objective of this study was to prepare a "Design Require-
ments Document" of the candidate lunar- surface power system for
the Program V mission. This was done and incorporated in Appendix
B of this report. This document represents a preliminary specification
for the LEPEPS which must be supplemented with more specific
details when add,tionax mission data becomes available. However, by
including all the criteria essential in preparing such a document, it
does aid in high-lighting those technical areas where additional inter-
face information is still required.
A final objective of this study was to prepare a preliminary Program
Development Plan for implementation of the LEPEPS within a five year
period. A detailed discussion of this plan is provided in Section 12 of
this report. A tentative schedule for the candidate lunar surface power
system is depicted on Figure 12.1. The resource requirements, norYn-
ally identified with such a plan, have been omitted. It was deemed too
premature to arrive at meaningful estimates for the research and
development costs for the overall LEPEPS. However, cost estimates
for the various candidate lunar surface power systems are given in
Table 4.9 of Section 4. In addition, a Lunar Surface Power System
Cost Nomc !ry.
 i -,ph ( Figure 4.17 of Section 4) has also been prepared.
This nomograph can be used in estimating both R & D and production
costs for lunar surface power systems during the program planning
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i3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study indicate that the use of large solar arrays	 j
on the lunar surface is feasible. Furthermore, in many instances
they provide the most system effective solution for meeting the energy
requirements for various lunar surface exploration missions. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the work covered during this
study phase.
o	 The use of large solar arrays on the lunar surface is feasible.
They can be made compatible with the lunar environment by
employing proper design techniques.
o	 Both single cry. tal silicon cells and cadmium sulfide thin
films are capable of providing adequate performance.
o	 The solar array/fuel cell/ERPS system is an attractive
concept for providing power for a lunar surface exploration
base. It represents the most technologically advanced system
that could be flight ready by the early 1970's. In addition, for
high mission energy requirement, (above 25000 kw-hrs ), it
represents the lightest weight system that could be employed
in that time period. Based upon the results of thi,i► study, this
concept is superior to other competitive systems for the
Program V mission.
o	 The flat, leanto, and oriented-skirted r.--,Iar array concepts
were all capable of meeting one or more of the proposed
ERPS power profiles. A more detailed system engineering
study involving performance, weight, cost, and reliability
tradeoffs between all elements of the lunar energy depot
would be required to arrive at an optimum design configuration.
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o The varying array temperature was found to be the most
critical performance parameter. However, this parameter
can be controlled passively by the use of various design
techniques (skirting, mis-orientation, back-side insulation,
etc. ).
o	 The solar array output power profile characteristics can be
modified to match the requirements of various load power
profiles. This can be accomplished by the use of hybrid
arrays (variable geometries), and array equilibrium tem-
perature control (mis-orientation, skirting, insulation,
active cooling). Additional flexibility in controlling array
output power profiles could be achieved by the use of separate
array systems. Each system would employ a different array
configuration. The resulting superimposed output power
profile would be designed to closely match the load power
profile.
0	 Lunar roving vehicles will undoubtably rely on fuel cells for
both motive power and environmental control and life support
requirements. The use of solar arrays and secondary
batteries mounted on these vehicles could reduce the pro-
pulsive power fuel cell reactant requirements by 5 to 20
percent. In addition, the need for reactant regeneration
will become mandatory to minimize the overall mission pay-
load. This will become increasingly evident when roving
vehicle energy requirements begin to equal or exceed the
lunar base shelter requirements.
o The use of a solar array/ERPS system for mining and
water extraction becomes practical, if the water content
of the lunar surface exceeds one percent.
Y
o The solar array structural substrate can be made common
to all candidate array configurations and for any lunar surface
location. In addition, by use of a modular concept, lunar
surface power solar arrays can be provided for a range of
2.5 to 100 kw using the same 'basic design elements. Finally,
there does not appear to be any fundamental technology
factors that would preclude achieving an operating life of
at least five years. These inherent design characteristics
could lead to considerable cost savings on future missions.
o The use of solar array secondary battery systems as power
oases appears attractive. They could be judiciously located
along the paths to be traversed by the roving vehicles during
various lunar surface exploration sorties. Utilized in this
manner, they would greatly increase the reliability of the
mission and considerably enhance the chances for astronaut
survival in the event of failure of the lunar surface roving
C-11",
	 vehicle power system.
3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has served to confirm the feasibility of using solar
arrays on the lunar surface. This conclusion is based upon the
assumptions made during this study and the resulting performance
characteristics, weights, and costs established for the candidate
lunar surface power systems. However, there are several tech-
nology areas that should be further investigated in order to assure
the adequacy of the design assumptions and to minimize development
risks. The following recommendations are provided to identify these
technology areas.
o
	
	 Because of the criticality and sensitivity of overall solar
array performance and design to the array equilibrium
temperatures, additional thermal analyses should be
conducted to more accurately assess this parameter.
c
o A detailed design and experimental test program should be
conducted using an engineering test module of a typical solar
array module. This development activity should be directed
towards evaluating the structural dynamic characteristics
of the array module and determining its ability to withstand
the launch environment. In addition, the compatibility of
the array m:Lte- As (structural substrates, silicon cells,
adhesives, cover glass, thermal coaLngs, etc. ) with the
lunar surface environment should be assessed.
o	 A more detailed systems engineering and tradeoff study of
the various systems and subsystems coraprising the overall
Program V mission and lunar surface energy depot should be
made to establish the most system effective approach.
o	 Single crystal silicon cells have; been selected for the candidate
solar arrays. They represent the photovoltaic material which
has reached the highest state of development. They have been
used extensively on both Earth orbital and planetary spacecraft.
However, due to their potential for greater radiation damage
resistance and reduced cost, consideration should be given to
cadmium sulfide thin films. However, considerable develop-
ment effort and experimental data is still required to determine
their performance stability and sensitivity ,
 to temperature cycling
before their use can be recommended.
o	 Consideration should )e given to extending the stay-times of
nearer-term, short duration (14 to 28 day).lunar surface
exploration mi alons by the use of solar array% secondary
'battery lunar surface power systems.
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4. MISSION AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
4.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The lunar programs with which this study was concerned ranged in
duration from 14 days to one year or more, involved from 3 to 24 men
and one to three surface vehicles. Brief descriptions of five specific
programs of progressively greater magnitude and complexity are given
in Table 4. 1.
The primary purpose of these missions is the exploration of the lunar
surface in the vicinity of an established base, and the scientific investi-
gation of geologic, topographic, astronomic and other phenomena within
the domain of observation. While these are the principal objectives of the
proposed missions, the present study is intended mainly to develop versa-
tile, long-life, high-performance, electrical power systems that are
compatible with thy.- lunar surface environment and have the reliability
and operational features needed to meet the requiremei'a of these
missions and to enhance the capabilities of lunar surface , ,eh cles to per-
form extended lunar explorations. A closely related objective was the
systematic study of the lunar equipment prime electrical power s rstem
(LEPEPS) which activates an electrolytic reactant production system
(ERPS) for the regeneration of reactants from the water obtained from
the fuel cells used at the base and on the lunar surface vehicles (Refer-
ence 4. 1).
The system requirements for LEPEPS were determined for each of
the programs, criteria was established for the design of solar cell array
systems to provide the necessary power, and preliminary designs were
prepared for the mission (Program V) and systems of greatest interest.
The solar array systems were then compared with other primary power
sources and modes of operation to determine which of the many candi-
dates was most attractive from the standpoint of minimum logistic weight,
stowage volume, and overall system cost. The general approach taken
is outlined in Table 4.2.
The results are presented in such a form that they may be used for
other missions than those specified, and for other modes of operation of
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the lunar base. In general, the solar array design data are applicable to
a wide variety of lunar and planetary base concepts.
4. 2 STUDY GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS
The primary concepts on which the solar array/ electrolysis system
study was based encompassed lunar base operations, surface exploration
and scientific investigations. In addition to establishing the character-
istics of the primary power source and adapting it to the water electroly-
sis system power profiles, application of solar cell arrays to the lunar
mobile vehicles were also investigated to determine if mission system
effectiveness would increase with the incorporation of these operations.
Applications to manned space stations and long range planetary vehicles
was beyond the scope of this study.
General systems analysis and tradeoff studies were used to narrow
the field of candidate systems and modes of operation. Attention was
focused on system interfaces, and the operational and environmental
aspects which are compatible with (or independent of) the electrolysis
system design. As a result of this approach, several candidate config-
urations were selected as preliminary baseline designs which would have
a wide variety of application throughout the lunar surface exploration
mission field.
Several mission concepts and modes of operation were considered
at the inception of this study. The emphasis was on the selection of
practical missions and systems which would be feasible for implemen-
tation during the mid-70's. Additional equipment and capabilities could
be added at a later date to support more complex subsequent missions
which could provide for almost continuous operation and which could take
full advantage of lunar resources and fi. 1 ture technological advancements.
The results of previous lunar surface studies (Reference 4.4) were
utilized and updated in the parametric development of design procedures,
environmental constraints, operational concepts and logistic interfaces,
to provide a broad background of pertinent data applicable to many as yet
unspecified future lunar missions. These parametric data were used to
analyze in greater depth the characteristics of selected mission systems
in order to illustrate the applicability of the design procedures. Finally,
4-2
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Table 4. 1 Specified Lunar Mission Programs
The programs for which the LEPEPS is designed are listed in
Reference 4. 1 (Section 2.4.7) as follows (Program V was added later in
the study per References 4. 2 and 4.3):
1. Program I - Establish a four-man energy depot and logistics base
with the capability of supporting a one or two man mobile vehicle
operation on the lunar surface for 14 days.
2. Promo r_am II - Same as Program I initially, but with provisions and
additional support to sustain, subsequently, two active manned
periods of 14 days. Each active period is expected to be separated
by a dormant standby, unmanned period of several months.
3. Program III - Program III would establish a base for a total of 12
men for a continuous 28 day period. The base must accommodate
all personnel only for short periods. During the remainder of the
time, exploration parties would be deployed in vehicles. A typical
operation is:
a. Initial Period - Six men landed and one two-man vehicle
avai able. Conduct exploration by deploying two-man crew
and rotate crew as needed. Perform scientific investigations
at base site. At end of 28 days, place equipment in dormant
standby and return personnel to earth.
b. Dormant Per cd - Unmanned base and equipment in standby for
two to three months. Land two more mobile vehicles and rase
supplies. After deployment of equipment and checkout, proceed
with additional manned activities.
c. Active Period - Reactivate base and vehicles and provide a
2-man crew to operate base and the three mobile vehicles.
Perform extensive exploration and scientific experiments for
a minimum of 28 days and with the following options.
(i) To follow up with several dormant and active periods.
(2) To continue to operate for three to six months having
the necessary logistics and crew rotation.
4. Program IV - Determine an optimum program to progressively establish
a larger, more permanent energy and logistics base similar to that
of Program III. This base should be sized to support between 12 to
24 persons, as determined, a larger scientific program, and either
more Vehicles or ones with greater capacity and range. The establish-
ment should provide an active_ operational capability of at least 56
days. It should be capable of conducting a one year mission where
the active periods are maximum and the intermittent dormant periods
are 28 days.
5. Program V Mission of one year duration, requiring the base, to be
established and used by a 3-man crew during the first 3 month
period, then left unattended for 6 months with automatic operation of
ERPS, followed by a final 3 month revisit by a 3-man crew.
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a Design Requirements Document was prepared to describe the system
believed to have the most attractive features for early development during
the mid-70's. Technology requirements and near-term mission opera-
tions requirements were defined as the basis for estimating the R&D
development effort needed to implement the systems by the specified flight
readiness date.
The logistics and deployment aspects of the power systems were
treated at some length in Section 4.7. The stowage volume constraints
imposed by the Saturn V launch vehicle were examined for compatibility
with the solar array areas and other subsystems constituting the LEPEPS.
Labor saving methods of unloading and transporting the power system
from the landing site to the selected power site were investigated. Pro-
cedures and manual energy requirements were determined for deploying
the various solar array configurations in a reasonable length of time,
without exceeding the work level capabilities of astronauts in space suits
on the lunar surface.
4.3 ENERGY DEPOT REQUIREMENT S ANALYSIS
The power requirements of the various specified mission programs
(Table 4. 1) for which the energy depot will be used was determined by the
analysis of the quantities of reactant consumed by the surface vehicles,
plus the additional power required to service the energy depot; i. e. ,
environmental control, lighting, communications, life support, etc. This
analysis served to evaluate the total conditioned power output to be ob-
tained from the solar array, and its distribution between the ERPS and
the base facilities for day and night operations to accomplish the overall
mission objectives for each of the specified programs. The power and
reactant requirements for each of the programs are tabulated in Table 4. 3.
A typical power profile for the energy depot during a typical 28-day
lunar period is shown in Figure 4. 1. Assuming a constant (or variable)
output from the solar array as shown, a small percentage of the total
power will be continually consumed by the base facilities; another incre-
ment will be used to charge secondary batteries, and to condition fuel
cells for operation; and the remainder will be used by the ERPS to dis-
sociate the water into N2 and 02 and tzj liquify the reactants. A portion
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o Structure
OWER SYSTEM
COSTS
o Solar Array
o Other Hardware
o RDT&E
o Production
TRANSPOR-
TATION
COSTS
• $/lb of payload
• First Visit
.o Subsequent
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COSTS
• $/ Man-hour(on Lunar Surface
• Deployment Time
• Maintenance Time
ERPS
COSTS
o Reactant Pro-
duction Rate
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Tradeoff
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ALTER
SOLAR ARRAY
SOLAR CONFIG- PERF
' STRUC'T'URE SITE
CELLS URATION REQMTS. SELECTION
• Weight o Flat. Lean-to	 o Area o Materials o Distance from
• Cost Oriented	 o Weight o	 Stress-to-Weight Landing Site
• Life o Power Profile	 o Cost Ratio o Preparatifin of
• Radiation o Specific Weight o Reliability o Surface Mounting surfaceResistance o Maintenance vs. Structure
• Deployment o Deployment Time (Solar Array
Cabling)
t'o Compensa ion	 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTSfor Latitude
DEFINITION OF LUNAR MISSIONS
• Duration - Continuity of successive programs
• No. of men - 3 vs. 4 as min. - more for subsegtlent programs
• No. of vehicles - with/without solar arrays
• Periods of occupancy, dormancy
• Mining vs. no mining
LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
ERP S14
ERPS
COSTS
o Reactant Pro-
e	 duction Rate
vs. Weight
ie	 Tradeoff
I
ARRAY SIZE `
AND SHAPE I
• Weight
• Cost
• Dynamic s
• Structure
SOLAR ARRAY )
PERFORMANCE1
• Temperature
• Sun Angle
o Power Profile
BATTERY WT. I
VS. MISSION
• Stationary Time
• Time Between
Stops
EFFECT OF
SOLAR ARRAY
ON LSV PERF.
• Array/Body
Shape
Synergism
• Weight Saving
• Range Increase
• Eme_ gency
Power
SHELTER
MODULE
E
	
	 SITE
SELECTIOI?i
• Distance from
Weight Landing Site
• Preparation of
unting surface
re
Ly
RODUC`l' ONI ` REQMTS. 	 ` MODES
• Power Read o Rate (lbs /hr)	 o Efficiency	 o Manual
• Day; Night o Step Modulation o Weight
	
o Automatic
• Attended	 o Mann ed/Un-
	 o Heat Rejection
• Unattended
	
manned
Periods
SYSTEM
EFFECT.
a Cost
o Reliability
t: Life
4on	 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON OFALTERNATE SYSTEMS SELECTION OFPREFERRED SYSTEM(S)
POWER SYSTEM LUNAR SURFACE
VEHICLE
_...^^—	 o Optimal Design for Mission
o Range
POWER o Reactant
CONDITIONING o Solar Array
o Batteries
o Operating Cycle
Power Distribution to:
• Electrolysis
• Liquifaction
• Transfer Pumps
• Shelter
• Cabling
• Main Bus Voltage Level
PRIMARY
	 SECONDARY
Ner Level	 o Batteries
I'd for:	 o Fuel Cells
Base (day)	 o RTG
Base (night)/ e
LSV/ e
Mining/water
extraction
)loyment Aids
'face Preparation
ucture
OTHER EQUIPMENT
o Tools
o Scientific Gear
• Mining Equipment
• Water Extraction
Equipment
Table 4.2 Block Diagram of Lunar Mission
and Systems Analysis
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Table 4.3 POWER AND REACTANT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPF ^IFIE^
NO. AND
TYPE OF REACT,
PROGRAM AND NO. OF SPLIRFACE LSV FUEL CONSUMPTION SHELTER POWER --I
DURATION MEN VEHICLES (LB/HR) TOTAL	 (LB) REQUIRED (KW) SHELTER VEH
1 (14 DAYS) 4 1 (ONE- 3 600 10 0
`l
INITIAL TRIP OR TWO-
TO ESTABLISH MAN LSSM)
ENERGY DEPOT
11 (14 DAYS) 4 1 (AS 3 600 10 0
TWO RETURN TRIPS ABOVE)
AFTER DORMANT
PERIODS OF
SEVERAL MONTHS
I I I A (28 DAYS) 6 1 (TWO- 3 1,000 15 4,600 1,;^
ESTABLISH BASE MAN LSSM) (333 HOURS)
AND EXPLORE
IIIB (2-3 MOS.) 0 LAND TWO- 0 0 0 0
DORMANT UN- MAN LSSM
MANNED* & MOLAB
I I IC (28 DAYS) 12 2 (TWO- 2X3 1,200 30 91200 2,
SEVERAL()) MAN LSSM 1X5 1 000 (FROM LERC TO T
ACTIVE AND 1 MOLAB 2 00 STUDY, REFERR- 55,000 13,E
*DORMANT PERIODS TO ED TO IN ERPSRFP APPENDIX
(2) CONTINUOUS 13,200 ON GUIDELINES
OPERATION FOR SAMPLE)
3-6 MONTHS, WITH
NECESSARY
LOGISTICS AND
CREW ROTATION
IV (56 DAYS MIN) 12-24 2 (TWO- 2X3 2,400 50 30,600 27,2
OPTIMUM PROGRAM MAN LSSM) TO TO
FOR ONE YEAR 2 MOLAB 2X5 4,000 122,000 120, C
MISSION. MAX. 2 LONG
ACTIVE PERIODS RANGE SV 2X9 74200
WITH 28 DAY 13,600*
DORMANT PERIODS TO
60,000
V (ONE YEAR) 3 1 MOLAB 1X5 6,000 3 (DAY, ATT.) 13,500 6,0
3 MO. ATTENDED I CON- 5 (NIGHT, ATT.)
6 MO. UNATTENDED STRUCT'N 2 (DAY, UNATT.)
3 MO. ATTENDED VEHICLE 2 (NIGHT, UNATT.)
*DURING DORMANT PERIODS, HEATING IS ASSUMED TO BE PROVIDED BY 	 +THESE FUEL CONSUMPTIC
RTG, OR PASSIVE TEMPERATURE CONTROL USED TO PROTECT CRITICAL ELEMENTS.	 DUTY CYCLE THAN OBTAII`
Table 4. 3 Power and Reactant Requirements 	 APPENDIX A).
for Spea',Ified Missions
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ER AND REACTANT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIED ivASSIONS
REACTANT (LB) POWER REQUIRED (KW)
LSV FUEL CONSUMPTION SHELTER POWER
(LB/HR) TOTAL	 (LB) REQUIRED (KW) SHELTER VEHICLES TOTAL SHELTER ERPS TOTAL
3 600 10 0 600 600 10 0 10
3 600 10 0 600 600 10 0 10
3 1,000 15 4,600 11000 5,600 15 73 88(333 HOURS)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2X3 1,200 30 9,200 2,200 11,400 30 150 180
1X5 11000 (FROM LERC TO TO TO i2,200 STUDY, PEFERR- 55,000 13,200 68,200
TO ED TO IN ERPSRFP APPENDIX13,200 ON GUIDELINES
i
SAMPLE)
ii
2X3 2,400 50 30,600 27,200 57,800 50 378 4 28
TO TO TO
2X5 4,000 122,000 120,000 242,000
2X9 7,200
13,600
TO
60,000
z X5 6,000 3 (DAY, ATT.) 13,500 6,000 19,500 3 33 36
5 (NIGHT, ATT.)
2 (DAY, UNATT.)
2 (NIGHT, UNATT. )
PROVIDED BY	 +THESE FUEL CONSUMPTIONS ASSUME A CONSIDERABLY HIGHER
CRITICAL ELEMENTS. 	 DUTY CYCLE THAN OBTAINED FROM LSV DATA (DISCUSSED IN
APPENDIX A),
,f	 of the reactants will be reserved for use during the following night to
operate the fuel cell system providing power for the base facilities. The
net quantity of reactant will then be available for use by surface vehicles
during the planned daytime (and possibly nighttime) operations.
4.4 ELECTRICP_. T, POWER SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
The electrical power system for the lunar base consists of the pri-
mary electrical power system (LEPEPS), secondary electrical power
systems (SEPS), lunar surface vehicle (LSV) power systems, and surface
traverse emergency power. Each of these systems are now discussed to
illustrate their relationship to the overall lunar mission.
4.4. 1 Lunar Equ 2ment Prime Electrical Power System (LEPEPS)
The primary electrical power system can be selected from the
following; power sources or combinations thereof; batteries, fuel cells,
nuclear power systems and solar cell arrays. A survey of the current
and projected state-of-the-art for the first three power sources is given
in Section 10. 1. A comparison of the relative effectiveness of each of
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354 HOURS
	 354 HOURS
Figure 4. 1 Typical Power Profile for Energy Depot
these systems, based on total logistic weight to accomplish the mission,	 y
is presented in Section 4.6.
Batteries capable of long -duration charge/discharge cycling offer
one possibil-.ry as an energy source. Several types of ba,ttleries that are
commercially available were considered as follows:
o Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries capable of achieving
10- - 5 w - . hr/lb (100-67 lb/kw hr). They have a charge
efficiency of about 75 percent (at the proper temperature),
and can be recharged hundreds of time.
o Silver-Cadmium (Ag-Cd) batteries capable of achieving
25-30 w-hr/lb (40-33 lb/kw hr) when vented and about or:--
half as much when unvented. They recharge more slowly
then Ni-Cd, with a charge efficiency of about 75 percent.
Their non-magnetic property is favorable to many appli-
cations.
o	 Silver Zinc (A g- Zn) batteries capable of achieving 15-50
w-hr/lb (67-20 lb/kw hr) depending on cycle life. They
recharge slowly with about 75 percent charge efficiency
and can be discharged rapidly. While they have had little
flight experience in rechargeable space applications, they	 AA'
offer promise of providing efficient energy storage for
lunar applications.
Fuel Cells (H2 -02) offer another possibility as the primary energy
source. Based upon inert weight only, current fuel cells generate approx-
imately 10 3 w-hr/lb (1 lb/kw hr), but the projected energy density is
expected to be 2. 5x10 4 w-hr/lb (0. Q lb/kw hr). Including a reactant
rate of 0, 91 lb/kw hr (which allows for boil-off)., an overall energy density
of 0.95 lb/kw hr is projected for operation on the lunar surface. Future
units with a lifetime of 2500 hours are expected to have an inert weight of
100 1'b /kw or less.
Nuclear power sources are typified by the current Atomics Inter-
national compact converter 23 kwe re-.ctor-thermoelectric power system
(see Reference 4. 5) having a gross mission weight of approximately
25, 000 pounds. Further details of the power and weight breakdown are
R	 given in Table 4.7.
Solar cell arrays for the lunar surface application offer a broad
range of possible configurations, which were narrowed down to a few can-
didate systems in this study by the following preliminary analysis.
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these systems,, based on total logistic weight to accomplish the mission,
is presented in Section 4.6Q
Batteries capable of longduration charge/discharge cycling offer
one possibil:,, y as an energy source. Several types of batteries that are
commercially available were considered as follows:
o Nickel-Cadmium (N -Cd) batteries capable of achieving
1	 10-115 w-, hr/lb (100-67 lb/kw hr). They have a charge
efficiency of about 75 percent (at the proper temperature),
and can be recharged hundreds of time.
o Silver-Cadmium (Ag-Cd) batteries capable of achieving
25-30 w-hr/lb (40-33 lb/kw hr) when vented and about or.-
half as much when unvented. They recharge more slowly
then Ni-Cd, with a charge efficiency of about 75 percent.
Their non-magnetic property is favorable to many appli-
cations.
o	 Silver-Zinc (Ag-Zn) batteries capable of achieving 15-50
w-hr/lb (67-20 lb/kw hr) depending on cycle life. They
recharge slowly with about 75 percent charge efficiency
and can be discharged rapidly. While they have had little
flight experience in rechargeable space applications, they
	
"IN
offer promise of providing efficient energy storage for	 ^I-
lunar applications.
Fuel Cells (H2 -02) offer another possibility as the primary energy
source. Based upon inert weight only, current fuel cells generate approx-
imately 10 3
 w-hr/lb (1 lb/kw hr), but the projected energy density is
expected to be 2. 5x10 4
 w-hr/lb (0. C lb/kw hr). Including a reactant
rate of 0. 91 lb/kw hr (which allows for boil-off)., an overall energy density
of 0. 95 lb/kw hr is projected for operation on the lunar surface. Future
units with a lifetime of 2500 hours are expected to have an inert weight of
100 lb /kw or less.
Nuclear power sources are typified by the current Atomics Inter-
national compact converter 23 kwe reictor--thermoelectric power system
(see Reference 4.5) having a gross mission weight of approximately
25, 000 pounds. Further details of the power and weight breakdown are
given in Table 4.7.
Solar cell arrays for the lunar surface application offer a broad
range of possible configurations, which were narrowed down to a few can-
didate systems in this study by the following preliminary analysis.
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Various conceivable arrangements of solar arrays were compared
on the basis of relative solar cell area and relative weight as shown in
Figure 4. 2. Bctn of these parameters are of equal importance. The .area
determines the initial cost of the solar array and the weight defines the
total logistic problem and resultant overall cost of the lunar base. A
brief description of each configuration follows:
o	 Flat Array (Type 1). The simplest configuration to deploy and
activate,  is the rectangular array, spread out flat on the lunar
surface. The relative weight and solar cell area of all other
configurations are compared with this basic arrangement, which
is a candidate for further detailed study.
•	 Tipped Flat Array ( Type 2). By tipping the array normal to the
sun at noon to compensate for the assumed latitude of 30 0 , a 14
percent reduction in solar cell area is effected at the expense of
approximately; 111, percent increase in total weight due to structure.
This arrangement shares the disadvantage with Type 1 of pro-
viding zero power at sunrise and sunset (see diurnal power pro-
file). For this reason, Type 2 is eliminated.
•	 Leanto Array (Types 3-5). By choosing the leanto configuration
with a prop at the center of one side ( Types 3 and 4), the power
profile at dawn and dusk is improved to about 45 percent of max-
imum midday power and the relative weight is restored to approxi-
mate parity. Type 3 was chosen for further detailed study, and
Type 4 was dropped, since a gain in performance can easilv be
obtained 'key moderate stretching. Pressurizing the leanto (Type
5) results in a considerable increase in weight, due to the
addition of bottom and end closures, and gas storage weight;
hence, this mode is eliminated.
o Pressurized ( Hemi) Sphere ( Types 6 and 7). The pressurized
hemisphere and sphere will have more than twice the weight of
the leanto configurations, but the power level at dawn/dusk is
improved to about 50 percent maximum (for the hemisphere)
and 100 percent (for the sphere). However, these modes were
discarded due to their large relative weights and areas.
Fully Oriented Array (Type 8). The fully oriented array, while
requiring the least solar cell area of any of the configurations
and having a more nearly constant power profile, will require
considerable structural weight, more time and effort in deploy-
ment, and may have a potentially lower reliability if an automatic
orientation mechanism is used. Nevertheless, it was selected
for further detail study since it had the capability of requiring
the smallest area for a given power profile.
Candidate Configurations. Of the eight configurations shown in
Figure 4.2, the following candidates were :believed to repr^cPr*
the most promising systems and worthy of further study
array, leanto and fully oriented. These are illustrated in
Figure 4. 3.
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DIURNAL POWER PROFILE
TYPE CONFIGURATION (Assuming Constant Array Temp.)
=POWER PER UNIT AREA T =
FLAT ARRAY
^I
(^
FLAT ON L( NAR SURFACE
nC^O
J
AREA A
2. Tii PED ARRAY- A
NORMAL TO SUN AT NOON LATITUDE	 L nKA
LEAN TO ARRAY - STRETCHED
SINGLE PROP AT CENTER
`, 
P /0010 1^1 	KA COS a COS L7
r^
J = KA
RECTANGULAR SOLAR ARRAY «	 L `	 KA SIN a _ 0,
4. LEAN TO ARRAY - UNSTRETCHED
SINGLE PROP AT CENTER '^ «	 ` KA COS 2 COS T
- KAJ -
RECTANGULAR SOLAR ARRAY L KA SIN a = 0.6
5. LEAN TOARRAY - PRESSURIZED
RECTANGULAR SOLAR ARRAY
^i
^^	 L
KA COS -aT COS 2
SIN a
= KA
«
KA -^ = 0.6
LUNAR
DISC
K4 (1 +COS L) f_
	 KA^iI
b. HEMISPHERE - PRESSURIZED
L
0
KA/4
=	 0.31
7.'SPHERE - PRESSURIZED
KA/4
ASSUMING CONSTANT TEMPERATURE
®FULLY ORIENTED ARRAY
KA
* ARRAY TEMPERATURE EFFECTS NOT CONSIDERED
[]SELECTED FOR MORE DETAILED STUDY
Figure 4.2 Relative Effectiveness of
Various Configurations
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DIURNAL POWER PRQFIL INTEGRAL OF POWER REL. EFFECTIVENESS
ssuming Constant Array Temp.) (ONE LUNAR DAY) REL. WEIGHT REL. AREA
K = POWER PER UNIT AREA T = TIME PERIOD OF INTEGRATION
fA  n
	
i dt =	 KAT COS L 1.0 1.0
nC^OS = 0.55 KAT; (L = 30°)
f= ' KAT
1.12 0.86KA = 0.63 KAT; (L = 300)
KA COS a COS L J = KAT 
JSINq
 
^1 ' 2) + _ COS g COS	
/0000M
0.97 0.90
KA S IN cl 0.61 KAT; (a = L = 300)
KA COS	 COS L2	 T
f= KAT 1SI 4	 1'. ^ } +	 COS 2 COS 2
0.96 0.92
KA SIN o = 0.60 KAT;
	
(a - L = 300)
KA COS 2 COS 2 f = KAT J
SI N a
 (1it
	
+n COS 2 COS 2 1.72 0.89
KA SIN a = 0.62 KAT;	 (	 = L = 300)4
KA J =	 KAT I 1	 ^1 -	
21	 + 2	 (1 + COS L) 1,4	 44 (1 +COS L) ir 2.13 1.43
KA/4 = 0.39 KAT;	 (L = 30°)
K A/4
f= KAT/4 2.22 2.22
ASSUMING CONSTANT TEMPERATURE
KA
f= KAT 0.71-1.38 0.55
ML
F
t
• FLAT ARRAY - PARALLEL TO LUNAR SURFACE
45" TO 51"
	 LEAN TO ARRAY
I _A ^^^ I/
W ORIENTED ARRAY - SKIRTED
Figure 4. 3 Final Solar Array Candidates(2. 5 kw Modules of Foldout Panels Shown)
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4.4.2 Secondary Electric Power Systems (SEPS)	 '^}
The secondary- electric power system derives its energy from a
primary source, distributing that energy in time to the user facilities.
Examples of SEPS are as follows:
o Batteries are charged and recharged by the solar array and
may be used to provide nighttime power to the base, or
motive power to the roving vehicles. They may also be useJ
to augment the primary power system for short peak -load
conditions.
o Fuel Cells provide power for nighttime operation of the base
and for energizing the roving vehicles. Reactants used by
the fuel cells are obtained by regeneration of water through
electrolysis (ERPS) or by depleting an initial reactant supply
transported from Earth, as discussed in Section 4.4. 3.
• Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) utilizes a
radioactive source to provide heat and electrical energy for
nighttime operation of the base, for providing motive power
for the roving vehicles, and to power instruments and tele-
metry during dormancy periods.
• Solar Cells may be used on roving vehicles to provide,
additional energy, thus decreasing the quantity of reactant
consumed by the fuel cells (normally used to energize such
vehicles) or increasing their range (see Section 4.4.4).
S61ar cells can also be used to provide emergency power for the
lunar surface vehicle. In case of failure of the fuel cell system, a com-
pletely redundant source of energy is thus available to operate the environ-
mental control and life support system, communication, and drive
equipment.
4.4.2. 1 Baseline System
The present concept of LEPEPS/ SEPS envisions a solar array as
the primary power source at the base, with fuel cells providing secondary
power for nighttime operations at the base and motive power to the surface
vehicles. During periods when the I-ase in unoccupied, the ERPS system
is assumed to operate aucomatically ,
 to regenerate reactants for nighttime
use. If automatic operation of ERPS during unattended periods proves to
be impractical from a reliability standpoint, additional reactants could be
provided, as discussed in Sectior. 4.6.4. 2„ Alternatively, an auxiliary
power system such as the RTG could be provided. A detailed study of
'	
tthese system tradeoffs is beyond the scope of Iiis study but should be con-
sidered during the mission implementation study phase.
4.4. 3 Alternate Modes of Reactant Supply and Power Requirements
The energy depot is initially supplied with a quantity, W 1 , of cryo-
genic hydrogen and oxygen sufficient to satisfy the ECS, life support and
initial power requirements for base operations and surface vehicle excur-
sions. A portion of the breathing oxygen will be dissipated by air-lock
cycles and other losses, but the reactant consumed by the fuel cells will
result in very nearly 100 percent recovery of the water. Tl. s can then
be dissociated in the ERPS to form gaseous hydrogen and oxygen, and
reliquified and stored for re-use (assuming r.ryogenic storage is employed).
The lunar base logistics problem can be minimized for the following three
cases to satisfy the specified mission programs (Table 4.3):
i) No re-use of reactant (when W1 required for the complete
mission duration is less than the weight of ERPS plus liqui-
faction equipm ent)
2) Dissociation and liquifaction of recovered water (when weight
of ERPS/liquifaction + W 2 is less than Wi).
3) Mining, water extraction and ERPS for large mission energy
requirements justifying additional weight of equipment and
complexity of operation (see Section 4.6.3).
Case i. For daytime o oration only (Programs I and II involvingY	 P	 (	 )Y	 g	 g
relatively small amounts of reactant, W 1 , for life support, surface vehicles
and base power, it is evident that the minimum logistic weight is obtained
by transporting the necessary reactant from Eartn, without the use of
ERPS.
Case 2. For day/night operation (without mining), a quantity of
reactant sufficient for base power during the nighttime represents the min-
imum value of W 2. Surface vehicles can draw from this supply during the
dz,
 y, the recovered water being processed many times through ERPS/
liquifaction to maintain a relatively constant value of W 2. The last excur-
sions before sundown ahould conclude with sufficient time . remaining to
dissociate/liquify with available pow ;r; otherwise an additional increment
LAW 2 of reactant should be provided initially. The volume of reactant to
be processed by ERPS the following day will be W 2 + WSV , where W S .V: is
the reactant consumed by surface vehicles.
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ACase 3. With mining and water extraction from lunar surface
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materials, the initial quantity W3 0 of reactant should be sufficient to satisfy
the requirements until the mining/extraction /ERPS system is operative,
after which the lunar gene fated reactant W 3g will build up the total supply
to the amount needed for extended use (W3f W 3 X W 3g). As in Case 2,
the recovered water is processed through ERPS / liquifaction to maintain
W3o essentially constant. The volv-me of reactant to be handled by ERPS
the following day is W 3 + W Sv + W 3g, v.here W39 is the additional lunargenerated reactant. This process continues until W 3 is sufficient to
support the expanded exploration program.
The criterion to determine when mining and water extraction are
justified is E W 3g >(y + z%, where y and z are the equipment weights
required for watr extraction and mining respectively, plus the added
solar array and ERPS weight to support these activities (see Section 4.6.3).
4.4.3. 1 Reactant Production Power Requirctments
Dissociation of Water - Two Faradays of current are required to
dissociate one mol of water into 2 grams of hydrogen and 16 .grams of
oxygen gas. i Faraday = 96, 500 coulombs (26.8 amp-hrs). The theoret-
ical potential required for the electrolysis of water is 1. 229 v. However,
because of the irreversai-­
 gty of the oxygen electrode, significant over-
potentials are required for the liberation of oxygen from water. While
these may be minimized by operation of the electrolysis apparatus at
elevated temperatures and by selection of electrode materials for mini-
mum overpotential, it seems probable that the potential required for the
operation of electrolysis cells at useful rates will be not less than 2.0 v,
and, depending upon the design of the cell, may be considerably higher.
At the 2-v potential, 2.7 kw-hrs of electric power are required for the
generation of 1 pound of hydrogen and oxygen at the correct mixture ratio
(1:8) for use in fuel cells.
Liquefaction of Gases The thermodynamic energy required for
liquefaction of hydrogen and oxygen is 1. 50 and 0.080 kw hr/lb, respec-
tively, starting with gas at 25 0C and i atmosphere pressure ( see Ref-
erence 4.6). With a mixture ratio of 8:1, this amounts to 0. 24 kw hr/lb
of reactant. Assurning a mechanical efficiency of 14 percent, results -n
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a power requirement cf 1. 7 kw hr/lb for liquefaction. The actual
efficiency of the liquefiers, and the weight of such equipment will depend
on the rate of production required and the availability of equipn ant. The
Reference 1. 3 study is analyzing =use requirements.
When reconverted into electrical energy via fuel cells, one pound of
reactant y*alds f, 1 kw-hr. Hence, the overall efficiency of the ERPS/
liquefaction process is 	 rl,e = 1. 1/(2.7 +	 1.7) = 25 percent (based upon the
above assumptions).
4.4.4 Lunar Surface Vehicle Auxiliary Power
The proposal to utilize direct solar energy conversion on the LSV's
(Figure 4.4) to reduce their fuel consumption can be appraised by consid-
eration of two cases; solar cells without batteries and solar cells with
battery storage.
o	 Solar Cells without Batteries. Typical lunar surface vehicles
are described in Figure 4,47Reference 4.7 and 4.8)„ The
weight and power characteristics of solar arrays were
analyzed as follows:
Let, A = plan area of vehic^e (ft?-)
rA = solar cell area (ft ); i.e., r = solar cell area
plan area of vehicle
w = weight of solar array/unit area (lb /ft?-)
p = power output/unit area normal to sun-line (kw/ft
8 = average angle between solar array and sun-line(rad)
Then, prA sin A = average power output !kw)
Let, c = average reactant consumption (without solar array)
(lb/hr)
1. 1c = average power equivalent of reactant consumed (kw)
Then, R = 1 - prA sin 0/ 1. 1c = ratio of reactant consumed
with/without solar array,
and,	 1 - R = prA sin, 011. 1c = fraction of reactant saved
by use of solar. ` array
Thus the fraction of reactant saved is proportional to p and
sin 0, both of which vary with time, as shown in Figure 4-5.
The product p sin 0, Integrated over the lunar day, gives an
average power density of about 4. 0 w1ft 2
 with silicon cells;
hence the integrated fraction of reactant saved ii; one day
will be,
w:
Data Summary
Gross Vehicle Weight (W/2-man crew) (lb)
Scientific Equipment (lb)
Cargo (incl expendables) (lb)
Length, Overall (ft)
Width, Overall (ft)
Number of Wheels
Wheel Diameter (in)
Range (mi)
Duration (days)
Maximum Speed (Mph)
Power System
Max. Power Required (kw)
Energy Required - Total (kw hr)
Locomotion (kw hr)
Navigation (kw hr)
ECS and Life Support (kw hr)
Electronics (kw hr)
Scientific (kw hr)
Cryogenics Required (lb)
Local Surface Mobile Long Range
Vehicle Lab. Reconn Veh
2200 7940 17000
375 750 510
--- 1990 6000
16. 0 20.2 36.8
7.6 10.4 10.8
6 6 8
48 60 80
20 250 2000
.25 14 84
7.5 10 10
Fuel Cells* Fuel Cells Fuel Cells
3 5 9
5 525 4000
1.5 140 2000
0. 1 25 US
--- 130 850
0.4 120 625
3 110 400
--- 690 3350
*Local sv iace vehicle assumed to use fuel ce,11s in this comparison
MOLAB
	 ; 
00t	 (R = 250 MI,)
(CANDIDATE)
	LRV)	 _ II	 Long LangeLocal	 z Reconn Vehicle5urfac:e. Vehicle
	 (R = 2000 Mi.)	 h(R = 20 Mi.)
Figure 4.4 Typical Lunar Surface Vehicles for Liin.ar Surface Exploration
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Figure 4. 5 Variation of p and Sin 0 During Lunar Day
Fraction of Reactant Saved,. = 1-R = . 0040 rA/ 1. 1c
	 (4. 1)
Fraction of Weight Added = wrA/cD	 (4.2)
where D = duration of the mission, and cD = useable reactant
weight. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of the above para-
meters, the curve labeled zero stationary time representing
the case with lio storage batteries.
The break even point (BEP) is defined as the total hours of vehicle
operation, for equal gross weight and equal range, with or without the
solar array; i.e., when the added weight of the solar array installation is
equal to the reactant saved by direct conversion. The comparative
weights aboard the vehicle will be:
Without solar array:
	 W = cBEP ( nominal reactant weight) (4.3)
With solar array: 	 W wrA + RcBEP (solar array
plus reactant)	 (4.4)
Solving simultaneously gives,
BEP = wrA _ 1. 1w (hours)	 (4.5)c(1-R)	 0.0040
For example, if MOLAB is provided with a solar array weighing
0.5 lb / ft2
 (including the added weight of solar cells, power conditioning
and conductors), then the break even point will be, from Equation 4. 5;
^l
BEP = 1. 1 x 0. 5 /. 0040 = 138 hours
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Hence, for missions of greater duration than 138 hours, the per-
formance is increased by the addition of a solar array. Since the nominal
mission duration of MOLAB is 14 days 336 hours, the effect of the im-
provement will be considerable. The nominal rate of consumption, c, of 	 '
reactant is obtained by dividing the useable reactant* by mission duration
(Figure 4.4); i. e. , 478 lb/ 336 hours = t. 43 lb/hr. If the solar array area
is equal to the vehicle plan area, then rA = 210 ft 2 . Substituting these
values in Equation 4. i gives•,
Fraction of Reactant Saved = i-R = 0.0040 x 2 10 / i. i x 1. 43 = 0. 54
or 54 percent of the useable reactant load.
The net saving after subtracting the solar array weight of 105 pounds
will then be 32 percent or about 153 pounds per 14 day MOLAB mission,
as shown in Figure 4. 6 at point A, or 916 pounds for the 6 months oper-
ation of Program V.
When the above procedure is applied to the long range reconnaissance
Aft vehicle (Figure 4. 4), the savings are considerably greater. Approximately
74 percent of the reactant load can be saved, or about 2700 pounds of
reactant per 84-day mission, or 32 percent of the vehicle weight, for
two missions.
o	 Solar Cells with Battery Storage.
	
During stationary periods,
when minimum power for E	 LS is required, the excess
power generated by the solar array could be stored in
batteries, or dumped. In the MOLAB example, the minimum
power is 0.39 kw or 25 percent of the average power level(Point B in Figure 4.6).	 The principal tradeoffs with
systems using battery storage are shown in this figure.
For example, the percent of reactant saved (or energy added)
is plotted against system weight added by the solar array,
batteries and controls.
	 The added weight of solar cells and
controls is shown along the line marked "zero stationary
time" (along which the solutions to cases without battery
storage will be found).
	 Any additional weight of batteries
then increases the overall system weight proportional to the
length of the storage period.
	 During the stationary periods,
the solar array energy can be used to recharge the secondary
batteries, the amount of energy stored depending on the
number of stops and their duration as illustrated by the
small triangle of dotted lines.
	 The net savings in weight is
*Useable reactant weight = total energy required/energy per pound
	 of
reactant; i.e., 525 ;
 1, 1 = 478 lb. Boiloff and other losses are not included.
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measured from the break-even line ( reactant saved = system
	 r`
weight added) to t? selected value of stationary time. For
example, if 210 ft ofof solar cells are added to MOLAB, the
added system weight will be about 105 pounds plus Z pounds of
batteries for a one hour storage time. The net saving in
weight will be 182 pounds, or 38 percent of the useable
reactant weight ( Point C in Figure 4. 6). If weight saving
is not considered of prime importance, a corresponding
increase in the nominal energy level can be attained by use
of the solar array/battery system.
A more detailed analysis of the use of solar arrays on certain
specified surface vehicles is contained in Appendix A. The effects of
power profile are discussed, with power ranging from a minimum value
(ECS/ LS), through the average value for mission duration, to the maxi-
mum power available on the mobile vehicle.
4.4.4. 1 Total Savings in Logistic Weight
In addition to the foregoing direct savings in reactant by the use of
solar arrays on the lunar surface vehicles, anobvious indirect benefit
occurs by the reduction in weight of the ERPS and the base solar array
system, commensurate with the reduced reactant to be processed.
Referring to the MOLAB example, the 38 percent saving in vehicle reactant
represents a reduction of about 5.7 percent in total reactant. If applied
to a weight of ERPS and solar array of 16, 500 pounds, these systems
could be made approximately 940 pounds lighter. When the above direct
and indirect savings are combined, an overall reduction of more than
2000 pounds in total logistic weight can be attained fcr the one-year
Program V mission.
It appears obvious from this analysis that a marked reduction in
total system weight could be effected by the use of solar cells/batteries
on surface vehicles. This could amount to a savings of approximately
11 percent in total logistic weight, or 25 percent of the LSV weight.
Alternatively, for equal system weight, an improvement in LSV perfor-
mance of 30 to 40 percent could be attained and converted into increased
range, duration in motion, or energy available for scientific experiments.
4.4.5 Surface Traverse Emergency Power
An important feature of the use of solar arrays on lunar surface
vehicles is that they represent an emergency power system, completcy
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redundant to the fuel cells which normally provide power for motivation,
environmental control and life support (ECS/LS) and other functions on
the vehicles. The secondary solar array system can thus provide the
necessary power for ECS/LS in case of an emergency, and for communi-
cations with the lunar base, a lunar orbiting Command and Service Module,
or Earth. Further study could result in the design of an integrated
system capable of returning the vehicle to the base (at reduced power),
utilizing only the solar array and battery system for motivation energy.
The availability of such an emergency power source enhances the
reliability of lunar exploration missions, reducing (but not eliminating)
the necessity for providing rescue capability at the lunar base for explor-
ing parties in the field. The emergency feature of solar arrays may in
itself justify the provision of such means, independent of the improved
performance which they can afford, as discussed in Section 4.4.4.
4.5 MINING AND WATER EXTRACTION REQUIREMENTS
4. 5. 1 Water Extraction from Lunar Surface Materials
Ice or ice-soil mixtures may exist in permanently shadowed surface
zones where the temperature does not rise above 120 0K. In the equatorial
belt, where the subsurface temperature is about 240 0K, any ice near the
surface will have been lost by sublimation, However, subsurface ice pro=-
tected by an impermeable rock may remain from its formation to the
present (Reference 4.9).
Water of hydration is considered a likely form to be expected. The
moisture content may range from a few percent to as low as 0.01 percent.
The energy required to heat the material to the dehydration temperature
(about +800 0C) is of principal concern, since this represents a major
power requirement. Examples are given of cylindrical kiln and fluidized
bed processing systems, for which the power required to extract water
from material having one percent moisture content- is 4.9 kw hr/lb and
4. 1 kw hr/lb respectively (Reference 4.9). These values are about i. 7
times as great as the 'power required to dissociate the water into H 2 and
02. When the moisture content is reduced to 0.1 percent, the power
required for water extraction is increased by a factor of 7, whereas for
10 percent moisture content, the factor is decreased to about one third.
t	 I
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The above values illustrate the extreme importance of the moisture:
content and the water extraction process to the LEPEP system design and
the effect it could have on the selection of optimal systems for accom-
plishing various specified missions. In the absence of data on the moisture
content of the lunar surface materials, a range of values from 0. 1 to
10 percent was investigated during this study to carry out the systems
comparisons (Section 4.6.3).
4. 5.2 Mining of Surface Material
Various mining techniques and the power required to collect a
quantity of surface material are discussed in the literature. Assuming
that 10 4 pounds of water are to be extracted from material having a
moisture content of 1 percent, a quantity of 10 6 pounds of surface material
would have to be mined by blasting or other means and made ready for
pickup. If the rock weighs 120 lbs/ft 3 , 8340 cubic feet of rock must be
picked up and transported an assumed distance of 500 ft to the water
extractor.
A reasonable estimate of the product of blade width and scraping
depth might be 3 ft 2. The pickup vehicle must move through a distance of
at least 8340/3 = 2780 feet under maximum power and return an equal
distance at reduced power. If we let cruise power = 1. 5 kw (1112 ft-lb/ sec),
cruise velocity = i mph (1. 5 ft/ sec), max thrust available = thrust wtwt  =(1/ 2) (2200) = 1100 lbs, and maximum power available = 5 kw
(2690 ft-lb/sec),, then,
Energy consumed in pickup = (max power) .(time) = ( 3960) ( 2780/. 75)
= 14.7 x 106 ft-lb 5. 5 kw-hrs
Energy consumed in transport
and return
	 = (power)(time) = (1112)(2780 x 1000/1. 5)
2060 x W6
 ft-lb - 776 kw--hrs
Total energy to pickup and transport 10 6
 rock = 782 kw-hrs
or approximately 800 kw-hrs
The total energy required to pickup and transport 10 6
 pounds of
surface material is then on the order of 800 kw hr, or 0.08 kw hr/lb of
water (1 percent moisture content); i.e., about 1.8 percent of the energy
(4. 5 kw hr/lb) required to extract the water, and an equal. percentage of
the energy (4.4 kw hr/lb) required to dissociate/liquify the water. From
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these preliminary calculations, it appears that unless extremely difficult
mining conditions are encountered, the energy required for mining oper-
ations will be considerably less than other processes associated with
water regeneration. However, the above results represent fairly optimis-
tic values for lunar mining since no allowance has been made for the
probable non-homogenity of the surface materials.
4.6 STUDY ALTERNATNES
During the course of this study, various
formed to investigate several alternate modes
on the overall system weight was determined.
included:
o Weight comparison of alternate s
system analyses were per-
of operation. The impact
The following studies are
Section
ystems (no mining)4.6. 1, 4.6.2
o Added weight for mining and water extraction 	 4.6. 3
o Analysis of Program V
	
4.6.4
Power profiles for 3 solar array configurations 4.6.4. 1
Reducing ERPS production rate to 50 percent of
baseline value	 4.6.4.2
Effect of initial (transported) reactant weight 	 4.6.4.3
Economic comparison of various solar array/
ERPS systems	 4.6.4.4
o Comparison of nuclear system with solar array/
ERPS system	 4e695
o Figures of Merit for comparing various poNizer
systems	 4.6.6
4.6. 1 Comparison of System Weights to Perform Program I
Program I (Table 4. 3) requires electric power to support four men
and a surface vehicle for 14 days (336 hours). The power required to
support the base is 10 kw. The surface vehicle draws 3 kw average. The
base will be operating for 336 hours, which results in a mission energy
requirement of 3360 kw-hrs. The surface vehicle will operate for 200
hours, thus requiring 600 kw-hrs. The 200 hours have been broken up
into i0 trips of equal duration (20 hours).
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There are various ways of supplying the required power. Compared
here are systems using:
1) A solar array and secondary batteries
2) Solar array, ERPS, and initial reactant
3) Fuel cells (only) with transported reactant
4) Solar array and transported reactant.
These are evaluated in the sections that follow.
4.6. 1. 1 Solar Array and Secondary Batteries
4.6. 1. 1. 1 Solar Array and One Set of Lunar Surface Vehicle Secondary
Batteries
In this system, the solar array supplies a constant power of 10 kw
to the base and in addition, also recharges the batteries when the LSV
returns to the base. The maximum power required from the array is
inversely proportional to the time allowed to recharge. Since the array
must be sized to produce maximum power at all times, the allowable
recharge time is critical. The following analysis was used to arrive at
the variation in system weight as a function of allowable recharge time:
Total system weight is: Wt = W solar array + Wbatt. on vehicle
Wbatt. on vehicle - PvHwb = 3 x 20 x 25 = 1500 lb
W solar array -_ Ws (Pb + pvH /R n c ) = 120 (10 + 60 /R nc)
The power (kw) needed = 10 + 60/Rn c where R = recharge time allowable,
and nc = charging efficiency (assumed to be 60 percent). Then total
weight will be,
Wt = 1500 + 120 (10 + 60/. 6R) = 2700 + 12000R
Typical values for Program T are as .follow:
2
R (hrs) = 20	 10	 5.7	 1
Wt(lbs) = 3300	 3800	 4800	 14,9700
and these results are plotted on Figure 4.7.
Obviously, the fast charge j,.,R, = i hr) is undesirably heavy. In
addition, the total weight is lower when R < 5.7 hrs, if a second set of
batteries is provided (see cross-over point on Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 Total System Weights Vs. Time to Recharge Batteries
4.6, 1. 1. 2 Solar Array and Two Sets of Lunar Surface Vehicle Secondary
Batteries
With two sets of LSV batteries, the solar array can take the .full
20 hours to supply the needed 60 kw-hrs per trip. This means the solar
array must be sized to produce a total of 15 kw at all times (10 for the
base, 5 for the battery chart7ing). Therefore, this total system weight is,
Wt 1500 + 1500 + 1200 + 12000/2,0 = 4800 lbs
In this case, the vehicle stay-time at the base is only that required
to exchange its batteries for recharged batteries. From the above com-
parison, it appears desirable to provide two sets of secondary batteries
to minimize the total system weight and the stay-time of the lunar surface
vehicle at the lunar base.
4.6. 1. 2 Solar Array, ERPS and Initial. Reactant
Fuel cells need to. put out 600 kw-hrs of power in 200 hours of lunar
surface vehicle operation. Reconverting 1 pound of reactant gives t o
 1
kw-hr, or a total propellant weight of 550 lbs. Thus in 20 hours the
system must produce 60/ 1. 1 = 55 pounds or about 2. 73 lbs/hour. How-
ever, the overall regeneration cycle is only 25 percent efficient. Hence,
it requires 3/0. 25 = 12 kw frorn the solar array to process the rPZctant
(to produce 3 kw of power) in the form of H 2
 and 0 2
 in the same length of
time (20 hours).
The power demand on the soia,r array is thus,
10 (base) + 12 (ERPS) = 22 kw
The array weight will be,
22 x 120 = 2640 lb
Assuming now that the weight of the ERPS equipment depends on the
peunds of propellant per hour needed to be processed, the total system
weight is then,
wt - W solar array + Wprop + Wtanks + WERPS
= 2640 + 550 + 165 + WER.PS = 3355 + WERPS
The value for WERPS should be obtained from the Reference 1. 3
study. However, when WERPS < 1445 lb, the above system is competitive
with the solar array plus battery system discussed in Section 4.6. 1. 1.2.
4.6. 1. 3 Fuel Cells and Transported Reactant
Since Program I is only a. 14-day mission ,(-Jaytia.ae only) and no fuel
cells or ERPS are provided in this system, the o6 r a.a-rz
—,v' supplies power
for tine base only (10 kw) and the array weight is 10 x 120 1200 lb (com-
pared with 2640 lb `when ERPS is used). Transported reactant and storage
tanks weigh 550 and 165 lb respectively. Hence for thi& system,
Wt
 = 1200 + 550 + 165 = 1915 lb
E
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4.6. t. 5	 YComparison of System Wei g hts^
A summary of the above results is as follows:
i) Solar array + secondary batteries
i set of batteries:	 Wt = 4800 lb ( 5.7 hr turnaround)
2 sets of batteries:
	
Wt = 4800 lb (immediate turnaround)
2) Solar array, ERPS, fuel cells: Wt = 3355 + WERPS
3) Fuel Cells, transported fuel: W t = 5680 lb
For ERPS to be best of above modes,
3355 + WERPS must be less than 4800 lb, or
WERPS < 1445 lb
4) Solar array for base power ( 10 kw array)	 = 1200 lb
Transported propellant for surface vehicle = 550
Propellant storage ( on LM tatm.)	 = 165
:.Total  Weight, Wt = 1915 lb
4.6.1.6 Program I Evaluation
The total logistic weight to be transported to the lunar base is min-
imized when the solar array is 1,a.sed to provide power for the base, and
the propellant for the surfacz % chicle operation is transported from Earth.
Some reduction in the latter item can be effected by providing a solar array
on the surface vehicle ( see Figure 4. 6).
4.6.2 Alternative Power Systems Weight Comparison ( No Mining)
To evaluate the relative merits of various alternative power systems
for the specified missions, it is necessary to visualize each system in
sufficient detail to determine the relative transportation weights from
Earth to the lunar energy depot. Specific systems to be compared are as
follows, and the results are shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.8 for the
case of no mining.
• Solar array and secondary batteries
•	 Solar, array, ERPS and fuel cells ( plus initial reactant)
o Fuel cells and transported reactant
0	 Solar array, fuel cells and transported reactant
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Another system (primary batteries for all power needs) was eliminated as
being far too heavy to be competitive. A solar dynamic system (at approx-
imately 200 lb /kw) was somewhat heavier and more complex than the solar
cell system; hence, it was not considered to be competitive.
This comparison is based upon the mission analysis as shown in
Table 4. 3, which lists the power and reactant requirements for each of
the specified programs. In addition, the following values for weights and
efficiencies are basic inputs to the analysis and derived from other sec-
tions of this report, (Note: approximate values shown should be modified
to reflect results of detailed studies.)
ne = 0. 25 = pv/ pe = kw fuel cells/kw ERPS (for dissociation & liquifaction)
n  = 0.60 = Pv/ps = kw vehicle/kw recharge = recharge efficiency
w  = 120 lb/kw = weight of solar array/kw generated (+ 301o)
w  = 25 lb/kw hr = weight of batteries/kw hr (recharge 20 times)
w  = 100 lb/kw = weight of fuel cells/kw generated
w  = 0.91 lb/kw hr" = weight of reactant/kw hr generated by fuel cells
wt = 0.3 WE	 weight of storage tanks/lb reactant
x + y + z = weight of ERPS equipment (lb) for water dissociation/
liquifaction, water extraction and mining, re sp. ( from
Reference i.3 and other studies)
The weight of transport, d reactant should be selected in accordance with
the requirement for day/night operation discussed in Section 4.4. 3.
In the above comparison, items such as redundant units and breath-
ing oxygen have been omitted for simplicity, since these items are believed
to be sufficiently small so as to have little effect on the results of the ccym-
parison. . They should, of course, be included in the overall weight of the
final system, or in the comparison of candidate systems having essentially
the same total weight.
The reactant consumption of fuel cells is nominally 0.8 lb/kw hr;
however, the value, of 0.91 is used to provide a W/o allowance for boiloff.
Flight weight hardware, designed for 4 100 psi tank pressure, with
superinsulation.
2
First Visit (days) -Mission Duration(days) 14-14 28-28 28-180 56-365
Basic Data from Mission Analysis (Sec t. 4. 6. 1)(from Table 4. 2)
Pb = Base power required (kw) 10 15 30 50
pv = Vehicle power (kw) 3 3 11 34
Pe = ERPS power = (Pb+Pv)/ ne (kw) 12** 72 164. 336
D = Mission duration (hrs) 336 672 672 1344
NH = Vehicle trips x trip duration ( hrs) 10x20 13x20 10x20 10x20
1. Solar Array and Secondary Batteries
W solar array (base) = wspb ( lb) 1200 1800 3600 6, 000
W solar array (batt) = ws (pb+pv )/nc (lb) 600 3600 8200 16, 800
W 2 sets batt's for LSV=2pvHwb (lb) 3000 3000 11,000 34,000
W batt's for nighttime=wbpbDnight (lb) 0 75,500 151, 000 252,000
Wtotal (1b) 4800 83,900 173, 800 308, 800
2. Solar Array, ERPS, Fuel Cells and Initial Reactant
W solar array (base) = wspb (lb) 1200 1800 3,600 6,000
W solar array (ERPS) = w s pe (lb) 1440 8,600 19,700 40, 300
W ERPS equipment = x + y + z (lb) Not defined
W reactant	 = w b nightp D	 *** (lb) 550 4600 9,200 15,300p
W storage tanks = wtW (lb) 165 1400 2,800 4,600prop.
W fuel cells for nighttime = wfpb (lb) 0 1500 3, 000 5,000
Wtotal (less ERPS) (lb) 3355 17,900 38 $ 300 71, 200
3. Fuel Cells and Transported Reactant
W fuel cells (base) = pbwf (lb) 1000 1500 3,000 5,000
W reactant
	
= (pbD + p HN)wp (lb) 3600 9900 20,400 67,500
W storage tanks = wtWprop, ( lb) 1080 2970 6,120 20,250
Wtotal (for first visit ++) (lb) 5680 14,370 29,520 92,750
4. Solar Array, :Fuel Cells and Transported Reactant
W solar array (base) = ws pb (lb) 1200 1800 3,600 6,000
W reactant	 = (pbDnight+pvHN)wp (lb) 550 5300 11,200 36,800
W storage tanks s wtWprop. ( lb) 165 1600 3,360 11, 040
W fuel cells for nighttime = wfpb (lb) 0 1500 3,	 -..	 '') 5,000
Wtotal (for first visit") ( lb) 1915 10, 200 21 , 160 58,840
'Average power to be supplied by reactant
**Pe = Pv/vi a in this case
***Minimum reactant for base power ( nighttime)
+Weight includes ERPS
++Transport additional reactant and storage tanks for subsequent visits
90-365
5
3
32
8760
6x200
600
1600
30,006
44,000
76,200
600
3840
6400
3350
1000
500
15,690+
500
19, '700
5,900
26,200
600
11, 180
3,350
500
15,630
Table 4.4 Comparison of Alternate System Weights(No mining, no solar arrays on LSV)
Program Number	 I ^ II	 IIIa	 IIIc	 IV	 V
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of Alternate System, Weights
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The results of the system comparison shown in Figure 4.8 are re-
plotted in bar chart form in Figure 4. 9,, for four different operational
systems and five programs. For Programs I and II, the solar array with
transported .reactant ( system 4) is far lighter than any of the other alter-
nates, even for several revisits to the same site. For Programs IIIa and
IIIc, the ERPS/solar array/fuel cell (system 2) becomes competitive in
weight with systems 3 and 4 only after several revisits are considered.
For Program IV, transportation of fuel for fuel cells is no longer com-
petitive with the solar array/ERPS combination beyond two visits. For
this program, the combination of solar array/ERPS/fuel cells and initial
reactant (System 2) is superior to all other systems. For Program V, the
solar array/ERPS/fuel cell system is superior for missions longer than
90 days, with a weight saving of 14,470 lbs for the 1-year program.
The quantities of reactant required for LSV operation are shown for
each program at the top of bars for system 4 in Figure 4.9. It should be
noted that these propellant weights are relatively small compared with the
total system weight in all cases.
4.6.3 Total System Weights (Including Mining and Water Extraction)
Considering the possibility of extracting water from the lunar sur-
face materials, the system weights should include the additional equip-
ment for mining and water extraction, as well as the added power system
and ERPS weights to support these operations.
The buildup of weights to satisfy Program IV with solar array,
ERPS, fuel cells and initial reactant (System 2) are given in Tab1G 4. 4 for
no mining. An additional quantity of reactant (10, 000 lbs in the following
example), will be produced by mining and processing the lunar surface
materials over a period of time (two lunar days in the example). Hence,
the same weight of propellant is added to the total system weight, Wtsw,
for the case of no mining, as follows:
W solar array (base)
	
= 6, 000 lbs
Wsolar array (ERPS
	
40, 300
winitial reactant	 = 15, 300
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS
I. SOLAR ARRAY AND SECONDARY BATTERIES
2. SOLAR ARRAY, ERPS, FUEL CELLS AND INITIAL REACTANT
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of Alternate Power System Weights
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SYSTEM NUMBER
W storage tanks	 = 4 ; 600
Wfuel cells	 = 5 9 000
Wtsw (no mining)	 7 t, 200
W extra reactant 	 i 0, 000
W total (no mining) 	 8 i, 200 lbs
For the case of mining and water extraction, the above system
weights will be supplemented by the weight of special equipment plus the
added weight of the solar array and ERPS to support these operations. It
should be noted that the above table of weights applies to Program IV,
whereas the following discussion is general, applying to any program.
Solar array size and weight are dependent on the power demand. Tine
portion of solar array power allocated for the surface vehicles and night-
time base operation will be obtained through use of the ERPS system,
subject to a efficiency factor, n e . Daytime base power, mining and water
extraction power are assumed to be supplied directly by the solar array.
The total power: , Pt, required from the solar array will then be,
P=	 (Pb	 + Pv )/ ne + P.b	+ Pm + Pex(mining)	 (night)
	 (day)
Pt(mining) = Pt (no mining) + Pm + Pex
where Pt
 (no mining) = terms in brackets above, Pm
 = mining power and
PeX = water extraction power. It is noted that the last two terms rep-
resent the additional power required for the mining and water extraction
operations.
The solar array weight, Wsa, is proportional to power required;
hence,
W sa (with mining) - Wsa (no mining) + i20 (pm + Pex)
The power required for mining and water extraction depends on the
weight of water, Ww, to be generated, the energy per pound (e m or 
eex)
required for mining and water extraction and the duration, D, of the mining
and water extraction operating period. For example, for two lunar days
ft(daytime only), D = 672 hours. using data developed in Section 4. 5 for
em and eex, and assuming lunar rocks having i percent moisture by
weight, pm and pex are then,
p m = W w(lb) em (kw hr/lb) / D(hrs) = (10 4)(0.08) / 672 = 120 kw
pex = W w (lb s) eex(kw-hrs/lb) / D (hrs) = 10 4 (4. 5) / 672 = 67 kw
Thus, W sa (with mining) W sa (no mining) + 120 (1. 2 + 67) = W sa (no
mining) + 818 0 lb.
The total system weight, Wtsw' will then be,
W tsw(with mining) = Wtsw(no mining)+ 120 (pm + peX) + Wm + W ex + AWERPS
The above equation for total system weight distinguishes between
items common to both systems (no mining and mining) and those required
only in the latter case. For equal logistic weight, the latter items can
be compared with W  to determine the relative effectiveness.
System weight is plotted in Figure 4. 10 with respect to the no mining
case, for various lunar soil moisture contents of from 0. 1 to 10 percent."
The weight tradeoffs between transported propellant and mining/water
extraction/AWERPS equipment are illustrated by the shaded areas. The
lower horizontal line (X-axis) represents the total system weight with no
mining. Additional reactant can be transported from Earth (designated
by the parallel horizontal lines), or it can be produced by mining and
water extraction (designated by the various curves). The difference
between the horizontal lines and the curves represents the maximum per-
missible weight of mining/ water extraction/ AWERPS equipment to break
even with the weight of transported reactant. As can be noted, for a given
amount of water produced, the time available to produce the water and
the moisture content of the lunar soil markedly effect the maximum
additional system weight allowable.
4.6.4 Analysis of Program V
Program V was defined as a mission of one year duration scheduled
for the 1975 time period (references 4. 2 and 4.3 in which the lunar base,
ERPS and solar array system will be established and used by a 3-man
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fcrew during the first 3-month period. It will then be left unattended for
6 months with automatic: operation of the ERPS system. Finally, it will
be followed by a final 3 -month revisit by a 3 -man crew. During the two
periods of manned operation, the base power consumption was assumed
to be 3 kw (daytime) and 5 kw (nighttime), plus an amount of energy
equivalent to the surface vehicles consuming 1000 lbs of reactant per
month. During the 6-months of unattended operation, the base power
consumption was assumed to be 2 kw (day and night).
The reference 1.3 study estimated the power required for the above
operation to be approximately 36. 1 kw as the constant solar array output
during periods of daylight. This power level permits the ERPS system to
electrolyte and liquify 3.43 kg/hr (7.55 lb/hr) of reactant, in addition to
supplying the daytime power needs of the base. The solar array design
to satisfy these conditions, to conserve and reprocess the initial quantity
of reactant consumed by fuel. cells (all in a near-optimal manner for
minimum total logistic weight) can now be considered for the suggested
new program.
	
Ai
4.6.4.1 Solar Arrays for Program V
Program V power load profiles are shown in Figure 4. 11 and were
based, upon the data in Reference 4.2. Power output profiles for various
candidate solar array configurations are shown in Figures 4. 12 to 4. 14,
using silicon cells and with proper allowance made for the effect of array
temperature variations during the lunar day and for radiation/ micrometeor-
oid degradation after one year (See Section 8. 3).
o Flat Array. Power profiles for arrays deployed flat on the
lunar surface are shown in Figure 4.2. The envelope power
output curve would require 86 kw to match power profile
No. 3 of Figure 4. it, with no secondary batteries required.
A 78 kw peak power array would be 227 kg (600 lb) lighter,
but would require 273 kg (600 lb) of rechar geable batteries
to fill out the triangular shaded areas of the power profile.
A total weight equaling the 86 kw array results. A reduction
of 290 kg (640 lb) could be made by using the modified multi-
step) power profile, shown by the dotted lines on Figure 4. 12,
rather than the original two-step power profile No. 3 pro-
posed in Reference 4. 2. Power profile No. 2, with a 10 day
working period, requires a 94 kw array, with 273 kg (600 lb)
of batteries, to produce the specified quantity of reactant.
The flat array is not compatible with power profile No. 1
and no consideration was given to its use in this case.
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o	 Leanto Arra . By elevating the center of the array (leanto
coonfigtzration), its power profile is considerably improved
at lunar dawn and dusk, when compared to the flat array.
Figure 4. 13 shoves the power output profile of a 66 kw leanto(450) array superimposed on power load profile No. 1. The
66 kw array is capable of supplying a minimum of 45 kw
throughout the lunar day, thus permitting the ERPS system
to operate at constant output and still provide 3 kw of power
to the base. The varying output from this array is converted
to 36 kw constant output by the power conditioning system( see Section W. 2), which has an effic lency of approximately
0.80.
It was noted during this study that an ascending power profile is
obtained with the candidate leanto (Figure 4. 13) having panels placed at an
angle of a = 45 deg to the lunar surface. A flatter power profile would
result if the panel angle was made slightly steeper. For example, if
a = 51 deg, the dawn/dusk power will be increased to 51 kw, while at
noon the power will be decreased to 58 kw. Since the minimum power
required is only 45 kw, the area of this array could be decreased to
approximately 45/51 = 0. 88 of the original size; i. e., from 13, 000 ft 2 to
11, 500 ft  with a weight saving of about 324 kg (710 lbs). This important
design consideration, together with further detailed thermal modeling
Coll "d lead to further weight reductions for the leanto configuration.
It was also determined during this study that 28 to 37 kw leanto
arrays shown by the lower set of curves in Figure 4. 13 are adequate to
operate the ERPS system at a constant processing rate of 50 percent of
the original rate. This mode u£ operation is discussed in Section 4.6.4.2.
The corresponding array weight could be reduced to . 55 percent of the
original value, thereby saving approximately 1270 kg ( 2800 lb) by using
the lower processing rate.
o Oriented Array. Figure 4. 14 shows power profiles for the
fully oriented array. The unskirted oriented array, due to
its high average temperature and resulting large area, is
excessively heavy. The skirted oriented array, with a
skirt to block out the adverse effects of the hot lunar surface,
and a structural factor of 0. 3 times solar cell weight, has
a total weight of 1870 kg (4100 lb). This is the lightest array
capable of meeting the Program V requirements. However,
when viewed with respect to the overall mission economic
considerations (see Section 4.6.4.4), this array configura-
tion may not be the most cost effective.
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iThe weights of the above solar array systems are summarized in
Table 4.5 below. These values are based on single crystal silicon cells
(8 mil thick), with one-year degradation due to radiation/micrometeoroids
taken into account and for various assumed temperatures of the lunar
surface.
Table 4. 5 Solar Array Weights for Program V
Array Confi .
Amax
kw
Min P/A
w/ft2 W 
Array
C
T Surf
°C
Area
ft2
Array
wt-lb
Batt.
wt-lb
T otal
wt-lb
Flat (One Step) 94 7. 15 35 -6 Avg. 13, 200 6, 010 600 6, 610
Flat (Two Step) 78 7. 15 35 -6 Avg. 10, 900 5,58o 600 5,580
45° Leanto 66 5.05 35 -6 Avg. 13,000 6,160 - 6, 160
51 ° Leanto 51 4.44 35 -6 Avg. 11, 500 5,450 - 5,450
Oriented (unskrtd) 240 .8 160	 -1'73 to + 122 47,500 30,800 - 30,800
Oriented (skirted) 45 7.15 57 -6 Avg. 6,300 4,100 - 4, 100
The above estimates for solar array systems to satisfy the specified
ERPS processing rate of 3.43 kg/hr (7. 55 lb/hr) give a weight range from
1860 to 14, 000 kg (4100 to 30,800 lbs). However, if an ERPS rate of 50
percent lower is assumed, the corresponding 45° leanto solar array will
weigh approximately 1560 kg ( 3420 lb) .
Of the three candidate solar array configurations shown in Figure 4. 3,
the oriented skirted array was found to have the lowest logistic weight.
However, a consideration of total cost as given in Section 4. 6.4. 4, leads
to different conclusions regarding the preferred choice of the various
candidate configurations.
4.6.4. 2 Schedule for Reactant Production and' Consumption
In reviewing the power requirements for Program V, it became
necessary to consider the time variation of reactant utilization and pro-
duction during the one year mission (Figure 4. 15). Each of the duty cycles
specified in the program requirements represents a net depletion or
accumulation of reactant. For example, during the first 3-month period,
the cumulative effect on the initial reactant weight, Wo, is to deplete it
r
to a value of approximately 0. 15 W  (i.e., 15 percent margin). The
reactant supply is then restored during the 6-month unattended period to
approximately, Wo
 
(boil-off losses not being considered) in readiness for
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.1,
0the second 3-month visit. The same schedule is then repeated for the
next 3-month manned period.
The above process of analysis serves two purposes. It, can aid in
selecting a minimum weight solar array and also provides to insure that
sufficient initial reactant and storage tank volume have been provided for
the program. These two design factors are interrelated and should be
optimized to result in a minimum total logistic weight. This optimiza-
tion analysis was beyond the scope of this study, but the impact of a 50
percent ERPS production rate on the mission is described below.
The variou•$ power requirements associated with various phases of
the Program V mission operations can be converted to reactant rates as
shown in Table 4. 6, with the negative values representing consumption.
Table 4.6 Reactant Production/ C o.-asumption Rates for
ProLyram V
Power Requirements Phase kg/hr lb/hr kg/14 days 1b/14 days
ERPS rate (attended) 3.43 (7.55) 1150 (2530)
6 kw daytime (attended) included in 36 kw to produce ERPS rate above
5 kw nighttime (attended) -2. 07 1(-4.55)1
 -695
	
1
(-1530)
2 kw daytime (unattended) included in 36 kw to produce ERPS rate below
ERPS rate (unattended) 3.67 (8.05) 1230 (2710)
2 kw nighttime (unattended) -.83 (-1. 82) -278 (-610)
MOLAB avg. rate (daytime) -1.35 (-2.98) -453 (-1000)
These values are shown plotted versus time in Figure 4. 15 for two values
of the ERPS processing rate; 3.43 kg/hr and 50 percent of this rate. In
the former case, the initial reactant is completely 'replenished about 10
days after the beginning of the dormant (unattended) period, after which
a reduced duty cycle serves to maintain this condition. With the 50 per-
cent ERPS rate, the reactant is restored gradually during the dormant
period by the same processing rate but with the ERPS operating contin-
uously during each lunar day. This results in full replenishment of
reactants at the end of the 6-month period. Additional weight of initial
reactant (plus tankage) required in the latter case is more than offset
by savings due to a reduction in solar cell area requirements and ERPS
system weight. An additional weight saving results from the elimination
4-43
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of a parasitic load bank. In the latter case, the ERPS system operates
at its full capacity at all times and hence, excess power generated by the
solar array is reduced to a minimum. The relative weights of the two
systems assuming the 45 0
 leanto array, are shown in Table 4. 7.
Table 4. 7 Comparison of Systems Weights for Varying ERPS
Production Rates
System Components
Weight at
Full ERPS Rate
kg (lbs)
2800 (6160)
1520 (3350)
455 (1000)
2910 ( 6400)
7680 (16 9 910)
Weight at
500jo ERPS Rate
kg (lbs)
1560 (3420)
2500 (5500)
750 (1650)
1820 (4000)
6600 (14, 570)
Solar Array
Initial Reactant
Tankage
ERPS System
Total Weight
Weight Savings Due to ERPS Rate. The above comparison of alter-,
0	 nate modes of operating the ERPS system for Program V shows that
approximately 1063 kg (2340 lb) less logistic weight would be reslired for
the lower ERPS rate. When using the high ERPS rate, the quantity of
reactant is maintained at a high level during the 6-months unattended
period and hence, the base is in a state of readiness at all times, How-
ever, during the unattended period, the high ERPS rate system is inoper-
ative for long periods during each lunar day, thus posing considerable
thermal control problems with a potential lowering of overall system
reliability. On the other hand, when using the reduced ERPS rate system,
reactant is processed continuously during each lunar day (after the first
one) throughout the first 3-month period and the 6-month unattended
period. This is indicated by the shaded black lines in Figure 4.15. While
the advantage of this steady-state operation must be determined by a
detailed analysis of the ERPS/power system when using this mode, it is
inherently felt that it would result in a higher level of reliability.
Cryogenic Boiloff Loss,, The average weight of Cryogenics stored
at the base during the one-year mission amounts to 2650 lb for the high
ERPS rate, and 3250 lb for the low ERPS rate ( see dashed horizontal
lines on Figure 4.15 This represents a difference of 600 lb between the
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two systems. If the cryogenic boiloff is assumed to be 10 percent for the
12-month period, the low rate ERPS system will then lose 60 lb more
reactant than the high rate ERPS system. However, this boiloff loss is
small compared to the 2340 lb weight saving to be derived by use of the
low ERPS rate as shown on Table 4.7.
Automatic ERPS Operation. The above discussion assumed that the
solar array/ERPS system would operate automatically during the 6-month
period when the base was unoccupied. If this proves to be impractical
from a reliability standpoint, the following alternate procedure could be
followed. The solar array would operate automatically to supply daytime
needs of the shelter and dormant ERPS, while nighttime needs would be
supplied by reactant through fuel cells. The dotted lines in the lower
right hand section of Figure 4. 15 show the change in reactant consumption.
Initial reactant, Wo, would be 1910 kg (4200 lb), compared with 1520 kg
(3350 lb) for the automatic ERPS mode. While tLis represents an increase
of 386 kg (850 lb) in logistic weight for the one-year Program V mission,
the elimination of the necessity to operate the ERPIa during the unmanned
period might considerably increase overall mission reliability.
4.6.4. 3 Operation of ERPS on the First Lunar D
- y
The ERPS production rate is based on 336 hours of operation during
each lunar day (14.75 x 24 354 hrs). Hence, an allowance of 18 hours
elapsed time is available for deployment of the power system and ERPS,
to accomplish full production for the first lunar day. In subsequent days,
this 18 hour margin could be used for maintenance, adjustment of equip-
ment and unexpected shutdown periods.
During the first lunar day, reactant consumption is at a minimum,
since only the LSV's are generating water (approximately 1000 lb) to be
reprocessed when the vehicles resturn to base near the close of the day.
After the first lunar night, an additional 1530 lb of water is awaiting pro-
cessing by the ERPS system. Hence, at the beginning of the second lunar
day, the system has a full charge of 2530 pounds of water for processing.
To permit ERPS to operate at furl capacity during the first lunar
day, an initial weight of 2530 pounds of water should be transported. This
	 .
would permit the initial reactant weight to be reduced by an equal amount.
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The total volume of tankage would remain the same since a water tank ofg	 ,
2530 pound capacity needed to operate ERPS, and the reactant tanks
should be capable of storing the full amount of initial reactant plus repro-
cessed water.
It should be noted that mission requirements can be accomplished
without the necessity for ERPS to attain full production during the first
lunar day, For Example, with no water available initially, the ERPS
system can stand by until the LSV's have operated for a period of time
and returned water for reprocessing. Depending on the percentage of LSV
water which is returned to ERPS in time for processing during the first
lunar day, a number of conceivable cases are analyzed in Table 4.8 (the
start up time for ERPS depending on the availability of water). A com-
parison of several modes of operation, involving different choices in
weight of initial reactant (plus wate^r), result in weight differences affec-
ting the optimization of overall logistic weight. Table 4.8 shows four
cases for the full ERPS production rate, and two cases for the one-half
ERPS rate previously discussed.
4.6.4.4 Economic Considerations for Program V
A comparison of the relative costs of various power systems for
Program V includes the procurement cost of the hardware, transportation
cost from Earth to moon, cost of deploying and activating the system at
the lunar ba . e and cost of maintaining the system. The following basic
cost numbers were used for the economic evaluations:
• Cost of RDT&D (to build and qualify first
2. 5 kw array)	 p om
•	 Silicon cell array production cost 	 $1, 500/ft2
o Other hn rdware costs, in general
	 $ 300/lb
•	 Transportation cost to lunar site$230M cost per launching/ 23, 000 lb lunar payload $10, 000/lb
• Value of astronaut time, assuming;
	 $300, 000/man-hr
a) $1B total mission cost for Program V/3333
man hrs of productive astronaut time and,
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b) Three astronauts x 14.75 x 24 x 0. 525 x 6 = 3333 man hrs(assuming 52 percent of the daylight hours are spent in
productive activity and the balance are spent in sleeping,
eating and recreation).
The RDT&E cost of $10M is an initial estimate for the development
and qualification of a 2. 5 kw array (plus foldable structure and packaging/
deployment details). This minimum size array can be used in a building
block manner, to satisfy lesser power requirements for lunar missions.
Such a unit can be built, development tested and qualified for operational
use. This universal size array would then be applicable to missions
requiring larger amounts of power, with only minor changes in packaging
and deployment techniques required to meet the requirements of much
larger systems (i.e., up to 100 kw).
The production cost of multiple quantities of this 2. 5 kw array (Z0 or
so per mission) will decrease with an increasing number of arrays,
according to an exponential learning curve as shown in Figure 4.16. It
should be noted that each 2. 5 kw array consists of 10-20 foldout modules,
lit
produced separately and then hinged together to form the array. Hence,
there would be 200-400 modules produced to make up a 50 kw solar array.
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Figure 4. 16 Average Cost of Solar Arrays
The average 2. 5 kw array cost, AUC, when produced in quantities
r^
of N, is then AUC = bNn-1 + RD/N, where b = first unit production cost,
n = exponent of learning curve = 1 + log LC/log 2, and RD = total cost
for RDT&E averaged to RD/N by use of the right side of Figure 4.16.
The learning curve LC for production costs is by definition the ratio (aver-
age cost of 'ZN units) /average cost of N units. Then the average unit pro-
duction cost AUPC = bNn-1 can be determined from the left side = f the
figure. On a 90 percent learning curve, the average array cost will thea
be 40-45 percent of the first unit production cost. Current state-of-the-
art first unit production costs ( OGO and others) give rise to a value of
b = $2500 /£t2. Hence, the average array production cost would be expected
to drop to $ 1000 to $ 1G00/ft2 for large quantities. To be conservative,
a solar array production cost of ,$ 1500 / ft2
 was assumed in this study.
Using the above basic values, the cost of solar arrays were com-
puted on the basis of d:he tots. ;X. (unconditioned) power required to satisfy
the mission requirements. Additional hardware costs included the
structure to support the solar array, power conditioning equipment,
	 *,
cabling, batteries, etc. The transportation cost was based on the total
logistics weight to be transported from Earth to the lunar base site. The
cost of astronaut time was based on the total elapsed time in man-hours
after landing to deploy, activate and maintain the pourer system (during
which period the astronauts are precluded from the accomplishment of
scientific and exploratory objectives for which the mission is primarily
intended).
Cost calculations for various power systems are shown in Table 4. 9.
It should be noted that transportation and deployment costs constitute a
major portion of the total power system costs. The maintenance costs
for the oriented - skirted array also contributed greatly to the overall cost
of this system. Furthermore, while minimum total power system costs
usually coincided with minimum total power system weight, this was not
the case for the oriented - skirted configuration. The calculation procedure
is illustrated in nomogra.phic form in Figure 4. 17. Starting with the total
unconditioned power, one must follow the dashed lines downward to the
w/ft2
 at lunar noon, then horizontally across to the array area and con-
2tinue on to the solar array unit production cost, $/ ft. The initial array
nArray Configuration
Category	 Flat ( 2 s ep ERPS) Flat
Panel type Flexible Rigid Fle
Mounting Surface Structure Surf
Power (unconditioned) - kw 78 78 94
watts/ft2
 at lunar noon 7. 15 7.15 7.15
Array Area - ft2 10, 900 10, 900 13, 2
Array weight - lb (3) 880 880 1,07
Other hardware vet - lb 4#670 59300 5,40
Structure (3) (39470 (4, 100) (4, 20
Batteries (600) (600) (6
Power Conditioning and Cabling (600) (600) (60
Total Power System Weigh: - lb 52550 6, 180 6j47
Time to Deploy - man hours 18(1) 15 18(1)
Time to Maintain - man hours -- -- --
Cost of Solar Array (4) - $M 26.4 26.4 29.8
Cost of other Hardware - $M 1.5 1.6 1.6
Cost of transportation - $M 55.5 61.8 64.7
Cost of Deployment - ,$M 5.4 4.5 5:4
Cost of Maintenance -
Total Power Systems Cost - $M 88.8 94.3 101. e
(i)	 The longer deployment time in this case is due to preparation of lunar ;Mfi^; f'f;:ce(2)	 Assuming manual actuation. 	 Total cost reduced by automatic motor controls
3	 The unit weights of the silicon cell modules were taken as follows (see Section 8)
Array Weight Struc
Conf gur ation lb/ft?- lb/
Flat ( flexible) on surface . 081 . 3
Flat ( rigid) on structure .081 .3
Leanto ( rigid) on surface .081 .3
Leanto (rigid)  on structure , Og a, .4
Oriented ( rigid) skirted .08f .5
( 4). Includes $ i OM for RD T&E
-	
1
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Table 4. 9 Cost Estimates for Power
Systems
Oriented
Flat ( 2 s ep ERPS) Flat ( i ste	 ERPS) 450Leanto 51a Leanto ( skirted)
Flexible Rigid Flexible Rigid Rigid Rigid Rigid Rigid
Surface Structure Surface Structure Surface ,Structure Surface Structure
78 78 94 94 66 66 51 45
7.15 ,.15 7.15 7.15 5.1 5.1 4.4 7.15
10, 900 i0, 900 0,200 13, 200 139000 13,000 i i, 500 6,300
680 880 it 070 i, 070 i, 060 iv o60 930 510
4 t 670 59300 5,400 61,140 51550 61450 4v970 4,000
3 2 470 (4,00) (4,200) (49940) (5,00) (6,000) (4,520) (3, 600)
(600) (600) (100) (600) -- -- --
(600) (600) (600) (600) (450) (450) (450) (400)
5 .9 550 6, 180 69470 7v210 6, 6 t 0 7, 510 51,900 4, 510
18 (1) 15 18(1) 15 20 45 20 120
-- -- - --,- --- _- 177(2)
26.4 26.4 29.8 29.8 19.5 29.5 2 7e 3 19.4
f.5 1,.6 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.0 11.5 1.2
5'5.5 61.8 64.7 72.1 66 .1 75.1 59.0 45.1
5.4 4.5 5;4 4.5 6.0 13.5 6.0 36.0
-- -- - - --
-- --
-- 53.0
38.8 94.3 101.5 108.2 103.3 120, 0 93.8 154.7
Df lunar surface
motor controls
vvs (see Section 8)
krray Weight	 Structure	 Tot 'l
lb/ft?- lb/ft2	 lb /ft^
081	 .319	 .40 0
. 081	 .375	 .456
.081	 .394	 .47 5
08	 .458	 .539
.081.	 .569	 .651
TOTAL POWER, KW	 -SOLAR ARRAY COST, $ M
:E
0
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production cost can then be read from the horizontal scale. Continuing
horizontally across to include the cost of transporting the array to the
lunar surface gives the total recurrent cost attributable to the solar array
alone. Now, following the dashed lines upward to the 45 0
 line, these
solar array casts can now be read from the vertical cost scale. Additional
costs shown above the 45 0
 line include the initial $10M R&D cost (which
could be amortized over a number of missions), recurrent hardware cost
including their trans portation cost, and to-cal system deployment/mainten-
ance cost. The uppermost point for each case equals the total power
system cost as sliown on Table 4.9.
The solar array production cost was assumed to be $1500/ft2
 in the
above example. This is believed to be a conservative value, and may be
expected to ultimately decrease to about $1000/ft 2 , depending upon how
much is invested in manufacturing development. If the production cost
of , 000/ft2
 proves to be attainable, the resulting savings in total power
system costs could amount to ,A3M to $7M, after amortization of the
additional R&D costs over a number of missions. These considerations
illustrate the potential cost savings to be derived when the use of large
quantities of the standard size 2. 5 .kw array is required and emphasizes
the need for a more comprehensive study to evaluate R&D and production
costs, to confirm the validity of the above conservative estimates.
Cost Sensitivity. The sensitivity of total power system cost to varia-
tions in the cost inputs is shown in Figure 4. 18, based on the data shown
for the 510
 leanto configuration of Table 4.9. it can be seen that for this
case, the transportation cost is the most significant parameter affecting
total power system cost. Since this value is related directly to the cost
of the launch vehicle and launch operations, any reductions in this area
could materially lower the tot?' power system cost. A reduction in array
production costs also could contribute greatly to reducing the cost of the
solar array and hence, the overall total power system costs.
A discussion of the reasons for the specific difference in total power
systems costs as shown in Table 4.9 and Figure 4. 17 are outlined below.
One-Steep ERPS vs. Two-Step. The total power system cost for the
flat array with the two-s'-PERPS mode is a roxir;;iatelP	 PP	 Y +$ 20M lower than
when utilizing the one-step ERPS mode (not including the cost of the ERPS
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Figure 4. 18 Cost Sensitivity to Input Values
itself, which is not a part of the power system). The one-step ERPS,
designed for continuous operation ,at 33 kw for 14 clays, weighs 6400 lb
(R.eferences 4.2 and 4.3). The twcc step ERPS, designed for operation.
at both a 23 kw and 46 kw level, would be expected to be somewhat heavier
due to the requirement for two modules or staging. A weight increase of
2000 pounds would correspond to a $20M increase in transportation cost
(at $104/lb). Hence, the two-step ERPS could be as much as 2000 lb
heavier, and still be competitive wiL1 the one-step ERPS as far as total
cost is concerned. A more detailed analysis of the ERPS weights would
be required to determine whether one-step or two-step operation is
preferable.
Flat Array vs. 450
 Leanto. When both arrays are mounted on
structure, the total power system cost is $10M lower for the flat array
due to its lighter, simpler structure. However, the weight of ERPS should
again be considered. A weight increase up to 1000 lbs would be permis-
sible for the 46 kw ERPS to be used with the flat array, to break even in
total system cost with the 33 kw ERPS used with the leanto. Scaling up
the 6400 lb ERPS weight by the ratio of 46/33 gives 8900 lb, or a 2500 lb
increase. Therefore, the leanto is evidently to be preferred. The 510
leanto provides further proof of this conclusion since a further reduction
in the leanto system cost is potentially possible with this configuration.
Leanto - Surface vs. Structure Mounting. The leanto using rigid
panels can be made a self supporting structure, as described in
Section 7. 5. 2.4. Its total powe r sys tem co st is $16.7M lowe r than the
leanto mounted on structure, due to a saving in weight and deployment
time. This potential cost saving justifies a considerable amount of design
effort to develop a self-supporting, surface-mounted leanto array.
Improved Leanto with Steeper Slope. It was noted in Section 4.6.4. 1
that an increase in the slope of the leanto panels from 450 to 51 0 could
result in reduced array area and weight. This change (which must be
confirmed during the next study phase) could reduce the solar array cost
about $2M, and the transportation cost by about $7M. The total power
01	 system cost of the 45 0
 leanto array showa in Table 4. 9 can therefore be
reduced by about $9M, thus making them comparable to the low cost flat
arrays. If the increased weight and resulting transportation costs of the
two-step ERPS are taken into account, then the leanto system is definitely
to be preferred.
Oriented Skirted Array. The oriented-skirted array has a total
power system cost $25M to $66M higher than the other systems, due pri-
marily to the highea -ieployment and maintenance costs. The oriented
array requires about 2 man-hours every 24 hours to re-orient the array
with respect to the sun. The total cast of this maintenance activity amounts
to $53M over a one-year period. The cost of actuation could be reduced
somewhat by providing automatic motor controls, but the resulting total
system cost would still only be comparable with that of the other fixed
arrays, which are still to be preferred for reliability reasons.
Solar Array/ERPS vs. Transported Reactant. When the above over-
all economic criteria are applied to the various systems compared in
Table 4. 4, the relative merit of the alternative systems are viewed more
realistically than when compared on the basis of logistic weight alone.
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For example, with Program V, the solar array /ERPS/fuel. cells with
initial reactant (System 2) was found to have 14,470 lb lower logistic
weight than the solar array/fuel cell with transported reactant (System 4)
for the one-year mission. This means that System 2 would cost $145M
less than System 4, if transportation cost were the only criterion. How-
ever, even when the costs of the larger solar array and the ERPS are
considered, there is still a net saving of $95M by the use of the solar
array/ERPS/fuel cells with initial reactant system for the one-year Pro-
gram V mission. The economic analysis thus confirms the superiority
of the solar array/ERPS/fuel cells with initial reactant system.
4.6.4.5 Cost and Weight Considerations
The solar array/ERPS system provides not only the lowest logistic
weight, but also the lowest cost approach of accomplishing Program V.
The leanto array configuration mounted on the lunar surface shows pro-
mise of resulting in the lowest cost system for use with the minimum
weight 33 kw, one-step ERPS mode. However, additional thermal analy-
ses are required to confirm the selection of an optimum leanto angle.
The oriented-skirted array is more costly than other fixed arrays when
manual control is used for orientation. With automatic motor control,
the costs would be essentially equal. However, the oriented array is
potentially less reliable than the fixed array and hence, the latter con-
figuration is to be preferred. The flat array configuration with the two-
step ERPS mode offers promise of providing a low cost system for
Program V. However, the potential increased weight and cost of the
two-step ERPS more than offsets any cost advantages to be derived from
this system. In addition, a widely varying power output profile results
in a large voltage excursion, thus imposing performance penalties on
the related power conditioning equipment.
4.6. 5 Nuclear Power vs. Solar Array/ERPS for Program V
During the course of this study, the use `of a 20 kwe nuclear-thermo-
electric power plant (Reference 4. 5) for Program V was proposed. This
system requires the logistic transport of 79 percent more equipment to
the moon than the solar array/ERPS system, as shown in Table 4. 10. 	
1
For the irAial landing, the relative weights are 13, 200 kg (29, 010 lb) for
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Table 4. W Comparison of Nuclear and Solar Array/ER.PS
Systems for Program V
A106
REACTOR -THERMOELECTRIC
POWER PLANT (Reference 4.5) NEAR TERMSOLAR ARRAY ERPS
Electric Power
Gross, initial (kwe) 24.3 51 kw leanto
Gross, final (kwe) 23.3
Net, final (kwe) 20.0 36 kw
Reactor Power (kwt) 900
System Efficiency (16) 2.2
Temperature ( 0F)	 Inlet Outlet
Reactor	 1100 1300
Converter	 1272 1078
Radiator	 766 574
Design Life
Reactor (yr) 1. 7
Power conversion system (hr) 20,000 10,000
Radiator Area (sq. ft. )
Converter 1360
Pumps and shield cooling 167
TOTAL 152?
Weights (lb)
Reactor 1, 100 Power system 5900
Radiation Shield 13,900 Prop ( tanks 4350
Power conversion system 6,870 Array trailer 400
ERPS system 6400
Structure 1,915 Extra fuel cell 500
Miscellaneous 1,325 Misc. (510) 800
Reactant for LSV (incl. storage tanks) 3,900(
TOTAL 29'010(1) 18, 350
.Available vy ryload to lunar surface 23,300 23,300
Design margin -5, 710 4,950
(1)	 LSV reactant supply for 3 month staytime.
Second landing after 9 months must include
similar amount of reactant plus tankage.
nuclear system (including shielding), and 8330 kg (18, 350 lb) for the solar
array/ERPS system. For the second landing (9 months later) the nuclear
system will require 1770 kg (3900 lb) more payload (LSV reactant plus
storage tanks) . Hence, the ratio of the weight of total equipment ti ans -
ported for the one-year miscion is 32910/ 18, 350 1.79..
The principal reason for the nuclear system being so much heavier
is that its net power output is far greater than needed to meet the base
power requirements of Program V; i.e., 20 kwe avall"lable where only 5
or 6 kw are required. The quantity of reactant consumed by the LSV in
one year is 2730 kg (6000 lb), hardly sufficient to justify the use of an
ERPS system for this function only. Hence, the only remaining require-
ment for this nuclear power plant is to satisfy the 5-6 kw power needs of
the shelter, communications, experiment, etc.
Therefore, this nuclear system would be a poor choice for Program
V for the following reasons:
• It requires the transport of 79 percent more logistic weight
•	 Its weight exceeds the 10, 600 kg (23, 300 lb) specified as the
maximum payload weight for a soft lunar landing. The
negative margin is 2950 kg (5710 lb) or -24 percent.
o It provides no redundancy for the reactor component.
o It introduces the problem of nuclear hazards jeopardizing
mission safety and increasing the complexity of system
maintenance.
By contrast, the solar array/ERPS system is lighter than the specified
maximum payload by 2250 kg (4950 lb), giving a margin of 21 percent.
Multiple redundancy is obtained by using many independent 2. 5 kw
modules, the loss of any one imposing only a minor decrease in the total
power output. Redundancy of the fuel cells is provided by replacement
units having a lifetime of 2500 hours. A weight allowance of approxi-
mately 227 kg (500 lb) was included in the weight statement of Table 4. 10
for fuel cell replacement.
A comparison between these two systems and other systems con-
sidered during this study for the Program V mission is shown on Fig-
ure 4. 19. The superiority of the solar array/fuel cell`ERPS is evident.
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Only if lunar base nighttime power requirements increased sharply, thus
requiring the processing of additional quantities of reactant for fuel cell
operation, would the solar array/fVel cell/ERPS system begin to approach
the weight of the nuclear system. However, since current mission plan-
ning envisions most surface exploration and experimentation activities
taking place during the lunar day, a large increase in nighttime power
requirements woub' aot be contemplated.
4.6.6 Figures of Merit
The vast power available from solar radiation at 1 AU is equivalent
to 444 Btu/h3/ft2 or 0. 13 kw/ft 2 . This energy, when converted by silicon
solar cells, generates electrical power which represents onl-1 10 to 14
percent ( nc ) of the solar constant. In addition, the power profile efficiency
npp , of the solar array can be envisioned as the ratio of power utilized/
power generated and in a sense represents a measure of the efficiency
of the solar array to match the power demand (excess power being dissi-
pated into resistance elements as unusable). The flow of high voltage
output direct current must be converted to lower voltage do and to ac
power to meet the load characteristics by a. power conditioning subsystem
having an overall efficiency of nIpcs. The above factors result in a total
useful power P = 0. 13 An C  ppri	 (kw), where A. is the area of the
solar array.
When this power is utilized over a period of time, H (hrs), the total
useful energy is E _ P •
 H (kw-hr). The relative merit of the electrical
power system can then be measured in terms of the useful energy per
unit of logistic weight. The total logistic weight W of the power system
includes the weight of the solar array plus structure, cabling and power
conditioning subsystem. The relative merit, m, then becomes,
M 
_ P-H = 0.13 A n  r`pp npcs • H (kw, hh r)
r.
The above value of merit can be compared with that of a corresponding
ideal system of the same type but without power profile and power condi-
tioning losses or structure.
0.13Anc.H
M = — kW
4-b0
0where k is the ratio of (W
^'	
/W).less ^: ^,^cture)
An overall Figure of Merit, M, can then be postulated by thC- ratio
of m / m I . This ratio denotes the relative merit of the actual sys terry to
that of the ideal system and is represented by the following rel:.ationship,
M= m = n pp n pc s K( non-dimensional)
Now, if for example we let n pp = 0.82, npcs = 0. 85, and k = 0. 30, then
M = :.209. Hence, the actual system develops 21 percent of the energy/
unit weight of the ideal system. This form of the Figure of Merit provides
a convenient means to compare similar electrical power systems, with
proper allowance for power profile efficiency, power conditioning effic-
iency and structural efficiency.
For comparing dissimilar power systems, the Figure of Merit is
simply the ratio of energy/unit weight of the two systems, i.e.,
M+ = mi M = (P-H/W ) M - W2 MM2 2 - • H 2 2- W 1 2
since the useful power P and duration H are essentially equal for two
systems designed to accomplish the same mission.
The relative cost can be introduced into the Figure of Merit by
computing the relative merit as a function of the useful energy per unit
cost, where the cost is taken as the surr, of transportation cost and solar
array cost (R&D and production). Therefore,
0. 13A r1c n p^n ^cs
M =	 Ac
I^ + lb W W
and,
m 1 	 0. 13A Ti (i. 0)(1. 0)
c -
lb + A kW kW
where,
lb = $10 4/ lb (transportation cost)
and,
= solar array cost in $/ft2 from Table 4.9.
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Then the Figure of Merit M c based on cost is
	
m e	1 + A / A
	
Nc n c	 (app apcs k) 1	 — { WA A
Figures of Merit for the various arrays considered for Program V
are compared in Table 4. 11.
Table 4. 11 Figure of Merit Comparison for Various Solar
Array Configurations
Array Type n p p c3 k M M c
Total ^ost(	 x 10
,.tFl- ,^	 (1 step ERPS).. .62 .80 .87 .44(4) .46(4) 108(3)
450 Leanto .81 .80 .84 .55(2) .59(2) 103(2)
5 i° Leanto .93 .80 .84 .62(t) .66(1) 94(1)
Oriented ( skirted) 1.0 .80 .62 .49( 3) .58(3) 155 (4)
(1)
	 In this comparison, the weight less structure kW/A = 0.40 Ib/ft2 in
all cases, whale the total weight W' /A is as shown in Table 4. 9.
a
It should be noted that the leanto arrays rate first and second (i and
2) of the four candidates, whether compared on the 'oasis of M, M c , or
total cost in millions of dollars (from Table 4.91.
The Figure of ',Vlerit for the nuclear thermoelectric system ( Table
4. 10) when compared to the best solar array/ERPS system is,
	 j
M = 18350 (0.62) = 0.3533 2^0
thus pro-^,-Iding further evidence that the solar array / ERPS system is
superior for Program V.
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0	 4. 7 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
This section describes the operations relating to the logistics,
stowage, transport and deployment of solar array power systems. The
parametric data developed was used in assessing the total.power system
costs in Section 4.6.4.4 of this repo-t.
4.7. 1 Logistics and Stowage of Solar Array Power Systems
Several steps must be considered in appraising the logistics oper-
ations for the solar array power system These are as follows:
o Procurement of vendor-supplied components, assembly,
development and qualification testing.
o	 Transport of factory inspected and acceptance tested com-
ponents to the launch site.
o Receiving inspection. -preflight testing and checkout, and
storage at launch site.
o Preparation and packaging of various components for loading
on launch vehicle.
o Loading of lunar base components aboard LM taxi or truck.
o Countdown, launch and lunar trajectory insertion, including
continuous monitoring of the payload compartment.
Lunar landing at selected site.
• Unloading of components from landed vehicle.
•	 Site selection and layout of energy depot.
•	 Transport of components to site with jurface vehicle(s).
Since the s,,Aar array itself represents the major portion of the power
system (other items such as the support structure (if used), controls,
power conditioners, cabling, etc., being of lower weight, bulk and cost),
the principal technical problems related to logistics are believed to be the
packaging of the solar array, its loading and unloading from the lunar
logistics vehicle, and its transport from the landing site to the lunar base.
Such characteristics are closely interrelated with deployment operations
at the ltiw >r base, which are discussed in Section 4. 7. 2.
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Packagh.^.g designs are planned to accomodate the following deploy-
ment schemes; (t) hand-carried spools or foldout arrays, (2) vehicle-
deployed foldout arrays, (3) strips unrolled from the back of surface
vehicles, and (4) large integrated arrays, pre-assembled on Earth.
These were analyzed from the standpoint of packaging volumes and sizes,
to fit in the space available in the logistics vehicle, with provisions for
unloading to the lunar surface and transporting to the selection lunar base
site.
4.7. 1. i Packaging the Foldout Array
Foldout panels of silicon cells were sized to provide multiples of
500w modules for a nominal 10 w1ft 2
 power density (NLW = 50 ft 2). These
could be constructed as single modules or subdivided into N = 2, 3 or 4
modules to provide 500w. The length L of the modules parallel to the
folds would be in the range from 4 to 10 ft, with the optimum length to be
selected for convenience in handling. Figure 4. 20 illustrates the module
dimensions for tiie 500w level. Larger power output can be obtained by
connecting N number of selected modules in parallel.
W, Panel Width, Ft.	 NT, Thickness of Folded
O	 Array,(bF^t
Figure 4. 20 Dimensions of Foldout Panels
The module length was selected with consideration for packing efficiency
in the '' Logistic vehicle, unloading and transportation to the power site, and
deployment of the foldout array in readim,es s for operation. Since the
transportation distance from landing sAte tr,:a hznar base site was estimated
tu be 600 meters or mo re, and since r;.j. ,9 rr a;, 50 kw array would weigh
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at least 5000 Earth pounds, the construction trailer or LSV would be used
to tow the folded array to the base and to aid in its deployment. For con-
venience in unloading and transport, the use of a wheeled dolly is recom-
mended having a tread equal to that of the surface vehicle to be used;
i. e. , 7. 6 ft for the LSSM and 10.4 ft for the MOLAB. This would suggest
a module length of about 6 £t for the smaller vehicle and about 8. 0 ft for
the MOLAB.
Using the latter value, a 500w module would then be 6. 5 x 8 ft ( see
Figure 4.20(a)), which is considered too large for convenient handling by
two space-suited astronauts. A 250w module would be half as large and
more convenient to handle. Therefore, a 3.3 x 8 ft (i x 2. 4M) module
was selected as the standard foldout element from which all the larger
arrays would be assembled.
The 3.3 x 8 ft standard modules of 11"5Ow nominal power output would
be assembled to form a 2. 5 kw array, which is the key building block
unit for making up larger power arrays. A 10 kw array could be obtained
by deploying 4 identical 2. 5 kw arrays. Similarly, a nominal 50 kw array
would require 20 such arrays. The versatility and development savings
of such a concept are obvious.
By selection of a standard 2. 5 kw size array (which could also satisfy
missions with smaller power requirements than Program V), it would only
be necessary to build, development test, and qualify one unit for opera-
tional use. This standard size qualification unit could then be applied to
missions requiring larger amounts of power, with only minor changes in
packaging and deployment techniques required.
The thickness, NT, of the folded array is shown in Figure 4. 20(b)
for an assumed module thickness, T, of _3/4 in (0. 0625 ft) for a 5OOw and
50 kw array size. The total array volume is then the product of length,
width and thickness, LWNT (3. 3 ft 3 for 5OOw 333 ft 3 for 50 kw). With a
panel length of 8 ft, the corresponding width of the 500 kw array is 6. 5 ft
and the thickness is 6.4 ft, assuming 1 module/500w,, For the standard
250 w module, the dimensions are 8 ft x 3. 3 ft x U. 5 ft respectively.
From these dimensions, the size of the transport dally can be readily
determined.
.OO 3.3'
8'
6.5'
The foregoing sizes and volumes were based on a nominal power
density of 10w/'ft 2 for a 280C average array temperature. At higher
temperatures, the power density will be reduced and the corresponding
number of modules, N' t, can be determined by reference to Figure 4. 21.
3.0
2.5
2.0
N 
N
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
BASED ON 10W/FT2 AT 280G
50	 100	 150	 Z00
ARRAY TEMPERATURE -''C
Figure 4. 21 Temperature Correction for 14umber of Panels
For convenience in loading, unloading and transporting of the 50 kw
foldout solar array, typical trailers are illustrated in Figure 4. 22(a) and
(b). These would be towed by the LSV or construction trailer to the site
of the lunar base. Figure 7.5-3(c) shows a trailer for a flexible strip-
roll arrav which is described in Section 4.7. 1. 2.
a) WIDE PANELS	 b) STANDARD PANELS
	 c) STRIP-ROLL
Figure 4. 22 Typical Transport T.-railers for 50 kw Arrays
4. ?. 1.2 Packaging the Strip-Roll Solar Array
Single arrays or multiple arrays using CdS thin film solar cells and
of area, A, can be stored compactly by winding around G. mandrel of
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diameter, D, and length, L, (the latter term representing the width of
the strip array). The outside diameter, Do , of the roll thus formed will
then be,
Do = D 2 + 4At/7rL=D+ 2Nt,; N=(Do -D)/2t
where t is the thickness occupied by each layer on the roll, and N, the
number of'layers required to contain the area A. Values of Do and N are
plotted in Figure 4. 23 as a function of mandrel diameter D, for the case
where L = 8 ft, t = 0.012 in. and a nominal array power density of
5 watts / ft2.
Do =OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF ROLL
_N = NUMBER OF TURNS
0
	
0L
	
0
	 2	 4	 6
MANDREL DIAMETER, D (IN)
Figure 4. 23 Roll Diameter and Number of Turns
It should be noted that a 2. 5 kw array strip (area = 8 ft x 63 ft) can
be stored on a 1 inch diameter mandrel. This results in a cylinder with
an outside diameter of 3.54 inches (N = 106 turns) and a stowed volume
of about 1 cu ft. A 50 kw array (area 8 x 63 ft x 20) stored on a i inch
mandrel will be approximately 15 inches in diameter (N = 585 turns) and
occupy a stowed volume of about 18 cu ft.
The selection of mandrel diameter is largely a matter of bending
strength to support the array weight during Earth handlf,ng and launch
	 :k
operations. For example, the 2. 5 kw array weighing about 125 lbs, can
easily be handled on a light weight metal tube of i inch diameter. However,
t	 a 50 kw array, weighing about 2500 lb would require a somewhat heaviertube of larger diameter to meet the bending strength requirements.
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The number of modules to be wound on a single mandrel would	 s, t
depend upon the handling facilities for unloading and deployment. For
manual handling by two men on the lunar surface (Figure 4.32), the Earth
weight of the roller should not exceed about 500 lbs. However, if the
roller can be wheel -mounted for unloading and deployment, a weight of
2500 lb or more is permissible (Figure 4.22c).
The strip - rolls can be stored, in the launch vehicle with their axes
either parallel or normal to the vehicle centerline. Lightweight rolls
are probably most conveniently stored fore-and-aft, while the heavy,
wheel-mounted rolls should be stored laterally for ease of unloading.
The foregoing sizes and volumes were based on a nominal power
density of 5 w/ft 2 at OoC. At other array temperatures the power density
will vary and tie corresponding number of turns, Nt, and outside dia-
meter, Dot, may be determined by reference to Figure 4. 24.
Figure 4. 24 Temperature Correction for Number of Turns
and Diamete r
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4 1	 t	 o Foldout Solar Array.7. .3 Stowage f ldo S la 	  in Launch Vehicle
The space allocated to the solar power system in the forward end
of the Saturn V adaptor cone is shown in Figure 4. 25. The aft end of the
cone is occupied by the construction trailer. This combined cargo is
mounted on the LM descent vehicle, which lands on the lunar surface
near the site selected for the ER,PS/Electric Power System installation.
One mode of stowage of the power system is indicated in Figure 4. 25.
The solar array foldout modules are mounted on a trailer, ready for un-
loading and transport to the lunar base site. Adequate clearances are
provided for the corners of the rectangular solar array packages from the
skin line of the adaptor cone, as illustrated in the upper plan view of
Figure 4.25.
Silicon. Cell Volumes and Areas. The volume and solar panel area
which can be stowed above Station A are indicated in Figure 4. 26 for a
cone-cylinder or a straight-cylinder adaptor section. It should be noted
that 9500 ft  of 3/4 in thick solar array modules can be stowed within the
conical section (7 ft above Station A), thus providing for a 95
	
- „ay at
a nominal power density of W w/ft 2. By adding a 3 ft cylindrical section
to the top of the cone, the stowable solar array area can be increased to
13, 000 ft2. This provides ample stowage volume for all the candidate
solar array configurations discussed for Program V in Section 4.6.4. 1.
If a straight cylindrical shroud of 6. 6m diameter is used instead of
the conical section, the above stowage, volumes are more than doubled.
Thus it would be possible to stow a 300 kw solar array in a 9 ft high
cylinder (above Station A) at a nominal power density 10 w/ft2.
Cadmium Sulfide Thin Film Stowage Volume:. The space required
to stow the Cadmium Sulfide thln film array is markedly Less than for the
silicon cell array. As determined in Section 4.7. 1. 2, a 50 kw thin film
array could be wound around a mandrel to give a total volume of less than
20 ft3 compared to 500-600 ft3
 for the foldout type array. The trailer
for the thin film array could be stowed in the upper end of the adaptor
cone, or it could be stowed directly above il1e LM descent vehicle (fig-
ure 4.27). This would permit the upper cone to be used for lesa dense
cargo and keep the center of gravity of the total cargo as low as possible.
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Figure 4. 2.5 Stowage and Unloadict, of Foldout Solar Array
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Figure 4. 27 Stowage and Unloading of Flexible Solar Array
Stowa$e of Other Equipment. The foldable structure for supporting
the solar array was estimated to have a volume of less than 20 percent of
the solar arm=y  modules. Power conditioning equipment and cabling would
have a volume of 'less than 5 percent of the solar array. The total volume
of such equipment in the stowed condition was estimated to be less than
35 percent of the solar array volume. Since the solar array occupies
only about 50 percent of the space available within the envelope (see
Figure 4. 26), there is ample room for stowing other equipment in the
peripheral regions.
4.7. 1.4 Unloading the Solar Array Trailer
Foldout Module Trailer. It was assumed that the payload (construc-
tion trailer, etc.) stowed directly above the LM descent vehicle (Figure
4. 25) would be unloaded first after the lunar landing, thus permitting the
solar array trailer to utilize the ramp normally employed for unloading
other portions of the payload. The ramp extension would have been
installed and the braking cable activated. The support members for the
power system could then be removed, leaving the trailer free to roll down
the ramp to the lunar surface but under constraint of the braking cable.
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	i	 Guide rollers would be installed on the aft end of Lhe trailer bed to pre-
vent tipping of the trailer as it moved dowm the ramp.
Flexible Array Trailer. Due to the small size and high density of
the trailer for the f1pixi,ble array (Figure 4. 27), it may be desirable to
place it directly above the LM descent vehicle, with other less dense
cargo placed in the upper compartment of the adaptor cone. In this case,
the standard ramp could be used for unloading, withoat the need for a
ramp extension. (as described above for the foldout array). This plan has
the threefold advantage of simplicity of the unloading operations, low C. g.
of the total payload, and minimum weight.
4. 7. 1. 5 Selection and Layout of the Lunar Base Site
The lunar base site would be selected for reasonable flatness and
smoothness from surface irregularities, and within a few hundred meters
from the landing site. It• would be deployed near the selected ERPS loca-
tion. The lunar surface area required for flat arrays of various power
levels is shown in Figure 4. 28. These configurations could be readily
adapted to the surface characteristics, to minimize the effort required
to attain the smoothness/area requirements.
Leanto assemblies made up of 2. 5 kw arrays must be oriented in a
north and south direction to att-in the desired power profile, and the
individual arrays must be spaced sufficiently far apart to avoid excessive
shadowing of each other at lunar sunrise and sunset. The ridgepole of
these unit would be approximately 6 ft from the lunar surface. Hence,
an adjacent unit 100 ft away will not be completely free of shadow until
approximately 6.7 hours after sunrise. Allowing for both sunrise and
sunset conditions, the total loss in hours of full radiation will then be
3. 8 percent of the lunar day. This condition poses a tradeoff in the lay-
out of such arrays; i. e. , additional array area to make up for the loss
in hours vs. spacing of the arrays to give a. compact layout with moderate
length of transmission lines, as shown in Figure 4.2q. At the distance
of 220 ft, no appreciable shadowing will occur.
4. 7. 1.6 Packaging the Large Integrated Arrays
	
Awk	 The foregoing discussions have been concerned primarily with
small arrays (2. 5 kw) which are to be deployed separately on the lunar
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Figure 4. 29 Typical Layout of Lunar Base with Leanto Solar Array
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surface and then interconnected to provide larger power systems of the
order of 50 kw. This concept is compatible with the use of rigid panels
of silicon cells, and offers the most convenient method of packaging,
handling are deployment of such units. 	 i, i
The thin film solar array lends itself to being completely assembled
on Earth, and folded into a compact package which could then be deployed
as a complete system upon arrival at the lunar base site. This mode of
packaging has the advantage of eliminating a large number of detail assem-
bly operations on the lunar surface which reduces the manual effort and
deployment time required, and potentially improves mission reliability.
Configurations which can be assembled on Earth include the large
rectangular array, to be deployed either flat on the lunar surface or as a
leanto, and the hemispherical inflatable array. Upon completion of the
Earth assembly and checkout of such arrays, they would be multifolded
into a long narrow strip about 8 ft wide and a few inches thick. This strip
would then be folded into a package having a length 10 ft or 12 ft and would
be suitable for mounting on a wheeled trailer which would be used for
unloading from the logistic vehicle, and for transport to the lunar base
s ite.
Figure 4. 30 illustrates the typical steps required in packag"'ng these
large integrated arrays. Further details of the folding procedure are
given in Figure 4.34, in which the _,aployment steps, taken in reverse
order, illustrate the packaging plan for the rectangular array.
Packaging Volume for a 94 kw Thin film Array. The area of a thin
film flat array capable of providing 94 kw at lunar noon Ls approximately
19000 ft 2 , giving an array about 1 15 ft square. The first fold as described
in Figure 4.30 results in a strip 3 in thick x 8 ft wide x 138 ft long. The
second fold gives a spiral roll of dia.ae 7ter Do
 = D2+4tL/Tr = 7. 3 ft, where
Do
 = outside diameter of roll, D - inside diamter = 3 ft, t = thickness of
strip 0.25 ft, and L = length of strip = 138 ft. This alternate mode,
laid flat on a 10 ft long trailer would build up to a height of about 7.6 ft
above the trailer bed. Therefore, the compartment shown in Figure 4.25
provides ample space to stow the folded array when using either the spiral
roll or the flat folded mode.
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4.7.2 Deployment of Solar Array Power Systems
After delivery of the solar array to the selected lunar site, the
following operations would be implemented for its deployment and inte-
gration with the user equipment.
	(i)	 Preparation ( smoothing) of the lunar surface for solar array,
if necessary
(2) Deployment of packaged solar array to lunar surface
(3) Erection of solar array to operative configuration
(4) Installation of other components, equipment and controls
(5) Connection of power leads to ERPS and LM Shelter control
center
(6) Activation of controls, sensors, auxiliaries, etc.
(7) Functional check and adjustment of entire system
(8) Preliminary shakedown operation of entire system
(9) Final adjustments and modifications, if necessary Air
(10) Initiate regular operation of overall power system.
The time and energy required for deployment of the flat, leanto and
oriented arrays can be determined by an analysis of the routine steps
required to transport and assemble the packaged array (as received at
the landing site) into an operational power system at the selected lunar
site. The above three configurations can be implemented with solar
arrays consisting of flexible panels, rigid panels, or integrated (i.e.,
arrays completely assembled on Earth). The array can be placed directly
on the lunar surface or mounted on a separate built-up structure which
would be assembled on arrival at the site. Combinations of the above
variables are summarized in a matrix of deployment modes shown in
Table 4. U. Twelve of these modes are considered worthy of further
analysis to determine their deployment procedures and times, and to
identify any special equipment required in the process (see Table 4. 13).
The flexible roll-strip or "wax paper" scheme is the simplest mode
of deployment with the least manual effort, since it only requires the
fastening of an end of the solar array to the ground and then driving
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Flat Leanto Oriente d
Array OnSurface
On
Structure
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Surface
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Structure
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Structure
FIntegrated
3 3 x 3 3
Rigidanel 3 3 3 3 3
3 x x 3 3
Table 4. 13 Deployment Modes Analyzed for Time and
Manual Energy Requirements
1 -Flat/ Flexible/ Surface ? - Leanto / Flexible/ Structure   
2 -Flat/Rigid/Surface 8 - Leanto/Rigid/Structure
3 - Flatjnte grated/ Surface 9 - Leanto/ Integrated/ Structure
4 - Leanto/Rigid/Surface 10 - Oriented/Flexible/Structure
5 - Flat/Flexible/Structure 11	 - Oriented/Rigid/Structure
6 - Flat/Rigid/Structure 12 - Oriented/Inte grated/Structure
NOTE: Modes 1, 2	 3, 4 and 9 require preparation of the lunar
surface, while the others do not.
forward, unrolling the array from the back of a surface vehicle. The
fully oriented array is the most difficult and time consuming to deploy,
because of the extra structure required and to checkout the orientation
mechanisms to achieve the specified reJability. Other intermediate
modes, such as the rigid module and the integrated array, are attractive
for various reasons, and the relative effort required for their deployment
was also determined.
As indicated in Section 4. 7. i, the method of deployment is closely
related to the logistic plan for packaging, unloading and transport of the
solar array to the lunar base site. The transport trailer, towed by a
surface vehicle, is considered a necessity, to relieve the astronauts of
having to hand-carry the arrays any great distance. By using the trailer
to deliver elements of the array as near as possible to their deployment
location, the manual .
 effort to be exerted by the astronauts would be min-
imized, as well as the transit time in hand-carrying the modules to their
final location.
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Upon arrival at the lunar base, the first step would be to prepare 	 l
thy; lunar surface (for those modes requiring a relatively smooth surface).
Next, the trailer would be maneuvered to the desired location and precede
the men in their deployment operations. This could include spreading
out the array, which would be the case for the flat array mounted on the
lunar surface. For other configurations, such as the leanto and the fully
oriented array, additional assembly and erection procedures are involved,
and the sequence of operations would be different.
Manual Energy Expended in Various Routine Motions. The manual
energy expended by a group of astronauts in deploying the solar array was
estimated by reference to the energy required for repetitive motions, as
listed in Table 4. 14, which was derived from Table 4. 16 (Reference 4,10).
Table 4. 14 Manual Energy Expenditure for Repetitive Motions(Derived from Table 4. 15 (Reference 4. 10)
Walking slowly (on Earth, in shirt sleeves)
o Walking 1 mph at 2 ft/ ,-tep
• Energy per step = 600/Z640
• Energy spent on gravity = W©h
• Remainder spent on inertia & muscles
• Plus lunar gravity aergy
• In shirt sleeves on moon
• In space suit on moon (x 4)
Walking slowly (on moon, in space suit
Carrying object (W/Wman
 
- 
i/ 3) = walking x 2. 5
Pulling on line (F/ Wman = 1 / s) = walking x 2. 5
Pulling on line (Distance = 20 steps)
Waist bend (assume equivalent to 10 steps)
= 600 Btu/hr
= 2640 steps/hr at
1.47 ft/ sec
= 0. 228 Btu/ step
= 0. 054 Btu/ stela
= 0. 174 Btu/ step
= 0. 009 Btu/ step
= 0. 183 Btu/ step
0. 73 Btu/ step(1 step = 2 ft)
1. 0 Btu/ step
= 2. 5 Btu/ step
= 2. 5 Btu/ step
= 50 Btu/pull
= 10 Btu/ stoop
Preparation of Lunar Surface. A location for the solar array will
have been selected having a reasonably level surface area of (typically)
15s 000 ft2 , to provide the space for assembly of the array configuration
as shown in Figures 4.28(c) or 4.29. It was assumed that the area will
K
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xbe strewn with rubble (distributed randomly with a i ft average spacing)
ranging in size from i inch to 20 inches, as shown in Figure 4. 31a. The
volume to be moved is plotted in Figure 4.3ib as a fu.-action of size, and
this curve was summed up for each one inch increment of rubble size to
give a total volume of about 700 ft3 . This material would-be removed
from the surface and deposited in craters and holes as necessary (for
modes requiring a smooth surface).
The lunar surface vehicle with a 10 ft wide rubble collector would
make approximately 15 passes over the site, picking up pieces smaller
than 10 in enroute. At i mph average, this would take about 30 minutes
(including turns at the ends) and also result in 1200 Btu expended by the
surface vehicle operator. Two astronauts would assist him by riding on
the collector and loading pieces larger than 10 in.,of which there is esti-
mated to be about 250 pieces according to Figure 4. 3 ia. It is assumed
that each of these will consume 0.3 minutes on the average, or a total
time of 75 minutes with a total of 3500 Btu expended by the astronauts.
Rubble can be deposited in craters and holes tla t require filling, and the
time to do this is estimated as 60 minutes, assuming 60 stops at I minute
each (for a hole spacing of approximately 20 ft). The energy to unload
the rubble would be.^out 3000 Btu. The total time to accomplish the
above operations would then be 165 minutes or about 2.75 hours. The
total energy expended by three astronauts would be about 8000 Btu, or
1000 Btu/hr/man. The above procedure should be adequate to level the
surface to a degree of smoothness sufficient for the deployment of the
flat solar arrays mounted directly on the surface. It should be noted that
the other modes of deployment would not require as complete a smoothing
opet-ation ( see Table 4. 13).
Number of Sznall Arrays to be Deployed. The total power to be pro-
vided by the solar array was determined in Section 4.6.4. Rigid modules
of 3. 3 ft x 8 ft ca-n be assembled into foldout panels (and flexible modules
into rollout strips) with each subassembly providing a few kilowatts to
ra:<
form a small array. Table 4. 16 shows the pan(A area in each small
array for easy handling, and the number of these subarrays needed to
meet the total power requirements for Program V.
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Figure 4.31 Surface Rubble to be Removed
Table 4. 16 Sub-Array Requirements
O Configuration Power (kw) No. ofSub- PanelSize PanelWeight TotalArray 2Total Panel Arrays No. (ftxft) (lb) Area(ft
13200Flat 94 2.5 38 1	 (8x43) 140-160
51 0 Leanto 51 2.55 20 2	 (8x36) 240-274 11500
Oriented-Skirted) 45 2.65 17 2	 (8x23) 240 6300
4. 7.2. 1 Flat Array of Flexible ,Panels Deployed on 11un.ar Surface
A 2. 5 kw array of flexible solar cells would be approximately
8 ft x 43 it in size (at a power density of 7. 15 w/ft 2) and would weigh
approximately 140 Earth pounds. By fastening one end of the array to the
lunar surface and moving forward (on foot or in a trailer), the array could
be quickly unrolled from its spirally wound spool (Figu.L 4.32).
The "wax paper" deployment scheme promises advantages in deploy-
ment ease and packaging weight which would compensate to a degree for
the lower power/weight ratio of the thin film cells„ The strips would be
unrolled from a mandrel mounted on a, moving vehicle or (for small arrays)
carded by two men. The free end of the strip would be faste„ed to the
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ground.	 This would be done in order to pull the strips from the roll or to
s
aid in pulling the strips loosa when used in conjunction with a powered
roller as shown in Figure 4. 32.
It would be desirable to prevent the array from scraping can the
ground during deployment, to avoid possible tearing on surface irregu-
larities. The roller feed should therefore be designed to lower the strip
gently to the lunar surface, and the equipment should be guided along a
straight path until the strip is fully deployed.
After laying down the required number of strips, their ends would
then be inter-connected in a manner appropriate to the efficient trans-
mission of power to the user equipment.
A typical deployment procedure would be:
(t) Two men attach trailer to rear of surface vehicle
(2) Surface vehicle is driven to power site
(3) End of first strip staked to surface
(4) Vehicle is driven forward to end of strip
(5) Vehicle stops, astronauts fasten end of strip to surface
(6) Next strip is deployed in v.1milar manner
(7) Repeat above operations until all strips are laid out
(8) Interconnect ends of strips to main bus cable
(9) Surface vehicle returns to base, laying main bus cable enroute
The time and energy requirements to deploy the 43 ft strips ar;- -.s
follows (Note: rollout time will be reduced if longer strips,
	 2.5 kw,
are used):
(1) Surface vehicle and 3 astronauts clear the surface of rubble,
as previously described. This will require approximately
3 hours with a work rate of 1000 Btu/hr/man.
(2) Two astronauts ride on trailer during periods when the solar
array is being unrolled from spool. For each 2.5 kw array,
they will stake down the front aid back end of each strip.
Each man will walk a. distance of 10 feet twice (20 sec;
20 Btu) and stoop twice (20 sec; 20 Btu). This would be
	 3
repeated 38 times to lay down a 94 kw array. Total surface
vehicle driving time would be 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.32'	 Deployment of Flexible . Solar Arrays
Total time and energy for operations (1) and (2)
4 hr 4500 Btu/man
(3) Connect transmission line to ends of strips =
1.3 hr	 760 Btu/man
Total for 94 kw array =
	 . 3 r , 5^TBtu/man
Therefore, the rate of energy expended for
these operations =	 1000 Btu/hr/man
4.7. 2. 2 Flat Array of Rigid Panels Deployed on Lunar Surface
Deployment of a large solar array utilizing 2. 5 kw foldout arrays is
illustrated in Figure 4. 33. The panels would be preconnected to form
integral units of approximately 2. 5 kw, and would be deployed separately
on the lunar surface from a transport- trailer as shown. The panels are
progressively moved to the rear of the transport trailer, where their
deployment is monitored and manually assisted by two astronauts as the
surface vehicle moves forward. The astronauts can hand-carry the 27
moon-pound, 2. 5 kw array, deploying the panels as they walk along, while
the trailer moves on to the next station. After the individual arrays are
deployed and assembled in the operative configuration, they are inter-
connected by suitable transmission sines to the power system.
^12^71
6 T5'	 6.6'
WIDE PANELS
( a )	 DEPLOYMENT OF SOLAR ARRAY FROM DOLLY
NARROW PANELS
(b)	 MANUAL DEPLOYMENT, USING DOLLY FOR TRANSPORT
Figure 4.33 Deployment of Rigid Panel Arrays
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tIf the 2. 5 kw arrays are hand-carried, the deployment times and
energies will be as follows:
(1) Surface vehicle and 3 astronauts clear
the site of rubble. This will require
(2) For each 2.5 kw array, 2 men carry
14 lb each 25 steps (25 sec, 30 Btu)
then walk back 25 steps to surface
vehicle (25 sec, 25 Btu). Driving time
1 min.
Total time & energy for each 2. 5 kw
array
(3) Connect transmission line to end of
array
Total for each 2. 5 kw array
Totals deployment of 94 kw array
3.0 hrs 1000 Btu /hr/man
1.8 min 55 $tu/man
2 min 20-Btu/man
3.8 min 75 Btu/man
5. 4 hrs 1080 Btu/hr/man
4.7.2.3 Deployment of Integrated Flat Array (On Lunar Surface)
When the 94 kw array is completely assembled on Earth, and pack-
aged as described in Figure 4. 30, it constitutes a rectangular array
approximately 145 x 149 ft (at 7. 15 w/ft2) weighing about 5300 lb. Pro-
ceeding according to the deployment sequence shown in Figure 4.34,
1) Surface "vehicle and 3 astronauts will
clear site of rubble, requiring
2) Two astronauts unfold substrate. Walk
600 ft ( 300 Btu), stoop 4 times (40 Btu)
3) Two astronauts unfold solar array,
assisted by surface vehicle. Vehicle operator
expends 600 Btu. Astronauts walk and pull 600 ft
( 800 Btu), stoop 12 times (1 z0 Btu)
3 hrs	 3000 Btu/man
10 min 340 Btu/ man
i hr	 920 Btu/man
4) Connect transmission line to edge of array 5 min 100 Btu/man
Totals for 3-man crew	 = 4. 3 hrs 4360 Btu/man
Therefore, the rate of energy expended for these
operations	 = 1010 Btu/hr/man
3a) UNROLL THE PACKAGED ARRAY FROM TRAILER TO THE LUNAR SURFACE,
GIVING THE FOLLOWING FOLDED STRIP CONFIGURATION.
b) UNFOLD A SUBSTRATE (TO PROTECT THE ARRAY FROM INJURY DURING
DEPLOYMENT,
c) UNFOLD ARRAY (ONE-HALF AT A TIME)
d) ERECT ARRAY (FOR LEANTO, SEE SECTION 4. 7.2.8)
e) SECURE ARRAY IN FINAL POSITION BY RIGGING.
a)
5
b)
0
f
4. 7. 2.4 Leanto Arrays of Rigid Panels Mounted on Surface
The 2.55 kw array of rigid panels will have an area of 575 ft 2 (at
4.44 w/ft2), and will weigh about 274 earth pounds. The size of the array
will be about(2) (8 x 36 ft) when unfolded on the ground as shown in
Figure 4.35a.
V.
Figure 4. 35 Deployment of 2.55 kw Foldout Leanto
The deployment and assembly are facilitated by the use of a light-
weight triangular-shaped (A) beam which is placed on the lunar surface
near the centerline of the array as shown in Figure 4. 35b. The first set
of modules are rested on this beam, which affords a means for aligning
the edges of the modules. The second set of modules permits arrangement
of the mating hooks on the edges of both sets of modules as shown in
Figure 4. 35c. The ridge is then lifted to its proper elevation of 6. 2 ft
by means of the A -beam which holds the hinge line straight during the
lifting operation (Figure 4.35d). The total lifting force to be exerted by
each of the astronauts is approximately 32 pounds, including the 18 pound
A-beam and the 45 pound solar array. In the inverter-V shape, the leanto
then becomes a stable structure, and the A-beam can be removed for use
at the next assembly station. If the lunar base is located at a latitude, L,
with respect to the lunar equator, the assembly can be elevated further,
hinging about S- S, to provide the maximum projected area at lunar noon.
Finally, it can be secured in that position with a pole P under the ridge
(Figure 4.35e).
The deployment times and energies for each 2. 55 kw leanto array
are as follows:
(1) Surface vehicle and 3 astronauts will clear
site of rubble, requiring 3 hours and 1000 Btu/hr/man.
(2) First lay. 2 men carry 12 lb each 50 ft
(1 min, 50 Btu) then walk bark 50 ft (. 5 min, 20 Btu) 1.5 min 70 Btu/man
(3) Second lay. 2 men carry 12 lb each 50 ft
(3 min, 50 Btu) one man walks back 50 ft (. 5 min,
20 Btu)	 3.5 min 70 BTU/man
(4) Lift Array. 2 men lift 32 lb each 6 ft
(3 min, 20 Btu), release end skirts, one man walks
back 50 ft (.5 min, 20 Btu)	 3.5 min 40 BTU/man
(5) Connect transmission line to end of array 2 min	 20 BTU/man
(6) Attach A -beam to rear of vehicle and
proceed to next station
	 5 min 20 BTU man
Totals for each 2. 55 kw array =	 11 min
	
220 Btu/ man
Totals for 51 kw array 	 =	 6.7 hrs 1100 Btu/hr /man
4.7. 2.5 Flat A r ray of Flexible Panels Mounted on Structure
The problem with this combination is to build up s. structure of
closely spaced members to properly support the flexible array. Due to
the larger number of longitudinal and lateral members to be assembled,
the deployment time for this configuration will be greater than the 15 hrs
required for the leanto described in Section 4.7.2.8. An Estimate of
20 hrs is made, based on the comparison of the two cases.
4.7.2.6 Flat Array of Rigid Panels Mounted on Structure
The structure for a 2. 5 kw array of rigid foldout panels will consist
of a pair of pantographic linkages (Figure 4.36) unfolded from their com--
pact, stowed condition, and joined together with a few crosswise diagonals
to hold the linkages in the vertical position after deployment.
The 2. 5 kw array of foldout panels will have an area of 350 ft2 (at
7. 15 w/ ft2) and will measure 8 x 43 ft when extended. Its weight will be
about 160 Earth pounds. The high points of the linkages will rest under
T
4'-y0	 -
x
Figure 4. 36
a
0 the foldout joints which tend to sag, the alternate joints having sufficient
bending stiffness to support themselves.
Deployment times and energies will be as follows:
1) Remove pantograph linkage from trailer,
walk 50 ft while unfolding (1 min, 25 Btu), lock ends
and fold out crosswise diagonals to hold linkage
upright (1.4 min, 10 Btu), walk back 50 ft (5 miry,
25 Btu)	 2.9 min
2) Two astronauts carry 13 lb each 50 ft
(2. 0  min, 75 Btu) unfolding the array panels on
the structure, walk back (i min, 25 Btu)
60 Btu/man
releasing skirt enroute 	 3.0 min 100 Btu/ man
3) Connect transmission line	 ".0 min	 20 Btu/man
Totals for each Z. 5 kw array
	
= 7.9 min 180 Btu/man
Totals for 94 kw array
	
= 5.0 hrs 1360 Btu/hr/man
ARRAY ,
	
,END LINKS
	 PANTOGRAPH LINKS CROSSWISE DIAGONALS
SIDE VIEW	 31 END VIEW
Structure for Flat Arrays of Rigid Panels
4. 7.2.7 Leanto of Flexible Panels Mounted on Structure
This case is similar to Section 4.7.2. 5 and an estimate of 20 hrs
deployment time is made.
4. 7. 2.8 Leanto of Rigid Panels Mounted on Structure
A-Frame Structure. When a structure is assembled on which to
mount the solar array panels, it is unnecessary to clear the site cf
rubble, since the structure will ride over such protuberances. One con-
cept for the structural design envisions a system of A-fra;rnes, unfolded
from their packaged condition and set up vertically on the lunar surface.
To these are attached longitudinal rails which are unfolded from their
stowed condition and attached to the A-frames to support the foldout
t	 panels (Figure 4.37a).
LONGITUDINAL ANGLES
a) FOLDOUT A-FRAMES AND LONGITUDINAL ANGLES
FLEXIBLE HINGES AT RIDGE
FLEXIBLE CABLES FOR LIMIT STOPS
PANEL \
f^11A/^/'\11T f1t ► If1 ^i
a
e0
The time and energy requirements for deploying leanto arrays in
this manner are as fol lows:
A. A-Frames
t. Remove A-frame from trailer
and walk 15 steps 15 sec 15 Btu
2. Open A-frame and attach
cross-bar 30 5
3. Open feet and set A -frame
in position 60 10
4. Walk back 15 steps 15 15
Total per A-frame 120 sec 45 Btu
Total for 3 A-frames/
2.55 kw array	 = 6 min; =	 1350 Btu/hr/man
B. Longitudinal Beams
t. Remove spacer bar from
trailer, attach to A-frames 90 sec 25 Btu/man
2. Remove beam from trailer
and walk 25 steps 25 25
3. Unfold beam 60 10
4. Attach beam to A -frames 200 20
5. Walk back 25 steps 4^' 25
Total per beam 400 sec 105 Btu
Total for 4 beams/
2. 5 kw array	 = 27 min;	 = 930 Btu/hr/man
C. Solar Cell Panels
1. 2 men carry 10 lb each,
unfold panels on structure 240 sec 50 Btulman
2. Walk back 25 steps after
releasing end skirts 85 25
3. Repeat i and 2 for other side 265 75
4. Connect transmission line 120 20
Total for solar panels/
2.55 kw array ? 10 sec 170 Btu/man
12 min 170 Btu/hr/man
t
Total of A, B, C for each
2.55 kw array
Overall total for 51 kw array
(20 x 2055)
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45 min;	 725 Btu/man
15 hrs;	 970 Btu/hr/man
(3) Connect transmission line
	 2 min
Totals for each 2. 55 kw array= 17 min;
Totals for 51 kw array	 = 5.7 hrs;
Double -Pantograph Structure. The preceding section shows that
	 I
considerable time is required to perform the many assembly operations
for A -frame structures with longitudinal angles. By using the double-
pantograph illustrated in Figure 4. 37b, the structure is completely assem-
bled on Earth, thus requiring only an unfolding operation upon arrival at
the lunar base. Using this concept, the time and energy required for
deployment would be as follows:
(i) Remove folded structure from
trailer, walk 40 ft while unfolding until
flexible cables at ridge are taut (2 min,
40 Btu), spread sides apart to form in-
verted V as determined by cross-wise
flexible cables ( 2 min, 10 Btu) then set
structure down and walk back, making
final adjustments enrouto ( i min, 30 Btu)
(2) Two astronauts carry 12 lb
each 40 €t (i min, 60 Btu), unfolding the
panels on support pins near the surface
(2. 7  min, 70 Btu) walk back i min, 4, 0 Btu,
releasing end skirts enroute. Repeat for
othe r side of leanto. Move on to next
station ( 30 sec)
80 Btu/man
170 Btu/ man
20 Btu/man
270 Btu/man
950 Btu/hr/man
5 min
10 min
4
4.7.2.9 Leanto Array Using Integrated Ass^trp blVJ eanto / Integrated / Structure)
A 51 kw leanto array ( 5 io
 leanto) will require approximately i 1, 500 ft 
of solar cell area, with proper allowance for temperature effects and
radiation/ mi c rom eteo rite damage for one year. If this is erected to form
an inverted V whose height at the ridge is 0.61 times the width of the base,
the desired power profile would be obtained ( i. e., nearly constan`, through-
out the lunar dav). For various rid ge hei ghts. the corres pondin g length of
rt.
00 o	 Ridge height (ft)	 20	 30	 40	 50
o	 Array length (ft) 	 225	 149	 112	 89
Using  30 ft poles to elevate the ridge, the assembly would appear as in
Figure 4.38. The erection procedure would be accomplished in the
following steps, which are identified by number in Figure 4.38:
Figure 4. 38 Leanto Array Using Flexible Integrated Assembly
1	 After preparation of the site to avoid excessive roughness, lay
out pole guide, poles and ridge cable, stake down guide, then
unfold the rectangular array on the surface, as described in
Figure 4.34.
2 Drive stakes into lunar surface adjacent to two sides of the
array.
3 Attach trim lines at two sides of the array to the stakes. Allow
sufficient trim to stabilize the poles during erection, but avoid
excessive tautness which could impede erection.
4	 Hoist poles to erect position with the line pulled by surface
vehicle.
s
	
5 Secure lower ends of poles after stressing ridge cable.
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6 After poles are secured, tighten trim lines at sides to remove
excessive sag from array.
Deployment times and energies to perform sequence of steps in
Figure 4.39 are as follows:
(1) Vehicle operator and two astronauts
will clear site of rubble requiring 	 3 hrs
(2) Tow poles and poly; guide into
position, and unfold solar array. Astro-
nauts will c Pend approximately 3710 Btu
(pole guide 950 Btu, poles 650 Btu, cable
300 Btu, solar array 1760 Btu) 	 4 hrs
(3) Man walks around site ( 250 steps)
carrying 50 lb stake driver (400 Btu), stoops
3000 Btu/man
3710 Btu/man
20 times (20 Btu)	 20 min	 600 Btu/man
(4) Man walks around site ( 250 Btu),
stoops 20 times (200 Btu), pulls on trim
lines 18 x 50 Btu/pull = (900 Btu) 	 40 min	 1350 Btu/man
(5) Two men control, tension on ends
of longitudinal cable (100 Btu). VO hoists
prop to erect position (5 min, 200 Btu)	 30 min	 2,00 Btu/man
(6) Man walks 100 steps (50 Btu),
stoops 5 times 1 50 Btu) and secures poles
to pole guide	 15 min	 100 Btu/man
(7) Man walks around site (250 Btu),
stoops 20 times 1200 Btu) and pulls trim
lines (900 Btu) including end skirts	 40 min	 1350 Btu/man
(8) Connect transmission line to edge
of array	 5 min	 100 Btu/man
(9) Two men standing still when not
working	 -	 1200 Btu/man
Totals for 3-man crew	 10 hrs; 11600 E±u/man
Therefore, the rate of energy expended
for these operztions	 =	 1160 Btu/hr/man
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4.7.2. 10 Oriented Flexible Array Mounted on Structure
The structure in this case will be similar to that described in
Section 4.7.2. it, except that more longitudinal and lateral members would
be required to properly support the flexible array. The deployment time
is estimated to be 45 hours.
4.7.2. 11 Oriented Rigid Array Mounted on Structure
Each 2. 65 kw array would be supported by a rectangular frame. The
ends would have trunnions on the longitudinal centerline to permit orien-
tation. Several of these arrays (weighing about 240 lb each) would be
joined together by universal couplings, thus permitting several arrays
to be controlled from the end unit, as illustrated in Figures 7.24 and 7. 25.
Due to the requirement for rotation about the longitudinal trunnions,
the frame structure and trunnion supports must be sufficiently stiff to
avoid binding as the frame rotates back and forth.
The operations required for assembly of the structure are similar
to those described under Section 4.7. 2. 5, with the exception that consider-
ably greater care must be exercised in the design of this array to attain
reliable, low friction operation. Because alignment of the structure is
more critical, it is estimated that three or four times as much deploy-
ment time would be required for the oriented array as for the fixed array.
Each of the 2. 65 kw modules is estimated to require about 2.4 hours to
assemble, align, and integrate, or 40 hours for the 45 kw candidate array
using a 3-man crew.
4.7. 2.12 Oriented-Integrated Array
The feasibility of this mode of deployment is considered satisfactory
for solar arrays of a few kw, but additional design effort would be required
to confirm that a 45 kw array could be packaged into the limited space
available when using this technique. If this pro ,, ^ d to be feasible, a con-
siderable reduction in deployment time would be possible. A 7.65 kw array,
weighing about 240 lbs could probabl y* be deployed and integrated in 15
minutes, or 45 kw in less than 5 hours. However, at this time, this mode
It is not considered a likely candidate for large kw arrays, due to its poorpackaging efficiency.
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J4.7.2. 13 Summation of Time and Manual Energy Expended in Deploying
Solar Arrays '
Twelve alternate combinations of deployment modes were selected
for solar arrays having the flat, leanto or oriented configurations; using
either flexible or rigid panels; and mounted either directly on the lunar
surface or mounted on a foldout structure above the surface. Time and
motion studies were conducted for these 12 modes, to determine the time
required for three astronauts, assisted by a construction vehicle, to
accomplish the deployment operations.
The rates of energy expenditure for various repetitive motions
( walking, carrying, stooping, driving, etc.) by an astronaut in a space
suit were derived from Reference 4. W. The nominal work level in all
cases was maintained at 1000 Btu/hr, to stay within the category classi-
fied as "light work" by Reference 4. W.
Five of the 12 deployment modes required that surface rubble be
cleared away to provide a relatively smooth surface for those cases where
the array was deployed directly on the lunar surface. The time to accom-
plish this task was determined by a detailed study involving lifting, loading
and unloading, transit time, etc,
The time to deploy th.-, foldout structures and solar arrays was esti-
mated with the aid of conceptual drawings of the structural configurations.
The time and energy to accomplish the various mechanical operations were
analyzed individually and these were integrated to provide an estimate of
total deployment time. The total number of standard 2. 5 kw arrays to be
deployed to attain the total power required for the Program V mission
was taken into account during this analysis.
The results of these time and motion studies are summarized in
Figure 4.39 and Table 4.17 showing that the flat arrays could be deployed
in the least time (.bout 5 hours), the leantos were next (6 to 20 hours due
to added structure) and the oriented arrays -required the most time (about
40 hours, due to the added orientation mechanism, large skirt and the
extreme care required to assure reliability).
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Figure 4. 39 Deployment Time and Energy Required
for Solar Arrays
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Configuration (a) Surface Structure Solar Skirt
No. Type Preparation Assembly Array Deployment(hours) (min) (min) (min)
i. FFsu 3	 --	 1.6	 --(See Figure 4. 32)
2. FRSu 3	 - -	 1.8	 - -(See Figure 4.33)
I
3. FLSu 3	 --	 70	 --(See Figure 4. 34, b and
4. LRSu 3	 .5	 7.5	 1.0
(A-beam.)	 (See Figure 4.35)
5. FFSt --	 26.7	 2.5	 1	 .5(a) (Pantograph base with bed of foldout longitudinals and laterals)
117.9	 2.5	 .5
(b) (Pantograph  on pantograph plus longitudinals)
6. FRSt - -	 2.9
	
2.5
	 .5
Pantograph structure supporting rigid panels as in Figure 4.36)
7. LFSt --	 40	 17	 1.0
(a) Structure like Configuration 8(a) with more members to support
6	 17	 1.0
(b)	 (Double pantograph with cables at ridge and base)
8. LRSt --	 33	 9	 1.0(a)	 (A-frames and longitudinals like Figure 4.37a)
5	 9	 1.0
(b)	 (Double Pantograph like Figure 4.37b)
9. LISt 3	 145	 260 	 10
(Circus tent configuration like Figure 4.38)
10. OFSt --	 117	 10.3	 30
(Rigid, bolted structure with orientation mechanism and large skirt)
i i. ORSt --	 i00	 9.7	 30(Less structure than required for Configuration 10)
12. OISt --	 This configuration is n;cA feasible for large kw array
(a)	 Configuration Code ( See Table 4. 13
(b) Add 5 hours for ERPS deployment and cable connections to PCS and ERPS
i.	 Flat/Flexible /Surface	 5.	 Flat/Flexible /Structure
2.	 Flat/Rigid/Surface	 6.	 Flat/Rigid/Structure
3.	 Flat/Inte gr/ Surface	 7.	 Leanto/ Flex / Structure
4.
	 Leanto/ Rigid/ Surface
	
8.	 Leanto/ Rigid/ Structure
Table 4.17 Summary of Deployment Times
V u.u.iu i' U j:
Skirt Connect Number Total Less	 TotalDeployment Tr. Line of Units Surface  Prep.	 Deployment Time(min) (min) ( hours)
-- 2 38 2.3	 5.3(See Figure 4.32)
-- 2 38 2.4	 5.4
(See Figure 4.33) p
-- 5 1 1.25	 4.3
(See Figure 4.34, b and c)
1. 0 2 20 3.70	 6.7(See Figure 4.35)
*
5 2 38 20	 20
udinals and laterals.)
. 5 2 38 14	 14
,als)
.5 2 38 5.0	 5.0
as in Figure 4.36)
1.0 2 20 20	 20
-e members to support flexible array)
1.0 2 20 8.7	 8.7
ad base)
1.0 2 20 15.0	 15.0
. 37a)
1.0 2 20 5.7	 5.7
10 5 1 7.0	 10. 0
30 2 17 45	 45
Lanism and large skirt)
30 2 17 40	 40
3n 10)
ible for large kw arrays, clue to its poor packaging efficiency
S
Flexible/ Structure 9.	 Leanto/Integr/Structure
Rigid/Structure W.
	
Oriented/ Flex/ Structure
to/ Flex/ Structure 11.	 Oriented/ Rigid/ Structure
to /Rigid/ Structure 12.	 Oriented/ Integr /Structure
The deployment time for the assembly of structure is generally
greater than that required for the solar array, skirt and connection to the
transmission line. Pantograph structures are easier and faster to deploy
than other structures, due to the lesser number of mechanical operations
involved. The flexible arrays require more structural members and
more connections to the structure to prevent excessive sagging; hence,
the deployment time for flexible arrays tends to be greater than for rigid
panels. The oriented arrays require considerably more time to deploy
than the flat and leanto arrays, due to the need for structural rigidity and
the installation/ checkout of the orientation mechanism. In addition, the
large flexible skirts require more time to install and stake down to the
lunar surface. The need to achieve high reliability for the more complex
oriented arrays also accounts for additional deployment time, when com-
pared with the passive arrays.
The analysis of deployment times is seen to be closely related to
the detail design of the structures, the various connects and mechanical
operations required, and the transit times for men and vehicles to tra-
verse the lunar surface. Normalization of the results is difficult because
of the many configurations and parameters involved. The foregoing results
are believed to be reasonably accurate and comparable, but further
refinement will depend upon the accomplishment of more detailed design
studies and the corresponding detailed scheduling of operations.
4. ?. 2. 14 Final Deploym ent Ope rations
After deploying the solar array as described above, the final oper-
ations include the laying of cable from each array module to the ERPS
unit, mounting the power conditioning equipment, and connecting off all
cables. These operations were estimated to require approximately 2 hrs.
The ERPS unit requires about 3 hours to deploy and the sequence of oper-
ations between ERPS and LEPEPS can be scheduled in any convenient
manner.
It should be noted that a 336 hour working period was used in com-
puting the nominal ERPS production rates. Since the lunar day is actually
354 hours, an allowance of 18 hours is available for deployment time or
for other purposes. In the case of the leanto configuration ( see Section
4-101
4. 7. 1. 5), approximately 7 hours are required to unshadow the array;
hence, a 9 hour period at dawn aril dusk is appropriate.
Systems which require more than 18 hours for deployment will have
a disadvantage, in that their power levels must be set higher, with an
attendant increase in weight of solar array, power conditioning equip-
ment, etc. Table 4.17 shows the total deployment time in hours. In
those cases where the time exceeds 18 hours, an increase in array power
level would be required to meet the Program V reactant production rates.
r
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5. LUNAR SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL
5. 1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Ideally, an environmental model should be. based upon established
data. The model should consist of tables, graphs, and charts from which
can be abstracted all the physical parameters necessary for the design
of a specific system. At present, when lunar surface exploration models
are being considered, the design engineer has learned not to expect this
ideal. Although recent Surveyor, Ranger, and Lunar Orbiter missions
have made valuable data available, their limited number and their
degree of sophistication have not, as yet, resulted in a complete and in-
fallible, set of data. However, despite the few data points which have
been measured and with extrapolation and interpolation of these data,
systems can be designed to be reliable enough to result in successful
missions as long as conservative estimates are utilized.
The data in this report is based on the most recently measured
data (as of July 1967) and on past experiences as outlined in references
5. 1 to 5.6. The data presented should be considered merely as a guide
to the solar array designer to acquaint him with the range and probable
magnitude of the environmental parameters. This information will make
him aware of when the design limits of materials, performance, and
mission life are being reached.
As lunar surface exploration (manned and unmanned) increases in
complexity and duration, periodic updating of this data will become
necessary. Eventually, as the quantity of high duality measured data
received from future lunar surface missions is increased, a more pre-
cise and exact lunar model will evolve.
Materials selected for evaluation in this .stLidy were based upon the
successful performance of those materials during Surveyor, Ranger, and
Lunar Orbiter missions as well as on Earth orbiters and deep-space
probes. To date, no lunar surface mission has survived more than
three lunar days (three Earth months). However, degradation has not,
to our knowledge, been reported for solar array performance or mater-
ials. Degradation has occurred, however, to other power subsystem
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components such as the electrochemical energy storage batteries. They
seem to degrade because of the temperature extremes experienced during
the cycle from lunar night to lunar daytime. The fact that no degradation
of the Surveyor solar array has been observed during the three lunar
days of electric power system operation does not preclude the possibility
of the occurrence of such degradation at longer exposure times to the
lunar environment.
The assumption made in this study was that the recommended
materials themselves do not degrade noticably in the lunar environment
for a time period of up to 5 years. However, improper selection of
material combinations from the recommended materials could result in
adverse effects on performance and an acceleration of various degrada-
tion phenomenon.
The most important consideration, then, for any solar array
design, is to accurately define the environment in which it will be required
to operate and to insure that despite the uncertainties involved, that its
end of mission (EOM) performance will still meet mission requirements.
With this concept in mind, the most recent NASA/MSFC, JPL, and 'other
documents were used to establish a lunar environmental model and to
define those conditions which would be expected to adversely affect the
operation of a lunar-based solar array. The resultant lunar surface
environmental model definition was the criterion upon which the proper
selection of materials to be used fu ,_t -, ;,olar array construction was based.
Several alternate materials for each solar array element were identified
and conservative estimates of combined environment and time effects on
mechanical and/or electrical functioning of the array were made. This
lunar environmental model includes the environment from the surface of
the moon to a height where the atmospheric density is that of interplane-
tary space, i. e. , 10-23 gm/ cm 36
5. 2 LUNAR THERMAL MODEL
The lunar surface environment is the dominant factor in effecting
the material selection, performance, and operation of lunar-based solar
arrays. The various environmental parameters affecting solar array
system operation are:
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o temperature
o	 radiation levels
o micrometeoroid bombardment
o dust
o vacuum level
o	 g-level.
By far the most critical of these, from the standpoint of affecting
solar array performance, is the thermal environment and the resultant
effect on array temperature. This has been amply demonstrated by the
parametric analysis of Section 7 and 8 of this report, data obtained in
laboratory tests, and operation data obtained from Earth orbital and
interplanetary spacecraft.
The average day/night variation in lunar surface temperature due
to the presence or absence of the solar constant (I Sol ) of approximately
140 mw/cm `' is shown in Figure 5, 1. Subsurface temperatures are con-
siderably more moderate due to the insulating effect of the surface mater-
ials. Theoretical lunar surface temperature variation parametric
curves are shown in Figure 5. 2 for a point at the lunar equator where
'the lunar material thermal inertia (Y) varies from 20 to WOO 0C-cm 2 -
sec t /2 / cal. Figure 5. 3 depicts the lunar surface temperature variation
with latitude.
The equation T = Tsubsolar point cos ^ /4 (Reference 5. 1) was used
to establish these curves (^ is the latitude angle) and since radiation is
the principal heat transfer mechanism, variation in surface material
properties can cause hot spots of re-reflected solar energy. The light
scattering properties of the moon are such that there is no limb darkening
regardless of latitude or longitude during a full moon, at which time
each part attains maximum brightness.
Figure 5.4 is considered a best estimate of a lunar thermal model
due to the fact that it is based on experimental means rather than actual
measurement. The range of thermal parameters of surface materials
(Reference 5. 1) are:
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K (thermal conductivity) = 1.676 to 2.514 w/oC-m
p (density) = 350 to 2500 kg/m3
c (specific heat) = 838 w-sec/oC-kg
Y (thermal inertia) = 1.43 x 10 -2 to 4. 3 x 10 -2 oC-m2/w-sect/2
It should be noted that the lunar surface material density range is
similar to that of cometary meteoroid and secondary ejecta particles,
5.3 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
The radiation environment to be encountered on the lunar surface
consists of particulate radiation and the solar illumination intensity. The
particulate radiation is composed of galactic cosmic rays, solar-protons,
and electrons. While the galactic radiation maintains a relatively con-
stant level with time, the solar particulate radiation rises occasionally
by several orders of magnitude during solar flare disturbances, as shown
in Tables 5. 1 and 5. 2. For exposed equipment, such as the solar array,
the integrated flux can be determined by statistical data of this type,
with due regard to the phasing of the operational period with respect to
the 11-year solar cycle. The effect of the integrated flux on components
and materials can then be determined by reference to threshold data pre-
sented in Section 6.
The solar high energy particle radiation on the lunar surface con-
sists predominantly of protons (H+ ) and alpha (He ++) particles. The
maximum and minimum curves for these particles are shown in Figure 5. 5.
The probability that solar flare (proton) events will occur near
equinox rather than solstice (Reference 5.1) is high. Figure 5.6 shows
the probability (p) of experiencing solar flares having integrated flux
levels with energies greater than 30 MEV in any one day (nf is the number
of flares, n  the time over which the flare is recorded).
The solar illumination intensity on the lunar surface is assumed to
be erual to the value of the solar constant at 1.0 AU. This value is
1396 w/m 2 (2.0 cal/ cm 2 /min). The solar spectrum is considered to
follow that of Johnson for AMO and 1 'AU (Reference 5. 1). During periods
of solar activity, the x-ray flux may increase by 1 to 2 orders of magni-
tude. Generally, it is in the 10- 8 to 10 -i1 w/cm 2 range in the region
0 Table 5. 1 Yearly Integrated Intensities Compared for
Solar Protons and Galactic Cosmic Rays
Solar -Proton
Integrated Galactic Cosmic-
Intensity Ray Integrates.
No. of (107particles/cm, 2^ IntensityYear Events
7
(10	 particles /cm`)>30 Mev	 >	 0	 ev
1956 2 70	 32 10
1957 4 or 5 40	 1 7
1958 6 70	 i 6
1959 4 360	 34 6
1960 8 200	 50 8
1961 5 32	 6 10
Total	 30	 772	 124
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Table 5. 2 Major Solar-Proton Outburst During Years 1956-61
Time
of
Optical
maxi -
Time
of RF
maxi -
Max RF
Signal
3-10kMc
(10 - i9w/
Onset + Rise
Time(hr)
Decay __
Time(hr)
Peak Intensity-
00 3 protons/
C M2 /sec)
>30	 >100 >30	 >100 >30	 >100
Date mum mum M?-/Cps) Mev	 Mev Mev Mev Me g	Mev
0340 0341 20 6-8	 3-4 30	 16 6.2	 5
1
2/23/56
1/20/57 11.20 2-3	 0.15
7/7/58 0115 0112 2 32	 16 -201.5 -2 	 0.08
7/14/59 0349 0352 6.3 16-20	 12-1818 9-12 _11 - 12	 1.2
1 1/12/60 1329 1329 10 12-16	 8-1018-2414-18 12	 2.5
7/13/61 1010 5 6-10	 2-3 24	 12 2.5	 0..6
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Figure 50 5 Solar High Energy Particle Radiation Energy Level 	 .
Versus Yearly Integrated Flux for i AU (Estimate
Based on Reference 5, i)
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from 100 A to 2 A, respectively. The solar radiation pressure, Figure 5. 7
is shown to vary from 4. 5 x 10 -5
 to 9 x i0 -5 dyne /cm 2 for reflecting
bodies whose reflectivity varies from 0 to 100 percent ( 7 x 10 4
 dynes/cm 2
1 lb/in 2). Solar wind pressure is 10 orders of magnitude less than that
value and thus its effect on large area solar arrays is considered negligible.
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Figure 5.7 Solar Radiation Pressure at 1 AU Versus
y; Reflectivity
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5. 4 METEOROID ENVIRONMENT
The cumulative meteoroid flux per unshielded m 2 sec of cometary
materials at the lunar surface with a mass greater than m grains, is
shown in Figure 5.8 and is based on data presented in Reference 5. 1.
Cislunar flight data is included for comparison purposes. The cometary
micrometeroid flux (F) shown in Figure 5.8 is calculated per Reference
5. 1 from:
Log F = -14. 20 - '+'., 386 (Log m)
-0.0331 (Log m) 2 + 0. 00051 (Log m)3
The secondary ejecta (F') is determined from:
F'=103.75,
Typical variations in meteoroid flux over a i -gear period are shown
in Figur-_ 5. 10. The average photographic meteoroid density is taken as
0. 34 gm/ cm  with a mean velocity of 22 kin/ sec. Secondary ejecta from
meteoroid impacts is shown in Figure 5.8 with densities of 2. 5 gm/cm3
and	 article dia-average velocities of 0. 2 km sec. Figure 5. 9 showsg	 /	 g	 p
meter and weight for these densities.
The depth of penetration D for meteoroids is given by the following
equation:
D/d = 2.78 ( pm /p t) 2/3(Vm /Vt) 2/3	(Reference 5.2)
where d = diameter of particle, p m = density of meteoroid (mean value of
0.44 gm/ cm 3), pt = density of target material, V  = velocity of meteoroid
(mean value of 22 km/ sec), and V  - speed of sound in target material.
To apply the above formula to thin sheets, a factor of 1. 5 is used to con-
vert from a semi-infinite target to a thin sheet of a thickness which will
not be punctured; i. e., t = 1. 5D. The above equation may be rewritten:
t = 4.25(pm i pt ) 1/3(M/ Pt) 1/3(Vm/Vt)2/3
where M = micrometeoroid mass (grams).
The above equation provides the basis for the design of a lunar sur-
face solar array to a desired level of reliability from the standpoint of
v	 micrometeoroid effects.
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ANN,,	 Particle Densities
For thin materials, where
a m = 0. 34 gm/ cm 
pt = 1.40 gm/ cm 3 jQ
Vm = 22 km/ sec Q
Vt 1.5 km/=	 sec
O
d	 -= particle diameter, cm `-x
D = depth of penetration,cm
J
LL
O
The depth of penetration becomes: 	 Q
D = d(6.474) for micrometeoroids
and
D = d(1.059) for secondary ejecta
this data is presented in Figure 5. it.
TYPICAL
MO NTH LY
VARIATION IN
METEOROID FLUX
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
MONTH
Figure 5.10 Micrometeoroid
Frequencies
The mean number of punctures (puncture flux) per unshielded m2
sec for cometary meteoroids is given by the equation (reference 5. 1)
Log 0 = - 13.03 - 3.81(Kt + log p) - 0.384 (Kt + log p) 2 - 0.0 1 7(Kt + 10. p)3
where the target material parameter K t is:
K = -i. 36 + to ('	 )
 E 
1/18 5/6 2/3
t	 g t
	 Pt	 Ct
With the known values for thin-film solar cells of
1. p (thickness) = 0. 005 in. = 0. 0127 cm
2. E t (elongation) = 0. 70
3. p t(density) = 1.42 gm/cm 3 Kapton
1. 39 gm/ cm Mylar
4. C  (sonic velocity) = 1. 500 km/cm3 (assumed)
Log 0 -5. 14656
Calculation shows,
	 = 1. 4 x 10 6 punctures/m2
 sec through 0.005-in.-thick
7
material. Kt approaches -1. 36 far plastic materials.
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uSecondary ejecta puncture flux is considered negligible, compared
to the primaries, at this time. However, when ejecta particle velocities
become low (m/ sec), some considerations should be given to structures
of bumper or multiwall design so as not to absorb debris.
Figure 5. 12 is data from Reference 5. 5 which, when used in con-
junction with data in Figures 5.8 },r. 9, and 5. 11 permits an indication of
the level of debris and/or dust which may be experienced by a lunar-
based solar array. As an example, Figure 5.8 shows the maximum
cometary meteoroid. flux (impacti m 2
 sec) to correspond to particle
weights of 10 10 to 10 -10 grams. Figure 5.9 tells us that the diameter
of a particle having this weight is 1.94 x 10 -5
 cm (1.94 x 10-7m).
Figure 5. It then tells us that particles traveling at 22 km/ sec velocity
and having 2 x 10 -7
 m diameter will no). penetrate to any appreciable
depth into array material (10 7 to 10 6 mm or 10 -8 to 10 -7 inches) thus
indicating the possibility of a dust condition. However, 1 impact/m 2 sec
indicates that at this flux level for 1 year (31,526, 000 sec) a total of
3. 1526 x 10 7 impacts/m 2 Will have occurred. This number of impacts
of particles having 1.94 x 10 -7
 m diameter indicates than (ird2/4)
9. 114 x 10 -7m 2
 of - rea will be covered by debris over that 1 year period
or some 106
 vears to com Taletely cover a 1-m 2 area with microscopic
particles. At the other extreme, particles whose ma ss is 1 gram
(dia = 3 cm) have a flux level of 10 -i6 :impacts/m 2
 sec and will penetrate
up to 10 -1
 mm (0.001 inch). Over a 1 year period 3. 1 x 10 -9, impacts/m2
will oc(:.A.Y or 9. 114 x 10 -10m 2 of area covered or degraded by abrasions
over the 1-year period.
Figure 5. 12 shows that from 100 to 1000 particles of (1 gram) 3-cm
diameter impact per 100 m 2
 area of lunar undisturbed surface over a
given period of time. This data is a plot of the equation N 3 x 10-5y-1 77
where N = cumulative number of particles, y = particle diameter in
millimeters. Also shown by Figure 5. t2 is the probability that for every
100 m2 a boulder of 1 meter diameter (3400 gm, 7.4 lb) could exist
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5.5 ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
Based on data in Reference 5. 1, the atmospheric pressure and
density are estimated to be 10 -13 times that of earth at sea level. Based
on these estimates, the depth rate of meteoric erosion for aluminum and
magnesium is on the order of 1. 5 x 10 -13 cm/ sec (at this rate approxi-
mately 10, 000 years is required to erode 1. 5 cm of material) ith sim-
ilar times required for significant corpuscular spattering at a rate of
2 x 10 -13 gm/ cm 2 -sec and sublimation at a rate of 10 -13 gm/ cm2-sec,
Assuming each effect was occurring at the maximum rate simultaneously,
it will take approximately 3, 000 years for a 1. 5 -cm depth of material
erosion to occur. Thus it is reasonable to assume negligible effects from
pressure, atmosphere, and erosion for solar arrays located on the lunar
surface.
The range of lunar albedo values is from 0.065 to 0. 105 for an
average of 0. 073 and this value was used during th; s study to determine
albedo effects on the temperatures of surface structures such as the solar
arrays.
Table 5.3 is the minimal model for solar wind (Reference 5. 1) while
Figure 5. 13 is a plot of mean values of solar wind data for various AU
distances from the sun. For i AU, there seems to be no unusual effects
resulting from solar wind. Both particle (H+ ) flux and density are rela-
tively low and should not cause problems, especially at the velocity at
which they are traveling.
The earth radiation decreases as the square of the distance from
earth and varies with position an ,te. The average albedo has been estab-
lished as 0.39. Based on this fact and the following equations, the effect
of earth shine on the lunar surface is considered to be negligible.
Thermal Radiation, Q = FAI
Albedo Radiation, Q = FASa
where:
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t	 Q = radiation flux(w/ m2)
F = view factor
A = cross section (m2)
area of spherical
surface
I = earth radiant flux (w/ rn
S = solar constant (w/ m2)(1 AU)
a = albedo
5.6 LUNAR SURFACE PROPERTIES
The load-bearing strength of the lunar surface high porosity mater-
ial is such that a static load of 7 x 10 41 dynes/ cm  (1 lb/in 2 ) (Reference 5. t)
will penetrate to a maximum depth of 10 cm (3. 9 in). Figure 5. 14 per-
mits estimate of the depth of penetration for various degrees of static
load. A dynamic load of 5.3 x 10 5 dynes/cm 2
 (12 Wing) will penetrate
to a maximum of 60 cm (24 inches) into the surface material. No loads
	
E	 of this magnitude are expected to be imposed by the solar array at any
time. Recent Surveyor data indicates that even these numbers may be
made more negligible as at the landing site a bearing strength of 5 lb /in2
3.5 cyr/cm 2) was realized. Also soil composition was found to be
similar in consistency as wet beach sand.
Based on data in Figures 5. 15 and 5. 16 (Reference 5. 1) as well as
data from the Ranger and Survey programs, various lunar crater diameters
and heights have been determined. Using these data as a base, Figure 5. 17
was developed to indicate the percentage of sunlight time available when
obstacles (craters, etc.) of various heights are in the sunline between
sunrise and s.inset and when these obstacles are at various distances
from the °,,,iewer (solar array). These values can be reduced to as low
as 0.5 if the obstacle is not symetrical and/or the viewer is not centered
between obstacles of equal height. For these cases, various combinations
of the family of curves shown would be used to establish total sunlight
time available. This consideration (location of array) could significantly
	
f	 affect array sizing and power output as a function of lunar phse.
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5.7 IMPACT ON SOLAR ARRAY
The moon has a tenuous atmosphere and the principal environmental
conditions which could affect the operation of a lunar based solar array
we re found to be:
o Temperature
o Radiation i.evels
o Micrometeoroid bombardment and dust
The most significant environmental parameter effecting solar array
operation on the lunar surface is temperature. Solar array equilibrium
or average temperatures are a function of lunar surface temperatures,
lunar surface properties, lunar phase angle, lattitude and albedo radia-
tion. All these parameters must be evaluated in depth to accurately
determine the resulting equilibrium temperature a of the : polar array panels.
Both radiation and conduction interactions with the lunar surface surround-
ings must be considered. TTte thermal inodeling utilized must be suffic-
iently flexible so that a wide range of specific designs and lunar surface
environmental conditions can be evaluated. During this study, realistic
estimates of array thermal properties (solar absorption, emittance,
efficiency, conduction paths, insulation, thermal mass, packing density,
etc.), lunar surface properties (absorptance, emittance, conductivity,
etc.), and t,:r.e lunar te;crain were made to arrive at a determination of
solar array performance ( see Section 8. 2).
The effect due to radiation levels, micrometeorites and vacuum
level on solar arrays when located on the lunar surface do not appear
likely to differ very much from those experienced in Earth orbit. Hence,
these effects on solar arra.y performance and life were readily extrapo-
lated from data obtained trawl these type missions. During this study
prog° ,am, these effects were evaluated using previous experimental and
operational data and tl-e results of Reference 5. 1. By superimposing
these environmental effects on the data obtained f-om the thermal
environmental analyses, a mor, precise assessment of these combined
The major impact of lunar surface g-level (f16 g) is the influence
it has on the selection of the solar array panel size anc' the techniques
and energy requirements associated with array deployment and assembly.
The study results ( see Section 7. 5) indicated it would be desirable not to
exceed the physical capabilities of	 space-suited astronauts. In
addition, manual deployment and assembly were fcand to be the simplest
and most reliable approach to solar array logistic operations.
9
6, SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS
6.1 MATERIAL SURVEY
From the lunar environment model presented in Section 5, there
are four criteria which must be employed in lunar based solar array
materials and processes selection. These are:
o Pressure - The materials discussed have vacuum out-
gassing characteristics compatible with the environment
o Meteoroids - Erosion rates for the materials discussed
are considered to be minimal and it is assumed that
detailed design of a solar array will reflect a conservative
approach in the form of joint redundancy, etc.
o Radiation - Particulate radiation is considered less severe,
except as a result of solar flares, than for earth orbiting
or solar probe missions and degradation due to this para-
meter is expected to be minimal.
o Temperature - The materials discussed were selected for
a three-year operation whilS thermal cycling between
minimum - 1750C and + 120 C, accumulating approxi-
mately 40 thermal cycles during this period.
It was beyond the scope of this study to present a complete listing
of materials information in this report. However, Tables 6. 1 through
6.9 represent a limited abstract of detailed data presented in Reference
6. 1 through 6.7. Though these referenced sources are far from com-
plete, they were sufficiently adequate to permit selection of the various
materials making up the solar array and to determine array weights.
In the case of the solar arrays, this included not only the cells them-
selves, but also the cover slide or encapsulant.
c
The addition of a cover slide to the solar cell has these function
a) to protect against micrometeorite errosion;
b) to protect against particulate radiation;
c) to provide the cell with a high thermal emission surface
allowing the cell to operate at more moderate temperate
and thus higher performance..
Table 6. 6 shows the effect,, of spectral filter characteristics on
the cell performance.
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Table 6. 1 Solar Cells
TRW
pecifications Material Application
Single-Crystal
or Thin Film Remarks
None Silicon Solar energy Single-Crystal Thickners
a = 0. 70 Conversion from 0. 004 in.
e = 0. 83 to Electric to 0. 014 in. and
Power 2 to IOU cm
None Cadmium Same as Thin-Film 0. 001 in. Kapton
Sulfide Above or Mylar Encap-
a = 0. 84 sulated Plastic
e = 0. 87 Substrate
None Cadmium Same as Both Requires
Telluride Above Development
a = 0.85 Not Now
e = 0. 86 Available
As shown in Figure 6. 1, integral covers may not be usable for long
lifetime missions due to the effect of micrometeoroids on performance.
Covers of at least 0.006 inch thickness will be required. The a and e
values of Table 6. 1 for silicon cells has already included the use of a
red and antireflecting cover slide for its characteristics.
As with all space missions, materials that are selected, even flight
proven materials, must undergo qualification iu an environment similar
to that which it will experience, either individually or as part of the com -
posite system. There are also some materials which must be subjected
to special testing programs before they can be considered for use. This
situation holds true for the lunar-based solar array except that the quan-
tity of n7a, terials requiring special tests is less than for most space appli-
cations. In general, materials presently used on Earth orbiting, space
probes and for Surveyor type arrays are directly applicable to lunar
surface use.
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0	 Table 6. 5 Wire Insulation, Interconnect and Structural Materials and
Miscellaneous Items
0
TRW Systems
Specification Material Avylication
Single Crystal
or Thin Film Remarks
WIRE
PT3-38 Polyolefin with Hookup Wire Both Wire will not survive flexing
PVF jacket at low temperature.
MIL-W-81381/1 or /2 Polyinide Jacketed Hookup Wire Both Most radiation resistant wire.
FEP Tape Wrapped
Wire
MIL-W-22759 Teflon Insulation Hookup Wire Both Radiation resistance maybe
MS 21985 marginal in unprotected
applications.
INTERCONNECT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
QQ-C-576 OFHC Copper Foil Bus Bars Thin Film Solder plated for thin film bus
bars,
-- Molybdenum Interconnects Single Crystal Best match of expansion char-
acteristics but difficult to
solder.
MIL-1-23011, Kovar Interconnects Single Crystal Preferred material for this use
Class 1 (small number of temperature
cycles).
QQ-S-571, SN63 Solder Hookup and Thin Film Solder fnr gold plated cell
Electronic nnn" cts.
Soldering
QQ-S-571, SN62 Solder Interconnect Single Crystal Solder for silver plated cell
contacts.
MIL-F-14256, Flux Solder Flux Both
Type A
Various Aluminum Alloys, Support Both All alloys listed are suitable.
1100,	 3003, 2024, Structure
4043, 5052, 5086, Frames, etc,
6061, 6062, 6063,
7075, 7158,	 356
Various Magnesium Alloys, Support Both All alloys listed are suitable.
AZ31B, ZK60A, Structure, Special corrosion protection
AZ80A, AZ91C Fames, etc. may be applicable.
AMS 7901, 7902 Beryllium Support Both High fabrication cost makes use
Structure, practical only for extreme de-
Fames, sign and weight problems.
Substrates,
etc.
MISCELLANEOUS
MIL-P -13949 Epoxy Laminate, Etched Circuit Both Fabricate etched circuits per
Copper Clad Boards PR7-5.
MIL-P -18177 Epoxy Laminate Terminal Both Type GEE (general purpose).
Boards
MT13 -4, Type I Sleeving, Heat Electrical Both Type I is irradiated polyolefin.
and Type II Shrinkable Insulation Type II is polyvinylidene
fluoride.
PR4 -7, Type IV Urethane Potting Connector Both
Material Potting
PR 1"-1, 'Type II, Epoxy,lnk Mark-'ri.j,
ClawA 1A Ind tla':,.*'.I cation Bath
AM 3136 Dry Film Lubricant Both Use for articulation and
--
,.deployment mechanisms
6-7
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3Table 6.6 Spectral Filter Characteristics (Referenc-y 6.7)
Cell/Filter
Combinations a E a/E To C
°^0 Po
lat 28 0
 C
0
Powe r
Gain
from
Bare
Cell
Ideal cell 0 . 700 1. 00 0. 700 28° C 100 —
Typical bare cell 0. 935 0. 368 2. 54 85 0
 C 77 —
Cell with 0. 001 inch 0. C 74 0.642 1. 36 63 0
 C 86 4. 3SiO coating
Cell with glass and anti- 0. 813 0 .835 0. 974 46° C 92 15. 8
reflecting coating
Cell with glass,
	
1. 15 0. 700 0.835 0.84 35- C 96 11. 2
micron red and anti-
reflecting coating
As a guide in material selection, Surveyor solar array data is very
useful. From this data it is known that silicon adhesives such as RTV-40,
RTV-60, RTV-602 can survive the 2600 C ( 4550F) maximum temperature
excursion experienced between lunar noon and lunar midnight. RTV-511
and 577, however, are more desirable (increased reliability) due to their
excellent low-temperature characteristics. Silicon solar cells faced with
0.006-in-thick coverglass and thin film cells with plastic encapsulant can
withstand ( Survey Ground Test and .Telemetry Data) the temperature
extremes ( - 2400F to + 2150F)( - 1500C to + 11OoC) without significant
degradation, and a 0. 006 - in thick cover gla s s or 0. 00 1 ­in thick plastic
(Mylar or Ka.pton) is adequate to survive lunar micrometeoroid showers
(Reference 6.6 and Figure 6. 1) as well as electron and proton radiation
bombardment with no more than the normal percentage degradation P.s
experienced during any space mission (and considerably less than that
experienced within the Van Allen Belt).
The radiation thresholds at which various plastic materials and some
electronic components can continuously operate and not degrade are shown
	 '.
in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. This data is useful in designing solar arrays and
s
a	 Table 6.7 Radiation Thresholds of Typical Materials
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'fable 6.8 Radiation Thresholds of Typical Solar Array Materials
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in selecting components which are resistant to the lunar radiation environ- I
ment.
Both dielectric insulation, when required, and thermal control
coating of the .array have been satisfied on Surveyor with the use of
PT-401, white pigmented, epoxy, paint. Structural materials such as
titanium, magnesium, and aluminum have also been used satisfactorily
for the Surveyor missions.
Analysis performed for Surveyor, which considered lunar temper-
ature excursions and rapid shock rates (50 to 100oF/min), have demon-
strated that although material degradation is not necessarily a problem,
components such as copper for cell interconnects are not usable on
silicon arrays. Because of the mismatch in differential thermal expan-
sion coefficients between silicon and copper, the electrical contact is
severely degraded during deep thermal cycles. Molybdenum, the most
acceptable alternative to Kovar A for interconnects, requires investiga-
tion, (soldering to molybdenum is difficult) before it can be specified for
use on arrays which require the maximum use of nonmagnetic .materials.
Table 6.9 shows the threshold temperatures of typical solar array
materials.
TRW Systems has investigated on several in-house programs the
rossibility of using nonmetallic substrates for single crystal arrays to
eliminate separate dielectric insulation requirements. This investigation
has been succesoful and nonmetal structures are being currently used on
some recent TRW solar array programs. This technology was considered
for use on lunar-based arrays during this study..
The substrate requirement can possibly be eliminated entirely by
the use of thin-film cell arrays where the substrate is integral with the
cell and is usually made of Kapton, a high -temperature, radiation and
ultraviolet resistant, polyamide or similar high temperature space-proven
film.
Power transmission cabling deployment and orientation mechanisms
(fused) will require engineering optimization during actual design.
However, there does not appear to be any basic material problems that
wculd adversely limit the solar array design.
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Substrate: Kapton film
Drum: 4 ft. long
Deployment: 2 Hunter-Stacer spiral
tubes with synchronized electric
motor drive
Stowed Volume 6ft 3(est )
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Substrate: Kapton film-stiffened by
metal strips bonded at fold lines and
by maintaining corrugated pattern
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7. SOLAR ARRAY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In order to arrive at realistic concepts for the candidate solar
arrays, it was essential that available data from industry be evaluated.
This included an assessment of the structural, mechanical, and electri-
cal components that are utilized to design a solar array. This section
of the report addresses itself to these considerations and establishes -the
criteria upon which the solar array design concepts were based.;:.
addition., in keeping with the objectives of this study, parametric design
datta was developed for future lunar surface power system applications.
7.1 STRUCTURAL, CONCEPTS
The various structural concepts from industry, as described in
References 7.1 to 7. 24, cannot be directly compared on a mass-to-area
ratio basis, since each configuration has been designed to satisfy various
specific spacecraft system requirements. Array size, load power pro--
file, vibration and shock environment, and stowage and deployment tech-
niques all differ for each case. Therefore, in order to arrive at a
meaningful comparison, each of the array concepts has been resized to
place them on a common basis.
7. 1. 1 Comparison of Candidate Conce r.,tsP	 ^^_
There are several companies who are currently actively engaged in
solar array development. These include Hughes, Ryan, Fairchild-Hillery
General Electric, Boeing, Electro-Optical Systems, and TRW Systems.
During the course of this study, the work being conducted by these com-
panies was evaluated. The results are summarized in Tables 7. 1 and
7.2. The following assumptions formed the basis under which these con-
cepts were compared:
Rigid Panels
1) Individual panel size: 39.00 x 96.00 inches
2) Weight of cells, wires, etc., to be uniform distributed load
of 0.24 lb/ft2 (6. 25 lb/panel)
3) Maximum allowable stress to be 75 percent of structure
it	 yield stress when sub j e ct a-d to i Earth "g" with panel hori-
zontal and supported at each of 4 corners (,2 man-hand carry)
7-1
F0JD01 T W
Table 7.l(a) Comparison of Original Solar Array Configurations
tructure ( Concept
Army 	` Contractor.
S. C. Cells both sides
_	
Rigidized edge tubes	 Substrate: 0. 0012 Teflon irnpreg. fiber-
'S
	
1. 00 Dia. r ibreglas	 glass
...,	 Edge tubes stiffened cherzica7ly afterBody	 ' "	 inflation
i 20. , Stowed by wrapping on SIC body with
	
N	 i : 24 0.150 thick cushion
Stowed Volume 0.16 ft3
69.
lled	 S C C 11Array ro	 . e s	 Substrate: 0. 003 epoxy fiberglass drum:up on drum	 1 £t A
	 1	 0 25.ia. x
	 ong x . 0 mag. sht.
Mech. const.: Alum, Mag, Plastic
n	 Deployment: Electric motor drive 	 Sing/i`216. length Beams: Titanium - Flattened for roll up Cry
Stowed Volume 10 0
,A" 
	
Edge Beams
2
4.
Fairchild	
3.'  
	
-	
^	 ^` 	
-^.
Hiller
	
-- S. C. Cells,
-Both outer sides
4
Stewed Volume 2 ft
Foldable
Array
9
7-2
_.	 r
Descriptive Sketch 	 Construction Description
Hughes
F
L
E I Ryan
in
,ry
X
1
B
L
E
Substrate: Mylar film/with lateral
stiffener strips of fiberglass
Mech. Coast.: Alum, Mag, Plastic
Deployment: Electric motor driven
scissors	 Sing
Stowed Volume 0.48 ft3
	 Cry
- ©LDMT
_ —
Y,
i
7
Structure
Array
Type
Concept
Contractor. Descriptive Sketch
	 Construction Description	 T vl
Sing
Cry
Cadn
Telu:
Thin
Filn
(7.L01
on C
repc
F
General
Electric
48.
Extendable Booms
5
TRW
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Table 7.l(a) Comparison of Original Solar Array Configurations
S. C. Cells both sides
	Rigidized edge tubes	 Substrate: 0. 0012 Teflon impreg. fiber-
S/C ` 	 1. 00 Dia. Fibreglas 	 glassEdge tubes stiffened chen^ica? y afterBody	 ..	 __'	 inflation
	 Sin
	
20.	 Stowed by wrapping on SIC body with
	
C_ 1
24„ 0.150 thick cushion
----^ Stowed Volume 0.16 ft3
690 I
74
Array rolled
upon drum
ryq
Hughes
F
L
E	 I R
yas,
S. C. Cells	 Substrate: 0. 003 epoxy fiberglass drum:
1 ft. dial. x 43 long x 0. 025 mag. sht.
Mech. const.: Alum, Mag, Plastic
1	 Deployment: Electric motor drive
/i 216. length Beams: Titanium - Flattened for roll up
Stowed Volume 10 0
Beams
Y. 2
	
16. - T 14.
	
— --
L3.1
	
_	 '^y	 _	 9t^.	 12.
S. C. Cells-
-Both outer s ide s
4
Substrate: Mylar film/with lateral
stiffener strips of fiberglass
Mech. Const.: Alum, Mag, Plastic
Deployment: Electric motor driven
scissors
Stowed Volume 0.48 ft3
I
B	 Fairchild,Hiller
L
Foldable
Array
9
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Substrate: Kapton film
Drum: 4 ft. long
Deployment: 2 Hunter-Stacer spiral
tubes with synchronized electric
motor drive
Stowed Volume 6ft 3(est )
Substrate: Kapton film-stiffened by	 Cadr
metal strips bonded at fold lines and	 Salfj
by maintaining corrugated pattern	 Thi.r
Deployment by DeHaviland Booms	 Film
Stowed Volume 2 ft3
lions
Total Approx Dens.
IDesignArray Total Power Array Less Deploy-
scription Cell Power
.revel
Total
Weight
Array
Area
to Weight
Goal
Denjity
Lb/ft
ment System
Lb/ft
Stowage
Effic.Type
Watts Lbs Ft2 W Lb ; W/K9 K M2 Kg/M2 Ft2 Ft3
9.2 2.9 2. 9
in impreg. fiber-
i
emically after
S/C body with Single 29 6.6 19.2 120Crystal
4.16 1.42 1.42
r fiberglass drum: 14.5 0.69 0.30
, 025 mag. sht.
Wag, Plastic
motor drive Single 500 34.6 50 5.0attened for roll up Crystal
t
6.58 3.38 1.47
/with lateral 6.24 0.8 0 0.43
rglass
Mag, Plastic
motor driven
Single 80 12.86 16 33.0
.3 Crystal (est) (8 ft2
Per
side) 2.83 3. 92 "2. 11
3.8 0.89 0.18
z admiuml
eluride
-Stacer spiral Thin
:d electric Film 1135 35.45 40 8.0(7.15 W/ €(est) (est)
t ) ft2 based
on GE
report) 1.72 4.36 0.88
27
a-stiffened 'by Cadmium
fold lines and Sulfide
d pattern Thin 2 92.5 491 246
haa nd Booms
l
Film
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Rollup Arrays (Single Crystal and Thin Film Solar Cells)
1) Rollup on 8 ft long, 6 in diameter cores
2) Maximum rollup diameter 3 ft
3) Silicon cell rollups t4 include foam cushion of 0. 25 in thick-
ness per rolled up layer
4) Thin film cell rollups are sufficiently durable to rollup and
stow without interlayer cushions
A sketch of each concept is shown on 'fables 7. 1(a) and 7.2(a) and
a brief description of each design concept is outlined below:
(a) Hu e s (Flexible)
This panel c-oncept consists of a single crystal silicon cells
on a 0. 0012 in thick 'Teflon impregnated Fiberglas substrate.
The substrates are rolled up on the body of a cylindrical
spacecraft. No mechanization is required other than holding
straps, as deployment is accomplished by centrifugal force
from the spacecraft rotation. Panel rigidization is achieved
by inflation and chemical rigidization of lengihwis6 Fiberglas
tubes. This method of rigidization is not considered a suit-
able or desirable method of manual deployment on the lunar
surface.
(b) Ran (Flexible)
The substrate for this concept consists of an 0.003 in thick
epoxy Fiberglas sheet on which single crystal silicon cells
are mounted. The substrate is stowed on a cylindrical drum
12 inches in diameter by 43 inches long. Deployment is
implemented by motor/ geartrain actuation. The deployed
substrate is rigidized by extendible edge beams similar to
the TRW Systems' closed-section boom. This type of boom,
because it rigidizes automatically when unrolled, is con-
sidered suitable for astronaut deployment.
(c) Fairchild-Hiller (Flexible)
The substrate for this concept consists of a Mylar film with
lat ral rigidizing strips of Fiberglass (longitudinal in the
rolled-up mode) on which single crystal silicon cells are
mounted. The substrate is stowed <;>n a cylindrical drum.
Deployment is accomplished by a multi-element pantograph
mechanism. The Fiberglass strip method of stiffening one
direction of the rollup is considered suitable for astronaut
deployment and is considered applicable to the leanto support
structure as shown in Figure 7.22.
(d) General Electric ( Flexible)
The substrate for this concept consists of a 1<apton film on
which thin film solar cells are mounted. The substrate is
stowed on a cylindrical drum 12 inches in diameter by 48
inches long. Extendible boom deployment is utilized. The
substrate, without the booms, is flexible in all directions
and is considered to be difficult for astronaut deployment
without the addition of stiffeners in one direction.
(e) TRW Systems (Flexible Foldup)
The substrate for this concept consists of rectangular Kapton
film panels," 31 inches by 88 incho es, accordian hinged to stow
in a flat stack. The substrate has thin film solar cells
mounted on it, but the concept is equally capable of mounting
single crystal silicon cells as well, providing a necessary
protective cushion between cell layers is incorporated.
Deployment is accomplished by a pair of synchronized
extendible booms, one located on each edge of the stowed
array. Each of the rectangular panels is connected to the
booms with sliding loops or "oarlocks". The booms and
loops provide edge stiffening for the extended array. The
accordion folded panels, with added stiffening at the panel
hinges, is considered suitable for astronaut deployment.
(f) Electro-Optical Systems (Rigid Panel with Flectroformed Core)
This substrate concept consists of a pair of facesheets sep-
aTf:ated by tubular non-tangent separators, with the face-
sheets within the diameter of the tubes removed. The sub-
strate is formed as segments of a sphere (biconvex) by
electroplating over a mandrel which is subsequently etched
away. The substrate is suppor d by a beamed frame made
up of 57 inch square rm dules. lA demonstration model,
fabricated on a nickel substrate with aluminum frame is
planned, with the final units fabricated of an aluminum sub-
strate with a beryllium frame.
It should be noted that the high stiffness-to-weight ratio of
this structure depends on the biconvex configuration. EOS
reports (Reference 7.14) show that the weight becomes
excessive at slope angles of less than 5 0 , indicating that
this structural concept is efficient only in spherical curved
panels.
The stress analyses related to this type of structure are
sufficiently complt,a:x as to require computer solutions.
Therefore, the resizing of this type of thin shell to the lunar
base requirements was considered beyond th y: scope of this
study. Hence, Table 7.2 reflects values in the "adapted"
columns that are identical with the "original configuration"
parameters.
1
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(g) Boeing (Rigid Panel with Beryllium Box Beam)
The panels for this concept consist of a main edge frame
formed of double box beams with secondary beams dividing
the panel in'^o smaller, square, open sections. The open
sections are cross-laced with Fiberglass tapes, 0. 2 in wide
by 0.003 inch thick, on a 0.8 inch grid. The gridwork of
tapes forms the substrate on which are mounted single
crystal silicon cells.
In the original configuration, multiples of the panels are
stowed in a stack on the spacecraft, and are hinged to deploy
into "wings" 65 feet long. The panel structures are designed
to accommodate attitude control maneuver loads, which
results in a weight increase on the inboard panels.
(h) TRW Systems (Rigid Panel with Beryllium Cap Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Beam)
The substrate for this concept is similar to the Boeing-type
and consists of Fiberglass tapes cross-laced to form a
supporting web for the single crystal silicon cells. The
arrangement of the frame beams would also be the same.
The main difference between TRW Systems' concept and
the Boeing configuration is the construction of the beams.
The TRW Systems beams are formed of flat beryllium cap
strips (to take the bending loads) separated by an aluminum
honey -.:mb core. The advantage of this design over the
Boeing beryllium box beam is the elimination of a compli-
cated hot-creep forming operation for the channels and a
weight reduction due to the honeycomb core being more
structurally efficient in shear than the shear webs of the
box beams. This concept is considered to be very suitable
for astronaut deployment.
(i) TRW Systems (Rigid Panel with Boron Cap Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Beam)
This concept is similar to the TRW Systems Beryllium Cap
rigid panel except that the caps consist of boron filaments
in an epoxy Fiberglass laminate with the cross-laced tape
substrate consisting of boron filaments with an epoxy binder.
Preliminary weight versus area calculations indicate an
efficiency for *his construction equal to the TRW Systems
Beryllium Cap beam but with an estimated much lower cost
for .future fabrication. Detai 1 stress analyses have resulted
in an extremely low weight design. The much higher value
of y` oung's modulus of elasticity (E) for boron permits an
increase in the allowable tensile stress for the substrate
lattice, thus effecting a significant weight reductik,,^:j, r the
beam design along the axis designed to support the tape
pretension loads. This structural concept is also con-
sidered to be highly suitable for astronaut deployment.
{
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6	 (j) TRW Systems (Rigid Panel for SIVB Orbital Workshop (AAP)
The substrate for this concept consists of panels formed of
aluminum honeycomb core and epoxy Fiberglass factsheets.
The panels are then supported within a larger structure by
aluminum channels and "T" sections. This configuration
was designed to more de, manding criteria than the other
rigid panels. Therefore, the weight-to-area ratio is
somewhat higher. The basic honeycomb panels are con-
sidered to be slightly less efficient on a weight per unit
area basis than the cross-laced substrate panels. The
concept is considered suitable for astronaut deployment.
(k) TRW Systems (Rigid Panel with Boron Tube)
The basic structural concept of the TRW Systems Boron
Tube array is similar to the previous listed frame and
cross-laced substrate concepts in that the basic structural
support is provided by a system of square tubular members
supporting a network of cross-laced substrate ribbons with
support of the single crystal silicon cells. The basic
difference between this concept and the other cross-laced
panels is in the construction of the beams. In this concept,
a beam construction has been implemented that consists of
square tubes formed of lengthwise boron filaments in a
laminate of epoxy resin and Fiberglass cloth arranged at
t450 angle to the boron filaments. Preliminary stress cal-
culations indicate a structural efficiency equal to the other
cross-laced substrate concepts. Similarly, this concept is
also considered to be a suitable candidate for astronaut
deployment,
(1) Boeing - V-Ridge Concentrator
The V-Ridge concentrator concept studied by Boeing for
NASA is aot considered applicable to this mission for
several reasons. The most important of these are discussed
b riefly.
Although solar energy concentration can achieve an increase
in array performance, it can also result in an increased
array temperature. In an environment such as on the lunar
surface where high daytime temperatures are a major
design consideration, the overall effect would be a decrease
in performance. This concept is primarily applicable for
missions to M A----- and beyond, where concentration of solar
energy is required to maintain array performance despite
a decreasing solar radiation intensity and to provide for
thermal control.
:
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Table 7. 2(a)
	 Comparison of Original Solar Array Configurations
Structure	 Concept
Array	 Contractor
T ype
Descriptive Sketch tellTypeConstruction Description
E.O.S.
R
Box beam frame: Demo. module:
R = 163. 25 Spherical Radius	 Sheet metal fab	 . 010 alum. beams
hollow core sub-	 . 002 nickel	 Demo.
strate: Electro	 Hollow core
	
Model
S. C.	 8 . 6 1.50	 deposited on a	 S towed vol. 2. 9 ft3Cells	 mandrel which is
56.7	 r-. 100	 subsequently re-
R	
moved by
 
etching
Box beam frame: 10 Kw Jupiter
Double Sheet metal fab flyby:
beam 	 Biconvex hollow core sub- 0. 010 beryllium beamsI E.O.S. frame	 Hollow core strate:	 El ectro 0. 002 alum. hollow Single
substrate deposited on ap core Crystal
mandrel which is
subsequently re-
G 6 moved by etching,
Substrate:
	
. 003 x . 2 woven fiberglass
S. C. Cell	 'x-100 tapes on .8 pitch. mech. const.:	 .015154 .,	 1.6 hot creep formed beryllium box beams-I Boeing on es epoxy bonded edge frame and center Single
Edge Frame spar; double box intercostals; single Crystal
andICenter Spar
. 015 Ber yllium double box deployment; 13 panels, hinged, andD box beam winch and cable deployed to form wing
.0 3 x .2
7	 woven fibreglas substrate
777" long x 300" wide
Stowed Volume: 575 ft3
Substrate: Same as Boeing Beams:
Alum. Honeycomb Core Beryllium
Caps.
Stowed Volume: 575 ft 3
Substrate: Same as above except
tapes are boron filaments
Beams: Alum. honeycomb core
boron filament caps
Stowed volume: 575 ft 3
5uostrate: buopar - ► s approx o n. s it"
Rigid	 consisting of . 375 honeycomb 3.1 lb/
Foldout	 Panels	 ft core; . 016 alum. face sheets. 14
airing	 Hinged	 subpanels formed into each rigid panelFoldup	 by alum. alloy chanel and "T" beams.
Stowed volume: 575 ft-
10	 SIV'b
TRW Systems
Beryllium
Hvaeycomb
Beam
TRW Systems
Boron
Honeycomb
Beam
Single
Crystal
ri,
 W System
S 14 B Panel
TRW System
Boron
Tube
Substrate: Same as TRW Systems
Boron Honeycomb beams: Square tubes
formed. of boron filaments lengthwise;
with 2 wraps at + 45 1
 of fiberglass
Gussets: Beryllium shset
Stowed volume: 575 ft
Single
Crystal
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dell Design Array Total. Power Total Approx Dens. Stowage
Type Power Total Array to Weight Array less Deploy- Efficiency
Level Wt. Area Goal Dens 
*1
ment System Ft2/Ft3Watts Lbs Ft W/lb W/Kg Lb/ft l;:b/ft
Kg M2 Kg/M7-
tle:
-- 0.39 --beams
Demo. -- 9.0 23 7.9
Model
2. 9 ft3
- - 1. 52 - -
r
36.6 '0.23 0,.26
m beams
ollow Single 10 kw 285 1239 7.9Crystal
16.6 .90 1.27
rglass 21.8 0.46 0.16
:	 . 015
beams-
ate Single 45.9 2101 4590 8.0
ngle Crystal kw
;d, and
a wing 9.9 1.79 .78
ms: 24 (440 0.14
am Single 1858 4590 (est.) 8.0Crystal
10.9 1.56 /
	
.69
-11
t 24 0.40 0.14
Single 1858 4590 (est) 8.0Crystal
10.9 1.56 .69
t1 lb/ 8.24 1.04 0.17
.	 14 Single 10 kw 1266 1214 15.8i panel Crystal
beams.
3.74 5.10 .83
as 24 .40 0.14
-e tabes est)
iwise;
ss
Single
Crystal __ 185.3 4590 8.0
10.9 1., 5G .69
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17. 1.2 Concept Considerations
	
a
Both flexible and rigid panel solar arrays can be considered for
the lunar surface application. The advantages and disadvantages of each
type is discussed below:
(a) Flexible Arrays
Mechanised deployment as shown in the original configura-
tions of Table 7. i(a) is not considered suitable for the lunar
surface array for the following reasons:
(i) The large areas involved would require providing numer-
ous and/or large mechanisms for one-time use.
(2) Most mechanisms do not lend themselves to efficient
stowage in boost vehicle.
(3) Mechanism reliability would tend to lower overall
mission reliability. 	 ,
(4) With astronaut manual deployment capability available,
mechanisms are redundant and impose an unnecessary
weight penalty.	
aIf the deployment mechanisms are deleted, leaving only the
flexible substrates, these concepts are nearly identical with
respect to area ratio and other design parameters. The
only major distinction would be whether single crystal sili-
con or thin film solar cells were used, since the single
crystal silicon cells would require foam cushion protection
during stowage.
Flexible arrays can be manually deployed by the astronauts
following the procedures outlined in Section 4. 7 and usually
require less time than for rigid panel arrays. However,
flexible arrays which are not placed directly on the lunar
surface will require added structure. This additional support
structure, however, can be easily stowed within the 6-inch
diameter core tubes, which provides a very high stowage
efficiency.
(b) Rigid Panel Arrays
For reasons similar to those outlined for the flexible arrays
above, mechanized deployment is not considered desirable
for rigid x)anel array configurations. However, they lend
themselves readily to the use-of manual fold-out techniques
described in Section 4.7. The EOS biconvex provides the
lightest structure. The cross-laced substrates are some-
what heavier and very nearly equal on a specific density
basis. It is estimated that , by judicious design, the cross-
Olaced substrate panel could all be resized to give virtually
the same panel weights. However, due to the required
thickness of the rigid panels, the stowage volume require-
ments for these configurations are much larger than for the
flexible arrays.
7. 1.3 Candidate Structural Configurations
The flexible array structures provide the most efficient stowage,
on the basis of the total area (ft2) to total stowed volume (0) ratio. Of
these types, the TRW Systems thin film foldup array exhibits the highest
stowage efficiency. It should be noted, however, that this stowage
efficiency is contingent upon the use of thin film solar cells. If this array
were adapted to the use of single crystal silicon cells, the stowage
efficiency would be, lower and approach that of rollup type arrays.
The rigid panel configurations, although exhibiting a lower stowage
efficiency when compared to the flexible panels, are competitive, on a
power-to-weight ratio basis, with the flexible arrays. If stowage effic-
iency is a critical mission requirement, flexible concepts seem to have
a significant advantage over rigid panels. If power density (watts/lb) is
found to be the critical mission parameter, the flexible concepts indicate
a slight advantage over rigid panels only if thin film solar cell perfor-
mance can be maintained in the 5 percent conversion efficiency range.
With respect to ease of deployment, flexible panels are only advantageous
if located on the lunar surface. However, time to prepare the lunar sur-
face eliminates this advantage and makes rigid panels more attractive
( see Section 4. 7). For the various flexible array concepts, the TRW
Systems foldup array exhibits a deployed stiffness most nearly equal to
that of rigid panels, by virtue of the hingeline design. However, the
Fairchild -Hiller rollup array with lateral stiffener strips also exhibits,
to some extent, the desirable stiffness characteristics of the rigid panels.
With respect to the rigid panel concepts, the Boeing design appears
quite attractive on the basis of near future developments in materials
and design. Refinement of this design to include the TRW Systems Boron
and Honeycomb Beam or the Boron Tube would result in a reasonable
stowage efficiency, high power -to-weight ratio, and relatively low fabri-it cation costs when compared to the other rigid concepts considered.
Figure 7. 1 compares each industry concept on a density basis.
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From the foregoing, it is obvious that both flexible and rigid
structure concepts have unique advantages depending upon the critical
missior4 tradeoff parameter selected. The rollup configurations for the
flexible concepts provide highly efficient stowage capabilities when con-
sidering the ancilliary structure that may be required. The rigid struc-
ture concepts seem equally acceptable. However, at this time the Boeing
concept is by far the most developed of both approaches. if development
cost and early availability become important mission planning criteria,
t us design approach would be the one that is recommended.
Appendix C of this report discusses the detailed criteria for re-
designing a rigid panel of the Boeing type to be compatible with the lunar
surface power system requirements and constraints. Appendices D and
E provide the analyses for incorporating the TRW Systems Boron-Honey-
comb and. Boron Tube refinements into the Boeing structural concept.
7. 1.4 Lunar Surface Handling,and Assembly
Astronaut human factors are an important consideration in the
design of any large, deployable space structure. This factor is espec-
ially significant for the large solar arrwys envisioned for Program V of
this study. The astronaut would be expected to manually transport the
solar array panels over short distances while encumbered a,)y his space
suit, which would include a back pack, hand protection ( gloves), and
limited vision through his face visor. These factors, when coupled with
the array size, coordinated team assembly and handling, surface ob-
stacles, and lunar gravity formed the basis for the evaluation of the
design concepts which are discussed in this report.
The array size should be such that in the stowed condition, the
width (or diameter) does not exceed single astronaut handling capabilities
(arm spread, cantilever length, weight and ability to overcome inertia:
effects). A module area 8 it long by 3. 3 ft wide was established as the
limit compatible with these criteria.
Each 2.5 kw array is formed from several modules which can be
readily removed and replaced for array maintenance. Stowage debris
• has been minimized and maximum use of all structural elements has
been considered,. This included such features as using the core of the
flexible array stowage drums for superstructure stowage.
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IA detailed analysis associated with the logistics problems associated
with stowage and deployment of the candidate solar arrays is provided in
Section 4.7 of this report.
7.2 MECHANICAL
There are various mechanical features associated with the design
of the array mounting structure. Their unique characteristics could
affect array weight, stowage volume, deployment time, and maintenance.
Several attractive design concepts are discuuq, ,qed.
7.2. 1 Candidate Concepts
7. 2. 1. 1 Mounting Structure - Non-Oriented Arrays
This category encompasses the leanto and flat arrays and includLs
both rigid panel and flexible design approaches.
With respect to the leanto array configuration ( see Figures 7. 22 & 7. 23)
the members forming the structure that support either the rigid panels
or the rolled-out flexible structure may consist of one of several con-
cepts. These are as follows:
(1) 900
 Angle Members. This type of construction would con-
sist of angle members of manufactured lengths and would be
equipped with eusily assembled snap-in end fittings. The
end fittings may be bending moment resistant, or simple
pin-ends. If pin-ended, the trusses must be provided with
diagonal tension ties in at least one bay of each 2. 5 kw
array. This type of member would provide good stowage
efficiency as the members can be nested within each other
to achieve low stowage volume.
(2) Round or Square Rigid Tubes. This type of construction
would consist of thin-walled tubes manufactured to specific
lengths, and would be equipped with easily assembled snap-
-in fittings. This type of tube would be more amenable than
the 900
 open angle members described above, to the use of
end, fittings that have both bending and torsional resistance.
Therefore, diagonal tension ties would not be required.
The round or square tubes, however, would occupy more
stowage volume than the 90 0
 angle members, since they
cannot be stowed within each other.
(3) Roll-Stowed Tubular Members. This configuration consists
of tubular members such as t e de Havilland (now SPAR)
"Stem" or "Bistem" booms, or the TRW System closed-
section boom.
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v..C.	 0	 These sections are designed to form straight tubular mem-
bers when in the released or free state. By collapsing or
flattening them laterally, they may then be rolled up length-
wise on to a cylindrical stowage drum.
These types of members are fabricated from thin, spring-
quality sheet metal which has been formed and heat treated
'to produce the shape of the extends ° members in their free
or unstrained state. Strain energy can be introduced to
provide the deformation forces necessary to flatten and
roll up the tubes for stowage.
One method of utilizing this type of tube consists of stowing
a long continuous length on a drum that is conta. ed in a
framework or housing and that also contains a hand crank
or other motive power to extend the boom from the drum.
In use., the housing would be carried by the astronaut or
placed adjacent to the construction site. As construction
proceeds, lengths of the tube as required are unrolled from
the dispenser. Lengths are measured by footage or guide
marks printed on the boom, and these lengths are cut off,
by a shear cutter attached to the dispenser.
Joints for this type of tu., ,s^ are made by prefabricated fittings
harried separately. The fittings have stub posts to plug
Into the tubing ends and/or means to friction grip the outside
of the tube.
Another technique for utilizing this type of tube with flexible
arrays consists of attaching the tubes, in a lengthwise and
and transverse grid, to the backside of the flexible sub-
strate. Thus, when the array is rolled up for stowage, the
tubes are simultaneously fla:,tened and rolled up with the
array. During deployment, as the flexible array is unrolled,
the tubes automatically and simultaneously spring from the
flattened con d.itioo. to the stiff tubular form.
7.2. 1.2 Mounting Structure
Referring to the materials describe: below for the rigid panels, it
was determined that some of these would be suitable for the mounting
structure where the 900 angle members and round or square tubes are
used. However, the mounting structure material would not necessarily
be limited to those listed for rigid panel constructio,u
The candidate materials selected during this study for rigid panel
it
construction are as follows:
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(1) Beryllium Tube (Boeing)
The square tubes utilized for this concept are formed of
"hot-creep-formed" U-shaped beryllium sheet channels
bonded together in pairs to form a closed section tube.
The basic material, beryllium is considered highly desir-
able as it exhibits the highest modulus of elasticity to
density ratio of any of the metals.
The "hot-creep-forming" technique is fairly well developed,
but at this time is still very costly. The metal cannot be
cold-formed, so this cost must be anticipated if this mater-
ial is selected. For the various mounting structure tvpes,
the hot-creep-formed beryllium is adaptable to the 90 angle
members, and the square or round tubes. This metal is
not suitable for use with the roll-stowed tubular members
as it cannot be heat treated to provide spring type material.
(2) Beryllium Cap-Aluminum Honeycomb Core Beam ( TRW Systems)
The beams for this concept are formed from flat beryllium
cap strips provided to take bending loads and spaced by an
aluminum honeycomb core with its calls perpendicular to
the cap strips. This core provides resistance to shear
loads.
This type of construction takes advantage of tYne stiffness
of beryllium for the bending loads and eliminates the need
for the costly hot-creep forming required for the beryllium
bow beams. However, this type of beam has its major
bending stiffness only in one direction or axis, since it is
not considered fea_s .Wl to bond flat strips to the sides of
the honeycomb core cells to provide bending stiffness in
the 900 direction or other axis. This type of construction
could be considered as a candidate for the mounting struc-
ture if the characteristic, of single-axis bending stiffness
could be accommodated in the handling and deployed loads
envelope.
(3) Boron Filament Cap-Aluminum Honeycomb Core Beam
( TRWSystems)
The structural factors regarding the beryllium cap-alum-
inum honeycomb core beam are also applicable to 'the TRW
Systems boron filament cap-aluminum honeycomb core beam
with the additional feature that the boron filament cap could
result in a slightly lighter weight structure than the beryl-
lium cap beam. However, the technique for fabricating the
boron filament cap beam is not as well developed as the
beryllium cap beam.
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9	 (4) Boron Tube Beam ( TRW Systems)
This concept consists of hollow tubes (round or square) fab-
ricated of boron filaments in the lengthwise direction to
provide bending stiffness and with Fiberglass filaments or
cloth, wrapped in both 40 0
 directions, for shear and tor-
sional stiffness,
The boron tube beam is functionally equivalent to the beryl-
lium tube in that it has equal stiffness in either axis of
bending, and the construction principle is adaptable to a
900 angle member. The fabrication techniques for this
concept have not been developed as yet. However, the use
of boron filaments to fabricate tube type beams is consid-
ered to be fairly straightforward. The main area of con-
cern currently is the development of long, slender mandrels
on which to form the tubes.
Preliminary calculations indicate that the TRW Systems
boron filament tube would yield a weight-to-area ratio as
good as the best of the beryllium structures, and indica-
tions are that future material cost reductions, plus reduced
tooling and fabrication costs could result in the boron fila-
ment construction becoming the best candidate concept,
not only for rigid panel construction, but also for the mount-
ing structure construction.
(5) Miscellaneous Materials
Of the various materials not previously mentioned, several
others are worthy of comment. Aluminum alloy is in wide
use and tube and structural elements, of the type required
for the lunar based solar arrays, are in a high'iy developed
state. Use of aluminum would result in the lowest fabri-
cation costs but only at the expense of an increased weight
penalty.
Fiberglass, like aluminum, is also in widespread use and
has well-developed fabrication techniques. The use of this
material would be more economical than beryllium or boron
filaments, but also at a considerable weight penalty.
7.2.2 Concept Selection
Of the various candidate materials discussed above, the boron
filament construction offers the lightest weight structure. In addition,
there are strong indications of future reductions in material costs and
fabrication costs, once the techniques are developed.
Beryllium results in an excellent lightweight structure, but indi-
cations are that the material aavd fabrication costs willcontinue to remai
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high. Aluminum and fiberglass offer the lowest material and fabrication
costs, but at the expense of increased weight. Finally, if rollup stowed
tubular members are used, stainless steel appears to be the most attrac-
tive material selection for the earlier time periods.
7.3 ELECTRICAL
7.3. i Solar Cells
There are several types of photovoltaic energy conversion devices
available or under development at this time. Table 7. 3 lists several
single crystal and thin film types and compares there for both physical
and environmental parameters. Based on the data presented in this table,
as yell as other factors such as availability, state of development, etc.
single crystal silicon solar , cells of 3.9 cm 2 active area are considered
to be the cell type best suited for the Program V mission. Cadmium
sulfide (CdS) thin film solar cell data is included in this report for com-
parison purposes only and for possible future consideration.
Figure 7.2 compares the AMO, 280C current-voltage character-
istics of both 2 ohm-cm and 10 ohm-cm silicon solar cells of various
thicknesses. From this data, as well as cell handling durability, avail-
ability, cost, etc., a cell thickness of 0.008 inch was selected for use
in performance analysis. In addition, the 10 ohm-cm base resistivity
cell was selected to be conservative. An increase of approximately
5 percent in solar cell conversion efficiency could be realized if an
0.008 inch thick, 2 ohm-cm solar cell was used for this mission and
should be considered in future studies.
Figure 7.3 indicates the variation in current-voltage chaacteris-
tic with temperature. The temperature range shown includes the
expected solar array temperature envelope between the terminator
(-300C) and Lunar noon (60 0C), assuming a shaded lunar surface temper-
ature of -60C. Figures 7.4 to 7.6 are the current/voltage envelope
curves for terminator to noon conditions for the insulated and non-insu-
lated array conditions of either the oriented or non-oriented silicon
solar cell arrays. Figures 7.7 to 7.9 are similar envelope curves for
typical CdS thin film solar celled arrays.
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Single Crystal (Silicon)
Unit	 Present Dendritic	 Future
Maximum Efficiency Claimed 	 (AMO/ 28o C) %	 12 8-i 1 	 9
Maximum Efficiency Measured by TRW
°^0	 11 8.65 +	 -(AMO, 280C)
Maximum Area cm2 9 30 2
Thickness inch 0.012 0.015 0.004
Type - N/ P N/ P N/ P
Contact Material - TiA g TiA g TiA g
Effects on output of:
Humidity - None None None
Temperature Cycling - None None
10 13 partials / cm 	 (e/cm 2 None None None
i Mev
10 i6 partials / cm 2 (e/cm 2) % 50 loss 50 loss 50 loss
10 11 partials / cm 2 (e/cm 2) % 35 loss 35 loss 35 loss
1.8 Mevi
3x10 12 partials / cm 2 (P/cm 2) % } 60 loss > 60 loss > 60 loss
Simulated 0. 5 - joule micrometeoroids % w/6 mil w/6 mil w/6 mil
-8	
-12 glass glass glass(10to 10gm particles) 3 loss 3 loss 3 loss
% < 6 mil < 6 mil <6 mil
glass glass glass
1001oss 1001oss 1001oss
f
to'L,71UT FRAME
Sin le Crystal (Silicon) Thin Film
Unit	 Present WrapDendritic	 Future	 Around CdS CdTe GaAs
%	 12 8-11	 j	 9 11.7 3-6 4-5 3-5
%	 11 8.65 - 10. 5 3.97 2.46 -
cm 2 g 30 2 4 55 56 4
inch 0.012 0.015 0.004 OOL008 0.005 0.002 D.004-0.009
- NIP NIP NIP NIP P/N P/N P/N
- TiAg TiA.g TiAg TiAg CuAu Au Au
- None None None None Degrade Degrade Degrade
- None None - None De grade - -
% None None None None Degrade - -
% 50 loss 50 loss 50 loss 50 loss to loss - -
35 loss 35 loss 35 loss 3.5 loss 1 loss - to loss
% > 60 loss > 60 loss > 60 loss > 60 loss 3 loss - 60 loss
w/ 6 mil w/6 mil w/ 6 mil w/6 mil w/ 1 mil - -
glass glass glass glass Mylar
3 loss 3loss 3 loss 3loss 4loss
% < 6 mil < 6 mil -*-'6 mil 46 mil w/ 1 mil - -
glass glass glass glass Kapton
too loss 100 loss too loss 100 loss 10 loss
Table 7.3 Comparison of Single Crystal
and Thin Film Cells Between
Various Parameters
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The single crystal and thin film open -circuit voltage variation with
temperature is plotted for comparison in Figure 7. W. It can be seen
that the voltage variation of a thin film solar cell is less than that for a
single crystal cell, which indicates that for large temperature variations,
such as would be experienced on the lunar surface, thin film cell arrays
may require less power conditioning than would single crystal cell arrays.
The selection of a 10 ohm-cm solar cell, as seen in Figure 7. 11,
allows the array designer two latitudes of flexibility, should he ultimately
decide on the use of a 2 ohm-cm solar cell for his array. As stated
earlier, a cell thickness of 0.008 Lich was selected for this stud.-„„ Should
the 2 ohm-cm solar cell be utilized, the overall cell thickness could be
reduced (assuming handling would not become a problem) to between 5 and
6 mils, thus resulting in a lighter array. The second design alternative
would be to maintain the cell thickness at 0. 008 inch for handling ease
but to increase array performance, and hence ,reduce array area and
weight, by taking advantage of the increased efficiency gained by the use
of the lower base resistivity cell. The relative gains in power-to-weight
ratio are also giver in Figure 7. 11 for both the single crystal silicon and
thin film CdS solar cells. It should be noted that the CdS thin film cell
of 4 percent efficiency (presently available) compares (on a cell basis)
with the 0.008 inch thick (with 0.006 inch cover glass) single crystal
silicon solar cell. Figure 7. 12 is a plot of the inverse of Figure 7. 11.
The change in solar cell efficiency as a function of temperature is
shown in Figure 7. 13 for both single crystal silicon and CdS thin film
cells.
Figure 7. 14 compares the single crystal silicon and CdS thin film
solar cells on a cost basis and depicts the predicted cost variation over
the next few years. It should be noted that based on. 4 percent CdS thin
film cell efficiencies, a cost savings of over 50 percent on the cells
(protected) alone could be realized when compared to W. 25 percent
efficient silicon cells. This savings may be even greater when structural
costs are considered. It is estimated that by 1969, assuming available
cell efficiencies have not materially increased, that the saving in solar
4 `	 cell costs could approach nearly 70 percent of silicon cells.
E
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Table 7.4 is a comparison of silicon and CdS thin film cells of 	 )
various efficiencies for several design parameters.
7. 3. 2 Cover Slides
Reference 7. 1 ( Table VIII) shows the effect of various spectral
filter characteristics on cell absorptivity and emissivity as well as out-
put power. In this study, combination 5 (a /E = 0. 84) was selected for
thermal analysis as this is the type commonly used today and offers the
best temperature/ power tradeoff of those shown.
The relative radiation degradation effect on cell power-to-area
ratio for various cell cover thicknesses is shown in Figure 7. 15, showing
that for a 0.006 inch cover, less than a 10 percent performance loss per
year would be expected in a radiation environment comparable to that of
Earth space. The lunar surface radiation ens ,ronment is expected to be
less than that of Earth space (Reference 7.1) and hence, 0.006 inch
covers are considered adequate for radiation protection on the lunar
surface. Due to the low radiation: levels, cells with values lower than
10 ohm-cm base resistivity are considered usable on the lunar surface.
Figure 7.16 (Reference 7.1) shows that a significant decrease in solar
cell performance may be experienced in a micrometeorite environment
similar to that anticipated on the lunar surface, if covers of less than
0.006 inch were used. However, unlike radiation protection, which
increases with increased cover thickness (Figure 7. 15), no significant
increase in array micrometeorite protection is realized by the use of
thicker covers. Based upon this data, the 0.OU6 inch thick silicon solar
cell cover was considered to provide the required micrometeorite pro-
tection to achieve the Program V mission requirements while still per-
mitting the use of lightweight solar arrays.
7.3.3 Circuit Interconnections
The cell interconnects and the main power bus are array components
which must be designed for a specific requirement (i.e., power level,
array geometry, circuit loss, etc.) * Figure 7. 17 shows the many possi-
ble voltage and current combinations for several array power levels.
Based upon power conditioning limitations, user requ.ire.ments, circuit
weight, array percent power loss, and other important system design
iParameter ellType*
C ell Effi
3 4 5 6
w/ cell SC - - - -
TF 0.231 0.308 0.385 0.462
cells/kw SC - - - -
TF 4330 3250 2600 2170
Cells/ft2 SC - - - -
TF 15 15 15 15
lb/ft2 SC 0.195 - - -
TF 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059
lb/kw SC - - - -
TF 15.21 11.42 99 14 7.63
w/ lb SC - - - -
TF 65.7 82.5 109.5 131.2
ft  / kw SC - - - -
TF 289 217 173 145
w/ft2 SC - - - -
TF 3.46 4.62 5.79 6.90
$/cell with cover SC - - - -
TF 15.00 15.00 15.00 f8.00
Nw SC - - - -
TF 65.00 48.75 39.00 39.00
/ft2 SC - - - -
TF 225 225.00 225600 270.00
K,$/lb SC - - - -
TF 3.82 3.82 3.82 4.58
FOIDOUT FRA"
i
1
Cell Effici	 cy at AMO, 280C in Percent
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii
- - - - - 0.050 0.056 0.062
0.308 0.385 0.462 0.539 - - - -
- - - - - 19850 17900 16250
3250 2600 2170 1860 - - -
- - - - - 221.1 221.1 221.1
15 15 15 15 - - - -
- - - - - 0.195 0.195 0.195
0.059 0.059 4.059 0.059 - - - -
_ - - - - 17.50 15.80 14.34
11.42 9.14 7.63 6.54 - - - -
_ - - - - 57.8 63.3 69.8
82.5 109.5 131.2 153.0 - - - -
_3 - - - 100.0 89.4 81.3
217 17 3 145 124 - 4. - -
- _
-
-
- 10.0 "11.2 12.3
4.62 5.79 6.90 8.07 -. - - -
_ - - - - 4.00 5.00 6.00
15.00 15.00 18.00 18.00 - - - -
- _ - -
- 125.00 112.00 97.50
48.75 39.00 39.00 33.50 - - - -
- - - - - 885 1105 1825
225.00 225,, 00 270.00 170.00 - - - -
_ - - - - 4.53 5.68 6.80
3.82 3.82 4.58 4.58 - - - -
Table 7.4 Variation of Silicon Cell
Parameters with Cell Efficiency
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Figure 7.17 Solar Array Voltage Versus Current for Various Power
Output Levels at Normal Solar Insolance and Constant
Temperature
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considerations, a main bus voltage of 300 volts was selected for this
study ( see Section 10), Figures 7. 18 and 7. 19 show the effect of array
voltage on circuit power loss and circuit weight (assuming copper as the
conductor in all cases) for various array power levels for both single
crystal silicon and CdS thin film arrays.
I'a the case of CdS thin film solar cell arrays, copper can be used
throughout for the circuit interconnection as there is no material com-
patibility problem of differential thermal expansion between components
(thin film cells use copper contacts). There is a requirement, however,
as a result of the wide thermal excursions and rapid thermal shock rates
to be expected, to use a material other than copper for the direct inter-
connections of silicon cells on the arrays. There are two alternative
materials available today in this area. These are goldpl_ated Kovar and
molybdenum. Kovar is the most commonly used material, because of
the relative ease with which it can be applied to array fabrication. At
present, molybdenum cannot be attached to the silicon cell contacts by
conventional means. However, Kovar, being an iron-nickel alloy, could
create electromagnetic interference problems. Hence, this characteris-
tic should be investigated prior to its use to insure compatibility with the
overall mission requirements. This restriction could dictate the use of
molybdenum and thus, necessitate the requirement to develop cell inter-
connect attachment techniques.
The main bus, on the other hand, should be made of copper to min-
imize power losses between the solar array, the power conditioning
equipment, and the load. Table 7.5 indicates tizat a significant weight
savings could be realized if aluminum were used, even with the additional
material gauge required to maintain low power losses. Hence, conside:
-ation should be given to use of this material also. Figure 7. 18 has only
considered copper as the circuit material. Thus, for aluminum, the
weight anti/or percent power loss values would change, depending on the
particular design.
All weights for silicon cell arrays discussed throughout this study
were based upon the use of Kovar interconnects and a copper main bus.
IL	 CaS thin film arrays considered the use of copper throughout.
1
tt	 I
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:1Table 7.5 Comparison of Various Candidate Solar Array
Electrical Interconnection Material Densities
and Expansion Relative to Silicon
I.
Relative
Thermal
Densit
lb /ft3Expansion m/cc
Silicon 1 151 2.3 3
Copper 4.1 555 8.89
Kovar 1.18 521 8.35
Molybdenum 1.20 562.5 10.20
Iridium 1.4 1400 22.42
Platinum-Iridium 1.87 1335 21.4
Tantalum 1.62 1036 16.6
Aluminum 4.6 168 2.7
Brass 4.9 527 8.44
Beryllium 3.5 113.5 1.82
3 I
Figure 7. 20 compares the thermal expansions coefficients of sev-
eral candidate silicon cell interconnect materials (0.003 inch thick) to
that of the cell itself. It should be noted that at low temperatures (i. e.
below OoC) molybdenum more closely matches the expansion coefficient
of silicon, while at high temperatures (i.e.. 00C to 4000C) Kovar is
more closely matched. The coefficients of each of these materials
(i. e. , Kovar and molybdenum) are much better than all others considered.
However, until satisfactory production assembly techniques are developed
for using molybdenum, Kovar is currently recommended for use.
7.4 WEIGHT
7.4. i Structural
The weight of a 2. 5 kw array, including the substrate and mech-
anical support frames and mechanisms for each candidate configuration
were based on estimates of various industry designs (see Section 7. 1)
and use materials and components which would be available in the 1968-
1970 time period.
ANIL
	
	
The substrate was assumed to have a specific weight of 0. 15 lb/ft2
(based on the Boeing concept) and the frame, mechanical assembly, and
support structures were varied depending on configurations as follows:
•	 flat	 Oz 120 lb/ ft2
•	 leanto	 0.2031b/ft2
• oriented	 0.314 lb/ft 2
All arrays were also assumed to include multifoil insulated skirting for
lunar surface thermal control.
The total array densities, including 0. 169 lb/ft 2
 for electrical
components, then become:
• flat	 0.438 lb/ft 2
• leanto	 0.522 lb/ft 2
•	 oriented	 0.6 33 lb/ft 2
The flat array is lightest, as it has the least support structure.
The leanto has an increased density due to the fact that it requires a
two-sided support structure. The oriented array requires a more
7-47
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sophisticated structure to minimize bending due to both static and dynamic
loading in the t/6  gravity environment. Also, this array requires auto-
matic or manual actuators to provide the required oriented capability.
Weight-to-power ratios for each configuration including electrical,
components are:
o	 flat	 63.5 lb/kw
• leanto	 94.5 lb/ kw
•	 oriented	 91.0 lb/kw
These values are based on the noon power-to-area ratios of eac'1
configuration, discussed in Section 8 of this report.
7.4.2 Electrical
The photovoltaic assembly is com,-Idered to consist of the following.
o	 cell to structure adhesive (0.004 inch thick)
o	 cabling (0. 03  lb/ ft2)
o	 interconnects (0.003 lb/ft 2)
o	 solar cells ( silicon 0.008 inch thick)
o cover slide adhesive
o	 cover slides (0.006 inch thick)
The adhesives considered for a lunar environment application are:
o RTV-511 or 577 (cell-to-substrate bonding)
o RTV 602 or equivalent (cover slide-to-cell bonding)
Power cat ping
 weights are assumed to be included as part of the
power conditioning systems and are taken into consideration in Section 10
of this report.
Table 7.6 was included to permit a comparison of the estimates
made in this study ( Tables 7. 1 and 7.2) for lunar surface arrays, with
those for contemporary deep space application arrays. Since the Lunar,
Environment Model (reference 7. 1) upon which this study was based, does
it not suggest the need for any new or exotic materials for ,solar array elec-
trical and mechanical assemblies, the "common" materials and techniques
7-49
OLDOIJ1 FRAO
 T	 e Single Crystal Silicon Cell (1'b^ft 2 )7rrayr,
er Boeing Hughes EOS Ryan GeneraElectric
ase 50 kw 20 kw 10 kw 2 kw 2.5 kw 1
Cell Thickness 8 Y-nil 8 mil 4 mil 8 mil 8 mil i
Cell Stack 0. 1699 0. 1560 0.0968 0. 1560 0. 1560 0
cover
adhesive
cell
interconnect
adhesive
dielectric
Structure 0.1500 0.0120 0.1111 0.1689 0.1500 0.
substitute
frame
Deployment 0.0407 0.2075 0.0376 0.3224 0.0500 0.
structure
mechanisms
Main Electrical Cabling and 0.0353 0.0065 0.0050 0.0073 0.0350 09Miscellaneous Hardware
TOTAL 0.3959 0.3820 0.2505 0.6546 0.3910 0.
TR.W Cell Stack and Cabling Weights with Hughes-Ryan Structure Respectively
Table 7.6 Comparison ofr Various Solar
Array Weight-to Area Ratio
Estimates
-50
I1
.on Cell (lb/ft2 ) CdS Thin Film (lb/ft?-)
Ryan GeneraElectric TRW Boeing
Genera
Electric TRW
,,TRW/
Ryan
..; l	 W
Hu Lyhes
2 kw 2.5 kw i kw 50 kw 2.5 kw 2.5 kw 2. 5 kw 20 kw
8 mil 8 mil i0 mil 5 rail 5 mil 5 mil 5 mil 5 mil
0.1560
0.1689
0^ 3224
0.0073
0.1560
0.1500
0.0500
0.0350
0.2120
0.1680
0. 1130
0.005
0.0665
0.1240
0.0420
0.0305
0.1500
0.0220
0.0500
0.0350
0.0665
0.0134
0. 1206
0.0040
0.066 5
0.1689
0.3224
0.0040
0.0665
0.0120
0.2075
0.0065
0.6546 0.3910 0.4980 0.2630 0.2570 0.2045 0.5618 0.2925
5pectiv^ely
s7-51
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normally used for spacecraft arrays have been assumed to arrive at the
above array densities.
. 4.3 Ancillary Compor^nts
Severe" i,,,tructukR1 and support elements will be required for lunar
based solar arrays that are not required for space applications. These
would include handles, attached to the array structure. This would per-
mit astronaut handling without damage to the structure and/or solar cells
and also provide insulation to protect the astronaut from the potential
danger of handling a high voltage, high power array.
Another ancillary component would be the interface pad between the
array support structure and the lunar surface. Figure 7.21 shows that
the depth of array penetration into the lunar soil as a function of bearing
surface area. Thus, a low surface bearing pressure must be included
in this interface structure design.
Of considerable importance in lunar surface solar arrays is the
requirement to insure astronaut safety. Thus, some method of insuring
against electrical injury must be considered involving a structural
barrier, such as a fence around the array, or by establishing detail
operk sting and maintenance procedures to be followed when working near
illuminated arrays.
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8. SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
There were three categories of solar arrays considered during this
study. These categories were non-oriented, semi- oriented (non -
articulated), and. fully oriented. The various configurations that were
of interest during this study are shown in Figure 8.1, and the reasons
for their selection are discussed in Section 4. 6. The thermal analyses
and parametric data used in estimating the performance of the baseline=;
solar array concepts is discussed in this section.
8.1.1 Baseline Configuration s
8.1.1.1 Non-oriented Array
This concept applied to a flat configuration (Type 1 of Figure 8.1)
which was normal to the Sun at lunar noon (a,t the lunar equator) and thus,
produced maximum power only at that time. For other latitudes, it would
'be necessary to adjust the array .3*w achieve the equivalent performance.0	 It represents the simplest of all the configurations to put into operation.
However, the power output profile is a function of the cosine ofie solar
incidence angle and hence produces no power at the terminator (sunrise
and sunset) conditions. Thus, it is not always possible to .match the load
profile for various applications without the supplementary use of electro-
chemical power (batteries, fuel cells).
8.1.1.2 Semi-oriented (non-articulated) array
This array concept is depicted by Types 2 through 7 of Figure 8.1
and permits non-articulated shaping of the output power profile by the
use of various fixed-array geometries.
o Tipped flat array
This concept (-.L'ype 2 of kigure 8.1) is identical with the rLon-
oriented fltt array except that it can be adjusted during lunar
assembly tc compensate for latitude angle. This permits the
array to be normal to the Sun at lunar noon at any latitude
on the lunar surfa(-
	 This attitude adjustment can result in as
much as a'10 to 15 percent increase in power at lunar noon.
However, this performance iriolprovement is offset by a 10 to 15
percent increase in array weight due to the additional supporting
8-1
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structure required.	 The net result is that on an overall weight
basis the Type 2 concept is equivalent to Type 1.
•E.x
o	 Leanto array
TLese concepts ( Types 3, 4, and 5 of Figure 8.1) have alt the
advantages of the tipped flat concept ( Type 2).	 However, they
can be made more effective in increasing the power output of
the terminators by orienting the tilt angle in both the north- south
and east-west directions and by incorporating a second array as
a mirror image.	 This Concept results in a much improved out-
put power profile compared to the flat array, in that there is a
significant increase in the power produced at the terminators.
In addition, approximately 40 to 50 percent more power is avail-
able at lunar noon.	 The leanto concept can easily be made oper-
ational by either one or two astronauts.
	
In addition, no adjust-
ments are required during manned or unmanned periods of
operation for power optimization.
o	 Hemi sphere array
This concept ( Type 6 of Figure 8.1) is similar to the leanto con-
figuration, except that it would utilize inflation or geodesic dome
construction for erection. 	 The area required for this configur-
ation is approximately two times that of the leanto array and
results in only a slightly improved lunar noon power output pro-
file.	 The inflatable design requires a hermetically sealed base
and gas storage, as well as, pressurization controls to comperl-
sate for the gas volume change during the extreme temperature
excursions between lunar noon and midnight. 	 All inflatable
concepts by virtue of being gas filled are heavy, difficult to
repair, and extremely vulnerable to micrometeroid damage.
structures are very
	
solar array con-Geodesic type
	
inefficient
figurations unless they are used for multi-purpose requirements,
such as to house personnel and for equipment storage.	 Array
x
weight, cost and area requir^Irte As can then be. pro-rated with
other sub- systems, in , hich case, they become extremely
N attractive.	 However,, tt%	 time required for erection can become
^,.prohibitive if the ca^s' ^: fac tor of.' $300, 000 /astronaut hour. (see^.,
Section 4) is applies:'L.,
8-3
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18.1.1. s Fully 4rien -ed Arrays
This category includes the sphere (Type 7 of Figure 8.1) and the
articulated flat array configurations ( Type 8 and 9 of Figure 8. 1).
o Spherical array
This concept is similar to the hemisphere ( Type 6) and would
also utilize either gas pressurization or geodesic type construct-
ion for erection. The comments made for the hemisphere con-
cept also apply to the spherical array. In addition, for both
cases the array circuitry would become extremely complex due
to the continuously changing sun angle. Array weight and cost
would also be probhibitive due to the large total area involved.
o	 Articulated flat array
This concept, was found to be very attractive due to its power
output profile (significant power at terminators). However,
there were several shortcomings associated with this configura-
tion. These included increased structural weight, longer deploy-
ment time, redundant automatic drive mechanisms required to
achieve necessary reliability or the use of several hundreds
of astronaut hours per mission for manual orientation or main-
tenance.
The lunar phase changes at a rate of 0. 51 degrees per hour
(12. 2 deg/Earth day). Therefore, to maintain a pointing accuracy
of + 10 degrees (+ 4% power variation), which is considered a
minimum to maintain solar array performance, orientation
at 40 hour intervals would be required. Each array produces
2. 5 kw (20 arrays required for 50 kw) and assuming 0. 5 hours
per array for orientation, a total of 10 hours out of every 40
hours would be required for orientation of the solar array. This
was felt to be prohibitive. If synchronized automatic orientation
was employed, this time period could be reduced. However, this
would increase the complexity of the array design since additional
consideration for the use of special lubricants, seals, thermal
control techniques and cabling designs would also have to be
included. These latter requirements could also adversely effect
overall system weight and reliability. Nevertheless, the artic-
ulated flat configuration does result in the smallest array active
8-4
iarea of all candidate concepts considered, and its power profile
can be made very nearly constant throughout the lunar day by
the use of passive thermal control techniques (i. e.,
	
skirting).
iE
8.1.2	 Concept Selec tion
Based upon the qu;.litative assessments for the above candidate
configurations,	 Types 1, 3 and 9 of Figure 8.1 were selected for further
analysis.	 These con ;epts appeared to rep 	 sent the most attractive
configuration from each category investigated.
The flat array ( Type 1) was selected because of its relatively simple
construction.
	 The leanto array ( Type 3) was chosen for its improved,
passively controlled power profile.
	
Finally, the articulated flat array
(oriented, Type 9) was included, due to smaller area requirements and
its correspondingly attractive power output profile.
Inflated concepts ( Types 5, 6, and 7) were discarded for the reasons
discussed in Paragraph 8.1 above, as well as the fact that this concept
was potentially costly, and also incompatible with the use of single
crystal silicon solar cells.
	 The Type 4 (Figure 8.1) leanto configuration
was dropped since the Type 3 concept was more compatible with single
crystal silicon cell array designs.
	 In addition, with moderate stretching
or as a rigid configuration, it offered gains in performance not possible
with Type 4, which had been considered primarily for use --with CdS thin
solar cells. a
Thee:: candidate solar array configurations are depicted schematically
in Figure 8. 2.
	 The conceb,t of skirting to passively control the lunar
surface temperatu.rtt-- ',eras Xx, ;luded for each-configuration. 	 Its function is
discussed in detail in Thoanal Analysis, Section 8. 2 which follows.
8.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS
Having selected the three candidate array concepts on a rather
qualitative basis, it now became necessary to investigate the solar array
thermal characteristics.	 This was essential since the performance of
solar arrays is highly dependent upon the resultant solar cell equilibrium
t
temperature as discussed in Section 7. 3.
	 A generalized, albiet fairly
simplified, thermal model was devised to aid in this analysis and is
discussed below, ,
^r
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8. 2.1 Thermal Model
Accurate calculation of solar array temperatures during the lunar
day involves equations and parameters which are a function of many
variables. Due to the large number of variables involved, a compre-
hensive computer program was required to arrive at reasonably accurate
solutions. To keep the effort associated with the thermal analysis within
the scope of this study, it was necessary to make several simplifying
assumptions, but which would still result in a reasonably accurate, first
order approximation solution for solar array equilibrium temperatures.
The approach taken and the conditions assumed are shown in Figures
8. 3 and 8. 4. These equations and values were used for calculation of
array eg ..illbrium temperatures. Three separate conditions were con-
sidered. Case I was for a non-insulated condition in which the thermal
AIL	 resistance between the front and the back surfaces of the array was
assumed negligible (such as when light gauge materials are used for
cell mounting). Case II was for ins fated arrays where the rear surface
An	 of the array consisted of multi-foil insulation which permitted neither
IV	 cooliag nor heating by the lunar surface. A third case which =^ 3as a
special condition of Case I, incorporated array skirts, which limit the
view factor of the back surface of the array to the shaded lunar surface
directly under the array. Wa.th this portion of the lunar surface completal;
shaded from direct and/or reflected solar input, the only thermal input
#y to the shaded lunar surface would be that which radiates from the rear
of the solar array during operation. The skirting would be made from
multi-foil aluminized Mylar insulation.
.t:
	
	 Ty,r-ical values of conductance and specific weight for ten layers of
0. 00025 in, aluminized Mylar are 0^ 01 BTU /hr-ft 2 - °F -Lnd 0. 045 lb /ft2
respectively. The view factors given in Figure 8. 4 are for flat plate
elements and are given as a function of -the angle between the lunar surface
and the :p olar array rear surface. The values in this figure may also
p	 be used for curved surfaces by considering the surface to be made up of
a series of flatlate chords. The temperature can then be computed asP	 ^	 P
a function of position on the curved surface.
c
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The array equilibrium temperature temperature for Case 1, where
negligible thermal resistance exists between array front and rear surfaces
( T`1 = T2 ), is given by the equation,
al S	 cos y x A + A (E1 Fl-m + E2 F2 -mI . IT 34 - T14 l +
A A a1 F1-m (1-0 +a2 F2-m, S . cos	 E= A T T14 [E1 :` 1-S +
E 2 F2 -S1	 (8.1)
The variables in equaV on 8.1 can be grouped into functions. These
have been designated by symbols B, C; D, and G and together with a
range of values for silicon cells and CdS :hin films are listed in DO-ole
8.1.
Hence, when solving for TI , Equation (8.1) can be rewritten as;
B+C T3^1+D 1/4
Tl = T 2
	 ~7^'' + M	 -
	
(8.2)
  
For the case of perfect insulation between front and rear surfaces
(Case II) of the solar array, Equation 8.1 becomes;
E 1
 . Fl-S . W . T  4 A = al . S. (1- n) . cosy. A + cr . E 1 . Fl-m'
	
T3 4 . - T14 	A + al . Fl-m (1- n) : S . E . cos (i . A	 (8.3)
and the equivalent range of values for grouped functions is given in
Table 8. 2. Equation (8. 3) rewritten to solve for T  becomes:
4	 1/4B 1 +Cl T3+D1
Tl = G + CO	 (8.4)
	
1	 1
where T1
 T2 and K/X 0
Table 8.2 gives the data used to obtain values of B 1, C `, Dl
 and
G  in the above equations.
Table 8. 3 list:  values used for array temperature calculation by
euqations (8. 2) and (8. 4).
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TAI` S LE 8. 3
VALUES OF INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS USED FOR THERMAL
ANALYSIS OF SOLAR ARRAYS ON LUNAR SURFACE
Parameter Units
-"—V aZue s
Silicon Cell CdS Thin Film
E Non-dimensional 0.073	 0.073
S BTU/hr-ft 2 444	 444
T3 0 180 to 780	 180 to 780
a l Non-dimensional 0.70	 0.84
a 2 it 0.90	 0.90
E 1 +} 0.83	 0.87
E 2 + 0.90	 0.90
n 10.5	 4.5
o- BTU/hr-ft2 - oR 0.1714 x 10 -8	0.1714 x 10-8
Fl-m Non-dimensional Dependent on configuration -obtain from Figure 8.4
1-S
F2-m
2-S
The values of E, S, al and E 1 were taken from Reference 7. 8 and
represent the latest data available for the lunar surface. The cell
efAciencies were selected from Figure 7.13 and are considered to be
1968 state-of-the-art values. The values of a 2 and E 2 are considered
achievable values for state-of-the-art thermal control coatings. The
lunar surface temperature, T 3, was obtained from the profile shown
in Figure 8. 5 (a), curve No. l and 8.5(b).
By utilizing equations 8. 2 and 8. 4, and substituting the proper values
of the individual parameters from Table 8. 3 it was possible to determine
the variation in the solar array equilibrium temperature as a function of
the lunar surface temperature. The corresponding lunar phase in degrees,
or time in Earth days, was also depicted upon the resulting curves.
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8. 2. 2 Oriented Arrays
As pre-viously discussed, there were three thermal models considered
in this study, namely:
•	 Case I - non-insulated
•	 Case II - insulated
•	 Case III - non-insulated (skirted)
The results obtained for the oriented array and the difference in
array equilibrium temperature between cases I and II, are shower in
Figures 8. 6 and 8. 7 respectively. The high array equilibrium temper-
atures obtained for Case II result from the inability of the solar array
to reject heat from its rear surface due to the use of multi-foil insu.lat'.on.
In Case I (negligible insulation) the rear surface of the oriented array has
a poor view factor with respect to outer space and lacks any other heat
sink to which it may reject heat. In addition, despite its relatively high
temperature, it is a cool surface when compared to the lunar surface
temperature. Also, having a good view factor with respect to the lunar
surface, results in the array being heated by both the solar energy on the
front surface and by the reradiated energy from the hot lunar soil on the
back surface.
There are, several design options which could be exercised that would
result in a reduction in the oriented array equilibrium temperatures. One
solution would be to maintain an orientation lead or lag of approxima=tely
45  with respect to the solar insolanr a angle. The decreased energy input
on the front surface due to the cosine effect, would lower the array temper-
ature. This apparent advantage, however, may be offset by the increased
area required to satisfy a given minimum power level. Hence, although a
more satisfactory array temperature would be realized, a considerable
increase in array area, weight, and cost would still occur. Another
design option would be to shade the rear surface of the solar array and the
lunar surface, directly beneath and ao jacent to the array. Figure S. 8
schematically depicts the energy hiput for Cases I and II and iad-i.cates the
offect of 'bkirting f 'on the thermal energy input.
It was seen in Case I (Figure 8.6) that the average array equilibrium
temperature profile for oriented arrays using single crystal silicon cells
varied between 10000 and 190 0C. For CdS thin film arrays, the corres-
ponding temperature variation was from 125 00 to 195 0C. For Case II tr:e
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peak values were 990  and 11U3 O C, for single crystal silicon cells and
CdS thin films respectively. Thus, insulating the back of the array
considerably reduced these peak temperatures but they still remained
relatively high. The effect of adding "skirting"" ( case III) to the oriented
array is shown in Figure 8. 9;, where the shaded lunar surface was
assumed to reach the peak temperature indicated at lunar noon. Array
equilibrium temperature is shown for several values of shaded lunar
surface temperature and cell efficiency. It should be noted, that a
consid-e rably lower average array temperature can be achieved if the
peak shaded lunar surface temperature can be maintained at a corres-
ponding low temperature.
In order to use Equation 8„ 2 for Case III, without greatly increasing
the complexity of the analysis, it was necessary to assume that the
shaded lunar surface temperature remained constant at the various peak
temperatures shown in Figure 8.9. This approach, though not necessarily
depicting the actual condition on the lunar surface, can be made quite
conservative by a judicious selection of the peak shaded lunar surface
temperature. It 1 permits
	 z	 assumption	 `p	 alsoo 1 e	 i s one to make the as ^n  ^n that the
equilibrium temperature for the oriented-skirted array is equivalent to
the non-oriented, skirted, flat array at lunar noon, The rationale behind
these assumptions was as follows.
Figure 8, 10 represents a simplified approximation of the thermal
energy balance for a oriented-skirted or non-oriented, skirted flat array
at luriar noon. For the array properties indicated, 30% of the incident
solar energy is initially reflected to outer space. From the remaining
70% approximately 10% is converted to electric power.: This leaves 60
of the solar energy available for heating up the array and the shaded
lunar surface. It was estimated that 30% of this remaining energy would
be radiated to space by the front surface of the array. This leaves only
30% of the initial incident solar array energy available for heating up the
shaded lunar surface temperature. In addition, the lunar surface has a
thermal conductivity similar to that of Earth soil (1. 676 to 2. 514 W/oC-m
per reference 7. 8), which is significantly better than the perfect insulation
assumed for Case III. Hence, a portion of the solar energy reaching the
shaded lunar surface below the array can be conducted to the adjacent
8-18
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3,.	 _. ..
lunar surface which is also being shaded by an appropriate width of
skirting. Finally, the unshaded lunar surface temperature varies from
-1730 C at sunrise and sunset, to 122 0 C at lunar noon (at the lunar equator).
Pence, it is reasonable to assume that the shaded lunar surface would
vary in a similar manner, but due to the reduced thermal energy input
would reach a lower peak temperature at lunar noon. The assumed shaded
lunar surface temperature variation used in this study is shown on Figure
8.11. A pear shaded lunar surface temperature of -6 oC is indicated. This
corresponds to an oriented-skirted solar array temperature of 550C as
shown in Figure 8. 9 and (as will be discussed later in Section 8. 2. 3) to
the non-insulated, non-oriented, skirted flat array temperature at lunar
noon.
It is recognized that a more detailed thermal analysis is required
to more accurately establish the shaded lunar surface temperature
variation. If it is found to be greater than -60C at lunar noon, the array
temperature profile would also change. However, the upper temperature
limit for a oriented skirted array would not exceed the temperatures shown
for the non-skirted, insulated array (Figure 8. 7), since the latter case
is equivalent to negligible thermal energy being rejected to the lunar
surface. Hence, for a silicon cell array the peak temperature at lunar
noon might be as high as 95 0C (versus 550C).
The sensitivity of array operating temperature to changes in lunar
surface temperature and othL,. array performance parameters is shown
in Figures 8.12 and 8.13 for silicon cells and CdS thin films. It should
be noted that the array operating temperature is affected most by changes
in the value of, TS, the shaded lunar surface temperature. For example,
an increase of 55 0C in TS
 would result in an increase in the silicon cell
array equilibrium temperature of 19 `'C or an increase from the nominal
55°C temperature (for TS = -60C) to 740C. However, this temperature
is still 250C less than the peak temperature experienced by the insulated
array (Case II: Figure 8. 7) and 116 0C less than the non-insulated array
(Case I: Figure 8.6). Hence, there appears to be little doubt about the
benefits to be derived by skirting both oriented and non-oriented arrays
for use on the lunar surface. The impact of array equilibrium temper-
ature on electrical performance is discussed in Section 8. 4. 2 of this
.^^.
8.2.3 Non-orientedrrays
The non-orient°d array concepts selected for this analysis ( see
Section 8.1) were the flat and leanto configurations. The rationale and
assumptions used to determine oriented array equilibrium temperatures
were also applied to the non-oriented configurations. Thus, the three
cases, wamely: non-insulated, insulated, and non-insulated ( skirted)
were investigated. The results of these analyses are sliown in Figures
8.14, 8.15, and 8.1,i. Figure 8.14 depicts the resultant array temper-
atures for the non-insulated case for both single crystal silicon cells and
CdS thin films. In addition, it shows the lunar noon array temperatures
for the insulated case. Since there was no significant reduction in the
peak lunar noon temperatures between the non-insulated and insulated
cases, no analytical effort was expended to obtain a curve of array
temperature versus lunar phase for the insulated case. Figures 8.15 acid
8.16 depict the array equilibrium temperatures for the non-,insulated,
skirted case for single crystal silicon cells and CdS thin films respectively.
The temperature profiles arle shown between lan—c r noon and the evening
terminat .,)r. During this study, array performance analyses were based
upon assuming these profiles are symmetrical about the lunar noo _a period.
The short duration transients at lunar sunrise and sunset are not depicted.
These are expected to be of short duration (< 1 hour or approximately
0. 25 degrees of lunar phase) and would usually coincide with lunar base
ERPS start - up and shut down periods. The effect would be to low, the
array temperatures during these periods which would result in increas-
ing the power output. Hence, the results shown on Figures 8.15 and 8.16
are conservative for the sunrise and sunset terminator conditions. Thermal
heating rates of the arrays at sunrise are estimated to be in the range from
10 °C to 200C per minate and this rate is not expected to degrade array
structural integrity or electrical performance.
The concept of skirting discussed earlier in this report would not
only attenuate the rate of increase in the lunar surface temperature
(Figure 8.11) but with proper design could reduce the peak lunar noon
magnit-ade of this temperature. To achieve this, the :skirting would be
designed not only to shade the lunar sctirface below the array but - lso
the sur tour ding adjacent surface areas. For example, the skirting could
•
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extend 5 to 10 feet from the base of the array. This would increase the
thermal gradient region between the shaded surface under the array and
the unshaded lunar surface. This skirt would also be constructed so
as to have a poor view factor with respect to the array. This would be
accomplished by using a highly diffused (irregular or crinkled) reflective.
surface or by inclining the skirt. This would greatly reduce lunar albedo
effects and prevent to creation of hot spots on the active array surface.
8.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The determination of solar array performance on the lunar surface
is a function of many factors. The data required and the sequence of its
utilization during this study are shown in Figure 8.12. As can be noted,
a combination of experimental vendor data and a detailed thermal analysis
are required to establish actual solar cell conversion efficiencies. These
efficiencies vary with array equilibrium temperatures and for lunar sur-
face applications are a function of lunar phase or time. The additional
factors required to determine the power to area ratio for. solar arrays
from which overall array area requirements are determined are shown
AW in Figure 8.18. These factors are placed in two groups. The first group,
which are independent of mission duration, are primarily a function of
array design parameters. The second group are intimately related to the
lunar environment and are also affected 'by elapsed mission time. The
relationship used to determine the power-to-area ratio from these factors
are:
P
°=[YIP xn x n x n x n xIx n x n x ►1(8.5)A 	 c o reg cony	sol rad uv nm
Because of the temperature dependency of the solar cell conversion
efficiency and the variation of the solar insolance intensity due to the
cosine effect, the power-to-area ratio will vary with respect to array
configuration and lunar phase.
8.3.1 Efficiency and Voltage Variations with Lunar Phase
Solar array cell conversion efficiency is an important factor in power
subsystem design and greatly affects total area requirements. Cell con-on
version efficiency, in turn, is dependent upon the array equilibrium
temperature as shown in Figure 7.13. In addition, Figure 7.10 shows
the effect of temperature on open circuit voltage which is another para-
naeter which influences array design. Sections 8.2.2 and 8. 2. 3 presented
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Using this data together with the experimental vendco data presented
in Section 7. 3. 1, it was -iow possible to plot array efficiency and open
circuit %roltage as a function of ,lunar phase. These results are shown
in Figures 8.19 to 8. 27.
Figures 8.19 and 8.20 show large excursions of cell efficiency and
open circuit voltage for the oriented, non-insulated, non-skirted case.
Due to the high array temperatures experienced in this case, the nominal
array cell efficiency is so much iower at lunar noon that extremely large
area arrays would be required to produce several. "kilowatts of power dv-, " g
the entire lunar day. Hence, this concept was not considered competitive
as a candidate array. The cell efficiency at lunar noon was cor_sderably
improved by adding a s ^uper insulating layer betwe,,, n the hot lunar surface
and the back face of solar array, as shown in Figures 8. 22 and 8. 23. In
addition, this concept offers possible power conditioning weight savings
due to the smaller voltage excursion experienced. Therefore, this con-
cept was retained for further consideration as a candidate array.
{ The oriented, non-insulated, skirted array concept performance at
lunar noon is similar to the non-oriented, non-insulated, skirted flat
array at lunar noon. The array geometry, solar. 'neidence angle, (y),
and shaded lunar surface temperature are identical. Hence, for this
case, the non- oriented, non.- insulated, skirted pe :r'"-,rmance at lunar noon
(see Figures 8.26 and 8.27) was utilized. In addition, since for the
oriented concept the solar ir,-.idence angle remains constant and since
the shaded lunar surface temperature was assumed to remain constant
(a conserve , .ive assumption as previously discussed), the cell efficiency
and open circuit voltage were also assumed to remain constant at the
lunar noon values over the entire lunar day.
An important factor regarding oriented solar array performance,
which must be taken into consi}..eration, is that of orientation accuracy.
The cell efficiency and open circuit voltage profiles previously discussed,
are oily valid if the orientation accuracy can be maintained at + 10%
of the required normal solar incidence angle. This implies the need for
complex tracking equipment which must be redundant to achieve the re-
quired reliability, as well as introducing potential sealing, bearing, and
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lubricating problems associated with rotating large structures in the
lunar surface environment. In addition, periodic preventative main-
tainan.ce would be necessary to meet the 1 to 5 year system life require-
ments. The possibility of rnechanism failure during the unmanned
portion of the mission would also exist. Manual orientation might be
'K^	 utilized but would be required at intervals of no less than every 10 hoc. !i;.
For a multi-panel 50 kw array, this could consume up to 25°fo of an
astronaut's time and greatly reduce the system effectiveness of the
mission. Despite these potential disadvantages, the oriented array
concept was retained in this study because of the apparent advantages
Of. its constant output power profile and the resultant reduced total array
area and power conditioning requirements. However, the static (non-
oriented) array concepts do not have the operational shortcomings o f  the
oriented arrays and still retain many attractive overall mission char-
acteristics. A discussion of the performance of non-oriented arrays
follo;^^,.
Figures 8. 24 and 8. 2 5 show that for the non- insulated, non- s .7 rte d,
flat and leanto arrays the lunar noon cell efficiency and open circuit
voltage are equival ent to those predicted for insulated, oriented arrays
(Figures 8. 22 and 8. 23). The cell efficiency at the terminators (sunrise
and sunset), however, are higher than for the oriented array, resulting
in a higher average array performance. Non-oriented, insulated array
concepts were not considered since it was obvious from their geometries
and the data for oriented arrays that they would result in much lower cell
conversion efficiencies. Finally, Figures 8. 26 and 8. 27 show the achiev-
able cull efficiency to be highest for non-oriented, non-insulated, shi.rted
arrays. These results are contingent upon the assumption that the shaded
lunar surface temperature does not exceed -6 0C as shown in Figure 8.11.
However, Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the sensitivity of the array perform-
ance parameters, and as previously discussed, a 55 0C error in this
assumption would result in only a 19 0C change in array equilibrium tem-
perature. This could lower the cell conversion efficiency from 8.6% to
7. 5qo which could be compensated for in the initial array design.
On the basis of the foregoing study results the non oriented, skirted
arrays are competitive from a performance standpoint with the oriented
concepts (insulated and non-insulated, skirted), and possess the —additional
advantages of a static system.
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8. 3. 2 Power - to-Area Ratio for Various Mission Durations
The assessment of the overall solar array design characteristics is
contingent upon the deter mination of the power-to-area ratio. This
parameter, in turn, is a function of the various time dependent and non-
time dependent variables of equation ( 8. 5), and is usually expressed in
watts /sq. ft. or watts/sq. meter depending upon which system of anits
f	 are being used. From this parameter, the solar array raw power output
profile can be generated. By matching the output power profile to the
goad profile, the total array area, weight, and cost can be established.
a Hence, this parameter becomes very important in solar array design.
The equation expressed in Figure 8.18 was used in this analysis to com-
pute the array power-to-area ratio and includes all the degradation factors
known to effect array performance. The effect of temperature was con-
sidered from the results of Section 8. 31 in determining the cell conversion
efficiencies (n
conv ) . 
Table 8.4 lists the values for the other factors used
in Equation 8. 5 for various intervals of time during a 5 year mission. The
adjusted solar insolance is also included and represents the effective solar
energy available for conversion to electric power after all degradation
factors have been considered. Using these values equation 8.5 can be
simplified to:
P	 ^
W I Sol x conv	 (8.6)If(TA)I
where I Sol
	
= adjusted solar insolance
conv= actual cell conversion efficiency ( as function)f( tA)
	 of array equilibrium temperature)
The non-time dependent variables were based upon nominal values
utilized in industry and data presented in Reference 7. 3. The time
dependent variables were based on extrapolation of data presented in
Figures 8. 28 and 8. 29, as well as values presented in Reference '7. 3.
All performance degradation factors were selected to result in reason-
able but conservative values for the adjusted solar insolance. The
resulting values for the adjusted solar insolance were based on the
assumption that all degradation_ factors were at their maximum level
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TABLE 8. 4
s
0
LIST OF VAIXES USED TO DETERMINE ARRAY
POWER-TO-AREA RATIO FOR VARIOUS t4rSSION DURATIONS
(Up to 5 Years)
W
i icon Cells	 I	 CdS Thin Filmis si on Duration - YearsParameter Units 0 1	 1	 3	 1	 5 0 1 1	 3 5^
Max. Solar Insol. ISol W / FT2 144 ` Constant) 140 (Constant)
Packing efficiency n p 1-loss 0.9 0. 95
factor
10.96
Cover losses n 0.92 1.00c
Mfg. lo:; s --s n 0.96m
Orientation losses n 0.98 0.98o
.Diode losses T) 0. 95 0.95reg
Radiation losses n	 ,.-ad 1.00 0. 84 0. 76 0. 71 1. 00 0. 98 0.92 0.88
Ultra - violet losses n 1.00 0. 98 0. 95 0. 93 1.00 0. 95 0.90 0.85uV
Micro-meteorite
to s n mm 11.00 0. 98 0. 950.93 1. 00 1 0. 95 0. 90 0.85
Adjusted Solar Insol I Sol W /ft 2 104 83.8 71. 2 63. 7 119 111 98.4 84
W/M2 119 900 765 685 1280 1195 059 903
lift
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L
nduring the entire mission.	 This approach is consistent with meeti
Me end-c"-mission (EOM) power requirements. 	 However, since there
is approximately a 25/ reduction in the adjusted solar insolence, between
a one year and five year mission, this becomes an important considera-
tion for the mission planner.
Figures 8. 30 and 8. 31 show the sensitivity of the array power-t.a-
area ratio to the values assumed for each of the variables involved.
All non-time dependent variable values used were state-of-the-art and
cons'LStent with current industry practice.
	 The time dependent variables
may vary to some degree depending upon the individual designers basic
ass,a,mptions and the amount of conservatism included in his analysis.
The results of the analyses for both the oriented and non-oriented arrays
are shown in Figures 8. 32 through 8. 39. 	 Tlx:-se figures are plotted
as a function of lunar phase only and must be further adjusted to include
the variation of the solar insolance angle, (y), for each array configura-
tion.	 The resultant power-to-area ratio profiles are shown in F.gures
8.40 through 8. 47.	 The oriented array data remains un ha Inged since
the solar incidence angle remains constant for this configuration,
The power density profile for the 45 0
 leanto configuration is shown
to be ascending in two phases from sunrise to lunar noon (Figure 8, 42 is
typical).	 This profile results from the leanto geometry and reflects ideal
temperature and matched load conditions,
	 However, in actuality, the
profile slopes becomes shallower due to several second-order temper-
ature effects not considered in the analyses.
	 As stated in Section 8. 2. 1,
a simplifying assumption of the analysis was that the -6 0C shaded lunar
surface temperature was constant throughout the lunar day. It is known,
however, that at the terminators ( sunrise and sunset) the lunar surface
is much colder (see Figure 8.11). Hence, the array electrical performance
predicted will be higher than that shown. The lunar noon performance is
also expected to be lover than predicted due to load matching and radia-
tion interaction between the back sides of the array. These factors will
cause the array equilibrium temperatures to be higher than predicted
at lunar noon, thus reducing the power output. The general trend of
this revised power profile is shown on Figure 8.48. The net effect of
this change would be to reduce the leanto area requirements for t ?-Le
Program V load profile.
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Another way to modify the output power profile of the leanto array
would be to change the angle. Increasing the angle also tends to flatten
the ax!
 ;ray output power profile as shown on Figure 8.49. This figure
indicates that the leanto configuration -an be tailored to provide any
desired power profile by compensating for temperature and load effects
through variations of the array tilt angle. Leanto angle optimization_
v7ould vary from mission to mis.,^ ion, and would be influenced by the
results of t-he detailed design requirements. This would include load
profile matching and a comprehensive thermal an: lysis supplemented
by extensive heat transfer testing. Transients as we'1 as non-steady
state operating conditions would have to be considered in detail. The
leanto configuration can be tailored to a. wide variety of output power
profiles. This is also true, to some extent, for the flat and oriented-
ski-ted arrays. For example, by leading or lagging the solar insolence
angle, i. e. , mis-orienting, the equilibrium temperatures of the oriented
array could be reduced. Hence, despite a decrease in solar radiation
intensit y
 the net result could be to increase the output power. Another
technique that could be applied to power profile shaping would be to use
a "hybrid" array. Included in this category would I)e a combino.tion of
the. flat and leanto array (Figure 8.50a), a semi-cylindrical array
(Figure 8.50b), or a non-symmetrical leanto array (Figure 8.50c).
a ;udicious selection of array geometry coupled with a detailed analysis
of array equilibrium temperatures, it would be possible t3 Closely match
a wide variety of baso- load profiles. The overall result could 1t:-ad to a
reduction in total array area, weight and cost for a specific mission
requirement by use of s^^-veral, standardized hybrid array configurations.
1! 1
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0	 9. SOLAR ARRAY CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS
The data generated in Sections 7. 0 and 8. 0 of this study was used
to determine the candidate soiav zkrray area and weight requirements.
The results were prepared in parametric form, so that the data could
	 I I
be applied to a broad range of load profiles and nc=' be limited only to
the one designated for the Program 'v mission. The output power
profiles are based upon the assumptions and performance analysis
pre6euted in Section 8. 0. Both single crystal silicon cells and CdS
'` <
	 thie film performance was evaluated.
9.1 OUTPUT POWER PROFILE COMPARISONS
The output power profiles of each of the candidate array config-
urations are compared on an area, weight, and cost basis in Figures
9.1 through 9.12. These profiles assumed matched load conditions
and operation at the optimum power regime of the array I. V character-
istic curve. As previously discussed (Section 8.4.2), the actual
"conditioned" power profile would be somewhat different from these
depending on several factors. These include, 'but are not necessarily
limited to, power conditioning characteristics, load snatching require-
merits, equilibrium temperature variations, thermal gradients, and
%.I
temperature transients. In addition, end-of-mission performance is
depicted (one year), thus conservatively reflecting a lower power level
than would be expected at the start of the mission. One case for a
non-skirted, non-insulated oriented array was shown (.Figures 9.1 to
9.3) to indicate the magnitude of performance degradation associated
with permitting the back surface of the array to view the hot lunar
surface. Some improvement could be achieved by insulating the back
I d
	 and mis-orientation but the resulting performance would .3till be lower
than the oriented-skirted case. 	 „`1
Since the shaded lunar surface temperature was found to be an
important parameter in arriving at array performance, the effect of
this variable on the leanto array area, weight and cost was determined.
This is shown in Figures 9.13 to 9.13 which indicate that total array 	 X
area could be affected by as much as 15% (increase) if the assumed
constant shaded lunar surface temperature was 55° higher. However,
a
9-1
I
this is not a realistic case since the leanto array is sized based upon
	
13
the output power level at sunrise when the unshaded lunar surface
temperature ranges from -173 00 to -250C during the first 12 hours of
the lunar day and does not reach +500C until 48 hours have elapsed
(see Figure 9.11). Hence, as previously discussed in Section 8. 3. 2,
and depicted on Figure 8. 50, the major impact of an increased peak
shaded lunar surface temperature at lunar noon would be to lower the
output power Level during this period only. This would tend to flatten
the leanto array power output profile thus providing a closer match
with the Program V load profile and imposing less of a power dissipation
problem on the power conditioning system. The flat and oriented- skirted
arrays, on the other hand are sized based upon the output power level
at lunar noon. For these configurations, a 55 0C increase in the peak
noon shaded lunar surface temperature could result in an increase in
array area requirements. However, even this potential increase could
be overcome by use of the power profi a shaping techniques described
in Section 8. 32, (hybrid arrays, mis- orientation).
	 29.2 CANDIDATE ARRAY CONSIDERATIONS
The parametric data displayed in Figures 9. 1 to 9.12 depicts
typical power output profies for the various candidate array configura-
tions. This included the flat, leanto, and oriented-skirted arrays.
Both non-insulated anO, insulated case were shown and performance for
single crystal silicon cells and CdS thin films were included. By
matching these performance curves to the load profiles for the Program
V mission (Figure 4.11), candidate array area and weight can be deter-
mined. The techniques for accomplishing this and the various mission
alternatives that may be'
 considered, are discussed in detail in Section
4.6.4.
Typical candidate arrays capable of meeting the lunar base requir4r;-
mentF, are shown in Figures 9.19 and 9. 20. The weights listed on
Figure 9.19 are for the solar array and support structure only and do
not include power conditioning, cabling, or batteries if required. The
total LEPEPS weights, together with costs are summarized in Table 4. 9
of Section 4.6.4. The lightest solar array capable of meeting the
Program V mission requirements was the oriented- skirted configuration
(4110 lbs). The flat array wast somewhat heavier (4980 lbs) and this
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s
weight did not include the required battery weight (600 Ibs). The le °.nto
array was the heaviest (5450 lbs for the 51 0 surface mounted case) but
weighed less than the flat array including batteries.
The selection of an optimum candidate array is contingent upon
many factors besides minimum weight. Of equal, if not greater
importance are such additional criteria as cost, reliability, storage
volume, and maintainability. Additional factors include the impact of
the array configuration on the ERPS weight and cost, and the overall
Program V mission costs. This would involve a highly complex mission
analysis and tradeoff study. Some of these factors were discussed in
Section 4, but a comprehensive assessment of the Program V mission
requirements was bevond the scope of this study. Hence, the candidate
array configurations shown in Figure 9. 20 represent only a first
approximation to arriving at an optimum :solution. However, despite
these limitations, it appears that if a non-articulated system was
desired, a leanto configuration would provide the best choice. On the0	 other hand, if the oriented-skirted configuration costs (non-recurring
and recurring), storage volume, reliability, and maintainability can
be made competitive with the leanto array, this concept would also
have to be given se rious consideration.
9.3 TOTAL AVAILABLE ENERGY COMPARISONS
The total available energy of solar array on the lunar surface is
reflected by,
Tr
Etot - f PO dt
	 (9.1)
0
c
This equation represents the area under the array performance curves
rl^;picted on Figures 9.1 to 9. 12. This available energy is totally usable
only in those unique cases where the power output profile and the load
profile are identical. However, for mission planning purposes, it is quite
often desirable to be able to estimate solar array area, weight, and cost
as a function of total mission energy requirements. The parametric data
on Figures 9. 21 to 9. 24 was prepared for this purpose. The data on
Figure 9.21 for non-insulated, single crystal silicon cells also indicates
that for a given total mission energy requirement,  the oriented- skirted
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a
iarray would require the least area. At an assumed constant unit cost
(i. e., $3000/ft 2), it would also be the least costly. However, the costs
associated with the development of automat',c array orientation mechanisms
or the operational costs associated with manual orientation would un-
doubtably negate this advantage. The flat array would be somewhat
lighter than the oriented- skirted configuration ( see Figure 9. 22), but
the weight saving would not be significant (less than 5 %). Similar data
is presented in Figures 9. 23 and 9. 24 for CdS thin film arrays. Finally,
a comparison was made for a total energy output of 15, 500 kw-hrs which
corresponds to the total unconditioned output energy required by the
Program V mission for one lunar day (45 kwe x 336 hrs = 15, 500 kw-hrs).
The results are shown on Figure 9. 25 for all three candidate configura-
tions (flat, leanto, oriented- skirted).
An additional factor which could effect the total available energy
from a solar array mounted on the lunar surface would be the surround-
ing terrain. For example, large boulders in the vicinity of the lunar
base could appreciably reduce the available sunlight time. If the lunar
base were located at the bottom of a large crater, the distance from
and height of the crater lip above the lunar base could also effect the
available sunlight time. The data presented in Figure 9. 26 indicates
the potential reduction in sunlight time as a function of obstacle height
and distance. The impact of these shadowing effects should be taken
into account by the solar array designer and mission planner during the
implementation phase of any lunar surface exploration program.
9.4 RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The nominal size of the modular solar array which would be used
to make up the larger candidate solar arrays for the Program V mission,
was selected as 2.5 kw. The reasons for selecting this module size
are discussed in Section 4. 7. During this study, the relative reliability
values for a 2.5 kw power level solar array, whose output voltage
ranges from 50 to 1000 volts have been considered for both single crystal
silicon and cadmium sulfide thin film celled arrays. The effect on
array reliability of circuits with and without shunt diodes was also
included. Array reliability predictions were based upon calculations
using existing TRW Systems Group solar array reliability computer
programs.
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Three array
	 ginterconnection configurations were considered and are
shown in Figure 9. 27.	 The interconnection configurations are designated
NP, for no parallel redundant interconnections; P, because of the use
of redundant_parallel interconnections with no shunt diodes; and P5, because
of the addition of shunt diodes to configuration P. 	 This analysis specific-
ally assumed that the interconnections could be schematically represented
as shown in Figure 9. 27. 	 The encircled connections are redundant, and
thus, if any one opens (such that the cross-wire is disconnected but not
the series wire), then no change in panel output occurs.
	 Hence, the
failure of the encircled interconnections was neglected in this analysis
Configuration (NP) is known to have the lowest reliability value of
the three cases and was eliminated from the analysis.
For configuration (P), it is a characteristic of the string that the
power loss depends approximately on the largest number of failed cells
in any one lattice.
	 Figure 9.28 is a typical non-dimensionalized I-V
curve for configuration (.P), degraded by string (X), lattice (Y), and
cell (Z), failures respectively. 	 It can be seen that the event with the
highest probability of occurrence -is for 2 cells to fail in the Group 1
category (curve 1;1).
Examples of various possible I-V curves for Configuration (P) are
shown in Figure: 9. 28.
	 They consist of groups of curves corresponding
to the following cases:
Group 0
No failure ( curve 0)
Group 1
These correspond to a case with at least one parallel group of cells
having one open-circuited cell and no other failures in the panel. 	 They
have been subdivided into eleven different curves because of the high
probability of occurrence of this group.	 Oxily eleven curves need be
considered because these are the only ones which each have a prob-
ability of occurrence equal to 0.00005 or greater. 	 These eleven curves
correspond to cases from Exactly one parallel group of cells with one
open-circuited cell (curve 1; 1), to exactly eleven parallel groups of cells
ON,t with one open-circuited cell in each group (curve 1; 11).
i;I
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Thece correspond to a case with ; :fit least one parallel group of cells
having two open- circuited cells and the remaining groups with less than
two open cells. They have been subdivided into only four different curves
because analysis indicated that only these groups had individual prob-
abilities of occurrence of 0.00005 or greater. These curves correspond
to four cases which each have exact'.q one parallel group of cells with two
open- circuited cells, and which
 individually have from exactly one paralle?
group with one open-circuited cell (curve 2; 1, 1) to exactly four parallel
groups with one open-circuited cell each ( curve 2; 4, 1).
The panel I-V curves shown in Figure 9.28 provide favorable results
(i. e. , not much potential output power is lost) because of the assumption
that solar cells in parallel with open - circuited cells will conduct heavily
after an avalanche breakdown voltage of about 35 volts has been exceeded.
If this breakdown voltage is actually lower, correspondingly less loss
of panel output power will occur. Loss of panel voltage at currents less
than 2 relative units for Group 1 and 1 relative unit for Group 2 are con-
sidered negligible for large numbers of cells pe r
 array.
The estimated probabilities of occurrence of the curves shown for
configuration ( P) are also tabulated in Figure 9.28,. 1, the load line
is a constant voltage at 4 relative voltage units, and if the definition
of failure is that failure has ocurred if output current falls below 2. 5
relative current units, then the reliability of configuration ( P) is as
indicated in T,.,ble 9.1.
TABLE 9.1 RELIABILITY OF CONFIGURATION P
Configuration CurvesroPvidingSuccessful Operation
Probability
of Occurrence
eliab^ ility = um oS
Probabilities
0 .0607
1; 1 ,1702
1; 2 .2382
P 1; 3 .2225 0.6918
2; 1, 1 .0001
2; 2, 1 .0001
D
s	 The reliability parameters common to each configuration are:
t = hours
q = cell reliability = e -Xt = 0 . 99982482
r = number of series-connected cells
s = number of parallel-connected cells
For configuration (P),
P = qrs
0	 _ ^!	 jP1; j = (^) [( 1^  ( 1 a q)qs ], [qs + ( s ) (1-q)qs-1 J
When P /(^) approaches 1, the foregoing can be treated as a
binumial and approximated by the Poisson distribution R, so that,
X = R = r (^ )(1, q)qs-1
C
	
	
l
Jand, e-R(R)j
pl; j =— j !----
(9. 2)
(9.3)
( r" 4)
(9.5)
e
The probability of exactly ( r - j l - j 2) rows with no cell failures,
and of exactly j l .. ows with one cell failure, and of exactly j 2 rows with
two cell failures is given by the following equation:
( r -j l - j 2 )	 jl	 j2.
	
r:	 s	 s	 s-1	 2 s-2
P2 ,' jl; j 2= r-j -^ ^_,__J_.r- q	 (1 )( 1 -q)Q	 (^(1-q) a	 (9. 6)
	
1 2
	 1 2
For configuration (PS), each cell failure results in the loss of only
that cell ' s incremental power. Therefore, I-V curves, for configuration
(PS) with a probability of occurrence of 0. 9995, lie so close to the non-
degraded curve, for the configuration ( P), i.e.; zero failures in the panel,
that they are assumed to be identical. The TRW Systems Group Reliabil-
ity Program indicates that with shunt: diodes ac°„°oss each of the lattices,
all configurations considered result in an a? ^ av reliability greater than
0. 999999, for an allowable power lost s^_
In this case, open shunt diodes ha8, - e no elect «-ical effect, and so can
be neglected. On the other havid, each sho •rte4 shunt diode will subtract
the voltage of one row of cells from, the panel ;voltage. Of course, a large
number of diodes will have to short in order, to amount to an appreciable
effect. The probability of exactly, x, out of, r, shunt dioc 'es shortie,
with the remaining ( r-x ) diodes either unfailed or open, is:
r	 x	 r-x
P = ^x) Pds (1 - Pda)
9-35
(9.7)
j Pl;j;0 Pl;j;1
1 0.17011 0.00003
2 0.23822 0.00008
3 0.22235 0.00012
4 0.15562 0.00011
5 0.08711 0.00008
6 0.04063 0.00004
7 0.01624 0.00002
8 0.00568 0.00001
9 , 0.00187 0.00000
10 0.00049 ---
11 0.00013 L ---
um '" 0.9384 0.0005
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where
Pds = ds (1 - e-^dt)	 (9.8)
d
and
X 	 Xdo + Xds	 (9. 9)
For the case where at least one row has a failed cell, but no rows
have more than one failed cell, which corresponds to the curves of
Group 1 in Figure 9. 28, properly functioning shunt diodes will move all
these curves so close to Curve (0), as to be indistinguishable from it.
However, an open shunt diode will cause some loss of output capability
if it occurs in the same row as an open cell, i, e„ , the panel output
characteristic would be essentially the same as Curve 1; 1 in Figure 9. 28.
The probability of an open failure of a diode is expressed key:
Pdo = Xdo (1-e -Xdt )	 .00017515	 (9.10)
X 
The probability of no open diode out of j diodes is ( - P do)^, Then the
probability of exactly j rows with one open cell, no other open cells,
and no open shunt diodes in the j rows with an open cell is :
P1; j; 0	 P1; j (1- Pdo) j 	 where j = 1, 2,	 n	 ( 9.11)
These values are tabulated in the middle column of Table9.2 below
for j between 1 and 11:
TABLE 9.2 - 'VALUES FOR EQUATION (9.11)
i
Similarly, the probabilities of exactly j rows with one open cell and
one open shunt diode in the j rows with an open cell is determined by:
P j; 1 = P 1;	 Pdo(1-PeO)j 1 where j = 1, 2, ... , n	 (9.12)
The calculations for this analysis were conservatively based on a
lunar surface mission of three years (26, 280 hours) duration with the
following assumptions: 9Failures /10(a) Fail , ­e rate (k) Hours
X	 = Cell Failure Rate (Open Circuits Only) =	 10
Xdo = Shunt Diode Open Circuit Failure Rate =	 30
Xds = Shunt Diode Short Circuit Failure Rate =	 70(b) Open circuit failure rates for silicon and thin film cells were
assumed to be identical.	 ( This is felt to be a conservative
assumption for thin films due to the nature of their design.)
(c) Both the silicon and thin film cells were assumed to always
fail open.	 (Actual primary failure mode data on thin film cells
is unavailable at this time.)
(d) The possibility of failure of the interconnections between parallel
cells is neglected in this analysis.
(e) It is assumed that the probability of shunt diode failure resulting
in significant array power loss is negligible.
(f) • Array reliability was to be expressed in terms of allowable array
power l =s.
Figures 9.29 to 9. 31 show the effect of array voltage on array re-
liability and allowable power loss at a given power level, based on the
above assumptions. It is evident from these curves that array relability
is much improved when low voltage, high current arrays are used.-.
Comparison of silicon and thin film array reliability in Figures 9.29
and 9. 30 indicates that array reliability for a given voltage configuration
is higher for the array (silicon) with the greater number of cells, when
percent allowable power loss is the basis of the comparison. This
indicates that even though the expected number of cell failures is greater
for silicon (14 cells for silicon vs 3.2 cells for , thin filml the percentage
of allowable array power loss per silicon cell failure results in higher
9-37
k
toverall array reliability. This is only true as long as cell failure rates
are identical for the two cell types and shunt diode protection is not used.
This represents a worst case assumption for thin film cells due to the
nature of their design.
With shunt diodes, the probabilities of occurrence of more than one
row with both an open cell and an open shunt diode is considered neglig-
ible:
As for shorted diodes, when some rows have single open cells, the
shorting of a diode in parallel with a row with an open cell wou'.,d cause
a negligible change in performance.
The last case considered was that corresponding to the case of more
than one open cell per row. The occurrence of a panel with two open
cells in the same row has a low probability of occurrence (0. 0004) as
noted on Figure 9.28. The probability of open diodes coinciding with
rows with open cells then becomes negligible. Therefore, all rows
with open cells are assumed to have properly functioning shunt diodes
which causes the panL4 I-V curve to be essentially indistinguishable
from the no failure case.
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10. POWER SYSTEM SYNTHESIS
10. i ALTERNATE POWER SYSTEMS SURVEY
At the inception of this study, the initial objective was to conduct
parametric analyses and tradeoff studies to permit selection of a Lunar
Equipment Prime Electrical Power System (LEPEPS) and a Secondary
Electrical Power System (SEPS). The LEPEPS was defined as the pri-
mary power source for tho ERPS and also was required to furnish elec-
trical power to the lunar base and energy depot establishment ( shelter
module and local extra-vehicular activities) following full deployment
of all mission related equipment. The power profile and requirements
for this system were previously described in Section 4. The SEPS was
required to provide general purpose AC power for the ERPS Regulation
and Control Subsystem and for the Telemetry Station System (TELSTATS),
any other special power requirements from the initial launch phase to
final system deployment (i. e. , system start-up) and for unique conditions
incurred by dormant or standby periods. However, during the early
phases of this study, it was requested by NASA/MSFC that the assess-
ment of the requirements for the SEPS be de-emphasized. As a result,
the main activity in support of the SEPS during this study consisted of
compiling the latest state-of-the-art performance data for various power
conversion systems which conceivably could be utilized for implementation
of a lunar surface exploration program in the 1972 to 1975 time period.
The system 3 briefly considered during this study consisted of:
• primary batteries
•	 secondary batteries
•	 fuel cells
• nuclear static systems
• nuclear dynamic systems
A description of the performance capabilities of these various
systems is provided in this section. An output power range of from 100 w
to 35 kwe was encompassed. Primary emphasis was placed on parameters
such as energy density (lb/kw) and power to volume ratio (watt/ cu. ft.),
and estimated life (hours) consistent with lunar environmental conditions.
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M i. i Primary Batteries
If total lunar surface mission energy requirements are modest
(i.e., 10 to 600 kw-hours), primary batteries constitute a very simple,
highly reliable approach to providing electrical power. Capable of oper-
ating both during the lunar day and lunar night, they permit maximum
operational flexibility. However, currently achievable energy densities
are in the range of only 10 to 20 percent of theoretical values. Hence,
even for these comparatively low energy requirement missions, systems
employing primary batteries are quite heavy.
Characteristics of the most commonly used primary batteries are
shown in Table 10. 1. The energy density range varies from 20 to 90
watt-hours/lb. and is highly dependent upon the rate of discharge. In
addition, the useful operating temperature range of the battery is also
fairly sensitive to this parameter. Progress in improving energy density
has been extremely meager despite considerable research and develop-
ment effort on the part of various government agencies and private
industry. This is reflected in the estimates of projected future perfor-
mance as given in Table W. 2. In fact, the prediction of achieving an
energy density of 120 watt-hours/lb. for the magnesium-organic battery
cell by 1975 is highly optimistic. Recent contracted government research
for the development of high energy density batteries of at least 200 watt-
hours/lb. has produced disappointing results. For the Program V 17 ,nar
surface exploration mission defined for this study, primary battery energy
densities projected to the early 1970's appear to be in the region of 80
watt-hours/lb. However, it should be noted that the energy densities
quoted in Tables W. 1 and W. 2 are on a unit cell basis. For a complete
battery system, the overall energy densities vary from 0. 7 to 0.9 of
these values depending upon packaging requirements. Based upon the
current state -of- the-art of battery technology, it would appear that for
emergency back-up power in the 100 to 500 watt range, a reserve type
(electrolyte stored in separate compartment until ready for use) silver-
zinc battery would be the most attractive candidate. These batteries
could be manually or remotely activated.
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10. 1. 2 Secondary Batteries
Secondary batteries being rechargeable have broader applicability
than primary batteries. For commercial and industrial applications, the
lead-acid battery has by far the most widespread usage, despite its low
energy per unit weight and limited cycle life. Low unit cost and ready
availability are the key factors. More recently, newer types of secondary
batteries are being utilized that are lighter, can be cycled many more
times than lead-acid types, and caa be sealed. Costs of these types are
much greater than for a corresponding capacity in a lead-acid battery.
Because of the cost, present applications are in the defense and space
areas with commercial use limited t` those applications where energy
requirements are low, as in rechargeable flashlights, electric tooth
brushes, hearing aids, transistor pocket radios, etc.
Three types of secondary batteries are currently in widest use.
These are the nickel-cadmium, silver-cadmium and silver-zinc batteries
which are named in the order of the most advanced state of development,
largest area of application, and lowest energy density. Use of all three
types can be expected to increase sharply over the next ten years as costs
are reduced.
An important factor in the use of secondary batteries is the number
of charge-discharge cycles the battery will take before failure. Figure
10. 1 shows the projected energy density for the 3 kinds of battery cells
listed above. These energy densities are based on a 100 percent depth
of discharge. The charge efficiencies shown on this figure are based on
power available at the battery terminals and does not include any losses
associated with the charge control system. Figure 10.2 depicts the pro-
jected cycle life for these same three types of battery cells at 25 percent
depth of discharge based on Earth orbital experience (100 minute orbit).
Note that although the watt-hours per pound (delivered during any one
discharge half - cycle) by the nickel-cadmium battery is considerably less
than that for silver-zinc batteries, the longer cycle life of the former
more than compensates for this factor on longer missions. The silver-
zinc system is theoretically capable of a longer cycle life than is pres-
entl realized but this technology a has not been surmounted b cury	 ,	 g p	 y	 rent
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battery cell research and development work, despite intensive efforts by
both government and industry.
As with primary batteries, most support for new developments in
secondary batteries is provided by government sources. A large portion
of this development effort is directed towards improvement of the three
main types discussed. In addition, a small but concentrated effort is
going onto investigate very high energy density secondary systems (over
100 w-hr/lb actual outputs). Current status of this work indicates that
a major breakthrough would be necessary in order to seriously considex
these advanced secondary batteries for the proposed lunar application.
It is also very doubtful that sufficient reliability data will have been ob-
tained by the early 1970's to permit their use on man-rated systems.
In summary, the maximum available energy densities for batteries
that could be realized in the early 1970's from primary cells is 80 w-hr/lb
and 60 w-hr/lb for secondary systems based on a 100 percent depth of
discharge.
10. 1. 3 Fuel Cells
The fuel cell system converts chemical energy into electrical energy
using techniques that avoid the thermodynamic limitations on efficiency
imposed by the Carnot cycle. The principles involved have been known
for over a century. However, because of economic considerations and
other factors, the fuel cell had received "limited development emphasis
until the 1950's. In the 1950's, a resurgence of fuel cell research and
development occurred,, prompted primarily by the need for lightweight,
auxiliary power in space systems. Because of the potential space appli-
cation for the fuel cell, the major portion of development costs have been
borne by government agencies. This effort has resulted in development
of highly reliable and space proven hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells by three
major companies (Pratt and Whitney, General Electric and Allis-Chal-
mers). Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells were used on the Gemini program
and are continuing to be used in the Apollo and Apollo Applications pro-
grams. The current work on this system is directed toward reduced
specific reactant consumption (lb/kw-hr), increased energy density
(w-hr/lb), further improvement in reliability, reduction of parasitic
power requirements (pumps, etc. , for cooling and water removal),
reduction of temperature difference between fuel cell and spacecraft
radiator and increased cell life.
	 Recent work has demonstrated the
feasibility of electrolytically regenerative H 2 -02 fuel cells.	 The current
state-of-the-art indicates that an energy density of 15 w-hr/1b is achiev-
able and 25 w-hr/lb is a possibility for the near future.
	 Because of its
present low energy density, the regenerative fuel cell does not appear to
be practical for use on the Program V mission of this study.
	 In addition,
it is doubtful if sufficient reliability of the system can be demonstrated by
the mid 19701x.
A considerable amount of current research and development work
has been directed toward the hydrocarbon-air fuel cell, primarily because
of the ready availability of inexpensive hydrocarbon fuels such as gaso-
line, kerosene, jet fuel and diesel fuel.
	 To date, no reliable hydrocarbon-
air system has been demonstrated.
	 Even if a breakthrough did occur,
lunar applications for hydrocarbon-air fuel cells would be impractical
.z~
as the reconstitution of the hydrocarbon fuel would be impractical, if not
impossible.
	 This would mean logistic transportation of fuel for this
system Vnich, at ,$10, 000/lb, would prove to be very costly.
In general, the current state-of-the-art of the H 2 -0 2
 fuel cell is in
the range of i to 5 kw and a specific weight of from 50 to 75 lbs/kw.
	 The
efficiency varies between 50 and 60 percent.
	 The specific fuel consump-
tion is between 0.79 and 0.91 lbs/kw at rated power, and the cell life is
in the range of 2000 to 2500 hours.
	 Specific performance capabilities
for three H 2 -02 fuel cells are presented in Table W. 3.
	 The data for the
"present" Pratt and Whitney fuel cell applies to their PC3A-2 (Apollo)
fuel cell.
	 The "projected 1969" ratings are for the PC3A-4 (MOL) fuel
	 711
cell.
	 By the mid 1970 1 s, it appears that extension of cell life to 4500
hours, reduction of parasitic power requirements to less than 4 percent,
and the realization of 20 lbs/kw or less is possible.
	 It should be pointed
out that in order to achieve some of these improvements, tradeoffs with
other parameters may have to be considered.
	 For example, longer cell
life may only be realized by an increase in the weight, , to-power ratio or
the net specific reactant consumption.
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Figures 10. 3 0 10.4 and 10.5 present recent performance character-
istic curves for the Allis-Chalmers fuel cell. Figure 10. 3 shows the
reactant consumption-power relationship; Figure 10.4 the waste heat-
power relationship; and Figure 10. 5, the voltage-power relationship.
Figure 10.6 shows the effect of the parasitic power requireme nt on
specific fuel consumption for various power levels for the General
Electric fuel cells. Figure 10.7 shows the waste heat rejection for the
present PC3A-2 (Apollo) and estimated heat rejection for the PCA3-5
(AAP) Pratt and Whitney fuel cells.
10.1.4 Nuclear Static Systems
Radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) systems have been
considered only for the dormant periods of the Program V mission to
provide power to the base when in a standby condition. No detailed trade-
off studies with other systems (i.e., primary and secondary batteries)
were made during this study phase. However, during the next study phase
it is recommended that a tradeoff study be conducted, when a better
definition of secondary power requirements for emergency back-up,
portable tools instrumentation telemetry, and anP	 Y^	 Y other base dormant
period power is available. Table 10.4 and Figure 10.8 present some of
the performance data and availability dates for some, of these systems.
Most of these systems are in the 50 to 500 watt range. A 20 kwe nuclear-
static, thermal reactor/ thermoelectric system (Reference 10.8)
has been included because it is in the range of the ERPS power require-
ments. A preliminary review has indicated this system (including shield-
ing) weighs approximately 26000 pounds (Reference 10. 9) not
including reactants and tankage for fuel cell-powered lunar surface
vehicles. If the latter items are included, a total weight of 29000 lbs
results. A comparison between this system and the solar array/fuel cell/
ERPS is discussed in Section 4. 6 of this report.
10.1.5 Nuclear Dynamic Systems
Although the scope of this study did not encompass a review of
these systems, which are in general beyond the power range required
for the emergency or dormant period of operation, they are included
here for possible future reference. Performance data for the SNAP 2
and SNAP 8 using a thermal reactor and mercury Rankine cycle, are
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REACTOR SYSTEM
SOLAR CELLS SINGLE
CRYSTAL Si	 BRAYTON CYCLE/
ISOTOPE SYS`iEM
(PU 238)
) 	 RANKINE (HG OR ORGANIC)
_.
— ___,_,jCYCLF/ISOTOPE SYSTEt",(PU 238)
THERMOELECTRIC/
REACTOR SYSTEM (SNAP 10A)
THERMOELECTRIC/
ISOTOOE SYSTEM (SNAP 19,27,29-PU 238)
RECHARGEABLE FIVE YEAR BATTERIES
SOLAR CELLS	 (16 WATT-MRS/1.8)
SINGLE CRYSTAL Si
	 1 YEAR FUEL CELLS
(20 LBS/KW, SFC = 0.8 LB/KWH)
2500 HOUR FUEL CELL
100 LBS/KW, SFC = 0.85 LB/KWH
66	 68	 70	 72	 74	 76	 78	 80	 82'
YEAR
Figure10.8 Estimated Date of Development Technology Completion
	 1
(Reference 10.1)
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presented in Table 10. 5. Other systems including the Brayton, Organic
and Feher cycles are shown in Figure 10.8. Figure 10.8 indicates that
flight readiness of the isotope-powered Rankine (Hg or Organic) cycle
systems will not occur earlier than 1 0`5. While it is known that no major
development effort is currently being funded for these systems, it is
felt ihar it sufficient funding were provided, the 1975 availability date
could be met. The Brayton, Organic-Rankine and Feher supercritical
cycles, although having less technological development than the Hg
Rankine cycle, have various distinct advantages over the Hg Rankine
cycle and these systems should be evaluated during future studies. No
tradeoff studies of the nuclear dynamic systems were made during this
study phase.
10.2 REQUIREMENTS AND A SUMPTIONS
10. 2. 1 General
The requirements which w,;^re used as a basis for defining the power
system (LLPEPS) are discusso-d in Sections 4 and 5. The electrical
requirements were established, by Reference 4. 2 and the environmental
requirements were based upon the data presented in Section 5.
The electrical requirements as outlined in Reference 4. 2 provided
load profiles, voltage levels, and power conditioning criteria. Howo 'n'^x
a considerable number,, of items required as inputs for full design con-
sideration were omitted since this information was not available during
this study phase. Wherever necessary judicious assumptions were
made and identified. A more detailed assessment of these requirements
can only be made after ? comprehensive systems integration study ha
been conducted, since the Lunar Equipment Prime Electrical Systerry
(LEPFPS) has to interact with the ERPS, SEPS, and the shelter require-
ments. Hence, the definition of the LEPEPS and the related Design
Requirements Document must be viewed as preliminary information
during this study phase.
The form and flexibility of the load requirements (e.g., ERPS) can
make a considerable difference to the power distribution method chosen,
the overall efficiency, and other system characteristics. For example,
if due to a choice of load in.,ut voltages the distribution efficiency were
to fall from 80 percent to 60 percent, the solar array weight would have
10-18
Table 10.5 Comparison of Nuclear Reactor - Dynamic Systems
(Reference 10. 5 )
d
SNAP 2 SNAP 8
Power (KWe) 3 35
Power (KWd 50 600
Reactor U-ZrH Thermal U-ZrH	 Therx x
Power Conversion Hg Rankine Hg Rankine
System Unshielded Weight (lbs) 1200 4575
Specific Weight (1bs /KWe) 400", 120-140-,
Radiator A.rF=a (sq.
	 ft.) 120 1400-1800
Availability 1975 1975
'Based, on unshielded weights
F
3
6 months.
to be increased more than 30 percent to provide the necessary power.
This is only an illustration of the importance of choosing the optimum
load voltages and other desired characteristics. The subject is treated
extensively in a TRW Systems report on satellite power systems ( Refer-
ence 10.13), which is applicable to this study.
10.2. 2 Electrical Power Requirement s
Table 10.6 lists the electrical power requirements used to arrive
at the LEPEPS conceptual design.
Table 10.6 Load Electrical Power Requi rements (Reference 4. 2)
Item Power, Kilowatts Voltage &Regulation
Electrolysis 19.5 + 0.5 195 + 5 vdc
Liquefaction 12.2 + 0.5 440 + 20 vac,
(400+1 Hertz &3^)
Transfer and Circ.
Pumps 1.4 + 0.1 28 + 2 vdc
Shelter* 3.0 + 0.2 28 + 2 vdc
Total 36 . 1 + 1. 3 kw
*Added
It was assumed that the 3-phase ac power required for the liquefaction
process is ' -,4 L-e square wave form. It was also assumed that the solar
array would provide the required power continuously during each manned
lunar daytime period. During the lunar night the base power would be
supplied by fuel cells. The power to be supplied during the unmanned
lunar daytime period will be limited to the time period regt: red to process
the reduced quantity of reactants ( see Discussion in Section 4. 6). The
baseline power profile to be used for the LEPEPS is shown in Figure
10.9a. Other permissible profiles considered are shown in Figures 10.9b
and 10. 9c. In all cases, 1150 kg of reactants was to be produced during
each manned lunar day.
The power requirements correspond to Program V, which is a
3-man mission of one year duration, where the base is unattended for
3
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C
26.2
2.4 KG/HR
1150 KG REACTANTS
'0No allowance was made in the above requirements for instrumentation,
telemetry, communications or emergency standby power. It was assumed
that emergency power would be provided by high energy density Ag-Zn
storage batteries, or fuel cells ., as required.
It should also be noted that the Table 10.6 power requirements
are as delivered to the loads. All distribution and conditioning losses
have to be added before the minimum solar array power can be computed.
10. 2. 3 Environmental Requirements
It was decided during this study that no power conditioning and
control equipment would be located in the ERPS module or the shelter
based upon the conservative assumption that no space would be available.
As a consequence, the effects of the lunar environment were applied to
all elements of the power system and the impact on performance and
weight assessed.
The applicable lunar environment is as given by data in Section 5.
For the purpose of this study, the significant areas of concern were:
(a) Atmospheric pressure
(b) Solar thermal radiation inputs
(c) Lunar surface temperature and thermal radiation characteristics
(d) • Particulate radiation
(e) Micrometeoroid bombs -dment
Table 10. 7 lists the environment levels used and comments on some
aspects of them. The lunar surface material was assumed to be therm-
ally insulating and. of low electrical conductivity.
10.2.4 Other Requirements
Additional factors which were -1so considered were:
(a) Handling size, shape, and weight
(b) Design complexity (accessibility of controls)
(c) Surface (i. e., handling) temperature
(d) Monitoring of controls
(e) Ease of repair and replacement
(f) Safety
Various aspects of these basic requirements were reviewed in this
study. However, a detailed evaluation of these factors and their impact
on the final LEPEPS design were beyond the scope of this study.
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10.3 CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
10. 3.1 Basic Functional Power System Configuration
Figure 10.10 shows the three generalized system concepts used.
From these three basic concepts, the functional system configurations
were evolved. The functional system configurations were then used
as a basis for a specific system design selection.
In Figure 10. 10, Concept No. 1 depicts an unregulated do bus. The
array voltage responds directly to the load, except for a possible voltage
limiting function. The line regulation and power conditioning equipment
supplies the regulated outputs for the various loads. The unregulated bus
can also supply certain loads, such as heaters and switches directly.
Concept No. 2 uses a regulator for the solar array to provide a regulated
do bus for distribution. An example of this would be in the use of the
array regulator as a maximum power tracker for optimum power output
utilization. Unregulated power conditioners convert and invert as required
'Co provide the load outputs.
Concept No. 3 is much the same as Concept No. 2, except for use
of a main inverter immediately after the array regulator producing a
regulated ac bus. The power conditioning system would then transform,
rectify, and convert as required for the load outputs.
The relative rigidity of the load voltage and regulation requirements
led to a restricted number of configurations possible based on the three
generalized system concepts shown in Figure 10.10. The resulting
functional configurations are presented in Figures 10.11 and 10.12. In
general, the method of approach followed that used in recent TRW Systems
study conducted for JPL (Reference 10.14). Each configuration was
evaluated in sufficient depth to permit a final selection but a detailed
system trade-off and optimization was not conducted. The basis for the
configuration choice was as follows:
10. 3. 2 Candidate Configuration Selection
10. 3. 2. 1 Description of Candidate Configurations ( Figures 10.11 & 10.12)
(a) Configuration la: In configurations la, the main bus voltage 	 1
is completely unregulated. A shunt voltage limiter prevents
array overvoltage from occurring. Each user of a regulated
output has its own regulator. W Zere the load voltage differs
10-24
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.1greatly from the nominal bus voltage, a converter may also be
required. Any unregulated load voltage requirements can come:
directly off the bus.
The scheme is flexible insofar as an unlimited number of regu-
lator-converters can be added to the bus and the degree of
regulation m;,, r1,e to vary according to individual needs. However,
a multiple number of regulators for a given total load power
tends to decrease overall system distribution efficiency as
compared with one or two regulator-converters.
(b) Configuration
 
lb: This configuration differs from la, in that a
single regulator is used for the regulated do loads. As doted
earlier, this would tend to be more efficient than la, because
the regulators used are fewer in number and relatively larger
in power handling capacity.
For both configurations, la and lb, the regulators used may
be boost, buck, or even buck-boost types, depending on the
nominal unregulated distribution bus voltage.
(c) Configuration 2a: This corresponds to system concept No. 2.
In this configuration, the array voltage is regulated by a series
regulator which can be fixed at any appr(-,pkiate level.
For a varying load profile, particularly one which approximately
followed the maximum array output capability; a maximum
power tracker type of device would be in order. This concept
is currently being developed at TRW Systems for applications
where it is desired to maximize solar array utilization. For
a fixed level of output power such as given by the reference
load profile, the concept of a maximum power tracker is not
applicable.
The main advantage of configuration 2a appears to be in the
consolidating of all regulators into one with a. probable gain
in efficiency. Converters and inverters would be used where
necessary for required output voltages.
10-28
.x
a:
t'. configurationthe solar a r ra voltage(d) Configuration 3a I._^ 	 3a,	 y	
AA
is first regulated and then inverted so that the output is at some
optimum ac voltage and frequency for distribution. ': lae outputs
are transformed and rectified as needed for user regcd rements.
In this case, they would be transformed and rectified to produce
28 vdc and 200 vdc. Depend-.ng on the distribution frequency
and voltage, a converter (ac) may or may not be used for the
440 vac load.
A basic advantage here is similar to configuration la, in that
the distribution scheme is relatively flexible. It allows for
the addition of an unlimited number of T/R ' s (Transformer-
Rectifiers) or converters. The efficiency disadvantage accruing
as a result of a large number of T/R's is also similar to that
of la. Regulated high voltage ac has attraction for distribution
of large amounts of power over relatively long distances. For
the application considered in this study, the cable distances
ff It	 were expected to be relatively short, nullifying this particular
advantage. Nevertheless, an ac distribution system has merit
and should be considered in future applications.
10. 3. 2. 2 Candidate LEPEPS Configuration
Configuration lb was chosen as representing a desirable design
compromise between the performance extremes of configurations la and
2a. The ac distribution system was discarded because any advantages
it might possess over a do distribution were not readily apparent. Since
the do load requirements accounted for approximately two thirds of the
load power, with 55 percent of the total at one voltage (19--5 vdc), a design
selection was made in favor of the do distrih, ,ition system. It also
appeared that a distribution voltage in the range of 200 to 300 vdc would
result in a region where power conversion efficiency and hence system
weight would remain very nearly optimal.
Configuration lb was therefore chosen and used as the basis for con-
tinuing study. In order to more fully examine and us- this configuration
for estimates of system weight, efficiency, etc., a discussion of relevant
unit parametric data wap felt to be in order. This area is covered in
Section 10. 4, which follows.
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10.4 POWER. CONDITIONING AND DISTRIBUTION DATA
10.4.1 Cabling
The system electrical power losses are made up of line (cable) losses
and power conditioning regulation and conversion losses. Cabling losses
and characteristics are now discussed. For the reference configuration
shown in Figure 10. 11 (configuration lb), connecting cables consist of
_	 lines from each 2. 5 kw array to a central connecting point, a main series
bus to the main power conditioning, and any distribution lines such as
from the main power conditioning to the shelter. The total line loss,
P
line, 
is a function of line length, ?.ne resistance, line voltage, and total
power transmitted.  O r stated another way;
Pline - jg L, R, E, P o)	 (10.1)
The line resistance, R, is a function of cross sc,ction and temperature as
well as length.
It was decided to use No. 20 AWG: p opper stranded wire as a building
block. A previous TRW stue.y (Reference 10.15) concerned with lunar
operations recommended the adoption of Kapton ( 11H11 Fi i -L) as a wir , in-
sulation for the hard vacuum of the moon and temperature extremes that
may be encountered can the Moon. The operating range used as a refer-
ence was -50°C to +150"C.
The resistance of No. 20 A WG wi re is 10 ohms /1000 ft at a temper-
at-tire of 25°C. The weight of the wire including insulation is 4. 5 pounds
per 1000 ft.
Before calculating line losses versus voltage, it was necessary
first to establish a line voltage range. After some consideration of
extremely high voltage ranges (e. g. , > 1000 vdc), it was decided arbi-
trarily to restrict the rang- to 500 vdc maximum. The question of higb.
voltage breakdown at low gas pressures came up for examination. The
Ireakdown voltage for air reaches a minimum in the vicinity of 2 or 3
mm Hg absolute pressure and then increases steadily with decreasing
pressure. This is in accordance with the idea that the dielectric strength
(volts/mil) of empty space is theoretically infinite. Since the lunar
atmosphere was taken to be 10 13 times that of Earth at sea level, the
breakdown voltage is expected to be above 500 vdc, in accordance with
10•:30
_f
ru+^ors.,q shTk a	 a y ITr ,xyv.w
Paschen's Law (Reference 10.16 ), which relates voltage breakdown to the
gas pressure differential.
Bundles of 3 parallel No. 20 wires (3 positive and 3 return), 6 par-
allel and 12 parallel wires were postulated for comparison of IR drop and
power loss. Figure W. 13 shows the voltage drop per 100 ft of dine for
3, 6 and 12 wires at a line temperature, T, of + 250C and 2. 5 kw trans -
mitted power. It is apparent that 50 volts is an effective cutoff point for
the 3 and 6 wire case, since the line voltage drop, AV, increases and
becomes asymptotic near 50 vdc. For i2 parallel wires, it is somewhat
better, but the voltage drop approaches 10 volts per 100 ft at 50 vdc. At
500 vdc and above, the curve is almost horizontal and the other asymptote
is approached. The top cutoff point establishing the range is then 500 vdc.
When the power, loss for 2.5 kw transmission is plotted versus line
voltage, E, the hyperbolic nature of toe curve is shown. Figure 10. 14
shows the plot of
e
i
0
P =I2R, = 2.5x10' ] Z RA	 T	 E	 T
for paralleled No. 20 A W G wire.
(10.2)
The equation is of the form Y = C X' 2 which is an equilateral hyper-
bola having asymtotes at 50, 75 and 100 volts and P A = 15, 10 ;a.nd 3 watts,
approximately. In order to make this information more useful, the power
loss, PA , was computed for 'N' arrays in parallel, for several wire com-
binations and for E _ 50 to 500 volts.
It
The ef4uation used was
3 2
	 P
Pline A = 2.5 x 10
	 R, T x LA
 x 2 ^ watts
where
P	 = Total power loss in parallel lines from arrline, A	 collection point; watts
*T
	= Line resistance, Ohm/ 100 ft at T = 250C
LA	 = Line length = 100 ft
PO	 = Total arra, 1, power required, kilowatts
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The results are shown in Figures 10. 15, 10. 16 and 10.17.
	 'a
Power loss for the main connecting bus was similarly computed using
data for No. 2 AWG copper wire as the reference. At a :fixed weight of
20 pounds/100 ft and R  = 0. 016 ohms /100 ft, the power loss versus
power transmitted was calculated for line voltages (E) from 50 vdc to
500 vdc. The result is shown in Figure 10.18.
Table 10. 8 shows estimated total connector weights f or various
power levels. The c.,._i; actor weights are ca) al.ated by allowing 0.20
dry.	 pound per connector for E = 100 vdc, 0.10 pound/connector for E = 200
to 500 vdc, and 0.40 pound/connector for E = 50 vdc. The total number
of arrays used multiplied by the given weight per connector gives the
total connector weight.'
10.4. 2 Voltage Regulators
The candidate configuration employs an unregulated bus. Therefore,
for the regulated lords, line regulators are needed. These functions
can be incorporated in the inverters or converters. However, they may
also be treated separately or combined for higher efficiency and reli,
ability.
The line regulator function can be buck, boost, or the buck-boost
type, depending on the unregulated bus voltage range and the desired out-
put voltage regulation. The boost and buck-boost regulators require
pulse-width modulation techniques in order to provide a regulated output
voltage higher than the input voltage. A bucking regulator could be either
a pulse-width modulated or a dissipative type. However, because of the
serious efficiency penalties 1- the system if the ratio of input to output
voltage is large, dissipative, z ogulators were not investigated further.
An additional reason for rejr-cting dissipative regulators is the thermal
requirement and resultant heat sink weight for use on the lunar surface.
Predicted efficiencies and weights for pulse-width modulated (PWM)
boost and buck line regulators are shown in Figures 10.19 and 10.20.
The graphs are a result of extrapolation of data for line regulators as N
found by previous TRW Systems study (Reference 10.14). Standby redund-
ant configurations only are plotted. However, baseline weights would be
	 G
about half that shown while efficiency would be slightly higher for the bale-
line regulators. Although weights for a buck-boost regulator are not plotted,
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z
they may be estimated as being 60 to 80 percent heavier than a bucking
regulator. The efficiencies of a buck-boost may ':)e taken as being the
same as for a bucking regulator.
For both Figures 10. 19 and 0. 20, the data is given for an assumed
30 vdc input nominal. For assumptions of a different nominal input, the
weight and efficiency should be modified by a correction factor which is
given in Section 10.4.5. The plot of weight versus power for line regu-
lators is assumed to fellow an approximate form of,
W T = C P K	 (10.4)
where W T = Weight, pounds
C	 = Constant
P	 = Power Output, watts
K	 = Exponential Factor
The factor, K, varies with the frequency and the constant, C, used,
The values used were:
	
lorlb
PWM Bucking Reg.; W T ^- 0. 33 P0.63
PWM Boost Reg.;	 W T = 0. 13 P0, 64
The switching frequency of the regulator circuits is 6 KHz. It
was found that this produces the maximum efficiency while minimizing
the weight.
It is believed that the weight and efficiency predictions are relatively
conservative.
10.4.3 DC to DC Converters
For line regulators, a, voltage ratio, o- of 2 for a PWM buckingbout
regulator or 0.5 for a PWM boost regulator, effectively marks the gen-
erally accepted limits of operation. Beyond these limits, operating
efficiencies tend to fall off very rapidly. Consequently, for larger (or
Y
smaller for boost) ratios, converters are used whenever the efficiency
tradeoff point is passed.
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A block diagram of a typical unregulated do-dc converter is illus-
trated in Figure 10. 21. A square wave inverter (SW1) converter type
was assumed. This is not necessarily the optimum type. However,
it is a configuration whose characteristics are well known. Analysis
of actual requirements might very well lead to the choice of another
type of converter such as an Energy Storage Converter (ES) or a Push
Pull (ES) type. These types are described fully in a previous TRW
Systems study of satellite power systems conducted for NASA C; oadard
SFC (Reference 10.13) and also in a current TRW System study on
Aerospace Power Conditioning (Reference 10.17). The theory and
operation of these converters are discussed in these references.
Figure 10.21 Block Diagram Unregulated DC -DC-0 Converter
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Figures 10, 22 and 10.23 illustrate the estimated weight and conversion
efficiency for redundant do-dc converters. The figures include unregu-
lated converters and pre-regulated converter combinations. As for the
line regulators, the converter weights and efficiency are the result of
extrapolations of previously calculated data. In general, the results
are considered to be conservative. The data should be modified for
P	 other than the 30 vdc nominal input on which it was based.
10.4.4 DC-AC Inverters
Figures 10.24 and 10.25 show the weight and efficiency versus power
output for 3 phase, 400 Hz, square wave inverters utilizing standby-
redundant channels. The data is extrapolated and is based on 30 vdc
nominal input. To provide for maximum utilization, combined forms of
pre- regulator, converter and inverter are shown.
10.4.5 Correction Factors
Assuming fixed switching frequency (6 KHz), one of the larger
remaining correction factors for weight and efficiency for regulators,
converters and inverters, depends on the nominal input voltage.
Figure 10.26 illustrates the correction factors for weight and efficiency.
Whereas the efficiency is estimated to increase very little, the projected
design weight is expected to be greatly affected by a significant change
in the design nominal input voltage. The weight is expected to decrease
steadily, reaching a minimum in the vicinity of 300 vdc input. Above
this voltage an increase in output filter weights and other components
is expected to cause an upturn. Since the above is intended to apply
to high power (>1 Kw) level conditioning systems, where limited data
exists, the predicted weights would have to be confirmed by future
development tests.
Figure 10.27 shows the correction factor to be applied for power
loss and voltage drop when the condu,;tor cable temperature is varied
above and below 250C. The plot Is based on the use of the formula for
the resistance of standard annealed copper as a function of temperature,
as riven by the followinLy relationshiu:
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where T2 is the desired conductor temperature, in 0Q and R  is the
conductor resistance at a temperature of 25 0C, and R2 is the conductor
resistance at temperature T2 . Since both the power loss (I 2R) and volt-
age drop (IR) are directly proportional to the conductor resistance, the
correction factor "F"formula becomes:
6
F = R2 _ 234.5 + T2	 (10.6)
234.5 + 25
The correction factor applies to Figures 10.13 through 10.18 when the
conductor temperature is other than 250C.
10. 5 General System Considerations
10.5.1 Weight Tradeoffs
Figure 10. 28 is an illustration of a possible layout for the candidate
system, configuration lb. For the configuration shown, the total system
weight (W total )  comprises the weights of all power conditioning, distri-
bution cabling and connectors, and the solar arrays. In a detail design,
this would also have to include the weights of instrumentation, circuit
protection thermal blocks, power switches, isolation components and
possible manual type controls. Emergency operation requirements may
also add to components and weight required using batteries, etc. It
should be noted that the system weights given in this study were limited
to the major LEPFIPS components. For this analysis, these additional
elements were not included but it is not anticipated that their inclusion
would have any major impact on the results of this sf udy.
The total system weight (W tot ), with the exclusions noted above,
can be taken as;
Wtotal = Wtsa + Wt cab + Wt PC , pounds	 (10.7)
where,
Wtsa = Weight of solar array
Wt cabWeight of cabling
Wt PC = Weight of power conditioning
10.5.1.1 Solar Array
In general, the solar array weight is a function of various design
considerations, fixed and variable, and the minimum output power re-
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rquired. This may be expressed as:
Wtsa = f (D, P0 )
	
( pounds)	 (10.8)
where,
D	 = array design considerations and factors
PO = minimum output power required
At this point, f (D) may be regarded as a constant, A, for a given design
and we are left with PO . PO in turn is a function of load power, P0,
and system distribution efficiency, 11 . This may be expressed as:
PO = f(Po, n) = Po	 (10.91
TI
Again PO may be considered as fixed at, say, 36.1 Kw, the reference
load. This leaves the system distribution efficiency, n , which consists
of the conversion efficiency of the power conditioning system and the
line losses: 'Thus,
TI	
= r'' pc x n line	 (10.10
Substituting in Equation 10. 8, we determine the weight of the solar array,
Wt sa as,
Wtsa = A x p°	 (10.11)
Rpc 
x 
aline
where,
A	 = Solar array design constant, pounds per kilowatt
PO	 = Required load power, kilowatts
TI	 = Power conditioning conversion efficiency,Pc percent
n	 = Line distribution efficiency, percent
line
If either the equivalent power conditioning efficiency or line distribution
efficiency is lowered, the required array power, Po , will be raised
thus increasing the array weight.
	
Obviously, a high system distribution fH
efficiency is desired to minimize solar array weight.
10.5.1.2	 Cable Weight
The cable weight (Wtcab) is dependent on the cable sizes chosen
and the total length employed.
	
The cable size chosen is related to the
line losses assumed as well as handling considerations, whereas the
total length is related to the layout configuration employed and the total
power to be transmitted. 	 Figures 10.13 through 10.18 were employed in
the choice of a particular line size.
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In choosing a line size for a given length, the incremental increase in
solar array weight resulting from line losses must be considered, For
example, given P o = 20 Kw, La
 ( see Figure 10. 27) = 100 ft, and E = 200 vdc,
if a 21. 6 pound line weight is chosen ( see Figure 10. 15), the estimated
x
	
	 line losses are about 820 watts. If a 43 . 2 pound line weight is selected,
the loss is halved to 410 watts ( see Figure 10.16). In this case, 410 watts
`
	
	 of array power has been traded for 21. 6 pounds of increased cable weight.
If the array specific weight is 100 lb /Kw or greater, the decrease in
required array weight is at least 41 pounds. Therefore, the system weight
tradeoff gain was at least 41-21 or 20 pounds. To the extent that the array
specific weight or design constant, A, in equation 10.11 is greater than
100 lb /kw, the magnitude of the weight saving increases.
In general, it is true that for low line voltages (< 200 vdc), a small
decrease in cable weight is usually more than offset by an increase in
array weight. For any given length, power requirement,- and line voltage,
there is a line size which minimizes line losses so that
t A Wt cab= + A Wtsa	 a
where,	 t A = increasing weight increments
+ 0 = decreasing weight increments
This point is reached only after iteration for any given design. Because
of the number of variables (e.g., length, resistivity, line voltage, power
transmitted, temperature), it is not generally obvious as to which line
size should be used for any given power level or configuration without
extensive computations.
10. S. 1. 3 Power Conditioning Weight (Wt PC)
t
The power conditioning weight is a function of the power processed,
the input and output voltages, and the number of outputs required. The
foregoing assumes a constant range of acceptable temperatures, duty
cycles, and redundancy. The predicted weights are shown in Figures
10. 20, 10.22 and 10. 24, for the types of power conditioning assumed
for the candidate configuration.
The power processed, Pp, is not necessarily the same as Po, the
total load power, or P o , the array output power. It depends on where
the particular unit is placed in the configuration. In general, the power
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processed, PP , will equal the fraction of load power it has to deliver
plus line losses between the load and the unit. To this it has to add its
own losses. Or stated another way,
(10.12)P - Pload + Pline + Pp	 internal
t
Even if the conversion efficiency is high (Pint. is low), the line losses
may be high and greatly increase converter weight. However, from a
preliminary examination it was concluded that an i.--;crease in converter
weight would be negligible compared with the effects of converter
inefficiency on solar array weight.
10. 5. 1.4 Summary of Weight Tradeoffs
Table 10.9 illusfIxates typical expected specific weights for power
system elements. It should be noted that the array specific weight is
by far the largest factor contributing to total LEPEPS weight, regard-
less of the array type. The influence of system distribution efficiency,
n, is such that it should be possible to estimate total power system
weight to within 20 percent of the detailed calculated value, by using
equation 10. 11, and a realistic value of the array design constant, A,
when the otal load w
	 P and the 	 m distribution efficiency,e	 po er, o,	 a syste 
n , are known.
The obvious conclusion is that system distribution efficiency is a
critical system weight tradeoff factor and should be maximized to
produce a minimum weight design.
Table 10.9 apical Specific Weights for Power System Elements
Item TypicalSpecific Weight, Lb/Kw
Leanto Solar Array (Note 1) 157
Oriented Solar Array (Note 1) 92
Flat Solar Array (Note 1) 110
Cable, 6 Parallel Wire (No. 20 AWG) Ott 2 lb/kw per 100'
Line Voltage Regulator (Note 2) 10
Line Regulator - Converter (Note 2) 15
tor - Inverter (Note 2) 20
[!!^otes:N 	 1. Using 45 kw minimum power output
2.	 Estimated at approximately 10 kw load
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10. 5. 2 Cost Tradeoff
	 3
The cost of the power distribution system is small when compared
to the total R&D cast of a solar array. Where the solar array may cost
from $ 0.5 x 10 6 to $106
 /kw, the cost of power conditioning for converters
and regulators in the power range of 10 to 50 kw is estimated to be from
$10 4 /kw for fabrication only tc as high as $5 x 10 4 /kw including develop-
ment. The estimated fabrication cost of the cabling is relatively in-
significant although development costs may be high.
The estimated development and fabrication costs for the solar
arrays over-shadows the cost of all the other power system hardware
and constitutes by far the greater (> 80%) part of the system cost.
In the example of cable weight versus solar array weight tradeoff
as given in paragraph 10. 5.1. 2, 410 watts of solar array power was
saved and traded for 21 pounds of additional cable weight. Whereas
the additional cable may cost a few hundred or even thousand dollars,
the solar array cost saved is in the order of half a million dollars.
This again underscores the importance of maximizing system efficiency
to achieve minimum system (:.;ost.
The entire cost of power conditioning development may then be
more than offset by an increase of a very few points in system efficiency.
A development effort to produce a high efficiency system is obviously cost
effective and should be given major emphasis in any program development
planning.
10.5.3 Reliability
For this study, reliability is discussed only from the standpoint of
providing guidelines for the LEPEPS. For power conditioning equip-
ment, reliability usually increases as the following parameters change:
o Increases efficiency and redundancy
o Decreased operating temperature range, EMI requirements,
ambient temperatures, number of outputs, parts count, and
power dissipation level
For solar cell arrays, reliability usually improves as the following
parameters change:
o	 Increased radiation protection
	 ..
o Decreased temperature extremes
r
I 
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• Optimum series parallel cell interconnections is approached
•	 Open-cell circuit protection is incorporated
Whereas environmental extremes are imposed by the ;.-roar surface
system application, items such as parts count, efficiency, and redund-
ancy are not. They are a function of design decisions made as a result
of trading off weight, size, and cost against the highest reliability that
is computed for a given arrangement. Such a tradeoff was beyond the
scope of this study. However, the following general comments are
applicable.
By selecting proper parts for this application and using appropriate
quality control screening, and adequate thermal, mechanical, and
electrical derating, the possibility of a failure can be virtually eliminated
except for potential wearout failure modes. When redundancy techniques
are properly implemented, the effect of unit wearout failure may be reduced
to permit acceptable operation under forseeable conditions of operation.
(See Section 9.4 for discussions of techniques for achieving solar array
reliability. )
The presence of astronauts on the moon, who are available for
system maintenance, is both a great advantage and a minor hazard.
The advantage exists in that failed modules can be removed and repaired
by the astronaut in the lunar shelter where even failed parts such as
resistors or relays could be replaced. Such an advantage does not exist
for present day unmanned spacecraft. The minor hazard is related
to human fallibility. For example, if module replacement is improperly
implemented, this could nullify or counter the presence of redundant
channels due to short-circuits, reversal of polarity, etc. These factors
indicate the necessity for establishing a design approach which would
result in built-in reliability provisions. In view of the foregoing, the
ground rules for the approach to Lunar Power System reliability sh "uld
be formulated during the Program V implementation planning phase to
insure a uniform approach for all mission oriented systems.
The method of utilizing parallel operating channels for all major
power circuits was assumed for the purpose of defining a reference
power system. Figure 10. 29 illustrates a standby redundant configuration
such as would be used for regulators. There are two parallel. channels
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Figure 10.29 Standby Redundant System Reliability Model
depicted but only one is operating at a given time. The configuration
requires circuitry to sense a failure in the main operating channel and
also a switching element to transfer from the main channel to the standby
channel.
The equation for probability of survival is,
P s = 1 - (1-Pl P sw) (1 - P2 Psw )	 (10.13)
where,
Pi t P2 = reliability of each channel
Psw = reliability of sensing and switching elements
The switching out of the failed channel and the energizing of the standby
channel will produce an output transient during the switching interval.
However, the use of line filters will act to suppress this effect. A
probability of survival of 0.99 was assumed as the goal of the one year
duration mission for each major system element. The choice of 0. 99
was selected as an achieveable value and utilized in the absence of
established ground rules or detailed tradeoff analyso-s during this phase
of the study program.
1	 4	 um	 n0. S.	 Vol e a d Shape
The minimum volume of electronic equipment is usually determined
by the quantity and type of components and parts to be packaged.
	 The
heat to be dissipated and also the mode of heat dissipation - whether by
radiation or conduction:, or both - greatly influences the shape as well as
the volume of the equipment package.
After considering a sphere, cylinder and rectangular parallelpiped,
the latter design was chosen for the candidate system design because it
has the largest surface area per unit volume.
	
It was also a convenient
shape for packaging electronic components. 	 Although the rectangular
parallelepiped is the perferred shape for the reasons given above, final
design proportions were not established during this conceptual study
phase.	 If active thermal control such as circulating fluids are used,
it might be desirable to maximize the mounting base area to provide
for adequate cooling. 	 On the other hand, dissipation of power by
radiation would necessitate maximizing the radiating surface area.
Aaft These considerations are discussed in section 10. 5. 5 on thermall control.
To provide a basis for volume estimates, an average equipment
density of between 0. 03 and 0.05 lb/cu. in. was used for the power
levels indicated,	 In the absence of any definite thermal design specifica-
tions, a passive thermal control method using louvers and reflective
paints to control radiated heat was assumed. 	 Thus, for the candidate
design, the mounting base area of each equipment package was not
maximized but an approximate cube shape was assumed. 	 This shape
may have to be revised depending upon the results of a detailed thermal
control analysis.
The shape of the solar cell panels are dictated by the type of array
chosen and is discussed in sections 4. 6, 4. 7, and 4. 8 of this report.
The size and shape of electrical connectors and any items requiring
handling by a suited astronaut on the lunar surface is governed largely
by human factors considerations. 	 Two of these factors are, typically,
shape recognition and ease of manipulation (grasping).
The major considerations of thermal control, handling both on the
Moon and on Earth, and maintenance requirements, are basic inputs
for the design of the electrical power equipment.
	 A change in the
M ^emphasis in any one of these areas can greatly influence equipment volume
and shape. It is essential that future studies give careful consideration
to these factors.
10.5.5 Thermal Control
The baseplate temperature of power conditioning electronic com-
ponents should be maintained in the range of -20°C to +55 0 C during lunar
surface operation. Depending on the type of components in a given equip-
ment box, it is very likely that the non-operating baseplate temperatures
could be allowed to drop far below -20 0C during the lunar night without
incurring any damage. For example, storage temperatures of -650C
are acceptable for silicon rectifiers. However, the baseplate temper-
ature would have to be brought well up into the operating range before
the equipment could be used with safety. Damage to the components could
be caused by application of power when at temperatures below the oper-
ating range. Hence, thermal pre-conditioning is essential before start-up
of the LEPEPS.
It was previously assumed (paragraph 10. 2. 3) that all power con-
ditioning and control units were located on the lunar surface and not in
either the ERPS or shelter modules. When considering the options for
thermal control, a number of alternatives become apparent. These are:
(a) Complete passive thermal control for each unit
(b) Complete active thermal control for each unit
(c) Combinations of active and passive thermal control
Furthermore, it is also possible to integrate the LEPEPS system
with the ERPS or shelter thermal control systems. Use of the ERPS
system could entail providing for a connection with a coolant fluid line.
Whe.-e the distance between the power conditioning equipment and shelter
is on the order of hundreds of feet, this may not prove to be desirable.
However, if located in close proximity to the ERPS or shelter module,
the integrated approach should be giver, serious consideration.
A previous TRW Systems study concerned with a Lunar Surface
Electric Power Subsystem (Reference 10.15) concluded that a passive
thermal control systerz consisting of surface mirrors, white paint
surfaces, and louver assemblies such as used in Pioneer 6, would be
effective. In addition, a sun shade concept to deal with possible migra-
tory dust contamination of the mirrors, etc., was considered. The
a
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likely to degrade thermal control surfaces to some degree. Another
concept which could be used either to supplement or replace louvers
is the TRW Systems thermal switch. This consists of a small stain-
less steel bellows, the exterior of which is exposed to a sealed fluid
reservoir mounted on a baseplate. The baseplate is fastened to the
component mounting panel whose temperature is to be controlled. Fluid
expansion caused by an increase in box temperature extends the bellows
to close a low resistance thermal conduction path between the baseplate
and the heat sink. Concepts such as the foregoing are recommended for
consideration in detailed design studies of power conditioning elements
for lunar surface applications. The thermal control of the solar panels
would be pwoziive and effected by the proper use of reflective surface
coatings, skirting, and other techniques as discussed in section 8. 2.
The thermal dissipation of the cables can be brought to the point
where losses ( see Figures 10. 15, 10 . 16, 10 . 17, and 10.18) are approx-
imately 1 watt per foot of length with 50 kw transmitted for the main
power bus. This is the equivalent of approximately 15 watts per square
foot of wire surface, or 16 mw /cm2 . However, the cable operating
temperature can be allowed to go to +150 0C, if necessary, although
this would greatly increase the cable electrical resistance and its losses
(see Figure 10.27). The desired cable temperature is +25 0C or below.
Thus, for thermal dissipation reasons in addition to personnel safety
considerations, it would be desirable to support the cables above the
lunar surface in a metal channel. The metal channel surface could be
designed to control the cable thermal dissipation. The power conditioning
elements could be passively controlled in a similar manner by proper
design of the equipment enclosure.
Generally, it is impractical to design a thermal control system
for each electric power system element without considering the needs
of the shelter and ERPS and the possibilities for integration with their
thermal control systems. An overall thermal control system analysis
for the entire lunar base should be conducted to determine the most
system effective approach.
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10. 5. 6 Instrumentation
The requirements for power system instrumentation was beyond
the scope of this study. Their selection is intimately related to the
shelter and ERPS module requirements. Because of this, only pre-
liminary list of instrumentation items for the electric power system
was considered at this time.
Table 10. 10, lists typical power system instrumentation require-
ments. A more detailed analysis is required to establish the total
system needs, as well as the range and accuracy of the individual
instruments.
Table 10.10 Instrumentation for Electric Power System
No. System Element Item Measured ereDispla ed
1 Solar Cell Panel Temperature, Voltage Shelter, Earth
and Current Output
2 Main Series Bus at Array Temperature, Voltage Shelter,	 ERPS,
Cable Input Block and Current Earth
3 Main Power Conditioning Baseplate Temperatures, Shelter, ERPS,
Box Input and Output Vol' - Earth
ages Current and Fre-
quency Status of Relay
Switches
4 Shelter Converter Baseplate Temperature, Shelter, Earth
Input and Output Volt-
ages and Current.
Status of Relay Switches
5 All Cables at Selected Temperature and Volt- Shelter, Earth
Points age
10.5. 7 Fault Protection
It was assumed that fault protection as incorporated in the electric
power system should be automatic. It would be designed to function long
enough to allow an astronaut to repair or replace a damaged element.
It could also be designed to permanently repair the fault. For the imple-
mentation of the standby series regulators and other power conditioning
elements, attention must be paid to the inclusion of failure detection and
switching circuits.
31
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Standby redundance assumes the presence of an out-of-tolerance
condition as a result of part failure. As a result it may prove necessary
to sense the input and outputs of a given power conditioning element for
an unde rvoltage or ove rvoltage condition.
In the event of a. direct short circuit at the input terminals of a
given element, a large overload can be imposed on elements supplying
power to the failed element. For example, a short circuit h. the trans-
fer and circulation pump converter would impose an overload on the
main do branch series regulator. It is possible to protect against this
occurrence by oversizing and d4trating. However, this tends to penalize
element weight and efficiency. Therefore, current-limiting circuitry
is preferred over element oversizing to protect against overloads. This
would be done by using fuses.
The incorporation of short time delays is essential for the imple-
mentation of standby r,,;dundance channels. This is necessary to guard
against the event of transient conditions. Design tradeoffs are necessary
in the design of power conditioning using time delays in fault removal
or standby redundant switching circuitry. In genea' 41, the aim should be
to minimize the time delay to allow for speedy reaction to an el^,.ment
failure and switching to the standby channel.
If parallel non-switching circuits are used, they should be suffic-
iently derated to allow for a great increase in load in the event of a
single circuit failure.
Recommendations for fault protection are dependwwt upon a detailed
analysis of specific failure modes for all power sysV,A,n elements. The
results of such an analysis would reveal areas why. re fault protection is
required. Depending on the ground rules am_s' me-O foa, reliability and
astronaut participation in equipment repair and replac _;• ment, detailed
fault protection schemes can then bet devised. The -aaz of fuses, time
delays, out of tolerance voltage and current sensoro, and failure
detection and switching circuits, was given as an example of the methods
intended for consideration. A comprehensive failure modes and effects
analysis must be conducted prior to the finalization of the LEPEPS
design.
F
10. 5. 8 Emergency Operation
The definition of emergency operation used was that concerned
with insuring operation of the life support power supply in the event
of a system failure where power from the solar arrays to the shelter
is cut off.
It is recommended that the major share of emergency power be
furnished by fuel cells permanently connected to the shelter-regulated
28 vdc bus. To allow the fuel cells time to come up to full operating
temperature, it is suggested that high power Silver- Zinc storage
batteries be used and maintained in the fully charged condition. These
batteries would provide power as soon as the voltage on the regulated
28 vdc shelter bus dropped to a certain level, say 26 vdc.
In order to charge and maintain the batteries in a charged condition,
one approach would be to use a boost charger feeding off the 28 vdc bus.
It would be necessary to use a boast type charger if the batteries were
to discharge directly to the 28 vdc bus at a voltage no lower than 28 or
27 vo lt-R- Other similar techniques are also possible. The use of the
battery/fuel cell emergency power system requires the incorporation
of an undervoltage sensing and switching circuit for the shelter bus.
When the 1 ife support system is not in use by the astronauts, i. e., during
the lunar base dormant period, th ,emergency operation circuit could
be deactivated.
10. 5.9 Overall LEPEPS Criteria
The preceding discussions in Sections 10. 5.1 through 10. 5. 8 have
led to arriving at several conclusions regarding the LEPEPS. A summary
of these findings are listed below.
(a) The system distribution efficiency, n, is of significant
importance and should be maximized to achieve a minimum
weight design.
(b) In view of the considerable impact on solar array cost, con-
siderable development effort is warranted to produce a high
efficiency distribution system.
(c) Ground rules for the approach to LEPEPS reliability should
be formulated consistent with overall mission objectives and
constraints.
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Criteria for thermal control and handlingg should be studied
in greater depth, after more detailed mi,3sion ground rules
have been formulated.
(e) Thermal control analyses should be performed for the overall
lunar base on a fully integrated basis.
(f) A detailed study of fault protection should be performed only
after a detailed failure modes and effects analysis has been
performed on an overall electric power system (LEPEPS, SEPS,
Tel .ietry, Instrumentation, Emergency Power, etc.).
(g) Emergency operation utilizing batteries and fuel cells to provide
emergency power to the shelter 28 vdc bus should be studied
in greater detail and its impact on astronaut survivability
determined.
10. 6 EXAMPLE OF SYSTEM SYNTHESIS
10. 6.1 Solar Array Type Cons iderations
Figure 10. 30 illustrates the three solar array types discussed in
detail in Sections 4 and 8 of this report. The candidate array types
considered were:
o	 Le ant o
o Flat
o	 Oriented- skirted
The tradeoffs generally considered for these solar array con-
figurations included output power characteristics, total area, weight, cost,
complexity (reliability), ease of assembly and maintenance. For the
purpose of depicting a system synthesis example, the key criteria for
comparison was taken to be the output power characteristic. Figure
10. 31 shows typical albeit somewhat idealized, output power character-
istics for the three array types. In calculating the minimum active
solar array area required, a load power level of 36.1 kw (for Figures
10. 31a and b only) and a system distribution efficiency of 80 percent was
used. The dashed line depicts the approximate load profile while the
heavy black line represents the maximum unconditioned power output
into a matched load plotted against the time of lunar day.
it
Both the lean-to and the oriented array output power character-
istics are compatible with the constant 36.1 1-m load power profile
I
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assumed (see paragraph 10.2.2). The closest match is provided by the
oriented array.
In the event a stepped load profile was chosen, a flat array could
also be considered ( see .Figure 10. 31c) since its sinusoidal output power
characteristic provides a good match in this case.
To facilitate this discussion, the leanto array configuration was
selected as the example to be used for system synthesis. This pre-
liminary choice should not necessarily be interpreted as constituting
the recommended selection for the Program V mission. Amore
detailed discussion of solar array selection is provided in Sections 4,
8, and 9. The limitations of this choice are obvious from an inspection
of Figure 10. 31a. This output power profile indicates that the full
output of the solar array cannot be utilized and that the excess power
generated over the required 45 kw (for an 80 percent efficiency) would
have to be dissipated. Except at the terminators (lunar sunrise and
sunset), the absence of a matched load will require that the maximum
output power not be generated by the solar array. This excess power
would have to be dissipated in the array voltage output controls and
also in the array itself by an increase in the array equilibrium temper-
ature.
The synthesis of a typical power system using the leanto solar array
configuration is discussed in Section 10. 6.2.
10.6. 2 Synthesis of Configuration Using Leanto Solar Array
10. 6. 2. 1 Synthesis Parameters and Method
Figure 10. 32 is a block diagram of power system configuration lb
of Figure 10. 11, modified to include a separate converter for the transfer
and circulation pumps. The total load is taken from Table 10. 6 and is
36.1 kw + 1. 3 kw. This was used as the baseline load profile, but the
approach is equally applicable to other power levels. The variables
considered were,
(1) Cable Lengths LA and LB
 ( see Figure 10. 28 for layout)
(2) Unregulated do Bus Voltage of 50 vdc to 500 vdc
(3) Cable Temperature of -50 0C to +2000C
(4) Load power: 10 to 70 kilowatts
	 -^
For this example of system synthesis, variables (1), (3) and (4)
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were fixed and variable (2), bus voltage was allowed to vary. The system
constants selected were based upon a configuration that could meet the
Program V mission requirements ( see Figure 10. 28) and are as follows:
(1) Cable Length LA from array to connecting point = 200 ft
(2) Cable Length LB, Se rie s bus length	 = 100 ft
Cable Length LC, Shelter line length	 = 300 ft
(3) Cable Temperature + 250C
(4) Load Power	 36.1 kw
The effect of variations in parameters (1), (3) and (4) on overall power
system characteristics is treated in Section 10. 6. 3. Thus, with the
baseline power system layout and electrical configuration identified,
cable lengths and temperature levels selected, and a load power level
assumed, it was now possible to calculate total system weight as a
function of unregulated bus voltage.
The method used was Lo start with the load and work backward to
determine the solar array output power requirements by calculating
the power losses and element weights. The minimum required array
power was then found by adding the load power to all of the system
losses. This was done for every unregulated bus voltage increment
over a range of 50 vdc to 500 vdc. Using equation 10. 3 (paragraph
10. 5. 1) the weight of the solar array was then calculated. The weight
of the total system at each unregulated bus voltage was found by adding
the calculated cable and power conditioning system weights to the
solar array weight.
10. 6. 2. 2 Calculation of System Weight
The following is a summary of the results found when Figures 10. 13
through 10. 28 are used to calculate system weight.
A. Shelter Converter + Unregulated Converter
Output Power	 = 3. 0 Kw
Input Voltage	 = 200 vdc (fixed)
Output Voltage = 28 vdc
Converter Weight (corrected)
	 = 15 pounds
Converter Efficiency (corrected) 0. 86
Power Loss	 = 0.49 kw
Input Power Required	 = 3.49 kw
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• B. Shelter Line from Main PC to Unregulated Converter
Line Voltage	 = 200 vdc
Transmitted Power = 3. 5 kw
Optimum wire weight at 300 ft = 32.4 pounds
Power Loss	 = 0.15 kw
C. Transfer and Circ. Pump Unregulated Converter
Output Power = 1. 4 kw
Input Voltage
	 = 200 vdc (fixed)
Output Voltage = 28 vdc
Converter Weight (corrected) 	 = 9.8 pounds
Converter Efficiency (corrected) = 0.85
Power Loss
	 = 0. 25 kw
Input Power Required	 = 1. 65 kw
D. PWM Series Regulator
Required Output Power = Shelter load + line loss + Pump load
+ Electrolysis
= 24.8 kw
Output Voltage
	 = 200 vdc regulated
Using a baseline weight of 84 pounds (at 28 vdc) for a boost regulator
and 200 pounds for a bucking regulator, and applying the correction factors
of Figure 10. 26, the weight and efficiency variations resulting from apply-
ing a variable unregulated nominal bus voltage are shown in Table 10. 11
Table 10.11	 Weight and Efficiency Versus Nominal Input Bus
Voltage for PWM Series Re gulator at Z5 kw Output Power
L
Unregulated	 us
Nominal Voltage
(vdc)
Regulator
Type
Mlculafed
Weight
(lbs)
Calculated
Efficiency
50 Boost Reg. Conv. 135 0.80
100 Boost 64 0.95
200 Boost 55 0.95
700 Buck 130 0.88
300 Buck 128 0.88
400 Buck 132 0.88
500 Bucking Reg- 165 0.75
Converter
The calculated regulator weight was plotted against array unregulated bus
voltage (nominal) as one of the system weight components in Figure 10. 33.
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E. Re ulator-.Inverter
The required output power was 12.2 kw at 440 vac and 400 Hz in
accordance with Table 10.6.
Table 10. 12 shows the results of calculating inverter weight and
efficiency for a fixed output power and variable input unregulated
nominal bus voltage.
Table 10.12	 Wei ht and Efficiency Versus Nominal Input Bus
Voltage forRegulator- nve rte r at 12. 2 Kw Output
F
ate us
l Voltage
)
ype o
Pre-Reg.
alc
	 ate
Weight(lb s)
` a cu ate
Efficiency
50 Boost 210 0.75
100 Boost 132 0.86
200 Boost 114 0.86
200 Buck 162 0.78
300 Buck 160 0.78
400 Buck 165 0.78
500 Buck 175 0.75
The above weights are plotted as part of Figure 10. 32.
F. Main Series Cable LB
Length LB = 100 ft
Table 10. 13 shows the calculated power loss, for optimized line
weights versus unregulated nominal bus voltage.
Table 10.13	 Power Loss and Line Weight for Main Cable LB
nregulated Bus
Nominal Voltage(vdc)
Total Power
Transmitted, kw(excluding line loss)
Power Loss
in line,(kw)
*Line
Weight
(lbs)
50 47.8 0.74 100
Boost	 100 40.8 0.32 40
200 40.8 0.17 20
i
200 44.3 0.23 20
Buck	 300 44.3 0.10 20
400 44.3 0.06 20
500 50. 9 0.04 20
^vptimizea to proauce r,^inimum total or array weight increment plus
line weight.
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nreguiate
	 us
Nominal Voltage
(vdc)
Required	 inimum
Array Power,
(kw)
Total System
Efficiency,
(% )
50 56.5 64
Boost 100 44.4 81.3
200 42.7 84.5
200 46.3 78
Buck 300 46 79
400 45.3 80
500 51.3 70.5
t
f
a
G. Cable LA, Array to Main Bus Connector Block
The assumed average length LA
 = 200 ft. As for LB, a line
weight was chosen which minimized the total of the array weight
increments, Wtsa, due to the line loss and the cable weight. The
results of the calculations are given in Table 10.14.
Table 10.14 Array Cable LA
 Weight vs. Unregulated Bus Nominal Voltage
nregu ated Bus
Nominal Voltage
(vdc)
Total Power
Transmitted
(kw)
Power	 oss
in line,
(kw)
Total Optimized
Line Weight
(lb)
50 48.5 8 864
oost 100 41.1 3. 3 344
200 41. 1.7 172
200 44.5 1.9
uck 300 44.4 1.6 96
400 44.4 0.9 96
500 51. 0.3 200
The above line weight from Table 10.14 is combined with the line weight
from Table 10.13 and plotted as a system component in Figure 10. 33.
N. Re wired Array Power P (Minimum Operatic) and System
Efficiency  n
Po and n are arrived at by adding the total power transmitted
to the line losses and comparing with the load requirement of 36.1 kw.
Table 10.15 shows the calculated values.
Table 10.15 Re wired Array Power and System EfficiencX vs.
Unregulated usomina oltage
1Table 10. 15 is also plotted in Figure 10. 34. The results of Table 10.15
and Figure 10. 34 apply for any of the solar array types considered
during this study. Where the array specific weight (lb/kw) is less
than that assumed for the leanto, a slightly different cable weight and
power loss may result from an optimization procedure. However, for
the purposes of this study, the difference was considered to be neglig-
ible and the same line weights were used for all the array types.
I. Array Weight
For the leanto solar array weight calculation, a value of 157 lb/kw
pounds per kilowatt was used, based on 13, 000 square feet of active area
producing a minimum of 45 kw at a lunar phase angle of 90 degrees
(sunrise). The calculated array weight increment was plotted in Figure
10. 33. As can be seen, the array weight constitutes by far the greatest
portion of the system weight. This solar array weight would differ with
the various array types considered.
J. Total System Weight
The uppermost line in Figure 10. 33 represents the sum of all the
system components and therefore, the total system weight.
It should be noted that an allowance was made of from 400 to 500
pounds for "Array Controls ", for boost regulation systems operating
at 200 volts or below. This array control allowance was an estimate
of the solar array weight increment plus the dissipative type controls
which would be required for use with a ;;;::ninal unregulated bus voltage
of less than 200 vdc but higher than 100 vdc. These controls are
required because a line boost regulator with an output of 200 vdc
requires limiting the input to a maximum of 200 vdc. Although the use
of a line bucking regulator also requires limiting the input voltage
to some maximum value, the requirement is not as stringent and could
be met by the use of Zener diodes set at approximately 50 volts above
nominal. No weight allowance has been made for this since the precise
requirements can only be determined for a detailed system design.
However, for the power level under consideration this would amount to
less than 100 pounds which is less than 2% of the total system weight.
Figure 10. 35 is another display of the results depicted in Figure 10. 33,
except that all power conditioning system component weights have been
combined to better illustrate the impact on total system weight.
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Figure 10. 33 Breakdown of Leanto Lunar Power System Weight
Versus Array Voltage (Power Conditioning Shred-Out)
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In the range of 150 vdc to 450 vdc, the total system weight is very
nearly constant and relatively insensitive to changes in the nominal
unregulated bus voltage. It should be noted, however, that these
results are applicable only for the previously selected values of cable
length, temperature, and load. If any one of these fixed valuos is
changed a considerable amount, the total system weight curve may r_.A
become nearly as flat in this region. It was found that increases in the
values of these parameters all tended to increase the overall system
weight, and shift the minimum system weight into the region of 300 to
400 vdc. Furthermare, it was deterz-Aned that the required voltage
input for the 3-phase inverter was approximately 255 vdc. Allowing
for a line voltage drop of from 10 to 15 volts, a minimum unregulated
bus voltage of 270 vdc at the array would be required. For these reasons,
an unregulated bus voltage of from 270 vdc to 300 vdc was selected.
However, because of the higher total system efficiency and corres-
pondingly lower array power required in the 150 vdc to 200 vdc region
(sce Figure 10. 34), a final selection should not be made until more
detailed system tradeoffs are conducted.
10.6. 3 Sensitivity to Changes in Parameters
The influence of variations in the system parameters line temper-
ature, line length, and load power, was now examined. To simplify
the use of the resulting curves in estimating their effect on total system
weight, the sensitivity was determined for each case in terms of a non-
dimensionalized total system weight ratio, and plotted to include lines
of constant nominal unregulated array bus voltage.
Figures 10. 36, 10. 37 and 10. 38 depict the sensitivity of system
weigLA to changes in the indicated parameter. The following example is
given to indicate how these sensitivity curves may be used for various
systems.
Assuming that the average length of the array parallel lines, LA,
is actually 400 ft instead of the 200 ft used in the system synthesis,
using Figure 10. 38, a vertical line is drawn from LA
 = 400 ft until it
intersects all the constant array voltage lines. For an unregulated bus
(array) voltage of 100 vdc, the predicted system weight ratio is approx-
imately 1. 12. This implies that the total system weight in Figure 10.33
I
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and Figure 10. 35 of approximately 7, 800 pounds at 100 vdc, should
be multiplied by 1.12, which represents an increase of 12 percent. For
200 vdc, the system weight ratio is approximately 1. 07 and an increase
of 7 percent is indicated. The same approach can be used for all the
sensitivity plots since they all apply to the system characteristics
shown on Figures 10. 32 and 10. 34. Similar total system weight sens-
itivity curves could be made up for the flat and oriented-skirted arrays.
It should be noted that variations in these system design parameters
have the least effect at 300 vdc and above. This illustrates the reason
for selection of 300 vdc as the unregulated do bus voltage for the candi-
date systems.
An increase in line temperature, TL, from 25 0C to +150 0C, coupled
with an increase in average length of array paralled lines from 200 ft
to 400 ft, increases the total system weight by nearly 10 percent for a
nominal array voltage of 200 vdc. This is equal to an increase of
approximately 800 pounds, which would effectively nullify any apparent
gain in using a boost line regulator at 150 to 200 vdc.
Another way of utilizing these sensitivity curves is to calculate the
percent change in total system weight ratio per degree variation in
cable temperature T L,, or per foot change of dine lengths L A and LB.
Figures 10. 40 and 10.41 illustrate the results for variations in line
lengths LA and LB . These curves are hyperbolic in character and
approach a horizontal asymptote at approximately 400 vdc. This again
indicates that, at least for reference system configuration and load,
there is little to be gained in total system weight reduction by choosing
an imregulated bus (array) voltage greater than 400 vdc. Similarly,
these sensitivity plots only apply to the system synthesis example
given in Figures 10. 33 and 10. 35. However, they may be applied to
the other array configurations if the values taken from the curves
are multiplied by the ratio of the total solar array weights (Wt sa , ieanto/
Wt sa, flat or oriented). These extrapolations would be accurate to
within approximately 2 percent for the total system weights shown on
Figure 10.42.
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10.6.4 Effects of Changes in Choice of Solar Array Type
Using the results illustrated in Figures 10. 33 and 10. 35 it was
possible to extrapolate similar values for the total system weight for
the flat and oriented-skirted arrays. These results are shown on
Figure 10.42. The oriented- skirted array requires much less active
surface area than the 45° leanto-skirted configuration ( see Section 9),
and hence its total weight is considerably less. The flat-skirted array
is more practical for use with the two step ERPS power profile ( see
Figure 10. 31c). Batteries are needed to provide energy when the solar
array output is less than the stepped level of power required. By use
of a larger peak power le ;rel flat array (86 kw versus 78 kw) the batteries
may be eliminated. However, the small saving in weight (less than
100 lbs. ) is more than offset by the increase in array area and cost
(see Figure 4.12 and Table 4. 9).
A significant weight reduction can be achieved if the leanto array
slope is changed from 45 0
 to 51 0 This system is still heavier than
the oriented-skirted array (approximately 1400 lbs). However, the
elimination of the requirement for orientation considerably enhances
power system reliability and greatly reduces overall mission host (see
discussion in Section 4. 6).
The output power characteristics of the oriented-skirted array and
the 510
 leanto array are very similar (see Figure 9.19). Hence, it is
concluded that both configurations should be retained as candidate power
systems for the Program V mission until more detailed thermal and
system tradeoff analyses are conducted.
10. 6.5 Rationale for Power Distribution Systern Selection
The basis for the approach to power distribution system selection,
taken in Section 10. 2, is described in Appendix F. The four config-
urations discussed in Appendix F constitute the baseline concepts con-
sidered before arriving at the candidate system.
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11. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF CANDIDATE
POWER SYSTEM
11. 1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
One of the objectives of this study was to prepare a Design Require-
ments Document for a candidate lunar surface power systern. The
previous analyses and discussions included in this report have provided
the parametric data and rationale for synthesizing an overall power
system which included the solar array, poor ar conditioning equipment,
and the power distribution system. After a review of several solar
array concepts, three candidate configurations emerged as being worthy
of further consideration, namely; the flat, leanto and oriented- skirted
types. In addition, it was determined that an unregulated do bus voltage
of 300 vdc represented the best region to operate t1he system. Finally,
based on a layout of the lunar base, it was established that average
power distribution cable lengths of 200 feet and a. main bus length of
100 feet would b^ utilized.
It has been established during this study that the determination of
an optimum solar array configuration would require considerable ad-
ditional ;analyses in both the mission planning and system integration
areas. However, since the preferred power profile ( see Reference 4. 2)
for the Program V mission was the single step case at the 36.1 kw level,
it was possible to el iminate the flat array on this basis. The choice
between the leanto and oriented - skirted arrays was not as clear cut.
If minimum system weight was to be used as a criteria,, it is obvious
that the oriented-skirted array should be selected. However, if max-
imum mission cost effectiveness and potentially higher reliability are
desired, it is evident from the summary data of Table 4.4, that the
51 0
 leanto would be superior. Since both systems were well below the
maximum allowable weight of approximately 10500 pounds ( 5300 kg),
this was no longer a deciding factor. In view of the foregoing considera-
tions, it was decided to base the Design Requirements Document on the
leanto solar array configuration. Should future mission criteria require
that the flat or oriented - skirted array be utilized, the data and require-
meats outlined in the Design Requirements Document are sufficiently
flexible to ptr emit use of this specification with a minimum number of
changes required..	
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J11. 2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT - LEANTO ARRAY
CONFIGURATION
A Design Requirements Document (DRD) was prepared using the
leanto solar array as the candidate configure' in. It has been included
as Appendix B of this report. For the most part this document was
based upon tie requirements as outlined in Table 10. 6 and Reference 4.2.
This document provides the design requirements fora Lunar Surface
Power System (LSPS) to be used in conjunction with the Program V
mission. The mission requirements have been outlined in Sectii.n 4.
of this report. However, despite these requirements and thc; information
provided in Reference 4. 2, there is still considerable data lacking with
respect to the characteristics of the various electrical loads. Typical
of these are:
• Load start-up limits
• Power factor
• Duty cycle
• Transients
• Output ripple, peak to peak
• Overloads
•	 Electromagnetic characteristics
Additional factors not established during the time period of this study
include reliability levels, thermal control interfaces, and lunar base
start-up and shat-down operation procedures. Operation and main-
tenance of the LSPS during the six-month, unmanned dormancy period
also requires further definitization.
Wherever possible, assumptions have been made and they are
reflected in the DRD with the added notation, B1 To Be Confirmed", (TBC ).
These values were based upon TRW Systems experience with this type
of electrical system or component. In those cases where this was not
possible, the DRD has designated these requirements as, "To Be
Supplied" (TBS ).
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A detailed discussion of the Program Development Plan for the
implementation of the LEPEPS only is outlined in Section 12, A similar
plan will be required for the SEPS when the requirements for this system
are determined. It is anticipated that during the Phase 3 portion of this
program, the DRD would be finalized in accordance with the latest
mission requirements.
r:
12. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
12.1 PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS
The foregoing study has served to investigate a wide variety of
concepts and modes of operation to arrive at a candidate configuration
for a Lunar Surface Power System (LSPS). The LSPS would consist of
both a primary zmd secondary electric power system (LEPEPS and SEPS )
as previously defined in Section 4. These systems are required to sup-
port the operations of a lunar based energy depot which is to be utilized
in support of the Program V mission. The objectives of this mission
are to conduct extensive scientific experiments in conjunction with
exploration of the lunar surface. A three man, one-year mission is
envisioned. It would consist of two ninety (90) day manned exploration
periods with a dormant, unmanned, one hundred and eighty (180) day
period interspersed 'between them. The requirements for this mission
are discussed in Section 4 and References 4.2 and 4. 3.
The primary function of the energy depot would be to supply
reactants (H2 and 0 2 ) to the fuel cell powered lunar roving vehicles
and shelter module (night-time operation). The LSPS would provide
electric power to implement a water electrolysis and reactant lique-
faction and storage operation which would regenerate these reactants
for reuse in an electrolytic reactant production system (ERPS) such
as i_ ;:^,Mrently under investigation (References 4.2 and 4. 3). The
LSPS would also provide electrical power for operation of the shelter
module during the lunar day and for scientific experiments being
conducted in the vicinity of the lunar base. Finally, during the un-
manned, so-called, dormant period, the LSPS would provide power for
base instrumentation and telemetry requirements as well as for the
ERPS which would be operating at a reduced duty cycle or production
rate.
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12.2 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION DEFINITION
In keeping with NASA policy, the Lunar Surface Power System
development program would be carried out by a sequency of imple-
mentation phases. Each phase is defined to correspond to a specific-
ally approved activity to be undertaken only after review and analysis
of preceding work. Thus each phase represents a focused effort with
definable end objectives. Initiation of a phase, therefore, represents
a specific limited agency commitment, both internally and externally.
A fundamental concept pertinent to such phased implementation is
participation by management in the review and decision-making activ-
ities before proceeding from one phase to the next. This executive
review wound be the responsibility of a Lunar Energy Depot Program
Director, supported by a LSPS Project Office, as the representatives
of NASA general management.
The general definitions for the implementation phases associated
with the Lunar Surface Power System are given below:
o Phase A - Advanced Studies
Phase A corresponds to the analysis of a proposed agency
objective or mission in terms of alternative approaches or
concepts. It includes the research and technology develop-
ment required to support such analysis and to assist in deter-
mining whether the proposed technical objective or mission
is feasible and achievable.
o Phase B - Project/System Definition
Phase B includes detailed study, analysis and preliminary
design directed toward the selection of a single systems
approach from among th._ alternate approaches resulting
from Phase A.
o Phase C - Design Implementation
Phase C includes the detailed definition of the final system
concept, including the system design and the 'wxreadboarding
of critical components and subsystems, as nee::essary to pro-
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vide reasonable assurance that the technical milestone
schedules and resource estimates for the next phase can be
met, and that definitive contracts can be negotiated for Phase D.
o Phase D - Development and Operations
Phase D includes final hardware design and development,
fabrication, assembly and test, and operations.
Throughout each phase, emphasis is placed on identifying those
aspects of the proposed project that require the development of
technology beyond the current state of the art, and the specific manner
in which this technology is to be developed is defined.
12. 3 PROJECT SEQUENCE AND BASELINES
In support of the phased implementation approach, formal baselines
would be established in sequence as illustrated in Figure 12.1 to allow
review and control by various levels of project management. A generic
project is discussed below along with the related sequence of project
activities.
12. 3.1 Program Requirements Baseline
A program level requirements framework is needed as a basis for
the Phase A advanced studies. This is provided by a Preliminary Pro-
gram General Specification. The related project control point is
designated as the Program Requirements Baseline. It should be
established prior to or early in Phase A by the Cognizant Program
Office in NASA Headquarters or delegated to the responsible NASA
center.
12. 3.2 Project Initiation and Planning
Based upon the results of the Phase A study, a project proposal
should be generated by the program office and submitted to NASA
general management. The initiation of the project is authorized when
a project approval document (PAD) is issued. The PAP establishes the
scope of the project and assigns project and system management respons-
ibility. The detailed planning for the project is then accomplished by
Mh	 the project office and documented as a Project Development Plan (PDP ).
When approved by the program director, the PDP becomes the primary
operating document for project implementation.
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Figure 12.1 Project Sequence and Baselines
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12. 3. 3 Project Requirements Baseline
The next major step in project implementation is the Phase B
project definition. The related technical requirements base to govern
the Phase B work is usually provided by the following documents, which
correspond to the project requirements baseline:
o Program General Specification (approved): The preliminary
version of this document utilized as the basis for the Phase A
studies is updated to incorporate results of the intervening
work and is issued under the approval of the program director.
It defines the overall performance and design requirements
for the project.
o	 Mission General Specification (partial, preliminary): This
document defines overall performance and design require-
ments associated with the mission. It includes requirements
at the system level and for intersystem interfaces. Require-
ments peculiar to each launch opportunity are provided either
within the main text or by means of individual addenda as
convenient.
o ,System Specification (partial, preliminary): This document
corresponds to the top-level requirements document for a
particular system area. It defines the associated functional
system as an entity, establishes system performance require-
ments, defines directly or by reference the interfaces with
other functional systems, identifies the breakdown of the
system into functional areas along with related performance
requirements, establishes system standards, and delineates
syste7,;n testing requirements.
These three documents are issued as part of the .Phase B RFP. The
project requirements baseline for a system or major system element
is than formally established when these documents are made appli-
cable by a Phase B contract.
12. 3.4 System Requirements Baseline
	 .,
As a result of Phase B, a particular project approach is selected
for the associated system to serve as a basis for Phase C. The
related configuration data corresponds to the system requirements
baseline. This data is embodied in the following documents.
o Program General Specification (updated, approved)
o	 Mission General Specification (complete ., approved)
o
	
	 Intersystem Interface Control Documents (partial, preliminary):
These define and control the various intersystem interfaces
when established in the appropriate specifications. They
consist of schematic diagrams, functional block diagrams,
data sheets, and drawings which define the interfaces in
detail.
o System Specification (partial, approved): The preliminary
version used as the basis for Phase B is updated as the result
of the intervening project definition work. Those portions
which define technical reriairements for Phase C are complete.
The above requirements documents for the system requirements
baseline are issued as part of the Phase C RFP, and the related work
definition is documented as part of the contractor's Phase C proposal.
The system requirements baseline is then formally established by the
Phase C contract.
As indicated above, the system specification and the intersystem
interface control documents are only partially completed when the
system requirements baseline is established. However, those portions
which define technical requirements documents come under project
configuration control at the beginning of Phase C.
12. 3.5 Design Requirements Baseline
To realize the Phase C objective, a detailed definition of the system
must be determined and a definitive Phase D proposal must be generated.
The technical data base needed for this corresponds to the design require-
ments baseline for a particular system. This data is embodied in the
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following documents,ts, which supplement or update the system require-
ments baseline data.
o Intersystem Interface Control Documents ( complete, approved)
o System Specification (complete, approved)
o Part I CEI Specifications, Performance, and Design Require-
ments (partial, approved): This part of the CEI specification
defines requirements peculiar to the design, development,
test and qualification of the contract end item.
• CEI Interface Control Documents (partial, approved)
• Critical Components List ( complete, approved): Certain
comments of a CEI may require individual specification and
qualification. These are designated as critical components
and are listed in Part I of the associated CEI specification.
A combined list of such components is generated for the
complete system.
o Lon Lead-Time Critical Items R equirements com lotsLong
	 q	 (	 p	 •
approved): Certain components of a CEI (i.e., isotope, ^nv^,nt-
ory for the SEPS RTG and for supporting facilities) may
require early procurement. Hence, approval prior to or at
the beginning of Phase D maybe required.
The technical 'basis for the design requirements baseline is defined
as the result of a Preliminary Design Review (PDR). A PDR is con-
ducted for each CEI and constitutes a formal technical review of the
basic approach for its design. PDR's are completed for each CEI
during Phase C when the basic design approach has been identified,
and the requisite preliminary design documentation has been prepared.
The required results from the PDR are as follows:
(a) The compatibility of the selected design approach with Part I
of the detailed specification for the CEI will be established.
(b) The compatibility of the CEI with other system equipment/
facilities will be established by review of predesign drawings,
schematic diagrams, layout drawings, envelope drawings,
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in-'board profiles, review of performance characteristics
for functional compatibility, etc.
(c) The integrity of the selected design approach will be estab-
lished by review of analyses, breadboard models, mockups,
circuit logic diagrams, packaging techniques, etc. This is
done by 1..e contractor as the basis for selection of the design
approach presented.
(d) The parts of the design to be subjected to detailed engineering
analysis will be identified.
(e) The produvibility of the selected design will be established by
review of the requirements for special tools and facilities to
manufacture the CEI in the quantities required.
Phase C must also develop a detailed definition of the Phase D
development and operations phase. This is documented as a Phase D
proposal. The design requirements baseline is then formally estab-
lished when this proposed work statement and the related configuration
documentation are made applicable by a definitive Phase D contract.
12. 3.6 Development Requirements Baseline
On the basis of the design requirements baseline, Phase D pro-
ceeds with detailed design and production pl^^:nning. The next contract-
ual baseline milestone corresponds to the formal identification and
approval of specific engineering documentation which defines the design
of the CEI. This will be released for manufacturing the end item in
the operational configuration and for qualification testing. This stage
is designated as the development requirements baseline and is estab-
lished for each CEI by a Critical Design Review (CDR). The corres-
ponding system baseline is established when development requirements
baselines have been attained for all CEI's of the system. The Critical
Design Review is a formal technical review of the design of a contract
end item. The CDR occurs when the detailed design is essentially
complete, to formally establish the design as the basis for technical
support data, etc. Prior to the CDR, the exact interface relationship
of the CEI to other system (or inventory) equipment/facilities will be
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established, and will appear iit. d , v-oved interface control documents
which fix the interfaces for the CEI.
The required results from the CDR are as follows:
(a) The compatibility of the CEI, as designed, with Part I of the
detailed specification for the CEI will be established.
O The system compatibility of the completed design will be
established by comparison of the interface control documenta-
tion with the engineering drawings for the CEI. The interface
documentation will, if appropriate, reflect agreement of
contractors that are developing interfacing items of equipment/
facilities.
(c) The integrity of the design will be established by review of
analytical and test data.
As a result of the CDR, all interface control documents are com-
pleted and approved. The Part I critical components specifications are
also complete. The complete set of manufacturing drawings and assoc-
iated data are released and put under configuration control, with all
subsequent Class I changes referred to the cognizant system manage-
`	 ment office.
12. 3.7 Product Configuration Baseline
After approval of the design and release for manufacture of the
operational configuration, Phase D con%inues with production, type
approval (qualification) test, subsystem integration, and system assembly
and test. The next contractual baseline milestone corresponds to formal
inspection of a first operational unit. This stage is designated as the
product configuration baseline and is established for each CEI by a ?First
Article Configuration Inspection (FACI). The corresponding system
baseline is established when product configuration baselines have been
attained for all CEI's of the system. When a CEI such as the Lunar Sur-
face Power System is composed of many CEI's, it may be appropriate
to conduct only one FACI for the integrated system.
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The FACT is a formal technical review conducted by the cognizant
system management office to audit and approve product configuration
and acceptance test requirements constituting Part II of the CEI
w.,lecification, including the associated manufacturing documentation
referenced in the specification. This involves three aspects:
(a) Audit of qualification test result-s to verify that the design
emboied by the hardware undergoing qualification testing
satisfies the requirements of the Part I CEI specification.
(b) Audit of the applicable configuration data and production
process to verify that the first operational hardware item is
identical to the qualified hardware, and so satisfies the
specified requirements by identity.
(c) Audit of the acceptance process to verify ,:hat it will ensure
all subsequent accepted h.rdwa- a to be identical to the first
ope rational unit.
That is, during the FACI, an audit is accomplished by establishing
the exact relationship between the configuration of the CEI identified
for follow-on manufacturing (the operational unit under inspection)
and the configuration of the CEI qualified. The FACI also establishes
the exact relationship of the CEI as described by released engineering
documentation to the CEI as manufactured and assembled. Also, the
FACI establishes the validity of the acceptance testing of the CEI by
direct comparisoi: of the acceptance test methods and test data with
the specified performance of the CEI.
Part II of the CEI detailed specification, once audited and accepted
at the FACI, serves as the b-; sic documentation for configuration man-
agement of the CEI for the remainder of Phase D. All changes to the
CF I, after FACI, will be implemented only to reflect approved changes
tef, Part II of the CEI specification. A major engineering change (new
type-model-series) or an iiidicikti nn that the configuration being pro-
duced does not accurately reflect released engineering may require
repeating the complete FACI.
t 12. 3.8 Mission Baseline
After the FACI, the Part U CEI specification will be complete and
approved and the exact relationship between the "as-built" and 11rs-
designed" configuration will have been established. The acceptance
testing will have been validated by direct comparison of specified
performance with acceptance test methods and test data. This then
establishes the basis for acceptance and delivery of follow -on oper-
ational articles. Any approved changes to the configuration after the
FACI will be incorporated in the configurational documentation and
in the affected hardware and software so as to produce the completely
current "as-modified" configuration.
To ensure that all approved changes have been incorporated for the
mis obon, a mission acceptance review is conducted when the item is
committed for the mission, to verify that the as-modified configuration
corresponds to the final approved configuration for the mission. This
then establishes the mission baseline for the item. The mission base-
line for the system is achieved wbLen all of its elements have achieved
their individual mission baselines.
12.4 PROGRAM PLAN 1^.
The current study activities associated with the Lunar Surface
Power System constitute a partial fulfillment of the Phase A, program
requirements as defined in Section 12.2. One of the initial objectives
was to formulate parametric data and establish the conceptual design
and requirements for the LEPEPS. Similar dat., must still be gener-
ated for $he SEPS. These power systems (LEPEPS and SEPS) are to
be based upon the latest state -of-the -art technology consistent with
achieving a technology readiness status by the end of 1972. They must
be adequate to meet the Program V mission requirements as outlined
in Section 4. In addition, by utilizing a modular concept and employing
commonality principles as outlined in this report, these systems can
also provide a multi-mission capability.
12. 4s 1 Major Milestones
The program implementation phase definitions provided in Section
12. 2 are the generalized versions provided by the NASA document
NPC500-1. Because the current emphasis is on technology develop-
ment, it appears desirable to modify these phases so as to better
define the major milestones for the LEPEPS development program.
Table 12.1 lists the revised categories as they are applied to this
development plan and identifies the corresponding NPC500-1 phases.
Table 12.1_-	 Major Milestones for Lunar Surface
Power System Development
P rase No.
(LSPS Program)
Phase
(NPC50C-1) Phase Category
1 A Parametric Data and Concept
Definition
2 A Sub-System Development and
Optimization
3 B Concept Verification/Test and
Research
4 C Final System Definition and Proto-
type Development
5 D Flight System Design/Fabrication/
Qualification
The Program Plan has been limited to identifying only the develop-
ment requirements for the LEPEPS (solar array, power conditioning,
power distribution, controls). A similar plan for the SEPS has been
deferred until a Phase 1 study is carried out and the preliminary design
requirements identified for this system.
The overall Program Plan for the LEPEPS is shown on Figure 12. 2.
The current study which culminates in the issuing of this Final Report
constitutes the major Phase 1 effort. Supplementary thermal model
ana) uses will Se conducted to support the Phase 2 detail design of an
engineering test model of a solar array panel. The major emphasis
in Phase 2 will be to conduct an exp 	 1: , 1 test program to identify
the technology requirements aasoci tvi •=ftk she design of a solar
.
array for operation on the lunar surface. Compatibility of the materials
and design features of the candidate solar array with the launch vehicle
and lunar surface environment: will be demonstrated.
It has 'been assumed that concurrent with the Phase 2 activities,
additional program planning studies would be conducted to better define
the Program V mission requirements. This could include a further
assessment of ERPS system requirements as well as total mission
energy requirements. Based upon this premise, Phase 3 activities
would be initiated in mid 1969 to conduct detail design studies and
additional experimental test model evaluations (where required) for a
specific mission-oriented LEPEPS system. This phase would result
in the selection of a specific solar array power system to meet the
latest mission objectives established by NASA and any associated AAP
contractor. Preliminary system design requirements would be estab-
lished and important interfaces with the lunar energy depot and ERPS
would be identified. The interface problem has been simplified to
some extent during this current Phase 1 study, by the decision to
use multiple, standard, 2.5 kw (nominal) solar array panels to provide
the gross power requirements. Operational problems associated with
power system transportation, handling, deployment and orientation
(if employed) would be assessed. Preliminary designs of the recom-
mended versions of all the subsystems that make up the LEPEPS would
be p r-ared. Phase 3 activities would be completed by January 1970
and a LEPEPS system definition report would be delivered to NASA
at this time.
The Phase 4 final system definition and prototype development
would be initiated in February 1969 'based upon NASA's review and
approval of the Phase 3 report. The work during this phase would
include preparation of the final LEPEPS design. Where required,
breadboards and/or analog simulators would be built and utilized to
confirm the adequacy of the selected final design. Emphasis would be
on ferreting out performance problems associated with critical com. -
The preparation of a complete set of management plans for use in
Phase 5 is another important program goal that must be achieved
during Phase 4. Typical of these plans and related data are the
following:
• Design Plan
• Make-or-Buy Plan
•	 Manufacturing P',.a
• Test Plan
• Quality Assurance and Reliability Plan
• Failure Mode and Effects Analysis Plan
• PERT-Cost and Schedules
• Interface Control Plan
• Configuration Management Plan
• Project Control and Data Management Plan
• Mission Operations Evaluation Plan
• Electromagnetic Compatibility Control Plan
• Value Engineering Plan
• Development and Prelaunch Operations Plan
•	 CEI Identification List
• Critical Components List
The Phase 4 activities will culminate in a Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) in July 1970.
Upon approval of the Phase 4 effort by NASA, work on Phase 5,
Flight System Development, wc-,ild be initiated in August 1970. The
detail design of the final. L• EPEPS and design would be completed in
February 1971, and a Critis^.Y Design Review (CDR) would be conducted
in March 1971. After obtai.,xing approval from NASA of these designs,
Engineering Test Models (ETM) and Proof Test Models (PTM) of the
prototype system would be fabricated. Development and qualification
testing would be initiated. It is estimated that a fully qualified LEPEPS
would be available by April 1971. Production of the 'flight" articles
	
t
would be started a few months prior to completion * of qualification.
The First Article Configuration Inspection (FACI) would take place in
September 1972. Upon completion of Acceptance Testing at the LZP.EPS
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CALENDAR YEAR'
MAJOR MILESTONES	
1968	 1969
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- Parametric Data & Concept Definition	 Final ConceptualPhase 1 p	 ^ Design Report
c Thermal Models - Candidate Solar Array Concepts 	 ^^^ ^^ Supplementary Conceptual.Y	 P	 Design Report
Phase 2 - Sub-system Development & Optimization, 	
Final Test Model
o Solar Array &Substrate Design Rgmts. 	 Design Report
o Detail Design .of Engr. Test Model
o Detail Design of Test Fixture
Detailed Test Plan
o Fabrication of ETU and Test Fixture
o Experimental Test Program	 Final Test Modelo Solar Array Panel Development Report	 Development Report
Phase 3 - Concept Verification/Test & Research
o Solar Array & Structure Design
, o Power Conditioning ;yst(, m Design
o Power Distribution ziysteni Design
o Stowage & Deployment Design
o LEPEPS Control System Design
.o LEPEPS/ERPS Interface Spec. (Prelim.
9 LEPEPS/Logistics Interface Spec. (Prelim)
o Prelim. Design of LEPEPS
;o_ LEPEPS Specification , (partial, preliminary}
Phase 4 - Final System Definition & Prototype Development
'o _ Subsystem Specification
o Critical Component Breadboards
q_ 	Specification (partial, approved ,) .
o Management Plans (time-phased)
o. Preliminary Design Review .
Phase 5 - Flight System Design/Fabri./f,;;aalif.
o Detail Design of LEPEPS
D LEPEPS Specification (complete,, approved)
,o. Intersystem Interface Control Doc. (complete, approved)
o . CEI Part I Spec. & Interface Control Doc. (partial, approved
o Critical Components & Long; Lead Critical Items Rqmts (complete, approved)
o_ Critical Design. Review
t o. ,ETM & P.T,M Fabrication
r a. Develc.,pment/Qualification Testing
o . ProdUction of Flight Articles
o , Assembly and Checkout
o, Acceptance/Integration Testing
FOLDOUT FRAME
1
Figure 12.2 Lunar Exploration Primary
Electric Power System (LEPEPS )
Program Development Plan
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contractor's facility, the system will be shipped to the AAP Payload
Integration Center at I\TASA/MSFC for integration with the Saturn V
launch vehicle. Final checkout will occur at the Vertical Assembly
Building (VAB) and the Complex 39 launch pad at NASA/KSC. During
the various mission operations phases (launch, Earth orbit, cis-lunar
injection and transfer., lunar orbit, lunar descent, LEPEPS trans-
portation and deployment, and ERPS start-up and activation), the
LEPEPS contractor will provide support to the AAP Payload Integ-
ration Contractor, and the various organizations (NASA/MSC, NASA/
KSC, TPL/TDAS, etc. ) charged with the responsibility Yor imple-
mentation of the lunar energy depot.
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APPENDIX A
USE OF SOLAR ARRAY TO CONSERVE
LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLE REACTANTS
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s USE OF SOLAR ARRAY TO CONSERVE LUNAR
SURFACE VEHICLE REACTANT
The performance of lunar surface vehicles (LSV) can be enhanced
by mounting solar cells on the top and sides of the vehicle. Solar
energy received by these cells is converted into electrical- energy
similar to the output of the fuel cells which normally provide the
energy needs of the LSV.
The effectiveness of solar cells mounted above the LSV depends
primarily upon the phase angle of the Sun with respect to the array and
the temperature of the array. The same performance characteristics
as discussed in Section 8 with regard to the LEPEPS solar array apply
to the LSV installation. For example, the flat array generates little
power at sunrise and sunset due to the small phase angle. Just as
the leante was found to improve the sunrise/sunset characteristics,
mounting solar cells on the sides of the LSV tends to make the power
profile more nearly constant throughout the day. And just as the
use of edge skirts was found to have an important effect on the power
output of the primary array, likewise the suppres:Adon of view angles of
the hot lunar surface would be beneficial to the LSV array.
Provision for a solar array over the manned compartment would
shade the LSV and reduce the environmental control and life support
(ECS/LS) power requirements. Likewise, the presence of a tem-
perature conditioned body beneath the solar array blocks its view of
the hot lunar surface and improves the power output. For sir; ° li.city
in the following analysis, the solar array power output was assumed
to remain constant at an average value of 4 w/ft 2 throughout the lunar
day as discussed in Section 4.4. 3. This is believed to be a conserva-
tive assumption, but should be confirmed at a later date by more
detailed analysis. The many interactions between the solar array
design, temperatures and LSV operational factors should be considered.
2
Effective use of a solar array to augment the fuel cells will
depend upon the power demand profile of the vehicle. During station-
ary periods, excess power supplied 'by the array will be unused unl ss
secondary batteries are provided to store the excess energy, above
that which maybe required to satisfy the continuous environmental
control and life support power requirements.
In the following analysis three lunar surface vehicles were
considered (Figure 4-4 of Section 4).
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Table A.1 Lunar Surface Vehicle Performance Characteristics
Max. Total Energy Mission Average KCS L
Vehicle Power Required Duration Power Power
(kw), Pmax (kw hr), Ptot (hr), TM (kw) Pavg (kw), PL
LRRV 9 4000 2020 1.98 0.42
MOLAB 5 525 336 1.56 0.39
LSSM 3 5 6 0.83 --
The MOLAB vehicle will be used as an example in developing the follow-
ing performance equations and curves, since this is the vehicle being
considered for the Program V mission.
Figure A-1 shows the percent of total vehicle power supplied by
the solar array versus elapsed. time for several different duty cycles.
In the first case (Figure A-la), the vehicle continually absorbs energy
from the solar array at some average power level (P avg ), over the
entire mission duration. The second case (Figure ' A-lb) utilizes
batteries to store energy when the actual power demand, Pmin, is
lower than the value, P sa, supplied by the solar array. In the third
case, a "worst-possible" duty cycle (max. power, then min. power,
Figure A-lc ands Id) has been assumed without the use of batteries for
storage, in which case a portion of the solar energy is wasted when
the vehicle is stationary.
- - -Pmax
	
LPrmax	
-- - Pmax Y- - -Pmax
Od^
Ui	 Pavg	 Lsa	 -	
- Psa	
- -	 Psa
O	 OPmin O	 Oa	 aa
TM, TIME, HR	 TM, TIME, HR	 TM, TIME, HR	 TM, TIME, HR
(a)	 (6)	 W	 (d)
Figure A.1 Typical Power Profiles for LSV
The percent power, rip, for Case A-la ( steady power output) in
terms of solar array area, A, (producing an average of 4 w/ft 2
 = 0. 004
kw/ft2 . See Section 4. 4. 3) is,
T1 	 power produced 	 0. 004A = 0. 00256A	 (A. 1)p avg. power needed 1.56
The equation for Case A-lb (two levels of power, with battery storage)
is,
_ power utilized
^np avQ . power needed
energy utilized life support
during max.
	 energy
power demand + demands	 + atterypower - life	 length of
periods	 during	 fficiency pro-	 support min. pwr.
stationary	 uced power period
eriods
Dotal energy require (A. 2)
_ (86)(0.004A) + (250)(0. 39) + (0. 6)(0.004A - 0^ 39)(250)
where, length of max. energy demand = 86 hours
length of min. energy demand = 250 hours
power from solar array = 0. 004A kw ( i. e., 4w/ft2)
life support power = 0. 39 kw
battery recharge efficiency n c = 0. 6
total energy required, 525 kw-hrs
It should be noted that with an array area smaller than 98 ft 
(0. 39 kw at 4w /ft2 ) all the power produced is absorbed by the life-
support system. Excess power produced by larger areas during inter-
4M11, mittent stationary periods could be stored in secondary batteries. How-
ever, the batteries may not be able to utilize all the power that they
absorb due, to the recharge efficiency Ti c'
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For Case A-lc or Id (two levels of power, no battery storage)
the conditions are
_ power produced
	 0. 004A	 ,A <98 ft 	 (A. 3)n p avg. power needed - 1.56'
_ (86)(0. 004A) + (0. 39)(250) : A >98 ft 
1.
With an array smaller than 98 ft  all the power produced will be
absorbed by the known steady-state demands of the life-support system.
For larger arrays, a max/min. power cycle is assumed in which for
a period of 86 hours, up to 5 kw may be absorbed and used from the
array, and for a period of 250 hours only the life support demand
(0. 39 kw) is used. Any excess power from the solar array would be
dumped.
System Weight. The battery weight required to store excess solar
energy varies directly as the length of time, T s , the period when the
vehicle is stationary. Normal stopping times for MOLAB would be
expected to fall in the range of 1 to 10 hours. System weight, W, is
related to solar array area (at W  = 0. 5 lbs/ft2 ) and amount of energy
to be stored in the batteries (at W  = 30 lb/kw hr), as shown in Figure
A-2 and expressed by the relationship,
W (lb) = Wa A + Wb (P - PL) Ts
 0. 5A = (30)(0. 004A- 0. 39) Ts (A. 4)
where Ps is the solar power generated (0. 004A kw) and P L
 is the life
support power level (0. 39 kw).
The percent saving in LSV propellant is equal to the percent energy
from Equation A. 2,
TI p (525) = 0. 004A ( 336- T s) + 0. 39 Ts
 + 0. 6 (0.004A-0. 39) Ts	(A. 5)
Solving for A and substituting in Equation A.4 gives
W = (525 np)-(0. 156 Ts) (0, 5 + 0.12 T s) - 11. 7 T s	(A. 6)
.	 (0.0016 s
The system weight is shown in Figure A-3 as a function of stationary
time, Ts , and percent energy saved by solar array.
The weight of fuel and tankage saved is AW ft, and is expressed
by the equation,
AW ft = ( 525 n p ) ( 0.91) (1 + 0. 3) = 620 
n 
	 (A. 7)
System weight ij jhown in Figure A - 4 as a function of AW ft and station-
ary time. The break-even line is indicated, along which the total system
weight is equal, with and without the solar array.
Figure A-5 is a plot of percent of total energy supplied by the
solar array/battery system versus the stationary period for various
system weights. This is obtained 'by solving Equation (A. 6) for (n p ),
s o that,
1j I
TI _	 _ (1. 34 - 0. 0016 T s ) (W) + x.5.8 Ts
p	 TE	
+ 63 T
s
(A. 8)
NOMENCLATURE
A = area of solar array, (ft 2)
Amax = maximum power available, (kw)
PL Pmin = minimum power (for ECS /LS), (kw)
Ps Psa = solar array power, (kw)
Ts
 = stationary time of vehicle, (hrs. )
TM
 = mission duration, (hrs. )
W  = weight/unit area of solar array, (lbs)
W  = battery weight /unit energy, (lbs)
W = system weight ( solar array plus batteries), (lbs)
W ft = weight of fuel and tankage, (lbs)
nc
 = recharge efficiency for batteries, W
nP = percent power, (f1
n TE = percent total energy, (7)
n 
sa 
= percent average power from solar array, (^
A-5 Sk-,
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0APPENDIX B
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
FOR
A LUNAR SURFACE POWER SYSTEM
t
1. S COPE
1.1 GENERAL
This document establishes, on a preliminary basis, the requirement,e,
for a Lunar Surface Power System (LSPS). The LSPS will be used to
provide electric power in support of a lunar based Electrolytic Reactants
Production System (ERPS ). In addition the LSPS will furnish electric
power to ;stain base operations during periods of darkness and dormancy.
The LSPS consists of the Lunar Exploration Primary Electric Power
System (LEPEPS) and the Secondary ,Electric Power System (SEPS ). This
document is limited to identifying the requirements or for the LEPEPS.
1.2 LIMITATIONS
The. electric power system described conforms to a selected base-
line mission of three men on the lunar surface for two 90 day periods
interspersed with a 180 day unmanned dormant period. The power
requirements to the users (ERPS and Shelter) are in conformance with
the preliminary Program V mission as noted by Reference 2. 1.
The power distribution and control system tentatively selected, is
one of several considered during a study to establish criteria for a solar
cell array for use as a primary power source on the lunar surface
(References 2.2 and 2.4).
In those cases where data was not available in Reference 2. 1,
assumptions have been made. They are reflected in this DRD with the
added notation, "To Be Confirmed", (TBC ). These values were based
upon TRW Systems experience with this type of electrical system or
component. In those cases where this was not possible, the DRD has
designated these requirements as "To Be Supplied", (TBS ).
2. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
2.1 "Study and Design Optimization of a Water Electrolysis System
(Preliminary Working Papers)", Space Division of Chrysler
Corporation, Huntsville Operations, Contract NAS8-21190, 19
September, 1967.
2.2 "Study to Establish Criteria for a Solar Cell Array for use as a
Primary Power Source for a Lunar Based Water Electrolysi,3
System, Technical Pla:,.", TRW Document 7440-62, 15 August 1967.
2. 3 TRW Report 5491-6009-R0000, Phase I Report ALSEP Appollo
Lunar Surface Experiment Package, 17 February 1966. Prepared
under Contract NAS9-5183 for Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA.
2.4 TRW Report 09681-6002-R 000; "Study to Establish Criteria for a
Solar Cell Array for Use as a Primary Power Source for a Lunar-
Based Water Electrolysis System - Phase I Final Technical Report";
Contract NAS8-21189, NASA/MSFC; 30 June 1968.
2.5 TRW Report 3310.2-50, Preliminary Missions and Systems Analysis
for Study of a Solar Cell Array for Use as a Primary Power Source
for a Lunar-Based Water Electrolysis, Task 2, Contract NAS8-
21189 for NASA/MSFC, September 15, 1967.
2.6 TRW Report 07171-6001-R000, Power System Configuration Study
and Reliability Analysis, Final Report, Contract 951574 for JPL,
September 18, 1967.
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
3.1 DESCRIPTION
The primary electric power system (LEPEPS) will consist of the
following elements:
a) Solar Arrays
b) Load Power Conditioning
c) Monitoring and Operation Controls
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d) Standby Power Storage and Associated Controls
e) Connecting Cabling and Harnesses
A 'block diagram showing the relationship of all the above sub-
assemblies is given in Figure B.1. A tentative layout of all the equip-
ment using judiciously selected separation distances is shown in
Figure B.2.
3.2 OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
3. 2.1 Active
During the lunar day the photovoltaic solar arrays will provide
electric power at 300 volts do to the main unregulated bus. Here the
power will be distributed between the ac and do loads. At the ac branch
the input voltage from the solar array will be regulated prior to inversion.
This regulated output will then be inverted to provide a 3 phase square
wave output at 400 Hz and 400 vac. The output provides power to the
ERPS liquefaction system.
ANIL At the do branch a line bucking PWM series regulator will receive
the unregulated 300 vdc array voltage and provide an output of 195 + 5 vdc
to the regulated +200 vdc 'bus. From the regulated +200 vdc 'bus three
output power lines will be provided. One line will go directly to the
ERPS electrolysiG syatem. Another line will go to the Shelter where
the +200 vdc regulated input is to 'be converted to +28 vdc for shelter
use. The remaining line will go to the transfer and circulating pumps
after first being converted to 28 vdc. Lines for monitoring and manual
remote control of switching will go from the power conditioning equip-
ment to the Shelter. Automatic switching .control will also be provided.
Emergency standby power will 'be connected to the Shelter
regulated +28 vdc bus only as shown in Figure B.1. Power during the
lunar night will be provided on a non-emergency basis by fuel cells.
3.2. 2 Dormant Operation
'When in the dormant, unmanned mode for periods as long as six
months, the LEPEPS will provide 2 kw of power during the lunar day
AM for maintenance of base equipment. During the lunar night, maintenanceAS
power will `be provided by the SEPS and fuel cells which are not included
as part of this DRD.
1)1
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Figure B.1 Block Diagram of Lunar Surface, Power System
(45 kw Leanto Configuration)
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4. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
4.1 GENERAL
The LEPEPS will be designed and constructed to satisfy all the
requirements noted herein.
4. 2 TESTS
The completed LEPEPS produced in accordance with this design re-
quirements document will be tested as noted in Section 7 of this docu-
ment.
4.3 POWER LEVELS AND OUTPUTS
4. 3.1 Load Power
Load Power will be provided as noted in Table B.1.
Table B.1 Load Power Requirements
Load Power, kw Voltage Regulation
Electrolysis 19.5 + 0.5 195 vdc + 5 vdc
Liquefaction 12.2 + 0.5 440 vac +20 volts rms
400 Hertz, 3fi + 1 Hertz
Transfer and Circu-
lation Pumps 1.4+ 0.1 28 vdc + 2 vdc
Shelter 3.0+ 0.2 28 vdc + 2 vdc
4.3.2 Solar Array Power
The minimum unconditioned operating power to be provided by the
solar array will be 45 kilowatts at a nominal array voltage of 300 vdc to
allow for an overall distribution system efficiency of 80 percent plus a
3 percent contingency factor. Each solar array panel will be designed
to produce a minimum of 2.5 kw at 300 vdc and nineteen solar array
panels are to be connected in parallel as shown in Fieure B.1. Solar
(TBC) under open circuit conditions of operating temperature and
insolation.
4.4 UNIT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
4.4.1 Solar Arrays
The photovoltaic conversion material will consist of 8 mil thick,
single crystal silicon cells plus 0. O06 in. thick glass covers for
protection. Each solar array will be designed to conform to the
following limits for Lunar Surface operation. Solar arrays will be of
the 'lean to' type (Reference 2.4).
4.4.1.1 Power to area ratio performance (minimum) at end of mission
(EOM) will be consistent with the values listed below:
W^ft2	W/M2	 Life
	
10.2	 110	 Yr 0
	
8.2	 88.2	 Yr 1
	
6.95
	 74.7	 Yr 3
	
6.25
	 67.2	 Yr 5
4.4.1.2 Weight, Volume and Area Limitations
a) Weight A solar array panel will weigh 370 Earth pounds (max-
imum).
b) Area The active surface area of a unit array will be 685 sq. ft.
nom;n, al.
c) Volume The volume occupied by an array panel (packed) will not
exceed 80 cubic ft.
4.4.1.3 Array Operating Temperatures
The array will be designed so as to stay within an operating range
of -1730C to +1000C during the lunar day. The array structure will be
capable of undergoing this temperature change at the rate depicted in
Figure B. 3 without any resulting mechanical deterioration or degradation
of the electrical power output.
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4. 4. 2 Load Power Conditioning
	 I
4.4.2.1 PWM Series Regulator - DC Branch
The PWM series regulator will be of the bucking type. It will be
designed to be standby redundant and have an estimated reliability of
0. 99 after 1 year of operation. Characteristics of the PWM regulator
will be in accordance with the limits stated in paragraph 4.4. 2. 1.1 and
4.4.2.1.2.
4.4. 2.1.1 Regulator Electrical Characteristics
Outputs:	 Single, +195 +- 5 vdc
Rated Maximum Output Power: 30 kilowatts
Input Voltage Range: 	 (+250 vdc to TBS)
Regulator Efficiency: 	 0.88
Output Ripple, Peak to peak:
	
+ 0.5 volt (TBC)
Transients:
	
+ 516 (TBC)
4. 4. 2.1. 2 Regulator Weight, Volume and Shape Limits
a) Weight: The regulator weight will be 130 pounds max.
b) Volume: The regulator volume will be 1. 5 ft  max. 	 4
c) Shape: The preferred design shape is rectangular 	 #60
4. 4. 2. 2 Regulator - Inverter, AC Branch
The regulator-inverter will consist of a regulator section and an
inverter section. connected in series with the output of the regulator.
The regulator will be of the bucking type. Both sections will be designcA
to be standby redundant and have an estimated reliability of 0.99 after
1 year of operation. Characteristics of the regulator-inverter will be
in accordance with the limits stated in paragraphs 4.4. 2. 2. 1 and
4.4.2.2.2.
4. 4. 2. 2.1 Regulator-Inverter Electrical Characteristics
Outputs:	 Single at 440 vac + 20 vac
Rated Maximum Output Power:	 15 kilowatts
Input Voltage Range:
Load Type:
Inverter Output:
Reg-Inverter Overall Inversion
Efficiency at Rated Power:
Output Ripple, Peak to peak:
(+Z50 vdc to
Inductive
3 0 square wave at 400 + 1 Hz
0.78
+ 0.25% RMS (TBC)
EO
Transients:
Duty Cycle:
Power Factor:
Load Start-up Limits
+ $490 (TBC)
(TBS )
0.15 (TBC)
+50% overload (TBC)
z
4. 4. 2. 2. 2 R.eaulator-Inverter Weight,Volume and Shape
a) Maximum Weight:	 160 pounds
b) Maximum Volume:	 1.9 ft 
C) Shape:	 Preferred design is a rectangular shape
4. 4. 2. 3 Unregulated Converter- Shelter
The Shelter unregulated converter will accept a regulated input of
+195 + 5 vdc and convert it to an output of 28 + 2 vdc. Inputs and Outputs
will be filtered. The converter will be designed to be standby redundant and
have an estimated reliability of 0.99 after 1 year of operation. Character-
istics of the Shelter unregulated converter shall be in accordance with the
limits stated in paragraphs 4.4. 2. 3.1 and 4.4. 2. 3.2.
4. 4. 2A.1 Converter Electrical Characteristics
Outputs:
	
Single at 28 + 2 vdc
Rated Max. Output Power: 4 Kilowatts
Input Voltage Range:	 +190 vdc to +200 vdc
Converter Efficiency:	 0.86
Ripple, Peak to peak:	 100 my
Transients:	 + 5% (TBC)
Load Start up Limits:	 + 5090 overload (TBC)
Load Type:
	
Resistive
4. 4. 2. 3. 2 Converter Weight, Volume and Shape
a) Maximum Weight:
	
15 pound,
b) Maximum Volume:
	
0. 25 ft 3
c) Shape:	 Rectangular
4.4.2.4 Unregulated Converter - Transfer and Circulating Pumps
The transfer and circulating pump converter will accept a regulated
input of +195 + 5 vdc and convert it to an output of 28 + 2 vdc. Inputs
and outputs will be filtered. Provision will be made for possible high
start up load power requirements to be determined in the design phase.
The transfer and. circulating pump electrical converter will have a
standby redundant channel and have an estimated reliability of 0.99 after
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1 year of operation. General characteristics of the converter are to be
in accordance with the limits stated in paragraphs 4.4. 2.4.1 and
4.4.2.4.2.
4.4. 2. 4.1 Converter Electrical Characteristics
Outputs:
	 Multiple at 28 + 2 vdc
Rated Max. Output Power: 2 Kilowatts
Input Voltage Range:
	 +190 vdc to +200 vdc
Converter Efficiency:
	 0.85
Ripple, Peak to peak:	 100 my
Transients:	 + 5% (TBC), + 50% input for 10 ms max.
Load Start up Limits:
	
+ 500/6 overload (T'BC)
Load Type:
	
lnauctive
4. 4.2.4. 2 Converter Weight, Volume and Shape
a) Maximum Weight:
	 10 pounds
b) Maximum Volume:
	 0. 2 ft 
c) Shape:
	 Rectangular
4.4. 2. 5 Power Conditioning Operating Temperatures`
Heat sink operating temperatures of all power conditioning are to
be kept in the range of -20 0C to +550C. This will be achieved by util-
izing a method of thermal control consisting of louvers and emissive coat-
ings. If active thermal control methods are found to be necessary, as a
result of detailed design study, the maximum limits on weight and volume
may be increased accordingly.
4.4. 3 Monitoring and Operation Controls
Provision will be made for the monitoring and operation by remote
control switching of all units of the power system. Such monitoring will
be located at the Shelter or other designated place. The objective in
general is to provide for automatic monitoring and correction of faults
when they occur. The presence of humans on the lunar surface and the
ready accessibility of power conditioning elements and controls,leads
to a requirement for manual controls in order to maximize protection.
Items to be monitored are as follows in Table B. 2.
fr
Table B.2 Monitoring of Power System
Item Component Notes
Temperature All Units --
Input Voltage All Power Conditioning - -
Output Voltage All Units --
Input and Output Current All Units --
Solar Input (Insolation) Solar Array Sample only
Switch Positions All Power Conditioning Main	 Standby
Switch Positions Array Main Bus to Load --
Frequency Output Reg-Inverter - -
nit Pressure Any Sealed Units Leak or Over-
Pressure Detection
Othe r
4.4.3.1 Controls - Manual
Provision will be made for the remote switching of any operating
unit by a control located at the Shelter. Mandatory manual controls will
consist of at least the following:
a) Main Power Switch: This switch which will normally be auto-
matic in operation is to be capable of being activated remotely.
Its function is to disconnect the loads from the main unregulated
bus when the array output voltage is outside limits to be specified
later.
b) Standby Switching: Where a standby (redundant) section of a
given power control unit does not switch to operation automatic-
ally, provision must be made for manually activated switching.
c) Connect/Disconnect Switching: Provision is made for connecting
and disconnect of the following:
1. Individual Solar Array Units from main bus.
2. Loads from all regulated output buses.
3. Fuel Cells, or other lunar night and emergency power, from
regulated 28 vdc bus. (This area is to be covered in a later
studyj.
4. Other (TBS)
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d) Reliability: All manual and automatic controls will be designed
	 t
to provide the maximum reliability (Minimum TBS) commen-
surate with weight and size limitations.
4. 4. 3. 2 Controls - Autc-aaliic
Automatic switching logic will be provided for all items noted in
paragraph 4.4. 3.1. All automatic switching will incorporate a manual
remote override.
4. 4. 4 Standby Power Storage and Associated Controls
A standby power storage utilizing nickel cadmium or other type
secondary batteries will be connected to the Shelter regulated 28 vdc
bus. This power storage will provide emergency po.°er as required in
the event of an interruption in power from the solar array and until the
regular fuel cell standby power can be brought up to full output.
The battery power storage will not normally be used for lunar night
operation except for emergencies. Controls for charging and discharg-
ing the batteries will be provided together with monitoring.
The minimum battery rated output capacity after 1 year operation
will be ( TBS) ampere-hours at 28 vdc nominal. Other characteristics
are to be as follows:
Max. battery weight:
Max. battery volume:
Operating temperature range:
Normal charge rate:
Max. charge voltage:
TBS
TBS
500F to 1000F
16 hour (TBC) plus trickle
33 volts (TBC )
Charge egulator type:
	
TBS
4.4.5 Connecting Cabling and Harnessesr
4.4.5.1 General:
All cabling and harnesses will use stranded copper wir y insulated
by H-Film ( see Reference 2. 3). All array panels are to use a cable for
negative return.
4.4.5.2 Protection
The main power bus lines will be protected by a cage or other
shield and raised off the lunar surface if so determined by further study.
4.4.5.3 Connectors
The connectors used shall be of a type approved by a human factors
analysis of lunar surface applications (see Reference 2. 3).
up
4.4. 5.4 Array to Main Series Bus Connector Power Cables
Average length:
	 200 ft
Average voltage drop:	 10 vdc	
J
Number of cable lines:	 19 plus, 1 =1 minus
Total max. cable weight: 	 100 pounds
Total max. losses:	 1. 5 kilowatts at 167 amps
Operating temperature range: - 50 0C to +1500C
Power capacity rated:	 50 kw at 300 vdc nominal
4. 4. 5. 5 Main Se rie s Puwe r' Bus
Length:	 100 ft
Voltage d,.:^op max:	 2. 5 volts
Maximum weight: 20 pounds
Maximum power loss: 100 watts at 167 amps
Operating temp. range: - 500C to +1500C
Rated power capacity: 50 kw at 300 vdc nominal
4. ^'r. 5 . 6	 Power Line from 200 vdc Bus to Shelter
Maximum!, length: 300 ft
Maximum losses: 150 watts at 20 amps
Maximum weight at 300 ft: 32 pounds
Operating temperature range: - 50 0C to +1500C
Rated power capacity: 4 kw at 200 vdc nominal
4. 4. 5. 7 Monitoring and Control Cabling
4. 4. 6 Fault Protection
All circuitry must be designed to incorporate protection against the
occurrence of an overvoltage or overcurrent. A means of failure
detection is to be provided and provision made for automatic or manual
switching in of compensating standby circuits. Load undervoltage
protection is also to be considered and incorporated., °i the LEPEPS if
the results of further study so indicate. }
4.4.7 Maintenance
Each array panel will be designed for ease of maintenance on the lunar
surface. Construction will be preferably of a modular form employing
the maximum of interchangeability,
4. 4. 8 Assembly, Handling and Ancillary Components
Each unit will be designed for ease of •assembly and handling on the
lunar surface. The units will further be provided with sufficient
ancillary handling devices so as to facilitate handling both on the lunar
surface and on the Earth.
4. 4.9 Materials, Structural and Electrical
This section of the DRD is concerned with parts, processes, and
lists of preferred parts and materials. It will be supplied after further
study.
5. INTERFACES
5.1 OPERATIONAL
These interfaces comprise the electrical and physical interaction
with the users of the LEPEPS and the lunar environment, except for a
general statement of power profiles and lunar environment, details of
the interfaces are outside the scope: of the study (Reference 2.4) on
which this DRD is based. The major electrical interfaces are listed:
a) Electrical
1. ER PS
2. Lunar Shelter
3. Lunar Night Operation Power Storage
4. Unmanned ( Dormant) Power Control
Power profiles for the ERPS and lunar shelter are illustratedin
Figures B. 4a and B. 4b. Examples of items which may connect
across a given interface are as follows: Power cables,
instrumentation leads, control and sensor leads, communication-
direct and telemetry.
b) Physical
1. Lunar Surface Environment ( see para. 6)
2. Connectors, electrical and fluid to ERPS, lunar shelter and
etc.
c) Electromagnetic
Possible interference with communications is to be minimized
by shielding and design (per MIL-I-6181D and MIL-E-6051C).
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5.2 LAUNCH PHASE
^ a) Mechanical: Saturn V Shroud
b) Electrical:	 Saturn V GSE/ACE
c)	 Other:
	
( TBS )
5.3 STORAGE
5. 3.1 Lunar Surface: (TBS )
5.3.2 Earth Storage:	 (TBS )
ti
6. ENVIRONMENTS
6.1 GENERAL
Lunar Environments are assumed to be as noted in Reference 2.4
for the Lunar Model.
6.2 PRESSURE AND DENSITY OF LUNAR ATMOSPHERE
Based on data in Reference 2.4 the atmospheric pressure and density
is assumed to 'be 10- i3 that of Earth at sea level.
6.3 TEMPERATURE OF LUNAR SURFACE
The lunar surface temperature variation is as shown in Figure B. 3.
6.4 SOLAR RADIATION
The value of the solar constant at 1. 0 All is to be used for the
2lunar surface, and is 1396 W/M . 	 The solar spectrum is considered
to follow that of Johnson for AMO and 1 AU as described in Reference
2.4.
6.5 MICROMETEOROIDS
From 1 impact m sec for particles 10 -7 m diam to 10-16 impacts
M	 sec for 3 cm diam particles.
6.6 PARTICULATE RADIATION (In accordance with Reference 2.4)
r' 6.7 TRANSPORTATION VIBRATION
6. 7.1 Lunar:	 (TBS )
6.7.2 Earth:	 ( TBS )
6.8 HANDLING SHOCK
6.8.1 Lunar:	 (TBS )
6.8.2 Earth:	 (TBS )
" 6.9 LAUNCH ENVIRONMENTSe,.Y Ask
6. 9.1 Vibration, Acceleration and Shock as per Saturn V	 (TBS )
6.9.2 Temperature:	 (TBS)
IIr
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7. TESTING
7.1 GENERAL
All array panels are to be tested under conditions exceeding in
severity those expected in operation.
7.2 SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
Assembly of the system will be performed under conditions of
simulated lunar gravity. All tools and other instrumentation will be
as intended for lunar surface use (Reference 2.4).
7.3 COMBINED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
All power conditioning and control units, cabling, harnesses,
connecting blocks, etc. comprising the LEPEPS, with the exception of
the solar array shall be temperature cycled under conditions of lunar
vacuum.
A description and number of the cycles as applicable to each is to
be supplied later (TBS ).
7.4 THERMAL CONTROL
All arras, panels comprising the LEPEPS will be tested for operation
at 1. 0 AU solar insolation, a pressure of 10-13 atmospheres (Earth) and
simulated lunar surface view conditions sufficient to determine the
satisfactory operation of the thermal control design.
7.5 CABLING ( TBS )
Tests other than thermal are to be specified at a later date.
7. 6 SOLAR ARRAY TESTING (TBS )
7. 7 HANDLING SHOCK AND VIBRATION (TBS )
All units shall be tested for satisfactory operation after subjection
to handling shock and vibration at the maximum levels as called out,
paragraphs 6. 7, 6.8 and 6.9.
7. 8 OTHER TESTS (TBS )
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APPENDIX C
RESIZ ING OF BOEING LIGHTWEIGHT
SOLAR ARRAY CONCI-, PT TO MEET THE
LEPEPS STANDARD MODULE REQUIREMENTS
0
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•RESIZING OF BOEING LIGHTWEIGHT SOLAR ARRAY CONCEPT
TO MEET THE LEPEPS STANDARD MODULE REQUIREMENTS
Appendix C depicts the analyses used for resizing the Boeing
lightweight solar array concept. The configuration has been sized
to be compatible with the requirements for the standard 3. 3 ft x 8. 0 ft
module recommended during this study for the LEPEPS.
CRITERIA FOR RESIZING RIGID PANELS
Assume stowed panels will be adequately restrained against
launch boost loads,
Resize Panel Structure to:0	 1) 39 in. width x 96. length
2) Limit stress to 7516 yield when carried flat by 4 corners in
a 1. 0 11 G" field.
3) Size open bays that cannot be easily supported during launch`
boast to FN >10 cps
4) Assume 0, 75 in. maximum beam depth
s
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BOEING CONCEPT
Data:
1) A 24. x 24. in. substrate panel exhibits F.,, = 36. cps
2) Substrate and Cells = 26. ft 	 = 11. 2 lb
Allow 1. 8 lb for struct. calcs.	 1.8
Wt. for calculations: 	 13. 0 lb
3) Substrate pretension: 12. lb/in.
Assumptions:
1) Double "U" sheet beryllium beams, thickness as req. ,
2) Panel divided into 4 bays, 24. x 39. in. (see FN calculation)
3) Let combined tensile loads be additive.
Configuration:
24	 39	 END BEAMS (2)
HANDLING
LOAD
•
12 #;IN
PRETENSIO	 96
,.EDGE BEAMS (2)
INTERMED. BEAMS (3)
0FN Calcuiation:
Check the Boeing Configuration, 24 x 24 in. sections, FN = 36 cpr
for applicability of the membrane vibration formula:
a	 S	 Where:
4^'N 7 _7r A q	 a= 4.44 (for square)
FN=
	
S = 12 7 b/in.4.44	 (386. )(12. j24. )(2.9 r, ,(10- 3 )	 2
A = 24.
FN = 37. cps	 q =
 0.424 = 295(10-3 jlb/in. 2
g = 386. in/sec2
This checks fairly close, indicating the applicability of the
formula, calculate the FN of a 24. x 39. section,
Where:
FN= 4b $ 	 (,386. )(12j	 5 10-3	 = 4.62 (3:2 rest. )•^^ 9 )( ) S = 12. lb/in.
FN = 30.4 cps (OK)	 A = 24. x 39.
Analysis of Beams:
1) Total stress is combination of substrate pretension (in-plane
bending) and handling stress (out-of-plane bending).
2) Matl: Beryllium sheet, Fty = 55000. PSI
Fallow = (0. 75)  (55 000. ) = 41200
3) Major Load is pretension, therefore configure beams with double
metal thicknesses to resist in-plane bending.
4) Ignore torsion stress due to substrate pretension eccentricity.
s
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t
sEdge Beams:
Point "A" (Critical)
Pretension
i2 lb/in. = w
(W = WI)	 x_
Handling
Load v
^-- 0. 015^^°int "A"y 
_ 4.	 x I
0. 75 Typ.
y	 W=wt/Z=13. 2=6.5lb
) I
Pretension Stress: (Beam-fixed ends - unif. load)
My	 Vi(here:Fb = I
YY
F, _ (5.76)(102)(3.75)(10-1)
b	 (6.7) (10-3)
F  = 3. ZZ (104 ) 32200. psi
jIYy = 0. 0067 in.4
Handling stress: (Pin ends - unif. load) 	 Where:
Fb = IY
F, _ (7.8)(10)(3.75)(10-1)
b	 (.5. ) (10- 3)
M
xx
	
M=W1
M = ( 6.5)8(96.) 
= 78. in. lb.
T
F b = 5.85 (103 ) = 5850. p; i	 Y = 0. 752 0. 375 in.
Total Stress:	 I	 =.- bh3BH3xx IT I^
Fb
 32200. + 5850. = 38050. psi T
	
0. 0264 ,® (0. 69)(0 ' 723)
xx Iz
Margin: F
	 Ixx = 0. 0264 - 0. 0"214
M.S. _ allow
(F^ctual -1) 100
	 4= 0. 0050 .IxX	 in
M.S. = ( 412', 00^.. -1) 100 = + 8. jo
Weight of edge beams: (Total 2)
Wt. = (Area) (lengt h)(0. 066 lb/in 3 )
Wt. = (6. )(0.75)(0. 015)(2. )(96. )(0. 066) = 0.855 Tb
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M IT
2M = (12)(24 ) = 576. in. lb._I
Y = 0.752 = 0. 375 in.
I _ BH 3 _ bh3
YY
I	 _ (0.75) (0.75 3 ) - ( 0.7"2 )(0.693)
YY -
I	 = 0. 0264 - 0. 0197
YY
0. 83
End Beams;
Point "B" Critical)	 Y
-----	 0. 040 Caps
Pretension	 r`' '-
12 lb/in. = w
(W = wl)	 x	 -	 x
l
0
yi0.15 T yp	 HarI Loac
Pretension stress (fixed end beam - unif.
My
Fb -IYY	 3-1(1.52)(10 )(4.15)(10 ) (104 )
b (1.6)(10- 1-)
F  = 3.95 (104 ) = 39500. psi
(Margin = +5 016)
PoiTA "C" ( Midbeam)
Y
l ^.i
Ldling
L Negligible
load)
Where:
M-^ —
M = (i2)(392)
12
M = 1520. in-1b
Y= 0 =0. 415 in.
I	 BH3 bh3__
YY I =
"u►
------""	
_ (0.75)(0.83-) ) - (0.72)( 0.69-)
Pretension lz	 1z
121b/in = w x x , IYY = 0. 0357 - 0. 0197
(W = WI) 0. 75 T yp 4I = 0. 016 in.
YY
y	 Handling Load
f	 NegligiblePretension Stress:	 (Fixed End Beam-un.ld. )
F MyY
 -
F
YY	
-1
_ (7y 6)(10L )(3.75)(10	 4 M 2(12 )(3 9
 - --- ^ her.	
_	 (10 ) M - ( 24)
F  = 4.25 (104 ) = 42500. psi M = 760 in-lb
(Margin = - 2. % OK) Y = 0.375
I = 0.0067
YY
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L
Point "B" requires 0. 040 in. thick caps, Point "C" requires
only the basic beam. Therefore, the caps may taper out to the end
beam center as shown below. The caps should also taper out on the
edge beams to the same length
End Beam Wts: (2)
Wt. = (2. )(6. )(0. 75)(0. 015)(3 9. )(0. 066) = 0. 348 lb
Tapered Cap wts: (8)
Wt.= (8. ) (T-) (0.75)(0. 04)(0.066)	 = 0.3091b
Intermediate Beams: (3)
Pretension loads are equalized, Analyse for out-of-plane bending
due to handling loads
Pretension y	 Pretension
x	 -}	 x
^	 I'^"' 0. O1 !^ tyP.
y Handling load
W =11.2 4=2.8lb
0
Handling stress (pin end beam - unif. load)
MY
Fb - Ixx
• = (1. 36 )(101 )(3. 75)(10-1)
	 (103 )b	 -
•b = 1.11 (103 ) = 1110, psi (low)
Weight: (3 beams)
yvt = (3. )(6. )(0. 75)(0. 010)(39)(0. 066) = 0. 348 lb
Total 1"1 w„41 Weight:
Where:
M= Wl
M = 92--^39•^ )
M = 13. 6 in-lb
Y=0.375
I = BH3 bh3
xx IT IT
I	 = (0. 75)(0-753)
xx
(0-73)(0. 713)2
I = 0. 0046 in4
xx
Substrate and Cells: 11.200
Edge Beams: 0.855
End Beams: 0.348
Tapered Caps: 0.309	 1.87 lb(Structure )
Inter. Beams: 0.348
Misc. Shear Clips: 0.010
Total/Panel 13. 070 lb
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APPENDIX D
ANALYSIS OF TRW SYSTEMS
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
7-
•
w"-
FILAMENT CAMP.
r— 
390 
—1 i , ^
0.75
-t
0. 00!
GL.
0.25
TYP
96,
L
ANALYSIS OF TRW SYSTEMS STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
.SS CLOTH
A
Sec. A-A
Concept D.1 - Boron Tube
Wt. per running ft.
glass cloth = (0. 747)(4)(lZ)( 0. 003)( 0. 06)
	 = 0. 00644
Wt. per running ft.
boron filament composite = (0. 737)(4)(12)( 0. 007)( 0. 0525) = 0.01297
Total	 = 0. 01941 lb/ft
Wt. per running ft.
glass covered angles = (0.5)(12)(4)(0. 005)(0.006)
	 = 0. 00720
Total
	 = 0. 02661 lb/ft
Total running ft. = (9)() + ( 39 -2.25 ) ( 6 )--   	 4L ft 4 1/2 in.
Total frame wt. 4G ft 4 1/L in. x 0. 02661 lb/ft = 1.125 lb
f
D-1	
#`
d
y	
`	 0. 007
im 
x
0.014
 
0.75
Y
Concept D.2 - Boron - Honeycomb Beam
Ix-x = = - b= ; = 0. 0264 - (0.722)(0.736)
3
= 0. OZ64 - 0. 0240 = 0. 0024
I	 = 0. 0264 - (0. 736)( 0. 7,&2 )3= 0. 0264 - 0. 0231 = 0. 0033
Y-Y
	 —^z
F	 = My = (5. 76 x 10'd ) (3.75 x 10 1) _
 65a
 400 lb/in?-
bYY IYY
Mx _ (7. 8)(3. 75) 103 	2Fb = I - ---^- ------ = 1,&, 2 0 0 lb^ I
xx xx
Fallow = 0. 75 x 110, 000 = 82, 500 1b/in2
Total Stress:
F'b = 65, 400 + 1,&, LOO = 77, 600 lb/in2
Margin
M.S.   = (Fallow -1) 100 = ( 82, 500 _1) 100 = 6.2%
Factual	 77	 0
Weights
V	 (96 x 4) + (39 x 10)	 (0. 75)(0. 014) = 8.14; 8.14 + 4. 07 = 12. 2 in 3
V	 ( 774 1,(0. 75)( 0. 007) 4. 07
Weight = (12. ,&1)(0. 05,&5) = 0. 641 lb 	 (Boron Composite Material)
Weight = z 06 x 8.1 lb/ft 3 = 0.965 lb	 (Honeycomb)
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APPENDIX E
•
	
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE
SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE
SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS
A survey was made of various materials that could be considered
for the candidate solar array substrates. The results are presented
in this appendix. Their applicability is discussed in Section 7 of this
report.
Q
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ELASTIC MODULUS OF TYPICAL AEROSPACE MATERIALS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
• MODULUS
METAL RELATIVE TO
Typical alloy YOUNG'S MODULUS (MILLION PSI) BERYLLIUM
BERYLLIUM 44 1.00
MAGNESIUM 6 5 .148Z (AZ63)
H LOCKALLOY 28 .636
W STRUCTUn5LALUMINUM 10.4 236(7075•T6)
Z TITANIUM 16.5 .375
H (TI•BMn)
NICKEL: EASE INCONEL 31 .705(X•750)
STRUCTURAL STEEL 30 .681_ (SAE 4340) r	 i
HIGH ALLOY STEEL 25.7 .584(AM 355) i	 1
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS 36 .019(HS 31)
10	 20	 30	 40 50
Figure E.2
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z1. Density and Modules of Elasticity
In a comparison of densities with other aerospace materials, only
alloyed magnesium and aluminum approach the low density of beryl-
lium. Titanium, structural and high allow steels, and high temperature
alloys range from two and one-half to five times the density of beryl-
lium. In addition, beryllium is the lightest available metal that will
not vaporize appreciably in the vacuum of space.
While alloyed magnesium and aluminum compare favorably with
beryllium on a density basis, these materials have tension moduli sig-
nificantly below that of beryllium. At room temperature, the modulus
of beryllium is higher than that of the more widely used structural
metals - and this relationship persists up to the temperatures at which
beryllium loses useful strength. This high elastic modulus makes
practical the design of lightweight rigid components.
DENSITY OF TYPICAL MATERIALS USED IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
METAL DENSITY RELATIVE(Typical Alloy) DENSITY LBS./IN TO BERYLLIUM
BERYLLIUM 0.06'6
MAGNESIUM 0.066 1.00(A763)
LOCKALLOY 0,075 1.14
STRUCTURAL ALUMINUM(7075•T6) 0.101i 1.53
TITANIUM P,171 2.59(Ti•81'.1 m)
STRUCTURAL STEELS 0.284	 4.3(SAE 4340)
HIGH ALLOY STEELS 0.282
	 4.27(A M 355) i
M CKEL BASE INCONEL 0.300	 4,55(X•750) i	 I
COBALT-BASE SUPER STRENGTH 0.330	 5.0
ALLOYS (HS-25)
0.1	 0.2 0.3	 0.4
Figure E.1
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2. Strength- to -Density Ratio
On a strength-to-density basis, beryllium is competitive with the
more commonly usc;}d metals; magnesium, titanium, aluminum, steels,
and high temperature alloys at room tetnpe rature. And it is superior
to the other light metals at elevated temperatures, retaining its strexi th
up to about 11000F
In the use of most high strength materials, the need for rigidity
usually results in an overweight section of higher than necessary strength.
The high elastic modulus and low density of beryllium thereby enablei	 the engineer to design lightweight structural members to miniuiunx
thickness. In a purely buckling application, a beryllium ► column will
be lower in weight than a column made of any other metal of equal
length and load carrying ability.
MODULUS TO DENSITY RATIO OF VARIOUS METALS (x 10 d mottos)
TEMPERATURE (`F)
ROOM TEMP.	 20
}0 	— 
400	 600	 000	 1000
600LI I	 I	 r
 
BERYLLIUM	 ^^
Soo
BERYLLIUM 667 665 660 665 650 0701
LOCKALLOY 379 365 343 296 274
STEELS 108 103 101 98 93
NICKEL-COBALT 104 94 64 95 '77 el
TITANIUM 95 92 (14 77 W 67
ALUMINUM 104 98 lit 57 --
MAGNESIUM 96 90 64 38
120	 (	 STEEL	 NICKEL COBALT-7
100
BO	 1	 -
60	 ALUMINUM	
I
TITANIUM
MAONESIUM
20
XO 
r
Figure E.3
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH /01ENSITT RATIOS OF VAMUS fTRUCTURAL MATRINALf
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
GAI 6Y.2 to
XT-20
.ATMNry 9.120 VCA
14V-2.SA1 A1,300PP-20 .PW 12 1114
.I.OI IJV4IG,3A1 AM 377
T6NIbIV
174►N
ftro r 440
	 K 2010
AIU 4130
AN J%% Inwor171•	 AY /0A
M	 A17.4►H	 II.rt4 41	 2021	
lK 40
^MNI
_	 ^	 Irtc.nM x.7fd
BERYLLIUM t7uvuM	 ET91L	 NICKEL	 ALUMINUM MAGNESIUM
Figure E.4
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2. Strength-to-Density Ratio (Continued) 	 x
Figure E. 8 illustrates the computed weight of monocoque cylinders
of beryllium and several other materials loaded in buckling. The
cylinders are equal in outside diameter and length with varying wall
thicknesses so that each will carry buckling loads of the same mag-
nitude. The weight of each cylinder is relatively proportional to the
density of the metal, divided by the square root of the elastic modulus.
A similar ....1ustration can be offered to show the advantages
offered by beryllium in bending. In Figure E. 9, a cantilever beam
is considered where the length and thickness are restricted and the
beam is designed to limiting elastic deflections.
YIELD STRENGTH Ye TEMPERATURE Of VARIOUS DERiLLIUM PRODUCTS
so
 hOT WORKED FAR
,^ ^•^^ NG: IOU ED SHEET N1014 OXIDE
HOT RN,L40 SHEET LC* OXIDE
^•\	 ---- HOT PRESSED ]LOCK
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9 20
10 `•^^!_
AT too	 100	 600
	 1100	 1000	 1200	 1100	 1600
TEMPERATURE ('n
Figure E.5
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH v6 TEMPERATURE OF VARIOUS DER'(LLIUM PRODUCTS
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Figure E.6
TENSION MODULUS OF SEVERAL STNUCTURAL METALS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES (•F)
ROOM TEMP.
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WEIGHT OF I CYLINDERSOf EQUAL LENGTH AND RADIUS
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Figure E.8
WEIGHT OF SIMPLE CANTILEVER BEAMS OF EQUAL LENGTH AND HEIGHT
WHICH WILL DEFLECT EQUALLY WITH THE SAME APPLIED LOAD
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Figure E.9
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03. Specific Heat
Many of the first applications for beryllium ir T reentry vehicles
resulted from the inability of other materials to withstand the ex-
treme temperatures and to absorb the heat developed during the
limited duration of reentry. The high specific heat of beryllium
allows its use as a structure in areas where stronger and more re-
frattory materials would be heated to temperatures well in excess
of their service ranges. Figure E.10 illustrates the specific neat
of 'beryllium compared with several structural alloys.
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4. Thermal Expansion
Figure E.11 shows that the coefficient of expansion of beryllium
approximates that of stainless steel and nickel and cobalt alloys.
This compatibility of expansion eliminates many of the design problems
arising from the high expansion of other light metals.
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5. Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of various metals is shown in Figure
E.12. Of the commonly used aerospa ^:e materials, only aluminum
xceed.s beryllium in thermal conductivity. Where heating of a
4 tructure is involved, high thermal conductivity helps to eliminate
thermal gradients and protects the part against warpage and buildup
of surface heat. Its advantage in heat sink applications is apparent.
The combination of beryllium ' s unique thermal properties con-
tributes great l y to the metal ' s excellent dimensional stability - even
under difficult service conditions.
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ELECTPIC POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1. INTRODUCTION
Fear distribution configurations for the primary electric power system
are discussed. The units comprising these configurations are also des-
cribed in some detail. The technical rationale presented was used as the
basis for a tentative selection of a reference power system in Section
10.2 of this study.
2. DISCUSSION
Four configurations were considered,, These are:
1) Full AC Distribution
2) Full DC Distribution
3) AC-DC Distribution (large AC section)
4) AC-DC Distribution (large DC section)
Figures F-1 through F-4 illustrate these configurations. Before dis-
cussing each configuration, it will be noted that each contain units
common to at least one other configuration. These are:
a) Solar Array voltage control or limiter
b) Inverter(s)
c) Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) Series Regulators
d) Transformer Rectifier Units (T/R)
e) Converters, regulated or unregulated
A discussion on each is given as being helpful to understanding the
comments on the configurations as a whole.
2. 1 SYSTEM UNITS
2. 1. 1 Array Voltage Limiters
Voltage limiters used for solar array control may be either shunt or
series types. Each of these may be either of the switching (pulse width
modulated) type or of the dia0pative type. In general, the dissipative'
voltage limiter is less corxs,piex on 4 has better response than its pulse-
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width modulated counterpart. On the other hand, the dissipative regulator
may penalize the system design in that its potenti liy large heat dissipa-
tion may introduce serious thermal control problems in the system. In
addition, the dissipative type, if used in the series configuration, intro-
duces a serious inefficiency in the power system. Series dissipative
voltage limiters used as solar array controls were not considered
further because high-efficiency is a paramount need. Dissipative shunt
regulators have found extensive application in a variety of spacecraft.
The simplest application of this approach is the use of zener diodes to
limit the solar array output voltage directly. A more accurate voltage
limit can be achieved by sensing output voltage and controlling an active
shunt element. This element in turn may be of either a dissipative or
switching type. If connected in shunt with the entire solar array, the
dissipative type must handle the maximum difference in power between
the solar array capability at its voltage limit and the load demand.
For the large power system under consideration in this study, this
approach might be inappropriate because of the thermal control problems
that would result and the large additional beat sink weight required.
Although a variety of designs have been considered for switching
shunt regulators to eliminate thermal control problems, none has been
developed thus far. In applying the dissipative shunt limiters to space-
craft systems, several methods have been developed to minimize their
heat dissipation, and to minimize the effects of the dissipation on the
spacecraft thermal control system. These methods consist chiefly of
shunting only a portion of the series-connected solar cells in an array
and controlling only a portion of the parallel-connected solar cells where
possible to minimize the maximum dissipation of the shunt element.
Pulse width modulated series regulators may be divided into two
categories for voltage-limiting applications. In the first category, the
voltage limiter senses output voltage and adj*usts the duty cycle of the
series-switching element to maintain the desired output limit. With
this approach, if the output voltage is less than the voltage limit, as in
the case of the uni7egulated bus system configurations, the series switch-
ing element is driven into saturation and the limiter has the character-
istic of a small constant voltage drop between the solar array and the
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The second category of this basicmain bus.	  	 approach is that of a
series-voltage limiter controlled to provide maximum solar array
power tracking capability. Properly designed, this approach permits
nearly full utilization of the solar array maximum power capability 	 III
despite its variations in magnitude and voltage as a function of solar
intensity and array temperature.
A major aalar.i­.ge of the pulse width modulated series regulators
is the fact that this mode of operation causes excess solar array power
capability to be rejected at the solar array rather than converting this
power into heat within the regulator. Figures F.5 and F.6 illustrate the
application of the two methods.
2. 1.2 Inverters and Transformer Rectifiers (T/Rs )
Figure F. 7 is a block diagram of a pulse width modulated inverter
with a transformer rectifier (T/R) shown added on. The T/R (or T/Rs )
may be separated from the inverter by quite a long length of line if
necessary. Any inverter can be changed to a converter by adding an
appropriate  T R and filtering each output. B driving^ 	g	 P	 Y	 g the inverter
with a pulse width modulated square wave, a quasi square tvave output
is derived. The driven inverter has some particular advantages:
1. Because of drive deadtime, current spikes are not usually
generated.
2. The rms value of the output can be made to vary by varying
the PWM duty cyf:'le (on-to -off time ratio).
This system can bo used to provide regulated AC outputs.
M1
Inverter efficiency can oe quite high, in the order of 95 percent c
above , depending on operating load. For maximum reliability, a
standby inverter would have to be included. This would lower the
operating efficiency slightly.
2.1.3 Pulse,
 Width Modulated (PWM) Series-Regulators
PWM regulators utilize power transistors in a switching mode with
a controlled duty cycle to achieve the voltage regulation. They generally
offer higher efficiencies than do d,ssipative regulators, although this is
obtained at the cost of a loss in frequency response and output impedance.
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For relatively steady loads this tradeoff is minimal in effect. Maximum
efficiency is approached as the difference between input and output
voltages becomes smaller. The input and output voltages of power regu-
lators are designed to be nearly equal under worst operating conditions
and normally do not reach a ratio as high as 2:1 at other times. The
following paragraphs discuss some characteristics of the bucking, bo=ost,
and buck-boost pulse width modulating regulators.
A bucking regulator is used where the input voltage is always
higher than the output voltage. The basic block diagram for this type
of regulator is shown in Figure F. 8. The output voltage is related to the
input volt age by .he ratio ton/T, where ton is the ON time of the switch
and T is the total drive period. Figure F.9 shows typical series losses for
a range of output currents under saturated conditions when losses are a
function of output current only.
As the ratio of input-to-output voltage ratio i,3creases, :ke losses
increase primarily as a result of greater switching losses. Foie max-
imum efficiency, the best switching frequency according to a recen^W;Y,
conducted TRW Study (Reference 10.13) appears to be in the range of
3KHz to 6KHz.
A boost regulator is used where the input voltage is always less
than the output voltage. Figure F.10 is a block diagram of a constant-
frequency boost regulator of the pulse width modulated type. This case
is the inverse of the 'bucking regulator. The ratio of output to input
voltage is T to toff' with T the total drive period and toff the OFF time
of the shunt switching element. Maximum efficiency of a boost regula-
tor only occurs when the input voltage is slightly higher than the output
voltage (not a normal operating mode for this type of regulator). The
shunt element is open in this case, with all losses confined to the series
elements. This condition can occur when the power available from the
solar array is maximum (i.e., low temperature in sunlight). As for
the :Rucking regulator the efficiency is greater as the input/output ratio
approaches unity.
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A buck-boost regulator is used where output voltage is related to
input voltage by the ratio ton/toff which are respectively the ON and OFF
times of the switch. When a 50 percent duty cycle for the switch occurs
the input and output voltages are equal. When t on is greater than toff'
the circuit boost the voltage and inversely the circuit bucks the voltage
when ton is less than toff'
Figure F. 11 illustrates the basic block diagram of the circuit. When
in the boosting mode, the saturated switch and series choke losses are
dominant; while in the bucking mode, the switching losses predominate.
Compared to either buck or 'boost regulators, the buck-boost type has
a lower efficiency.
Z. i.4 Converters-Regulated and Unregulated
Figure F.7 may also be considered as a block diagram, for a con-
verter and is but one of the converter types possible. Some of these
are:
Regulated Squarewave Converter (RSWI)
Pulse Width Converter (PWI)
Energy Storage Converter (ES)
Push-Pull Energy Storage Converter (Push-Pull ES)
Each of these have advantages and disadvantages which are beyond
the scope of this discussion. The PWI is discussed only as an example
and the reader is referred to other TRW Systems study work (i.e.
Reference 10.13) for a full discussion.
As shown by Figure F.7, the PWI circuit combines inversion and
regulation functions in the pulse width inverter stage. Switching refer-
ence frequency (f) is determined by a separate oscillator transistor.
Duty cycle of the inverter switch is controlled by an error amplifier to
maintain a constant average rectified output voltage, independent of
input voltage and load variations. In an unregulated DC-DC converter
the input is regulated DC and the inverter switch duty cycle depends only
on output load variations.
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An advantage of the PWI is that regulation and inversion functions
are combined in a single element. A disadvantage is that separate out-
put circuits (integrating) are needed for each output as opposed to the
squarewave for the RSWI converter. For high-power maximum effic-
iency operation, a push-pull energy storage converter is a likely
candidate. As for the series regulators the maximum efficiency switch-
ing frequency appears to be between 3 KHz and 6 KHz. In practice,
however, because of the greatly increased power requirements for
1 unar surface application and the resulting extrapolation of existing
low powered equipment data, the final optimum switching frequency
chosen is conjectural and must be based on further study.
2.1. 5 Comments on System Units
Figure F.12 shows unit efficiency versus percent of full rated
output. It will be noted that the T f R units and inverter remain at a
high level of efficiency, even when the loads drop below 10 percent of
full rated output. The PWM regulator is almost as good above about
5 percent of full output,while a converter deteriorates in efficiency
falling off sharply below 20 or 30 percent of full load. These character-
is~ics may have relevance for thermal control if loads are expected to
fluctuate sharply.
Unit operating efficiency is also improved somewhat as input
voltage increases above 30 vdc. The precise voltage input level at
which maximum efficiency of operation is realized is not known for
each unit, but is expected to be in the region of 300 to 400 vdc based
on past studies. However, as for the optimum switching frequency,
extrapolation of voltage data for low powered equipment to high
power^;d applications may lead to considerable error. Thus, conclusions
on the optimum voltage operation for power conditioning units is best
left to a future study.
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2.2 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
2.2.1 Configuration 1, Full AC Distribution
This is illustrated in F.1. The system consists of an array voltage
control or limiter, an inverter, an ac distribution bus, and load power
conditioning. The load power conditioning consists of a 3 A, 400 Hz vac
converter regulator and two transformer-rectifier units for the 28 and
200 vdc loads. Line regulation is provided on the output of the T/Rs.
This allows each load to have separate regulation tolerance. An alter-
native is to regulate the inverter output instead of each load separately.
However, this approach might not allow the proper regulation for each
load. It would probably be the most efficient to have a combined in-
verter-regulator if load voltage requirements permitted. Apparent
system advantages and disadvantages are now listed.
ADVANTAGES
o Flexibility
Easy to add or subtract T/Rs for different load requirements.
o Power Transmission
Possible to transmit high power levels over relatively long
distances incurring low losses and relatively low cable weight.
o Efficiency
Efficiency of the basic units, inverters and T/Rs is relatively
insensitive to large load fluctuations.
DISADVANTAGES
o Efficiency
Decreased by increased number of regulators required.
o Radiated Interference
Increased by large lengths of cable at high frequencies.
o Frequency Complexity
Possible complexity if th( inverter frequency differs from the
3 fi 400 Hz converter for liquification.
r
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The advantages are not overwhelming, but neither do the disadvantages
rule out the ac system application. Rather it is a matter for further
study when load requirements are better defined.
2. 2. 2 Configuration 2 - Full DC Distribution
This configuration is shown in Figure F.2. There are several
options here. The solar array modules may be all connected in parallel
as for Configuration 1, or separated into completely independent groups.
Using independent groups allows the use of different array bus voltages
for each group in question. Since the load voltages are 28 vdc, 200 vdc
and 440 vac, the use of three array voltages may result in a greater
overall efficiency.
The array voltage limiter is not shown in Configuration 2, although
it would have to be used. The types used vary depending on whether inde-
pendent sections or one fully paralleled solar array is used. For ex-
ample, assu ,ping independent sections, two solar array modules may
be used for the 28 vdc loads. If these are constant loads and matched
to the array near peak output, a dissipative limiter such as zener diodes
could be used. The 200 volt bus section could possibly use the same
method. On the other hand, if large fluctuations occurred in the
liquifaction or electrolysis loads, a partial shunt regulator for array
voltage limiting would be indicated to reduce thermal dissipation
problems.
Apparent system advantages and disadvantages are listed as
follows:
ADVANTAGES
o Efficiency
Separate solar array module sections for each major load bus
resulting in best possible matching to load voltages and high
efficiency.
o Simplicity
Few major power conditioning units. Separate array voltage
control unit may not be required.
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DISADVANTAGES:
o Flexibility
Relatively inflexible for major load changes. Requires adding or
switching array modules for each independent section.
o Reliability
If different solar array module voltages are used for each section,
interchangeability is lost. Requires increased total array area
or module number for acceptable reliability.
o Power Losses on Long Lines
Power losses on long lines are increased when power is distributed
at low voltages.
In general, while the system concept looks attractive for an application
where the load requirements are well-known and fixed, the sy ^tem
inflexibility influences strongly against its choice.
2.2.3 Configurations 3 and 4 - AC-DC Distribution
r&s illustrated in Figure F. 3, Configuration 3 may be regarded
as a 'mirror image' of Configuration 4 shown in Figure F. 4. In
Configuration 3, the major load-distribution branch is the ac branch,
whereas for Configuration 4, the do branch predominates. In this
case, approximately forty-five percent of the load has the advantages
and disadvantages of Configuration 1, the full ac distribution. The
array voltage control is shown in series as for PWM application, but
it may be shunted or combined with the inverter.
In comparing Configuration 3 with ^.onfiguration 4, it can be
seen that where a separate unregulated converter is needed for the
regulated 28 vdc 'bus on Configuration 4, the same function is per-
formed in Configuration 3 by a T/R.
Whereas, the electrolysis load of 19. 5 kw has a separate PWM
regulator all for itself on Configuration 3 which may be shut down in
the event of regulator failure, this is not the case for Configuration 4.
e
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A total failure of the PWM series regulator on Configuration 4 would
require emergency operation power for the shelter. By comparison,
the name emergency power would be required in the event of an iz-.verter
failure on Configuration 3. Thus, on the reliability question, the matter
is not open and shut, and the choice to be made is not obvious.
At this point, it is not possible to say which basic system, is the
most efficient. Because Configuration 4 presents the possibility of
using only one regulator for approximately two thirds of the total load,
it may very well be the most efficient.
Since the distribution cable lengths are relatively shoot and volt-
ages can, be made quite high, do power line losses should be equivalent
to or less than ac line losses. On Configuration 4, an additional inverter
in line with the 3 0 400 Hz converter is unnecessary and removes possible
ac frequency snatching problems.
On balance, therefore, it appears that a system similar to Con-
figuration 4 would be the best choice for the system application as now
defined in Reference 4.2.
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APPENDIX G
SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT AND POWER
LEVEL CALCULATION CHARTS
t
SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT AND POWER
LEVEL CALCULATIONS
It is often convenient to estimate solar array power level, area,
and weight fo .° various specific densities or specific powers. The
parametric data depicted in Figures G.1, G. 2, and G. 3 was pre -
pared xor this purpose during this study.
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